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London Paddington
  PAD CHX

London 
Charing CrossVIC

London Victoria

London Waterloo
WAT

Hastings HGS

Eastbourne
EBN

London Cannon 
Street CST

LIV London
Liverpool Street 

London 
Fenchurch
Street FST

SRA Stratford

London 
Blackfriars

BFR

London Bridge LBG

Clapham
Junction 
CLJ

LONDON

Shepherd’s 
Bush SPB

Queens Park
(London) 

QPW

Harrow-on-the-Hill
                         HOH

SRU South Ruislip 

WRU West Ruislip 

DNM Denham 

DGC Denham Golf Club 

GER Gerrards Cross 

SRG Seer Green 

BCF Beaconsfield 

APF Appleford 

Cholsey CHO

Goring & Streatley GOR

Pangbourne PAN

Tilehurst TLH

EAR Earley 

Theale THE

RDW
Reading West

Reading Green Park

MDG
Midgham 

Kintbury
KIT

Bedwyn
BDW

Chippenham 
CPM

Melksham 
MKM

Filton Abbey Wood FIT

Stapleton Road SRD

Severn Beach SVB
St Andrews Road SAR

CFN
Clifton
Down 

MTP
Montpelier 

Redland 
RDA

Sea
Mills 
SMLAvonmouth AVN

Shirehampton SHH
Portway Parkway

PWY Patchway 

Severn
Tunnel
Junction 
STJ Pilning

     PIL

CDU Cam & Dursley Stonehouse SHU

Kemble KEM

Stroud (Gloucs) STD

Swindon (Wilts)
SWI

Yate YAE

Lydney LYD
Chepstow CPW

Caldicot CDT

Lawrence Hill
LWH

Keynsham KYNBMT Bedminster 

PSN Parson Street 

NLS Nailsea & Backwell 

YAT Yatton 

WOR Worle 

WNM Weston Milton 

HIG Highbridge & Burnham 

BWT Bridgwater 

OLF
Oldfield

Park 
NRC

Newbury
Racecourse 

Aldermaston 
AMT

Thatcham 
THA

Hungerford 
HGD

Pewsey PEW

Freshford
   FFD

FRO Frome 

TRO Trowbridge 

BOA Bradford-on-Avon 

AVF x Avoncliff 

BRU Bruton 

CLC Cary 

Newbury
NBY

WSB Westbury 

BPW
Bristol

Parkway 

GCR
Gloucester

Bristol
Temple Meads 
BRI

WSM Weston-super-Mare 

BTH
Bath
Spa

WNS Winnersh 

WTI Winnersh 
Triangle 

WKM Wokingham 

Bracknell BCE
Martins Heron MAO

Longcross
LNG

Sunningdale SNG

CRN Crowthorne Dilton Marsh
x DMH

Warminster WMN

SND Sandhurst (Berks) 

BAW Blackwater BMY Bramley (Hants) 

Mortimer 
MOR

FNN Farnborough North 

RAD Radley 
CUM Culham 

HND Hanborough 

CME Combe (Oxon) 

FIN R Finstock 

CBY Charlbury 

AUW R Ascott-under-Wychwood 

SIP Shipton 

KGM
Kingham

HYB
Honeybourne

Pershore
PSH

Worcestershire 
Parkway WOP

Ashchurch
for Tewkesbury ASC

Moreton-in-Marsh 
MIM

Evesham
EVEWorcester

Shrub Hill
WOS

Malvern
Link MVL

Colwall
CWL

Pontypool &
New Inn PPL

Droitwich Spa DTW

Leominster LEO

Ludlow
LUD

CRV
Craven

Arms 

CTT
Church

Stretton 

WLP Welshpool 

NWT Newtown (Powys) 

CWS
Caersws 

MCN
Machynlleth Penhelig x PHG 

Aberdovey AVY
Tywyn TYW

Tonfanau x TNF 
Llwyngwril x LLW 
Fairbourne FRB
Morfa Mawddach x MFA
Barmouth BRM
Llanaber x LLA 
Talybont x TLB 
Dyffryn Ardudwy x DYF 
Llanbedr x LBR 
Pensarn (Gwynedd) x PES 
Llandanwg x LDN 
Harlech HRL
Tygwyn x TYG 
Talsarnau x TAL 
Llandecwyn x LLC 

Penrhyndeudraeth PRH

Minffordd MFF
Porthmadog PTM

CCC
Criccieth 

PNC x 
Penychain 

PWL
Pwllheli 

ABH x 
Abererch 

Borth BRH

Bow Street

DVY
Dovey

Junction 

Wellington
(Shropshire) 

WLN

TFC
Telford 
Central 

COS
Cosford 

CSL   
Codsall 

OKN
Oakengates 

SFN
Shifnal 

Gobowen GOB

Chirk CRK
Ruabon RUA

GWE Gwersyllt 

CYB x Cefn-y-Bedd 

CGW x Caergwrle 

HPE Hope (Flintshire) 

Penyffordd PNF
Buckley BCK
Hawarden HWD
Shotton SHT

Hawarden
Bridge x HWB

Neston NES

Flint
FLN

Rhyl
RHL

Abergele
& Pensarn 

AGL

CNW x Conwy 
PMW x Penmaenmawr 

     Llanfairfechan
 x LLF Bodorgan x BOR 

Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch
x LPG 

Valley x VAL 
Rhosneigr x RHO   

Ty Croes x TYC 

  Llandudno 
Junction

LLJ

DGY x Deganwy 

Prestatyn
PRT

Glan Conwy x GCW 

Tal-y-Cafn x TLC 

Dolgarrog x DLG 

North Llanrwst x NLR

Llanrwst LWR

Betws-y-Coed BYC

Pont-y-Pant x PYP 

Dolwyddelan x DWD

Roman Bridge x RMB 

Blaenau Ffestiniog BFF

CWB
Colwyn Bay

Wrexham
Central WXC

YRT x Yorton 

WEM Wem 

PRS x Prees 

WTC Whitchurch 
(Shropshire) 

WRE x Wrenbury 

NAN Nantwich 

ALB
Albrighton 

BBK
Bilbrook

Crosskeys 
CKY

Newbridge
   NBE

Llanhilleth
    LTH

Ebbw Vale Parkway EBV

Ebbw Vale Town EBB

Risca & 
Pontymistr 

RCA
Rogerstone 

ROR

Pye
Corner 

PYE

Abergavenny
AGV

Heath
High Level 
HHLLlandaf

        LLN

DCT Danescourt 

RDR Radyr 

NNP
Ninian
Park 

BGN
Bridgend 

LLR
Llanharan 

PCD
Pencoed 

Barry
Docks
BYD

CAD
Cadoxton 

Eastbrook 
EBK

CGN Cogan Dingle Road
   DGL

Penarth 
PEN

GTN Grangetown
(Cardiff) 

Dinas
Powys
DNS

Llantwit Major LWM

Barry Island 
BYI

Rhoose Cardiff
International Airport

RIA

Pyle PYL

Port Talbot
Parkway

PTA

Neath NTH
Briton Ferry BNF

Baglan BAJ

Skewen SKE
Llansamlet LAS

Gowerton x GWN
LLE Llanelli 

PBY Pembrey & Burry Port 
KWL x Kidwelly 

FYS x Ferryside 

Carmarthen CMN
Whitland WTL

NAR x
Narberth 

SDF x
Saundersfoot 

Haverfordwest 
HVF

Johnston
(Pembs) x JOH

Milford Haven 
MFH

PNA x
Penally 

LAM x
Lamphey 

PMD 
Pembroke

Dock 

Kilgetty 
x KGT 

Tenby 
TEN

Manorbier 
MRB

Pembroke
PMB

Clunderwen x CUW 

Clarbeston Road x CLR 

Fishguard
Harbour FGH

Fishguard & Goodwick FGW

Swansea SWA

PYC
Pontyclun 

TAF Taffs Well 
TRE Trefforest Estate 

Maesteg MST

Maesteg (Ewenny Road) MEW

Tondu TDU

Garth (Mid Glamorgan) GMG

Sarn SRR

Wildmill WMI

TRF Trefforest 

Treherbert 
TRB

Treorchy 
TRY

BYE x Bynea 

LLH x Llangennech 

PTD x Pontarddulais 

PTF Pantyffynnon 

AMF x Ammanford 

LLI x Llandybie 

FFA x Ffairfach 

LLL Llandeilo 

LNR x Llanwrda 

LLG x Llangadog 

LLV Llandovery 

CYN x Cynghordy 

SUG x Sugar Loaf 

LNW Llanwrtyd 

LLM x Llangammarch 

GTH x Garth (Powys) 

CIM x Cilmeri 

BHR x Builth Road 

LLO Llandrindod 

PNY x Pen-y-Bont 

DOL x Dolau 

LLT x Llanbister Road 

LGO x Llangynllo 

KNU x Knucklas 

KNI Knighton 

BUK x Bucknell 

HPT x Hopton Heath 

BME x Broome 

TPN
Ton Pentre 

LLY
Llwynypia 

DMG
Dinas

(Rhondda) 
TRH

Trehafod 
YNW

Ynyswen 

Ystrad
Rhonnda 

YSR

Tonypandy 
TNP

Porth
POR

PER Penrhiwceiber 
MTA Mountain Ash 

FER Fernhill 
CMH Cwmbach 

ABA Aberdare 

Merthyr Tydfil MER
Pentre-Bach PTB

Abercynon ACY

Quakers Yard QYD
Merthyr Vale MEV

Troed-y-rhiw TRD

Pontypridd
             PPD

FRW Fairwater 
WNG Waun-Gron Park Cathays  

        CYS

Coryton COY
Whitchurch (Cardiff) WHT

Rhiwbina RHI

Birchgrove BCG
Ty Glas TGS

Heath Low           
    Level
        HLL

Lisvane & 
Thornhill
LVT

Caerphilly CPH

Aber ABE

Llanbradach LNB
Ystrad Mynach YSM

Hengoed HNG

Pengam PGM
Gilfach Fargoed GFF

Bargoed BGD
Brithdir BHD

Tir-Phil TIR
Pontlottyn PLT

Rhymney RHY

Energlyn &
Churchill Park
                 ECP

Llanishen 
LLS

Cardiff Bay
CDB

Cwmbran 
CWM

LED
Ledbury

GMV
Great

Malvern

Bicester
Village 

BIT

OXP
Oxford

Parkway 

Bicester
North BCS

Haddenham &
Thame Parkway
HDM
MRS Monks
Risborough Little

Kimble
LTK

Islip 
ISP

HYD Heyford 

TAC Tackley 

KGS Kings Sutton 

HWY High Wycombe 

OXF Oxford 

Cheltenham Spa CNM

Hereford HFD

WOF
Worcester
Foregate

Street

Cardiff
Queen
Street CDQ

CDF
Cardiff
Central 

Newport
(South Wales) 
NWP

BRY
Barry

Didcot Parkway 
DID

SDR Saunderton 

PRR Princes Risborough 

RIC Rickmansworth 

CLW Chorleywood 

AMR Amersham 

GMN Great Missenden 

Wendover WND

Stoke
   Mandeville
      SKM

Aylesbury
            AYS

Aylesbury Vale 
Parkway AVP

Chalfont & Latimer 
CFO

HDN Harlesden 

Willesden 
Junction 
WIJ

SBP Stonebridge Park 
WMB Wembley Central 

NWB Wembley 
SOK South Kenton 

KNT Kenton 
HRW Harrow & Wealdstone 

HDL Headstone Lane 
HTE Hatch End 

CPK Carpenders Park 
BSH Bushey 

WFH Watford High Street 

South
Hampstead 

SOH
Farringdon 

ZFD

Bond Street 

Tottenham Court Road 

KNL Kensal
Green 

Kensal
Rise
KNR

Brondesbury Park BSP

Brondesbury 
BSY

Kentish
Town KTN

Caledonian 
Road & 

Barnsbury
CIR

KBN Kilburn
High Road 

Old Street OLD

Essex Road EXR

Finsbury Park FPK

Harringay Green Lanes 
HRY

South
Tottenham 

STO

Drayton Park DYP
Canonbury 

CNN

Highbury &
Islington HHY

Camden
Road 
CMD

Kentish
   Town West
       KTW

Hendon
HEN FNY

Finchley
Road & 
Frognal

Hampstead
Heath
HDHWest Hampstead 

WHD

GPO
Gospel

Oak 

UHL
Upper

Holloway 

CRH
Crouch

Hill Harringay HGY
Hornsey HRN
Alexandra Palace AAP

Bowes Park
BOPNSG New Southgate 

OKL Oakleigh Park 
NBA New Barnet 

HDW Hadley Wood 
PBR Potters Bar 

BPK Brookmans Park 
WMG Welham Green 
HAT Hatfield (Herts) 

WGC Welwyn Garden City 
WLW Welwyn North 

KBW Knebworth 

Palmers Green 
PAL

Winchmore Hill 
WIH

Grange Park GPK
Edmonton Green

EDR

Bush Hill Park 
BHK

Southbury 
SBU

Theobalds
Grove
TEO

TUR
Turkey
Street 

Cheshunt CHN

Broxbourne BXB

Roydon RYN

Harlow Town HWM

Harlow Mill HWM

Sawbridgeworth SAW

Bishops Stortford BIS

Stansted Mountfitchet SST

Shelford (Cambs) SED

ELY Ely 

WLE
Whittlesea 

MCH
March

MNE
Manea 

WBC Waterbeach 
CMB Cambridge North 

Dullingham 
DUL

Newmarket 
NMK    

Kennett KNE

Bury St Edmunds BSE

Thurston TRS

SPP x R  
Shippea Hill 

BND
Brandon

HRD
Harling Road 

ATL
Attleborough 

WMD
Wymondham 

Lakenheath      
        LAK x

Littleport LTP

Spalding SPA

Netherfield 
NET

MMO
Melton Mowbray 

OKM
Oakham

SMD
Stamford (Lincs)

RDF
Radcliffe-
on-Trent 

CTO Carlton 

BUJ Burton Joyce 

LOW Lowdham 

THU Thurgarton 

BSB Bleasby 

FSK Fiskerton 

ROL x Rolleston 

NCT Newark Castle 

Collingham CLM

Swinderby SWD

Hykeham HKM

Gainsborough
Lea Road

GBL

SXY
Saxilby 

Retford RET

Gainsborough
     Central

         GNB

KTL      Kirton Lindsey 

Kirk Sandall KKS
Hatfield & Stainforth HFS

Thorne South 
TNS

CWE
Crowle 

SNI
Snaith 

Rawcliffe 
RWC

Goole GOO

WRS
Wressle 

EGN
Eastrington 

BMF
Broomfleet 

Ferriby
FRY

Cottingham CGM

Beverley BEV

Arram ARR

Hutton Cranswick HUT

Driffield DRF

Nafferton NFN

Bridlington BDT

Bempton BEM

Hunmanby HUB

Filey FIL

Seamer SEMMalton MLT

ThirskTHI

Northallerton NTR  

Saltmarshe SAM

Thorne North
         TNN

Althorpe 
ALP

BGG      Brigg 

Barnetby 
BTB

Barton-on-Humber BAU
Barrow Haven BAV

New Holland NHL
Goxhill GOX

Thornton Abbey TNA

Habrough HAB

Ulceby ULC

Stallingborough SLL
Healing HLI

Great Coates GCT

Grimsby Docks GMD
New Clee x NCE

ALK
Aslockton 

BTF
Bottesford 

Bingham
BIN

Elton &
Orston
R ELO 

Heckington HEC

Rauceby
RAU

Ancaster
ANC

SLR Sleaford 

Swineshead SWE

Ruskington RKT

Metheringham MGM

Market Rasen MKR

Hubberts Bridge HBB

Boston BSN

Thorpe Culvert TPC

Wainfleet WFL

Havenhouse HVN

Skegness SKG

Downham Market DOW

Watlington WTG

Thetford
TTF

Eccles Road 
ECS

Spooner Row 
x SPN

Elmswell ESW

Whittlesford Parkway WLF

Great Chesterford GRC

Audley End AUD
Newport (Essex) NWE
Elsenham (Essex) ESM

ENF
Enfield Town

WAR
Ware 

(Herts) 

SMT
St Margarets

(Herts)
RYH

Rye House 
HFE

Hertford East 

SLV Silver Street 

WHL White Hart Lane 

BCV Bruce Grove 

SVS Seven Sisters 

Stamford Hill 
SMH

Stoke Newington SKW

Rectory Road REC

             LOF
London Fields

Haggerston 
HGG

Hoxton
HOX

Shoreditch
High Street 

SDC

CBH Cambridge 
Heath 

BET Bethnal
Green

ZLW Whitechapel

Hackney Downs HAC

Clapton CPT

Maryland 
MYL

Stratford International 
SFA

Barking BKG

FOG
Forest
Gate 

Manor
Park 
MNP

Seven
Kings 
SVK

Chadwell
Heath 
CTH

IFD
Ilford 

GMY
Goodmayes 

RMF
Romford 

GDP
Gidea
Park 

HRO
Harold
Wood 

Brentwood 
BRE

Billericay 
BIC

WIC
Wickford 

Ingatestone INT

HAP Hatfield Peverel 

WTM Witham 

Marks
Tey 
MKT

Kelvedon 
KEL

Colchester
Town CET

Great
Bentley 

GRB

Thorpe-
le-Soken 

TLS

HYH
Hythe 

(Essex) 

Mistley 
MIS

Harwich
International 

HPQ

Harwich
Town HWC

WRB
Wrabness 

Felixstowe 
FLX

Derby Road 
(Ipswich) DBR

TRM
Trimley 

WDB Woodbridge 

MES Melton (Suffolk) 

WCM Wickham Market 

NMT Needham Market 

DIS Diss 
OUN Oulton Broad North 

SYT Somerleyton 

HAD x Haddiscoe 

Reedham
(Norfolk) REE

Berney Arms x BYA Cantley CNY
Buckenham
      (Norfolk)
        x BUC 

ACL
Acle

LGD
Lingwood 

BDA
Brundall 

Salhouse SAH

Hoveton & Wroxham HXM

Worstead WRT

North Walsham NWA

Gunton GNT

Cromer 
CMR

West 
Runton 
WRN

Sheringham 
SHM

Roughton Road CMR

Brundall 
Gardens 

BGA

SMK Stowmarket 

MNG Manningtree 

SAX Saxmundham 

DSM Darsham 

HAS Halesworth 

BRP x Brampton (Suffolk) 

BCC Beccles 

OUS Oulton Broad South 

LWT
Lowestoft

 

WFI
Westerfield 

IPS Ipswich 

NRW
Norwich 

GYM
Great

Yarmouth 

DVC
Dovercourt 

ALR
Alresford (Essex) 

WEE
Weeley 

Kirby Cross KBX

Frinton-on-Sea FRI

Walton-on-the-Naze
WON

Clacton-on-Sea 
CLT

Wivenhoe 
WIV

COL Colchester

WNY White Notley 

CES Cressing (Essex) 

BTP Braintree Freeport 

BTR Braintree 

Sudbury (Suffolk) SUY

Bures x BUE

Chappel &
   Wakes Colne
       CWC

CHM Chelmsford 

Rayleigh 
RLG

HOC
Hockley 

BLB
Battlesbridge 

NFA
North

Fambridge 

South Woodham 
Ferrers

SOF

Althorne 
(Essex)

ALN

Southminster 
SMN

BUU
Burnham-
on-Crouch 

Prittlewell PRL
Southend 
Victoria SOVRochford RFD

SIA
Southend Airport 

SNF
Shenfield 

Emerson Park
EMP

Dagenham Dock DDK
RNM

Rainham (Essex) 

OCK Ockendon 
Chafford Hundred

Lakeside CFH

Purfleet PFL

GRY
Grays 

Tilbury Town TIL
East Tilbury ETL

Stanford-le-Hope SFO

Upminster 
    UPM

WHR
West

Horndon 

Laindon
LAI

BSO
Basildon 

PSE
Pitsea

Benfleet BEF Chalkwell 
CHW

Thorpe Bay
TPB

Southend
Central 

SOC

LES
Leigh-on- Sea 

SOE
Southend East 

WCF
Westcliff 

SRY
Shoeburyness 

St James
Street

(Walthamstow)
SJS

Blackhorse
   Road BHO

Walthamstow
Queen’s Road WMW

Chingford CHI

Waltham Cross WLC

Enfield Lock ENL

Brimsdown BMD

Ponders End PON

Meridian Water MRW

Tottenham
Hale TOM

Lea
Bridge 
LEB

Northumberland 
Park NUM

Highams Park HIP

Wood Street WST

Walthamstow
Central WHC

Leyton Midland 
Road LEM

Leytonstone
High Road LER

Wanstead Park WNP

Woodgrange Park WGR
Limehouse LHS

Canary 
Wharf 

SQE
Surrey Quays 

Canada Water ZCW
Rotherhithe 

ROE

Wapping 
WPE

Shadwell 
SDE

Custom House 

West Ham 
WEH

Hackney Central HKC
Homerton HMN

Hackney Wick
    HKW

Dalston
   Kingsland
      DLK

Dalston
Junction 

DLJ

Enfield Chase
ENC

Gordon Hill GDH
Crews Hill CWH

Cuffley CUF
Bayford BAY

Watton-at-Stone WAS

Hitchin HIT

Arlesey ARL

Biggleswade BIW

Sandy SDY

St Neots SNO

Huntingdon HUN

LET
Letchworth
Garden City 

BDK
Baldock

RYS Royston 

MEL Meldreth 

STH Shepreth 

FXN Foxton 

AWM
Ashwell

& Morden 

Stevenage SVG

CBG Cambridge 

Peterborough 
PBO

Grantham GRA

Newark
North Gate 
NNG

Mansfield MFT

Sheffield 
SHF

Worksop
WRK

LCN
Lincoln 

Doncaster DON

SCU
Scunthorpe 

Grimsby Town GMB

Cleethorpes CLE

Selby
SBY

York YRK

Scarborough
SCA

Hull HUL

Howden 
HOW

Gilberdyke 
GBD

Brough
BUH

Hessle 
HES

NOT
Nottingham 

Barnsley
BNY

Huddersfield HUD

RCD Rochdale 

Halifax 
HFX

Bradford
Interchange 

BDI

BDQ Bradford Forster Square LDS
Leeds

Wakefield
Westgate WKF

Derby DBY

Kings Lynn KLN

Stansted Airport SSD

Hertford North HFN

Cricklewood 
CRI

Watford North WFN

KGL Kings Langley 
APS Apsley 

HML Hemel Hempstead 
BKM Berkhamsted 

TRI Tring 

Cheddington CEDLBZ Leighton Buzzard 

Bletchley BLY MKC Milton Keynes Central 

BAN Banbury 

LMS Leamington Spa 
Northampton
   NMP

BDM Bedford 

Leicester LEI

Coventry COV
SOL Solihull 

Stratford-
upon-Avon 

SAV

Birmingham
    International BHI

Birmingham
New Street BHM

BMO Birmingham 
Moor Street 

Birmingham 
Snow Hill
BSW

LIC Lichfield City 

STA Stafford 

Stoke-on-Trent SOT

Macclesfield MAC

Stockport SPT

Manchester
Oxford Road

MCO

MAN
Manchester
Piccadilly

MCV
Manchester

Victoria 

Wilmslow WML

Crewe CRE

Manchester
Airport

MIA

WAC
Warrington 

Central

WGN Wigan 
North Western 

PRE Preston 
(Lancs) 

Lancaster LAN

Barrow-in-
Furness

BIF

Isle of Man

Blackpool 
North BPN

Wigan 
Wallgate
WGW Bolton BON

Blackburn BBN

Runcorn    
RUN

LPY
Liverpool South 

Parkway

St Helens Central SNH

Liverpool
Lime Street

LIV
  Liverpool
Central LVC

Warrington
Bank Quay 
WBQ

BWD
Birchwood

SNK
Sankey for 
Penketh 

Warrington
West

HGN
Hough 
Green 

HNX
Hunts
Cross 

                    WAV    
        Wavertree
  Technology
       Park 

Broad Green BGE

ROB Roby 

Kirkdale
 KKD

   Fazakerley
FAZ

Rainford RNF
Upholland UPL

Orrell ORR
Pemberton PEM   

     Kirkby
(Merseyside) KIR

Rice Lane RIL

Walton
(Mersyside) 

WAO

Orrell Park
     OPK

AIN Aintree 
ORN Old Roan 

MAG Maghull 
MNS Maghull North 

TWN Town Green 
AUG Aughton Park 

OMS Ormskirk 
BCJ Burscough Junction 

Rufford 
RUF

Croston CSO

HUY Huyton 
Whiston 

WHN
Rainhill 

RNH

PSC Prescot 
Eccleston Park ECL

Thatto Heath THH

St Helens Junction SHJ

Garswood 
GSW Bryn BYN Ince INC

Lostock LOT
Horwich Parkway HWI

Blackrod BLK
Adlington (Lancs) ADL

Buckshaw Parkway BSV
Chorley CRL

SLW Salwick 
Layton LAY

Moss Side MOS

Lytham LTMSQU Squires Gate 

BPB Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach 

BPS Blackpool South 

Ansdell &
Fairhaven AFV

Kirkham &
Wesham KKM

Poulton-
le-Fylde PFY

Heysham Port
R HHP 

Bare
Lane 
BAR

MCM
Morecambe 

CNF Carnforth

Wennington 
WNN

Bentham 
BEN

Clapham
(North Yorkshire) 

CPY

Giggleswick 
GIG

Oxenholme
Lake District 
OXN

Penrith
(North Lakes) 
PNR         

SVR Silverdale 

ARN Arnside 

ROO
RooseASK Askam 

FOX x Foxfield 
GNR x Green Road 

MLM Millom 

Silecroft x SIC 

Bootle (Cumbria) x BOC 

Ravenglass for Eskdale RAV

Drigg x DRI 

Seascale SSC

Sellafield SEL

Braystones (Cumbria) x BYS 

Nethertown x NRT 

St Bees SBS

Corkickle x CKL 

Whitehaven WTH

Parton x PRN 

Harrington x HRR 

Workington WKG

Flimby x FLM 

Maryport 
MRY

Aspatria x ASP 

Wigton
WGT

DLS x 
Dalston

(Cumbria)

KBF x Kirkby-in-Furness ULV
Ulverston

Dalton 
(Cumbria)

DLT

Cark &
Cartmel 

CAK

KBK
Kents Bank

KEN Kendal 

BUD Burneside (Cumbria) 

SVL Staveley (Cumbria) 

WDM Windermere 

Grange-over-
Sands GOS

St Annes-
on-Sea SAS

Lostock
Hall LOH

BMB
Bamber
Bridge 

Pleasington 
x PLS

CYT
Cherry Tree

Mill Hill
(Lancs) 

MLH

Hindley 
HIN

Daisy Hill DSY

HGF Hag Fold 

ATN Atherton 

WKD
Walkden 

Westhoughton WHG

MSD
Moorside 

SNN
Swinton

(Manchester) 

Salford Crescent SLD
Salford Central SFD

Clifton (Manchester) R CLI 

Kearsley (Manchester) KSL
Farnworth FNW

Moses Gate MSS

Hall-i-th-Wood HID

Bromley Cross 
(Lancs) BMC

Entwistle x ENT 

Darwen DWN

Ramsgreave
& Wilpshire RGW  

Langho LHO

Whalley (Lancs)
              WHE

Clitheroe CLH

Patricroft 
PAT

Eccles
(Manchester)

ECC

NLW
Newton

-le-
Willows 

Lea Green 
LEG

ERL Earlestown 

Widnes 
WID

Halewood 
HED

West
Allerton 

WSA

Mossley
Hill

MSH

Edge
Hill
EDG

Brunswick 
BRW

Aigburth 
AIG

Cressington 
CSGSt. Michaels 

STM

IRL
Irlam 

Chassen
Road 
CSR

Humphrey
Park
HUP

Manchester
United

Football 
Ground

        MUF

DGT
Deansgate 

Walsall WSL

WVH Wolverhampton 

SHR
Shrewsbury 

WRX Wrexham General 

Chester 
CTR

LLD Llandudno 

Bangor (Gwynedd) BNG

Holyhead HHD

Garston 
(Hertfordshire) GSN

BWO Bricket Wood 

Fenny Stratford FEN
WOL Wolverton 

Long Buckby LBK

Rugby RUG 

WRW Warwick 

Warwick
Parkway WRP

Hatton 
HTN

LPW Lapworth 

SRI Spring Road 

FWY Five Ways 

BBS      Bordesley 

UNI University (Birmingham) 
SLY Selly Oak 

BRV Bournville 
KNN Kings Norton 

LOB Longbridge 
NFD Northfield 

Alvechurch ALV

Redditch RDC

BTG Barnt Green 
BMV Bromsgrove HBY Hartlebury 

HLG Hall Green 
YRD Yardley Wood 

SRL Shirley 
WTE Whitlocks End 

WYT Wythall 
EWD Earlswood (West Midlands) 

TLK x The Lakes (Warks) 

Bearley
x BER

Claverdon 
x CLV

WDE x Wood End 
DZY x Danzey 

HNL Henley-in-Arden 
Wootton Wawen x WWW 

WMC Wilmcote 

Stratford upon 
Avon Parkway 

STY

DDG Dorridge 

OLT Olton 

Acocks
    Green   
         ACG

TYS Tyseley 

SMA Small Heath 

WMR Widney Manor 

Bow Brickhill BWB

Woburn Sands WOB

Aspley Guise APG

RID Ridgmont 

LID Lidlington 

MLB Millbrook (Bedfordshire) 

SWR Stewartby 

KMH Kempston Hardwick 

BSJ Bedford St Johns 

WEL Wellingborough 

KET Kettering 

Bedworth BEH

Coventry Arena CAA

Kenilworth 
KNW

Bermuda 
Park BEP

Hampton-in-Arden
    HIA

Adderley Park ADD

Duddeston DUD

Water Orton WTO Hinckley
(Leics)
HNK

Narborough 
NBR

Coleshill
Parkway 

CEH

South
Wigston 

SWS

Aston AST

Gravelly Hill 
GVH

Erdington 
ERD

Nuneaton 
NUN

Atherstone ATHWilnecote
(Staffs)
WNE

Polesworth R PSW 

Tamworth TAM

Burton-on-Trent BUT

Willington WIL

Chester Road 
CRD

Bescot Stadium BSC

Perry Barr PRY
Witton
   (Birmingham)
      WTT

Hamstead
    (Birmingham) HSD

Tame Bridge Parkway
   TAB

Wylde Green 
WYL

Sutton
Coldfield 

SUT

FOK Four Oaks 

BUL Butlers Lane 

Bloxwich BLX

Bloxwich North   
            BWN

LAW Landywood 

CAO Cannock 

HNF Hednesford 

RGT Rugeley Town

SNE
Stone

(Staffs)

Longport LPT

Kidsgrove KDG

Congleton CNGAlsager 
ASG

Sandbach SDB

Mouldsworth 
MLD

DLM 
Delamere 

FRD Frodsham 

Runcorn
East
RUE

    Helsby 
HSB

INE
Ince & Elton
(Cheshire)

ELP
Ellesmere

Port 
LTT

Little Sutton 

Overpool OVE

Eastham Rake ERA
Hooton HOO

Bromborough Rake BMR
Bromborough BOM

Spital SPI
Port Sunlight PSLBEB Bebington 

RFY Rock Ferry 

   Green Lane
GNL

CNP Conway Park 

BKQ Birkenhead Hamilton Square 

LVJ
James Street

Liverpool 

MRF Moorfields 

SDL Sandhills 

BDL Birkdale Meols Cop 
MEC

New Lane NLN

BES
Bescar Lane 

BCB
Burscough

Bridge 
HSC

Hoscar 

PBL Parbold 

Euxton
Balshaw 

Lane 
EBA

LEY Leyland 

APB Appley Bridge 
GST Gathurst 

HIL Hillside 
ANS Ainsdale 

FRE Freshfield 
FBY Formby 

HTO Hightown 
HLR Hall Road 

WLO Waterloo (Merseyside) 

BAH Bank Hall 

BLN Blundellsands & Crosby 

SFL Seaforth & Litherland 
BNW Bootle New Strand 

BOT Bootle Oriel Road 

SOP Southport 

BKP Birkenhead Park 

BKN Birkenhead North 

WLV Wallasey Village 

Leasowe
LSW

Bidston BID

MRT
Moreton

(Merseyside)
Meols MEO

Manor Road MNR

Hoylake HYK

West Kirby WKI

WLG Wallasey Grove Road 

NBN New Brighton 

Birkenhead 
Central BKC

Capenhurst CPU
Bache BAC

Stanlow &
Thornton 

SNT
Cuddington 

CUD
Hartford (Cheshire) HTF

Greenbank GBK
Northwich NWI

Lostock Gralam LTG
Plumley PLM

KNF Knutsford 
MOB Mobberley 

Winsford WSF

Acton Bridge
    (Cheshire)
        ACB

Holmes Chapel HCH
Goostrey GTR

Chelford (Cheshire) CEL

Alderley Edge ALD

Prestbury PRB

Adlington
(Cheshire) 
ADC

Poynton PYT

Bramhall BML

Middlewood MDL
Chinley

CLY
Edale 
EDL

Strines SRN
New Mills Central
   NMC

Marple MPL
Rose Hill 

RSH

BNT
Brinnington 

Heaton
Chapel HTC

Levenshulme 
LVM

Bredbury 
BDY

Romiley RML

Woodley WLY
Hyde Central HYC

Hyde North HYT

ADK
Ardwick 

Padgate 
PDG

Glazebrook 
GLZ

FLI
Flixton 

URM
Urmston 

TRA
Trafford

Park 
GTO

Gorton 
FRF

Fairfield 

Flowery
Field FLF

Godley 
GDL

Hattersley HTY
Broadbottom BDB

Dinting DTG
Hadfield 
HDF

Glossop GLO

BLV Belle Vue 
RRB Ryder Brow 
RDN Reddish North 

Reddish South
    RDS

MAU Mauldeth Road 
BNA Burnage 

East Didsbury
           EDY

Gatley GTY
Navigation
Road NVR

Hale
(Manchester)

HAL

ASY
Ashley

ALT
Altrincham 

Heald Green 
HDG

SYA Styal 

Handforth  
     HTH

Denton
    DTN

GUI
Guide 
Bridge 

NWN
Newton 
for Hyde 

ABY
Ashburys 

BAM
Bamford 

GRN
Grindleford 

Hope
(Derbyshire) 

HOP

Hathersage 
HSG

Dore & 
Totley 
DOR

Disley DSL

New Mills Newtown NMN

Furness Vale FNV

Whaley Bridge WBR

Chapel-en-le-Frith CEF

Dove Holes DVH

Buxton BUX

Cheadle Hulme
CHU

Davenport DVN
HAZ

Hazel Grove

Woodsmoor 
WSR

BKT Blake Street 

SEN Shenstone 

PKG Penkridge 

Lichfield
Trent Valley
    LTV   

RGL
Rugeley

Trent Valley

Jewellery
Quarter JEQ

KID Kidderminster 
BKD Blakedown 

HAG Hagley 
Lye LYE

CRA Cradley
Heath 

OHL Old Hill 

ROW Rowley Regis 

LGG Langley Green 

SBT Stourbridge Town 

SBJ Stourbridge Junction 

THW
The

Hawthorns 

CSY Coseley 

TIP Tipton 
DDP Dudley Port 

SAD Sandwell & Dudley 

SGB Smethwick Galton Bridge 

Smethwick 
Rolfe Street 

SMR

Stechford SCF
Lea Hall LEH

Marston Green MGN

Berkswell
     BKW

Tile Hill
     THL

Canley
       CNL

MHR Market Harborough 

COR Corby 

SIL Sileby 

Syston SYS

Loughborough LBO

East Midlands Parkway EMD

Barrow-upon-Soar BWS

Beeston BEE

Bulwell BLW

Alfreton ALF

Langley Mill
     LGM

Ilkeston 
ILN

Hucknall HKN

Newstead NSD

CHD Chesterfield 

DRO Dronfield 

Kirkby-in-Ashfield KKB

Sutton Parkway SPK

Shirebrook SHB

Swinton (South Yorks) SWN

MEX
Mexborough 

CNS
Conisbrough 

Darnall DAN    
Woodhouse WDH

Kiveton Bridge KIV
Kiveton Park KVP

Shireoaks SRO

Rotherham Central RMC

MHS Meadowhall 

MRP Moorthorpe
South

Elmsall 
SES

Adwick 
AWK

Bentley
(South Yorks) 

BYK

FZW Fitzwilliam 

Sandal
& Agbrigg
          SNA

THC Thurnscoe

GOE Goldthorpe

BTD 
Bolton-upon-

Dearne

CLN Chapeltown
(South Yorks) 

ELR Elsecar 

WOM Wombwell 

Dodworth
DOD

PNS Penistone 
DBD Denby Dale 

Shepley SPY
Stocksmoor SSM

Darton 
DRT

Brockholes BHS
Honley HOY

Berry Brow BBW
Lockwood LCK

DHN Deighton 

Brighouse BGH

FZH Frizinghall 
SHY Shipley (Yorks) 

Low 
Moor 
LMR

Baildon 
BLD

Guiseley GSY

Menston MNN

Apperley
Bridge 
APY Kirkstall

Forge KLF

Burley-in-Wharfdale BUW

Ben Rhydding BEY
Ilkley ILK

Saltaire SAE

Bingley BIY

Crossflatts CFL

Keighley KEI

Steeton & Silsden SON
Cononley CEY                         

Skipton SKI

Gargrave GGV

Long Preston LPR

Settle SET

Horton-in-Ribblesdale HIR

Ribblehead RHD

Dent DNT    

Garsdale GSD

Kirkby Stephen KSW

Appleby APP

Langwathby LGW

Lazonby & Kirkoswald LZB

Armathwaite AWT

Hellifield HLD   

Mirfield 
MIR

New Pudsey NPD

Bramley
(W Yorks) BLE

Burley Park BUY

Headingley HDY
Horsforth HRS

Weeton WET

Pannal PNL
Hornbeam Park HBP

SBE Starbeck 

Harrogate HGT

COT Cottingley 

Outwood OUT

Wakefield
Kirkgate 

WKK

Streethouse 
SHC

Featherstone FEA

Whitley
Bridge 
WBD

KNO
Knottingley 

HEL
Hensall

NOR
Normanton

Pontefract
Tanshelf 

POT

Pontefract Baghill PFR

Woodlesford WDS

CRG
Cross 
Gates 

GRF
Garforth 

MIK  
Micklefield 

Sherburn
-in-Elmet SIE

CHF Church Fenton 

ULL Ulleskelf 

KNA
Knaresborough 

HMM
Hammerton 

CTL
Cattal 

POP
Poppleton 

EGF
East

Garforth 

South
Milford
SOM

Castleford CFD

Pontefract 
Monkhill PFM

Glasshoughton GLH

MLY Morley 
BTL Batley 

DEW Dewsbury 
RVN

Ravensthorpe 

SWT Slaithwaite 

CAS Castleton (Manchester) 

Smithy Bridge SMB

Littleborough LTL

Walsden WDN

RIS
Rishton 

ACR
Accrington 

Church &
Oswaldtwistle 

CTW

Huncoat 
HCT

RSG
Rose 
Grove 

Burnley
Manchester
Road BYM

HBD
Hebden
Bridge 

SOW
Sowerby
Bridge 

Mytholmroyd MYT

BUB x Burnley Barracks 
BNC Burnley Central 

BRF Brierfield 
NEL Nelson 

CNE Colne 

HPN x
Hapton 

Todmorden TOD

MIH Mills Hill (Manchester) 

MSO Moston 
MSN Marsden (Yorks) 

GNF Greenfield 
  MSL Mossley (Manchester) 

Stalybridge SYBAshton-Under-
Lyne AHN

SLK Silkstone Common 

Creswell CWD

Whitwell (Derbyshire) 
WWL

Langwith-Whaley Thorns LAG

Mansfield
Woodhouse MSW

Attenborough ATBLGE
Long Eaton 

SPO
Spondon 

Peartree 
PEA

Tutbury & Hatton TUT

Uttoxeter UTT

Blythe Bridge BYB

Longton LGN

Belper BLP

AMB Ambergate 
WTS Whatstandwell 
CMF Cromford 

MTB Matlock Bath 

MAT Matlock 

Duffield DFI

HWW How Wood (Herts) 

PKT Park Street 

SAA St Albans Abbey 

Mill Hill Broadway MIL

Elstree & Borehamwood ELS

Radlett RDT

St Albans City SAC

Harpenden HPD

Leagrave LEA

Harlington (Beds) HLN

Flitwick FLT

LTN Luton Airport Parkway 

LUT Luton 

GFD Greenford 
SGN South Greenford 

CBP Castle Bar Park 

Virginia
Water 

VIR

Egham 
EGH

WRY Wraysbury 
SNY Sunnymeads 

DAT Datchet 

  DRG
    Drayton
        Green
        IVR

Iver 

WDT
West

Drayton 

BNM
Burnham 
(Bucks) 

Twyford
TWY

Marlow MLW

Shiplake SHI
Wargrave WGV

Bourne End BNE
Cookham COO

Furze Platt FZP

Langley
(Berks) LYY

TAP Taplow 

HAN
Hanwell 

STL
Southall 

HAY
Hayes &

Harlington 

Heathrow
Terminals 1,2,3 HXX

Heathrow
Terminal 5 HWV

WNC Windsor & Eton Central 

Ascot 
(Berks)  

ACT

SLO
Slough          MAI

Maidenhead 

Richmond 
(London)

RMD

Wimbledon    
        WIM

GLD Guildford 

Woking 
WOK

Basingstoke 
BSKSAL

Salisbury 
EXC

Exeter
Central

Plymouth 
PLY

EXD Exeter St David’s 

EXT Exeter St Thomas 

 SCS Starcross Gunnislake GSL

Calstock CSK

Bere Alston BAS

Bere Ferrers BFE

St Budeaux Victoria Road SBV

Coombe Junction Halt R COE 

St Keyne Wishing Well Halt x SKN 

Perranwell x PRW 

St Austell SAU

RED Redruth

CBN Camborne

Hayle HYL

St Erth SER

LTS Lelant Saltings
LEL x  Lelant

CBB Carbis Bay

SIV
St Ives 

(Cornwall)

Par PAR

Lostwithiel LOS

Newquay NQY
Quintrell Downs QUI

St Columb Road x SCR 
Roche x ROC 

Bugle x BGL
Luxulyan x LUX 

Bodmin
Parkway 

BOD

Penryn (Cornwall) PYN
Penmere PNM

Falmouth Town FMT
Falmouth Docks
 FAL

Causeland x CAU 

Sandplace x SDP 

Looe LOO

DWW Dawlish Warren 

 DWL Dawlish 

TGM Teignmouth 

NTA Newton Abbot 

TRR Torre 

Totnes 
TOT

Dockyard 
x DOC 

St Budeaux
Ferry Road 

SBF

St Germans 
SGM

Liskeard
LSK Ivybridge IVY

Devonport (Devon) 
DPT

Keyham 
KEY

Saltash 
STS

Menheniot 
x MEN 

TQY Torquay

PGN Paignton

Taunton TAU

Henley-on-
Thames HOTReading

   RDG

Watford Junction 
WFJ

WNR Windsor & Eton Riverside 

Heathrow
Terminal 4 HAF

London Marylebone 
MYB

                      STP
     London St Pancras       
                International 

London
Kings Cross 

KGX

London
Euston 

EUS

Moorgate 
MOG

        AML
Acton Main

   Line

West
Ealing WEA

Ealing
Broadway

EAL

Kensington
(Olympia) KPA

Battersea Park
BAK

London
Waterloo East WAE

City Thameslink
   CTK

             South 
Bermondsey
          SBM

New Cross NWX BKH
Blackheath 

Lewisham LEW

Ladywell 
LAD

Eltham 
ELW

Welling 
WLI

Barnehurst 
BNH Stone Crossing SCG

AYP Albany
Park 

NEH New
Eltham 

LEE
Lee (London) 

Mottingham 
MTG

Sidcup
SID

Elmstead Woods ESD

Chislehurst CIT

Bexley BXH
Crayford CRY

SWM Swanscombe 
NFL Northfleet 

GRV Gravesend 
HGM Higham (Kent) 

Ebbsfleet International EBD

SOO Strood (Kent) 

Cuxton CUX
Halling HAI
Snodland SDA

New Hythe NHE
Eynsford EYN

SEH Shoreham
(Kent)

OTF Otford 
Aylesford AYL

KMS
Kemsing 

Bat & Ball BBL

WMA
West

Malling 

EML
East

Malling 

Barming 
BMG

Borough 
Green & 
Wrotham 

BRG

SMY
St Mary

Cray 

Bromley
North BMN

SUP Sundridge Park 

Grove Park 
GRP

Hither Green 
HGR

SAY
Swanley 

Sheerness-on-Sea SSS
Queenborough QBR
Swale SWL
Kemsley KML

Rochester 
RTR

Sole Street 
SOR

Meopham 
MEP

Longfield LGF

Farningham Road FNR

Gillingham
(Kent) GLM

Newington 
NGT

WHI
Whitstable 

Faversham 
FAV

Sittingbourne 
SIT

TEY
Teynham 

MSR
Minster

STU
Sturry

Adisham ADM

Bekesbourne BKSChartham CRT
Bearsted BSD

Hollingbourne
     HBN

Maidstone
Barracks 
MDB

MDW
Maidstone
        West

EFL East Farleigh
WTR Wateringbury

YAL Yalding
BEG Beltring

HRM Harrietsham
LEN Lenham

CHG Charing (Kent)

Marden 
(Kent)
 MRN

SPU
Staplehurst

PDW
Paddock

Wood PLC Pluckley

Headcorn
 HCN

Chilham CIL

Wye WYE Aylesham AYH

Snowdown SWO

Shepherds Well
SPH
Kearsney
(Kent)
KSN

Westenhanger WHA

Sandling SDG

HMT Ham Street

Appledore (Kent) APD
Rye (Sussex) RYE

Winchelsea WSE
Doleham DLH

Three Oaks TOK

Folkestone
  West FKW

SEG Selling 

Broadstairs BSR

Dumpton Park DMP

Sandwich SDW

Deal DEA

Walmer WAM

Martin Mill MTM

Ramsgate RAM

Folkestone 
Central

FKC

Ashford 
International

 AFK

Maidstone East MDE

Dover 
Priory
DVP

CBW
Canterbury

West

Canterbury
East CBE

HNB
Herne Bay 

Birchington-
on-Sea

BCH

WGA
Westgate-on-Sea 

Chestfield &
Swalecliffe 

CSW

Margate MAR

RAI
Rainham

(Kent)
CTM

Chatham 

Ore
ORE

BEX Bexhill

CLL Collington

COB Cooden Beach

NSB Normans Bay

PEB Pevensey Bay

Hampden Park (Sussex)
HMD

Southease SEEFalmer FMR

Moulsecoomb MCB
PRP Preston Park

HSK Hassocks
BUG Burgess Hill

WVF Wivelsfield

BAB Balcombe

TBD Three Bridges

HEE Haywards Heath

London Road (Brighton)
LRB

Newhaven Town NVN

Newhaven Harbour NVH

Bishopstone (Sussex) BIP

Seaford (Sussex) SEF

GLY
Glynde

LWS
Lewes

CBR
Cooksbridge

Plumpton
PMP

BRK
Berwick (Sussex)

PLG
Polegate

PEV Pevensey & 
Westham    

St Leonards
Warrior Square

SLQ

High Brooms HIB

Leigh (Kent) LIH

Penshurst PHR

Edenbridge (Kent) EBR

Hever HEVELD Earlswood (Surrey)

REI
Reigate

BTO
Betchworth

SCY South Croydon 
ECR East Croydon 

PUO Purley Oaks
PUR Purley 

  Coulsdon South
CDS

 Merstham
MHM 

TAT
Tattenham

Corner
KND

Kingswood

Belmont
BLM
Banstead
BAD

Epsom Downs
EPD

Tadworth
TAD

Chipstead
CHP

Coulsdon Town 
CDN

WME
Woodmansterne

CRW
Crawley

IFI
Ifield

AGT
Aldrington

FSG
Fishersgate

EWR
East

Worthing

WWO
West

Worthing

GBS
Goring-
by-Sea

SSE
Shoreham
-by-Sea

HRH Horsham

Portsmouth & 
Southsea PMS

Portsmouth 
Harbour PMH

Chichester
CCH

Angmering
ANG

Ford
FOD

FSB
Fishbourne

(Sussex)
NUT

Nutbourne
EMS

Emsworth

 BDH
Bedhampton

FNC Farncombe 

GOD Godalming 

MLF Milford (Surrey) 

WTY Witley

LIP Liphook

LIS Liss

PTR Petersfield

 RLN Rowlands Castle

 CSA Cosham

 PTC Portchester

 SNW Swanwick

 BUO Bursledon
 HME Hamble

Netley
   NTL

Sholing
   SHO

Woolston
   WLS

Bitterne
    BTE

Millbrook (Hants) MBK
Redbridge RDB TTN Totton

 ANF Ashurst (New Forest)

 BEU Beaulieu Road

Lymington Town LYT

Lymington Pier LYP

 BCU Brockenhurst

 SWY Sway

 NWM New Milton

 HNA Hinton Admiral

Christchurch CHR

Pokesdown POK

BSM
Branksome

WOO
Wool

Dorchester
South
DCH

HOL
Holton
Heath

POO
Poole

WEY
Weymouth

Parkstone
(Dorset)

PKS

Hamworthy
HAM

Wareham
(Dorset)
WRM

Corfe Castle CFC
for Swanage

MTN
Moreton
(Dorset)

Upwey
UPW Bournemouth

BMH

Hedge End HDE

Botley BOE

St Denys
SDN

 FRM Fareham

HSL Haslemere

Bosham
BOH

Southbourne
SOB

Warblington
WBL

Havant
HAV

Hilsea HLS
Fratton FTN

RYP Ryde Pier Head

RYD Ryde Esplanade

RYR Ryde St Johns Road

BDN Brading
SAN Sandown
LKE Lake

SHN Shanklin

SAB      Smallbrook Junction

BAA
Barnham

Bognor Regis
BOG

Littlehampton
LIT

Durrington
-on-Sea

DUR

Worthing
WRH

Lancing
LAC

Southwick
SWK

Portslade
PLD

Hove
HOV

LVN
Littlehaven

WNH Warnham 

Ockley OLY

Holmwood HLM

CHH Christs Hospital

BIG Billingshurst

PUL Pulborough

AMY Amberley

ARU Arundel

FGT
Faygate

RHM
Reedham (Surrey) 

SAF Salfords (Surrey)

HOR Horley

Hurst Green HUR
Oxted OXT

Woldingham WOH

UWL
Upper

Warlingham

Sanderstead SNR

Norwood Junction NWD

RDD
Riddlesdown

Kenley
KLY

Whyteleafe
South
WHS

Whyteleafe
WHY

CAT Caterham

Edenbridge Town EBT

Cowden (Kent) CWN
Lingfield

LFD

Dormans
DMS

EGR East Grinstead

Ashurst (Kent) AHS

Eridge ERI

Crowborough COH

Buxted BXD

Uckfield UCK

HLB Hildenborough 
SEV Sevenoaks 

BMS Bromley
South 

DNG Dunton Green 

KCK Knockholt 

CLD Chelsfield 

ORP Orpington 

PET Petts Wood 

BKL
Bickley 

Penge East 
PNE

Penge West PNW

Anerley ANZ Birkbeck 
BIK

Tunbridge Wells TBW
Tonbridge

TON

Redhill RDH

Sutton
(Surrey)
 SUO

GTW Gatwick
Airport

Brighton
BTN

DFD
Dartford 

Frant FRT
Wadhurst WAD

Stonegate SOG

Etchingham ETC

Robertsbridge RBR
Battle BAT

Crowhurst CWU
West St Leonards WLD

Deptford DEP Maze Hill MZH

GNW
Greenwich 

Westcombe
Park WCB

Abbey
Wood ABWWoolwich

Dockyard WWD
Woolwich 

Plumstead 
PLU

Belvedere BVD
Erith ERH

Slade Green SGR
KDB

Kidbrooke 
FCN

Falconwood 
BXH

Bexleyheath 

GNH
Greenhithe
for Bluewater St Johns SAJ

Queens Road 
(Peckham) QRP

Peckham 
Rye PMR

Elephant
& Castle 

EPH

LGJ
Loughborough 

Junction Nunhead NHD

Brockley BCY
Honor Oak Park HPA

 Forest Hill 
      FOH

Beckenham
Junction BKJ

Clock House CLK

Elmers End ELE

Eden Park EDN

West Wickham WWI

Hayes (Kent) HYS

GDN
Godstone

Nutfield
NUF

Kent House 
KTH

Catford 
Bridge 
CFBCTF Catford 

CFT Crofton
              Park 

Sydenham (London) STD

WDU
West 

Dulwich 

SYH
Sydenham Hill 

WNW
West Norwood 

GIP Gipsy Hill 

North 
Dulwich NDL

HNH Herne Hill 

Balham BAL

Tooting 
TOO

Haydons
Road 
HYR

Wandsworth
Common WSW

BRX Brixton East
Dulwich

EDW

Streatham
STE 

SRH
Streatham Hill 

TUH
Tulse Hill 

Norbury NRB
Thornton Heath TTH

Selhurst SRS

CYP Crystal Palace 
Streatham
    Common SRC

Mitcham   
  Eastfields  
       MTC

   MIJ
Mitcham Junction 

Hackbridge HCB
Carshalton CSH

Sutton Common SUC
St Helier (Surrey) SIH

Morden South MDS

South Merton SMO

Wimbledon Chase WBO

West
Croydon

WCY

Waddon 
WDO

Carshalton
Beeches 

CSB

West Sutton
   WSU

Wallington WLT

Denmark 
Hill DMK

New
Bermondsey

      Queenstown      
             Road
(Battersea)
      QRB

Vauxhall VXH

Clapham
High Street CLP

Wandsworth
    Road WWR

  West
Brompton
        WBP

Acton Central ACC

South Acton SAT

Motspur
   Park
       MOT

Worcester
  Park WCP

Stoneleigh
   SNL

                  MAL
Malden Manor      

TOL Tolworth 
Hinchley
Wood HYW

Claygate CLG

Oxshott OXS

Cobham & 
Stoke D’Abernon CSD

Chessington North 
CSN

Chessington South CSS

         SUR
Surbiton

Esher
 ESH

HER
Hersham 

WYB
Weybridge 

BKO
Brookwood 

London Road
(Guildford) 

LRD

Effingham
Junction

EFF
Clandon

CLA
Horsley

HSY

Walton-on-
Thames

 WAL

Byfleet &
New Haw

 BFN

WBY
West 

Byfleet 

HMC Hampton Court 

Thames Ditton THD
BRS Berrylands 

Ewell West
   EWW

EPS Epsom (Surrey) 

AHD Ashtead 

Leatherhead 
LHDBookham

 BKA

Box Hill &
Westhumble

 BXW

DKG Dorking (Main) 

Dorking
Deepdene

DPD

Dorking
West
DKT

Gomshall
GOM

Chilworth
CHL

Shalford
(Surrey)

SFR

Cheam
 CHE

       Ewell
    East
EWE

Barnes Bridge BNI
Chiswick CHK

Gunnersbury 
GUN

Wandsworth
Town WNT

Barnes 
BNS

Mortlake 
MTL

Teddington TED    Hampton 
(London) HMP

Kempton Park KMP
Sunbury SUU

Shepperton SHP

Addlestone ASN

Worplesdon WPL

Ash Vale AHV

NCM   
North 
Camp 

Ash ASH

WAN Wanborough 

AHT Aldershot 

Farnborough
(Main) FNB

Fleet 
FLE

Winchfield 
WNF

GRT
Grateley 

GIL
Gillingham

(Dorset)
SHE

Sherborne 

Yeovil Pen Mill YVP

Thornford x THO 

Yetminster x YET 

Chetnole x CNO 

Maiden Newton MDN

Dorchester West
  DCW

Yeovil
Junction 

YVJ

Axminster 
AXM

Feniton
FNT

Cranbrook 
(Devon) 

CBK

PIN
Pinhoe

Polsloe Bridge POL

Digby & Sowton DIG

Newcourt NCO

Topsham TOP

Exton x EXN 

Lympstone Commando x LYC 

Lympstone Village LYM

Exmouth EXM

WCH
Whitchurch

(Hants)

Andover 
ADV

Tisbury 
TIS

Templecombe 
TMC

Crewkerne 
CKN

HON
Honiton

WHM
Whimple

NTC x Newton St Cyres 

CDI Crediton 

YEO x Yeoford 
COP x Copplestone 

MRD x Morchard Road 

Okehampton
         OKE

Sampford 
Courtenay

         SMC

LAP x Lapford 

EGG Eggesford 

KGN x King’s Nympton 

PMA x Portsmouth Arms 

UMB x Umberleigh 

 CPN x Chapelton (Devon) 

BNP Barnstaple 

Tiverton Parkway TVP

St James Park
(Exeter)

SJP DEN Dean (Wilts) 

ROM Romsey 

DBG Mottisfont &
Dunbridge

Overton
OVR

Hook 
HOK

Micheldever MIC

Winchester WIN

Shawford SHW

Eastleigh ESL
Chandlers Ford 

CFR

 SOA
Southampton

Airport Parkway

 SOU
Southampton

Central

 SWG Swaythling

FNH Farnham 

           Bentle (Hants)
                       BYY

AON Alton 

Chertsey CHY

Bagshot BAG

Camberley CAM

Frimley FML

Upper Halliford UPH

Hampton Wick
  HMW

Kingston KNG

Norbiton NBT
New

Malden 
NEM

  Raynes
  Park  
RAY

Earlsfield
    EAD

Twickenham 
TWI

Hounslow 
HOU

Staines
SNS

Ashford
(Surrey) 

AFS

Feltham FEL

Syon
Lane SYL

Kew
Bridge 
KWB

Kew Gardens 
KWG

Brentford 
BFD

Isleworth 
ISL

Whitton
(London) WTN

Strawberry
Hill STW

St Margarets 
(London) 

SMG

North
Sheen 
NSH Putney PUT

Imperial
    Wharf
        IMW

Truro TRU

Penzance PNZ

 

Aberystwyth AYW

SUN Sunderland 

Newcastle
upon Tyne NCL

Darlington DAR

MBR
Middlesbrough

NAY
Newton
Aycliffe

NRD
North Road
(Darlington)

Shildon
SHD

Heighington 
HEI

Seaham SEA

Seaton Delaval

Newsham for Blyth

Bebside

Bedlington

Ashington

Woodhorn

Northumberland Park

Horden Peterlee
Chester-le-Street CLS

Durham DHM

Heworth 
HEW

MAS Manors 

Dunston 
DOT

MCE
MetroCentre 

SKS
Stocksfield 

CRB
Corbridge 

HDB
Haydon Bridge

HWH
Haltwhistle

WRL
Wetheral

Lockerbie LOC

BLH
Bellshill

 

Whifflet WFF

HLY
Holytown

 

Airbles
 AIR

Shieldmuir
 SDM

Wishaw WSH

CLU Carluke 

LNK Lanark 
CRS Carstairs 

Mount
Vernon MTV

Bargeddie 
BGI

Coatbridge Central CBC

High
Street HST

Bellgrove
BLG

Argyle Street AGS
Bridgeton BDG

Dalmarnock DAK
Rutherglen RUT

Shettleston
SLS

Easterhouse 
EST

Coatdyke 
COA

Drumgelloch 
DRU     

Armadale 
ARM

Blackridge 
BKR

Livingston
North LSN

Carntyne CAY

CHC
Charing
Cross

(Glasgow) 

Barnhill BNL

Alexandra Parade AXP

Duke Street DST GAR
Garrowhill

BAI       
Blairhill

ADR
Airdrie 

CAC
Caldercruix Bathgate BHG

Uphall
UHA

SGL South Gyle 

Edinburgh Gateway EGY

NQU North Queensferry 

DAM Dalmeny 

INK Inverkeithing 

Edinburgh
Park
 EDP

LIN Linlithgow 

ROS Rosyth Dalgety Bay DAG

Aberdour AUR

Burntisland BTS

Kinghorn KGH

Markinch MNC

LEU Leuchars 

PLN Portlethen 

DYC Dyce 
(for Aberdeen Airport)

STN Stonehaven 

MTS Montrose 

LAU Laurencekirk 

ARB Arbroath 

CAN Carnoustie 

GOF R Golf Street 

BYL R Barry Links 

MON Monifieth 

BSI R Balmossie 

BYF Broughty Ferry 

CUP Cupar 

SPF Springfield 

COW Cowdenbeath 
LCG Lochgelly 

CDD Cardenden 

GLT Glenrothes
with Thornton 

DFE Dunfermline
Town 

DFL Dunfermline
Queen Margaret 

PMT Polmont 

Camelon 
CMO

Alloa ALO

BEA Bridge of Allan 

DBL Dunblane 

GLE Gleneagles 

DKD Dunkeld & Birnam 

Invergowrie ING

Inverurie INR KintoreInsch INSHuntly HNTKeith KEHElgin ELGForres FORNairn NRN

PIT  Pitlochry 

BLA Blair Atholl 

DLW Dalwhinnie 

NWR Newtonmore 

KIN Kingussie 

AVM Aviemore 

CAG Carrbridge 

BEL Beauly 

 MOO Muir of Ord 

DIN Dingwall 

CBD Conon Bridge 

ASS x Alness 

IGD Invergordon 

FRN x Fearn 

TAI Tain 

ARD Ardgay 

CUA x Culrain 

INH x Invershin 

LRG Lairg 

ROG x Rogart 

GOL Golspie 

BRA Brora 

HMS Helmsdale 

KIL x Kildonan 

KBC x Kinbrace 

FRS Forsinard 

ABC x Altnabreac 

SCT x Scotscalder 
Georgemas
Junction GGJ

Wick WCK

Thurso THS 

DNO x Dunrobin Castle 
(Summer service only)

LBT Larbert 

Falkirk
Grahamston FKG

Slateford
SLA

KGE Kingsknowe 

Brunstane BSU

MUB
Musselburgh 

Wallyford WAF Longniddry LND

PST
Prestonpans 

DRM
Drem 

NBW
North Berwick 

Newcraighall NEW

Shawfair SFI  

Eskbank EKB

Newtongrange NEG

Gorebridge GBG

Stow SOI

Galashiels GAL

Tweedbank TWB

WTA Wester Hailes 

CUH Curriehill 
                                                                                   

KKN Kirknewton 

CBS
Coatbridge
Sunnyside 

CRF
Carfin

Cleland
CEA

Shotts
SHS

Baillieston 
BIO

Newton
 NTN

Blantyre
BLTHNW

Hamilton West
KKH Kirkhill 

BUI Burnside
(Strathclyde) 

CFF Croftfoot 

Kings Park 
KGP

Langside 
LGS

Thornliebank 
THB

Giffnock 
GFN

Gretna Green 
GEA   

Annan ANNDumfries DMF

Clarkston CKS

Cathcart 
CCT

Muiren MUI

Williamwood WLM

Busby BUS

Thorntonhall THT

Hairmyres HMY

East Kilbride EKL
Whitecraigs WCR

Patterton PTT

Neilston NEI

KNS Kennishead 

PTL Priesthill & Darnley 
Nitshill NIT

Barrhead BRR

Dunlop DNL

Stewarton STT

Kilmaurs KLM

Auchinleck AUK

New Cumnock NCK

Kirkconnel KRK

Sanquhar SQH

Kilmarnock KMK

Mount Florida MFL
Crosshill COI
Queens Park (Glasgow) QPK

Pollokshields
East PLE

Exhibition Centre
(Glasgow) EXG

Anderston 
AND

Partick
PTK

Anniesland ANL

Kelvindale
   KVD

SUM
Summerston 

Gilshochill 
GSC Ashfield 

ASF
Springburn 

SPR

Stepps SPS

BBG
Bishopbriggs

Garve GVELochluichart x LCC Achanalt x AAT Achnasheen ACNAchnashellach x ACH Strathcarron STCAttadale x ATT Stromeferry STF  Duncraig x DCG 

Kyle of Lochalsh KYL

Duirinish x DRN 

Plockton PLK

Lenzie LNZ Croy CRO

Gartcosh GRH

CUB Cumbernauld 

GRL Greenfaulds 

PPK
Possilpark &
Parkhouse 

MLN Milngavie 

HLF Hillfoot 

BRN Bearsden 
DMC Drumchapel 

Clydebank
CYK

Garscadden 
GRS

Scotstounhill 
SCHYoker YOK

DMR
Dalmuir 

BWG
Bowling

Balloch BHC

Alexandria ALX

Renton RTNHLU Helensburgh
Upper 

GCH Garelochhead 

ART Arrochar & Tarbert 

TYL
Tyndrum
Lower 

LHA
Loch Awe

TAY
Taynuilt

Connel Ferry
CON

Dalmally 
DAL

Falls of
Cruachan

FOC
(Summer service only)

AUI x Ardlui 
Crianlarich CNR 

Upper Tyndrum UTY

Bridge of Orchy BRO

Rannoch RAN

Corrour CRR

Tulloch TUL

Roy Bridge x RYB

Spean Bridge SBR

Banavie BNV

Corpach CPA

Loch Eil Outward Bound LHE

Locheilside x LCS 

Glenfinnan GLF

Lochailort x LCL 

Beasdale x BSL 

Arisaig ARG

Morar MRR

   Mallaig MLG

Dalreoch 
DLR

Craigendoran 
CGD

Cardross 
CDR

HLC Helensburgh
Central 

Dumbarton
East DBE

Kilpatrick
KPT

DBC Dumbarton
Central 

Jordanhill 
JOR

Westerton 
WES

Drumry DMY

Singer SIN

MYH 
Maryhill

Hyndland 
HYN

Pollokshields
West PLW

Woodhall WDL Bishopton 
(Strathclyde)                    

BPT

Pollokshaws
East PWE

PWW Pollokshaws West 

CMY  Crossmyloof 

HLW
Hillington

West 

PYJ
Paisley

St James 
PTG

Port Glasgow 
LGB

Langbank 

Ardrossan
South Beach 

ASB

Stevenston 
STV

Saltcoats 
SLT

HLE
Hillington

East 
CDO  

Cardonald 

Johnstone
(Strathclyde)
JHN  

MIN Milliken Park 

HOZ Howwood
(Renfrewshire) 

LHW Lochwinnoch 

GLG Glengarnock 

DLY Dalry 

KWN Kilwinning 
WKB
Fairlie FRL

Ardrossan Harbour ADS

Ardrossan Town ADN

Largs LAR

Whinhill WNL

BGS Bogston 

Cartsdyke CDY
Greenock Central DFR

Greenock WesT DFR        
Fort Matilda DFR

Gourock DFR

Drumfrochar DFR

Branchton BCN

IBM Halt IBM

Inverkip INP

Wemyss Bay WMS

IRV Irvine 

BSS Barassie 

Troon TRN
Prestwick International Airport PRA

Prestwick Town PTW
Newton-on-Ayr NOA

Ayr AYR
Maybole MAY

Girvan GIR
Barrhill BRL

Stranraer STR

DUM Dumbreck 
CKH Corkerhill 

MPK Mosspark 
CKT Crookston 

Hawkhead 
HKHPaisley

Canal 
PCN

Maxwell Park 
MAX
Shawlands SHL

HNC Hamilton Central

CTE Chatelherault 

MEY Merryton 

LRH Larkhall 

Cambuslang 
CBL

Uddingston
 UDD

Carmyle 
CML Kirkwood 

KWD

Breich
R BRC 

West
Calder WCL

HTW
Hartwood 

FLD
Fauldhouse 

ADW
Addiewell 

LVG
Livingston

South 

WYM
Wylam 

Blaydon 
BLO

Prudhoe 
PRU

Riding Mill 
RDM

Hexham 
HEX                                                   

Brampton
(Cumbria) 

BMP

Bardon Mill
BLL

CRM Cramlington 

MPT Morpeth 

PEG Pegswood 

WDD Widdrington 

ACK Acklington 

ALM Alnmouth for Alnwick 

CHT R Chathill 

BWK Berwick-upon-Tweed 

DUN Dunbar 

Hartlepool HPL

Seaton Carew SEC

Billingham
   (Cleveland) BIL

Stockton STK

DND
Dinsdale

ALW
Allens West 

Teesside
Airport

       TEA Eaglescliffe
EAG

Yarm YRM

TBY
Thornaby

SBK
South
Bank

Redcar Central RCC

MTO Marton 
JCH James Cook

GYP Gypsy Lane 
NNT Nunthorpe 

GTA Great Ayton 

BTT Battersby 
Kildale KLD

Commondale COM

CSM Castleton Moor 
DNY Danby 
LHM Lealholm 

GLS Glaisdale SLH
Sleights 

Ruswarp 
RUS

Whitby 
WTB

EGT Egton 

Grosmont
GMT

Redcar East RCE
Longbeck LGK

Marske MSK
Saltburn SLB

RBS R
Redcar
British 
Steel

Carlisle CAR

Motherwell
 MTH

Glasgow Central GLC

Glasgow
Queen Street GLQ

Fort William 
FTW

Falkirk
High
FKK

STG Stirling 

PYG
Paisley
Gilmour
Street 

Oban OBN

HYM
Haymarket

 

Kirkcaldy
     KDY

Perth PTH

DEE Dundee 

ABD Aberdeen 

INV Inverness 

EDB
Edinburgh
Waverley

 

Heswall HSW

Upton
    (Merseyside)
        UPT

Ladybank LDY

T

T
T

Eurostar services
to Lille, Brusells
& Paris

Charlton
CTN

Saturdays
only

Saturdays
only

Seasonal
service

Occasional
service

Seasonal
service

Bus link
Luton Airport

 LUA

Seasonal
service

Summer 
Sundays only

Stratford International 
SFA

Woolwich
Arsenal WWA

Shortlands 
SRT

RVB
Ravensbourne

Bellingham BGM
Beckenham
    Hill BEC

NBC New Beckenham 
LSY Lower Sydenham 

NXG
New Cross Gate

Fulwell FLW

Wembley
Stadium

WCX

Sudbury Hill
Harrow SDH

NLT
Northolt

Park 

SUD
Sudbury
& Harrow

Road

Brodick (Arran)
Campbeltown  (Summer only)

Cumbrae (for Millport)

Rothesay (Bute)

Dunoon
Kilcreggan

Castlebay (Barra)
Coll and Tiree

Craignure (Mull)
Lismore

Lochboisdale (South Uist)
Port Askaig & Port Ellen (Islay)

Scalasaig (Colonsay)

Armadale (Skye)
Canna

Castlebay (Barra)
Eigg

Lochboisdale (South Uist)
Muck
Rum

Kirkwall (Orkney)
Lerwick (Shetland)

Portsmouth
Yarmouth

(Isle of Wight)

Stromness (Orkney)

Bus link
Scrabster

Douglas (Isle of Man)

Douglas (Isle of Man)

BIA
Bishop

Auckland 

scotrail.co.uk 

lner.co.uk

grandcentralrail.com

chilternrailways.co.uk

 eastmidlandsrailway.co.uk

londonnorthwesternrailway.co.uk

thameslinkrailway.com

abelliogreateranglia.co.uk

tfl.gov.uk

tfl.gov.uk

c2c-online.co.uk

www.southwesternrailway.com

southernrailway.com

eurostar.com

crosscountrytrains.co.uk

www.northernrailway.co.uk

merseyrail.org

gwr.com

Great Western Railway

www.northernrailway.co.uk

tpexpress.co.uk

tpexpress.co.uk

sleeper.scot

sleeper.scot

hulltrains.co.uk

greatnorthernrail.com

westmidlandsrailway.co.uk

tfwrail.wales

thameslinkrailway.com

gatwickexpress.com

thameslinkrailway.com

heathrowexpress.com

www.westcoastpartnership.co.uk 

First Trenitalia West Coast
New identity launch date:

8th December 2019

southeasternrailway.co.uk

Split 

Ticketing 

Our 

Speciality

For a copy of the UK rail map, extract below, visit www.railmap.org.uk

Let nationalrail.com, based at Bishop Auckland station, 
help you use the most energy efficient mode of transport, 

with new Azuma trains now running on the East Coast Main Line. 

Plan and book your travel in the UK and Europe with 
nationalrail.com, and get advice on your corporate rail travel needs 

from alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk. 

National Rail Bishop Auckland Ltd, DL14 7TL

Alex Nelson 
(Ticket Guru)

 I can speak at 

your confere
nce on 

how to save m
oney 

and help save th
e 

planet by choosing 

the tra
in.



#AskSB

@SilverBulletPR             Hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk  www.silverbulletmarketing.co.uk    t: 0191 261 7422

I've a feeling

Kansas anymore...
we're not in

If Ad-Blockers, Adwords, Affiliates, Above or Below the Line, Analytics, Branding, Blogging, 
Bounce Rate, Cascading Style Sheets, Click Through Rates, Content and CMS have got you thoroughly

confused before you’ve really started down the Yellow Brick Road, maybe it’s time we talked...

When marketing and media choice all gets a bit too much, we can guide you through the 
marketing mix, providing a no-nonsense, professional and fully integrated service that has 

been helping a wide range of international, national and regional clients since 1999.

Silver Bullet: your full service agency

Dorothy, The Wizard of Oz

Are you in need of some marketing clarity? Talk to us

SB Oz Ad (NI) June.qxp  13/05/2016  09:50  Page 1



EST                 1878

THE NORTH EAST’S

LARGEST
PREMIUM FLOORING 

SHOWROOM

UNIT 8A - AIRPORT IND EST - 0191 271 6576

PROUD TO 
BE PART OF THE 

KARPET MILLS GROUP

KINGSTON PARK
HEXHAM - BENTON

GATESHEAD - HETTON

DESIGNER FLOORING SHOWROOM ALSO AT KARPET MILLS HEXHAM

KMill SALE Event N-Insight JULY20 LEFT.indd   2 10/07/2020   10:30



EXCLUSIVE 
SALE EVENT

FAMOUS FLOORING BRANDS - ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

CALL NOW FOR CONTACT FREE ESTIMATE
SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

KMill SALE Event N-Insight JULY20 RIGHT.indd   2 10/07/2020   10:30



www.wdix.co.uk • sales@wdix.co.uk • 0191 482 0033

1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North,Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF

The Magazine18

Visit our showroom today 1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North, Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF
www.wdix.co.uk 0191 482 0033

Since 1931 our family business, est.1888, has
supplied and installed AGA Cookers in homes
throughout the North East and Yorkshire.
We also supply a wide variety of high quality range
cooker and refrigeration brands for all kitchen styles
and sizes. A North East company you can trust, our
team are dedicated to providing you the best advice,
price and service to ensure that you find the best
appliances for your kitchen. Based in Gateshead,
just off the A1, our magnificent showroom has

dedicated AGA displays, with all current models, col-
our ranges and specialist AGA Cookshop. Our expert
staff can demonstrate the workings of this renowned
cooker, and show why an AGA is more than just a
cooker. As Range Cooker Specialists our showroom is
filled with leading cooker brands such as Wolf,
Lacanche, Steel, Rangemaster and Falcon. ESSE
Range Cookers are our latest addition for this Spring.
We also have a selection of refrigeration displays from
leading brands Sub Zero, Steel and KitchenAid
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Visit our showroom today 1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North, Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF
www.wdix.co.uk 0191 482 0033

Since 1931 our family business, est.1888, has
supplied and installed AGA Cookers in homes
throughout the North East and Yorkshire.
We also supply a wide variety of high quality range
cooker and refrigeration brands for all kitchen styles
and sizes. A North East company you can trust, our
team are dedicated to providing you the best advice,
price and service to ensure that you find the best
appliances for your kitchen. Based in Gateshead,
just off the A1, our magnificent showroom has

dedicated AGA displays, with all current models, col-
our ranges and specialist AGA Cookshop. Our expert
staff can demonstrate the workings of this renowned
cooker, and show why an AGA is more than just a
cooker. As Range Cooker Specialists our showroom is
filled with leading cooker brands such as Wolf,
Lacanche, Steel, Rangemaster and Falcon. ESSE
Range Cookers are our latest addition for this Spring.
We also have a selection of refrigeration displays from
leading brands Sub Zero, Steel and KitchenAid

MAKE A STATEMENT

Superior Refrigeration products and beautiful Range Cookers are available at Walter Dix & Co,  
harnessing the latest technology with modern and traditional styling to suit any kitchen. Visit our 

Gateshead showroom today to see our dedicated displays of range cookers, refrigeration, cookware,  
built-in appliances and extraction hoods, or contact us today.

DISCOVER OUTSTANDING QUALITY RANGE COOKERS 
AND REFRIGERATION AT WALTER DIX & CO
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As we all adjust to the “new normal” we are delighted to bring you another  
vibrant issue packed with content, expert opinion and features.

Our cover stars are the Cosmetic Dental Clinic, soon to celebrate their  
15th anniversary, and one of the leading centres of their kind.

Amongst a plethora of terrific business articles, look out for Dr.David Cliff’s piece  
on the notion of a “second wave” as well as our new Lawyer of the Month and 

Media Matters platforms.

Former Sunderland star Kieron Brady also talks candidly of his work as a consultant 
for the SP Bespoke company which specialises in helping people with addictions.

We also talk to Bob Arora, owner of the hugely popular Sachins restaurant, on 
launching a ‘Sachins at Home’ video series during lockdown to showcase to his 

customers how to prepare their favourite dishes.

Given the continued difficult circumstances, may I again thank all of our wonderful 
clients, contributors and suppliers for their fantastic support.

Stay safe and well. Till next month...
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GLOBAL AWARD FOR 
ACCOMMODATING 
LOCAL BUSINESS

A Newcastle based family run business which 
prides itself on its passion for the region has 
received an award from a prestigious global 
industry magazine.

Founded 20 years ago, Week 2 Week Serviced 
Apartments is run by Claire Parry. As an alternative 
to hotels, the firm provides serviced apartments for 
both long and short stays across the North East.

The company has been recognised globally by 
Relocate Magazine who have awarded Week 2 
Week a “highly commended” award, despite fierce 
competition from major players in the serviced 
accommodation field.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the apartments 
are now subject to new, even more stringent 
cleaning regimes including an innovative misting 
service which generates a fine mist of sanitiser 
onto surfaces.

A North East training company’s innovative 
approach to virtual training is helping get the 
region back to work.

Businesses and jobseekers struggling with the 
coronavirus downturn are turning to Geon 
Training’s online expertise to help upskill staff 
working from home and get market-ready skills in 
key sectors.

By switching to virtual classrooms, Geon has 

recorded zero absences with all courses completed.

Geon Training specialises in fully funded, bespoke 

training programmes and offers its clients local 

employment opportunities, as well as CV coaching 

and careers advice.

The company has also started to provide the 

TQUK Level 2 Award in Prevention and Control 

of Infection, a qualification that many employers 

are now insisting on candidates having due to the 

pandemic.

intu has appointed Andrew Bradley as the new 
General Manager of intu Eldon Square, the retail 
heart of Newcastle city centre and one of the 
largest shopping destinations in the UK. 

Originally from Scotland, Andrew joins the 
shopping destination with over thirty years of 
industry experience and retail knowledge. In 2012 
Andy won ‘UK Centre Manager of the Year’, a 

prestigious shopping centre industry award.

Gavin Prior, Operations Director at intu, said: “We’re 
delighted to welcome Andrew to the team, Andrew 
comes with great experience managing shopping 
centres up and down the country. Most recently 
he has been managing The Bridges in Sunderland, 
so comes with a wealth of city centre and regional 
knowledge of the North East.”

NORTH EAST BOILER 
COMPANY PLEDGES TO 

OFFSET HOUSEHOLD CO2
North East family-run heating company Gas 
Angel Heating has launched its new boiler and 
central heating cover plans with a pledge to 
plant trees every time a customer takes out or 
renews a policy.

The Newcastle-based company has recently 
launched Gas Angel Cover and has already 
had immediate sign-ups from a waiting list of 
customers.

Managing Director Amy Mooney said: “We are 
committed to doing everything we can to offset 
CO2 emissions. We decided that for every Gas 
Angel Cover plan taken out we would plant two 
trees with the non-profit global reforestation 
scheme Just One Tree.”

The project plants trees in places like Madagascar, 
Indonesia and Nepal, helping to clean the air, filter 
water, stabilise soil and supply medicines.

TRAINING FIRM GOES 
VIRTUAL IN FOUR WEEKS

INTU ELDON SQUARE APPOINTS NEW  
GENERAL MANAGER
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SUMMERS–INMAN 
APPOINTED TO NHS P22 
CAPITAL PROGRAMME

Award-winning construction and property consultancy 
Summers-Inman has been appointed as both NEC3 
Project Manager and P22 Trust Cost Adviser for King’s 
College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.

The consultancy, which is well versed in developing strategic 
partnerships with NHS Trust organisations, was successful 
in securing these services following a competition via the 
P22 Framework, a construction procurement framework 
administered by the Department of Health and Social Care.

Summers-Inman will act as a key consultant for King’s 
College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, one of London's 
largest and busiest teaching hospitals with a strong profile 
of local and specialist services.

Derek Brydon, Director of Health at Summers-Inman, will 
have responsibility for the delivery of services throughout 
the five-year capital programme.  

CAVU CORPORATE FINANCE ADVISES 
H.I.G. CAPITAL AND VERNACARE 

Newcastle-based corporate finance boutique Cavu Corporate Finance has 
advised H.I.G. Capital and its portfolio business Vernacare on the carve-out 
of the infection prevention business from Frontier Medical Group.

With a customer base across the UK and Europe, the acquired businesses are 

industry-leaders in the infection prevention market providing an extensive 
range of sharps and clinical waste disposal solutions. 

Established in 1964, Vernacare provides healthcare institutions with efficient, 
cost-effective and environmentally sound toileting and bathing solutions. With 
sales in over 60 countries, the business employs over 250 people globally.

Shawn Bone, Managing Director of Cavu Corporate Finance, commented: “Cavu 
is delighted to have advised H.I.G. and Vernacare on this strategic acquisition 
that will expand Vernacare’s operations both domestically and internationally.”

HOUSING DEVELOPER INTRODUCES NEW STYLE OF 
HOMES IN FENHAM

The first homes at a new housing development in Fenham have now been released for sale, as part of 
Bellway’s first-ever Artisan Collection development in Newcastle.

The housebuilder is bringing 39 four and five-bedroom detached family homes to The Grange, on a former 
vacant school site off Grange Road. Bellway’s Artisan Collection is a brand-new range of house types, which 
have been named after traditional craft vocations.

The first homes available to reserve at The Grange are being sold from Bellway’s nearby Ottermead at 
Jameson Manor development in Ponteland, which can currently be visited on an appointment-only basis 
or through a virtual tour online.

Currently on sale with prices starting from £349,995, the first homes are due to be completed early next 
year.

NORTH EAST SPECIALISTS 
ENGINEER NEW WORK 

A North East firm of civil and structural 
engineers has secured a string of new contracts, 
reflecting continued strong demand for its 
services in the face of the coronavirus pandemic.

RWO, which has offices in Newcastle and Leeds, 
has secured an undisclosed six figure worth of 
orders in the last three months, which includes 
a civil and structural engineering groundwork 
contract for the development of 1,500 new houses 
across the North of England.

The firm has also supported the delivery of a new 
commercial storage unit with 8,000 car parking 
spaces in the Midlands, a multi-million-pound 
industrial development in Yorkshire and new data 
centre on the outskirts of London.

RWO now plans several senior appointments later 
this year to boost its current 19-strong workforce.



The total, donated since we set out in business, 
is a very significant milestone for our company, 
which began as a small, independent business in 
2002. We now have 21 employees and are proud 
to count some of the biggest names in sport and 
industry as clients.

Throughout our history, SOS Group has always 
placed a strong emphasis on community 
involvement and we have always encouraged and 
helped others to pursue their ambitions. Over 
the last year, we have been actively involved in 
supporting over 30 community projects, charities 
and talented young individuals.

More than half of SOS Group’s staff regularly 
engage in local grassroots activities, including all 
three of our directors, and we also provide financial 
contributions where required and give support ‘in 
kind’ by providing digital office equipment services 
at no cost.

Building on our backing of Sport Newcastle last 
year, we have now become a partner of the charity 
by donating £2,500 to support North East sporting 
talent and to help them to achieve their Olympic 
and Paralympic dreams.

Andrew Skelton, director at SOS Group, says: “We 
can’t think of a better way to reach a total of 

£250,000 donated to community activities than by 
supporting Sport Newcastle.

“There is a wealth of incredible sporting talent in 
this region and these committed young people 
deserve the chance to compete at the very top.

“We had our own ambitions as a company when 
we first set out and we’ve grown to work with high-
profile clients including British Swimming and the 
IAAF World Athletics Championships. It feels right 
to help local talent achieve the very best they can, 
too.”

Sport Newcastle has been supporting athletes 
throughout the region to higher levels of 
achievement for more than 50 years and is 

encouraging more local young people to enjoy and 
participate in grass roots sports.

The charity is currently campaigning to raise 
£20,000, to aid local Olympic prospects to reach 
not only the Tokyo games, but also Paris in 2024 
and Los Angeles in 2028.

Jonathan Edwards CBE, an Olympic, World, 
Commonwealth and European triple jump 
champion, is a Patron of Sport Newcastle.

Jonathan says: “Support from businesses is an 
essential part of our commitment to providing 
sporting opportunities for all.

“We’re very pleased with the partnership 
commitment from SOS Group to support Sport 
Newcastle’s endeavours in the North East and to 
enable our emerging sports talent to reach their 
full potential.”

Matthew Squires, Sport Newcastle Fundraising 
Chair, adds: “We are delighted that Newcastle 
based SOS Group have teamed up with Sport 
Newcastle to help support us through our business 
partnership programme.

“We are reliant on the generous support of local 
businesses, trusts and individuals and we simply 
couldn’t do the work we do with local sporting 
talent in the region without them.”

SOS GROUP REACHES £250,000 COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT MILESTONE

SOS Group celebrated donating an amazing £250,000 to charities, talented young individuals and 
community organisations by renewing our support for grass-roots sports charity, Sport Newcastle.
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www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk
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CoreHaus recently appointed Scott Bibby as 
project director to lead the plans to find a 
suitable factory unit – likely to be in County 
Durham or the surrounding area – to begin the 
manufacture of the unique modular homes 
which have already been successfully built and 
trialled in the region.

Scott, 34, who joined the company after four 
years as production manager at Hitachi Rail, will 
recruit a small core team initially before developing 
commercial partnerships to drive sales in the new 
product. 

Recruitment has started for a production manager 
and engineer, with the company expecting to 
recruit more than a dozen technicians, apprentices 
and admin staff within the first 12 months.

The five-year plan will see CoreHaus producing 
1,000 modular homes a year, which will result in 
more than 100 people working across the business.

CoreHaus is a joint-venture company between 
Carlton & Co Group, the parent company behind 
North East based Homes by Carlton, and national 
social enterprise Fusion21, specialists in public 
procurement for the built environment.

Scott Bibby said: “We already know there is 
interest and demand for our innovative product. 
The housing sector is screaming out for something 
that’s both affordable and incorporates high-
quality design within a modular frame.

“The concept was successfully piloted with Homes 
by Carlton at their Cathedral Gates site in County 
Durham and we are now looking to work together 
on other new housing developments across the 
region.

“We’re also talking to housing associations about 
the product. Several have already told us they love 
the flexible, high-quality nature of the product. It is 
quick to build, easy to adapt and has a low-carbon 
footprint.” 

CoreHaus homes appear much like any traditional 
build. They differ to both standard brick-built 
homes as well as other modular designs because 
of the way they are constructed and assembled. 
CoreHaus is a flexible combination of being part 
modular, with a standard, engineered core, that can 
then be configured to meet customer requirements.

Scott added “Even before the pandemic and the 
current economic downturn it was well-known 

that there’s a huge shortage of high quality, and 
affordable homes in the UK. There is a massive void 
in the market for something like CoreHaus.

“Our light gauge steel-frame system ensures that 
CoreHaus can be used in both urban and rural 
locations with elevation treatments tailored to suit 
each setting, providing almost unlimited design 
potential. The standardised modular core means 
the house can be configured to provide either 2, 3 
or four bedroom homes.”

Due to the nature of its build, CoreHaus will adopt 
a different production methodology to most 
housebuilding. Technicians will be needed in the 
new factory who have engineering qualifications 
and are agile at problem solving in a technical 
environment.

Scott added: “Our production and designs draw on 
technical skills and innovation. We will be looking 
to recruit people from different industries to create 
a diverse workforce with a growth mindset. We 
need engineering skills and construction experience 
combined to succeed and have a real opportunity 
to break the current mould.” 

www.corehaus.co.uk
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COREHAUS TO INVEST IN NORTH EAST 
MANUFACTURING SITE

An innovative housing manufacturer is looking to invest in the North East creating a new  
manufacturing site and dozens of skilled jobs.

From left: Simon Walker of Homes by Carlton with 
Scott Bibby, CoreHaus at Cathedral Gates
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You can contact Darren, Andy and the team via the site or call them on 0191 260 3688 (Newcastle) or 0191 375 0191 (Durham.)

THE COSMETIC DENTAL CLINIC HAS 
SOMETHING BIG TO SMILE ABOUT

Almost fifteen years ago, Dr Darren Cannell and Dr Andy Stafford set up their  
own dental practice in Newcastle’s Old Eldon Square. It has become one of 

the leading centres of its kind.

Two years ago they set up another practice in Durham….same 
high standards…same attention to details. 

These are hi-tech practices using digital techniques which can, and 
do, change people’s lives forever. Flick through the testimonials 
on their website and you’ll have your suspicions confirmed.

One of their areas of expertise is called Invisalign® Clear Braces. If 
you are unhappy with the position and alignment of your teeth, 
this astonishing treatment will transform the way you look when 
you smile. For many people, the result is life-changing. 

The Cosmetic Dental Clinic was the first practice in the region 
to be given ‘Diamond II” status by Invisalign, but now they’ve 
gone one step further and The Cosmetic Dental Clinic has got 
something really big to smile about. 

Invisalign® and Align Technology have selected The Cosmetic 
Dental Clinic in Newcastle as their first ever UK branded Invisalign 
Centre.

“This is a massive honour and something we’re really proud of”, 
said Darren Cannell. “Invisalign are the world leaders in clear 
aligner brace systems. We have been providing this treatment for 
over 15 years now...a system which is constantly evolving and 
something we truly believe in. We are delighted that we have 
been chosen to pioneer this latest concept”.

It is quite apparent that when it comes to cosmetic dentistry, it 
doesn’t come any better than the team at The Cosmetic Dental 
Clinic. 

Darren explained,“The third floor at our Eldon Square practice is 
now fully dedicated to Invisalign. The latest digital systems have 
been installed which allows our team to abandon traditional 
impressions or moulds which many people find to be extremely 
uncomfortable. A 3D simulation is created of how your smile 
will appear. You’ll be given an estimate of how long it will take 
to complete the course of treatment. Over subsequent weeks, 
you’ll be provided with a series of aligners, which are almost 
invisible, that slowly move your teeth to the desired positions. 
The results really do change people’s lives and how they feel 
about themselves.”

The Covid-19 lockdown meant that Darren and Andy had to close 
both practices, but rather than sit still, they’ve been using that 
time to launch yet another new concept.

Are you nervous about visiting the dentist, embarrassed by the 
state of your teeth or simply too busy to schedule an initial 
consultation?

Well, there is now another option at The Cosmetic Dental Clinic. 

“We undertook a USA-based course to understand virtual 
platforms and how to effectively deliver Virtual Consultations. 
Such has been the success of the work we’ve done, within 
sixweeks we were the platforms 3rd biggest user in the World. 
We’re now lying 2nd and getting enquiries from all over the UK”, 
said Co-owner Andy Stafford.

It’s a technique which means Darren, Andy and their team have 
been able to see patients and discuss how they would like their 
smile to look. The virtual process is done from the comfort of the 
patient’s home. They take photos of their teeth and gums and 
then load everything via a simple link on The Cosmetic Dental 
Clinic website. The clinicians then provide a personalised and 
tailored video recording to demonstrate potential treatment 
options to help enquirers make a more informed choice as to 
how to achieve their smile goals.

It’s a totally free consultation. 

Darren added, “The recordings include examples of similar cases 
we’ve experienced and what we’ve done for the patients to 
restore their confidence and bring back their smile. The link can 
be accessed 24/7 with uploads only taking a couple of minutes 
which means this new workflow is extremely convenient for 
patients with very busy lives.”

“A number of new clients have expressed that they found the 
virtual concept a welcome stepping stone to starting their 
treatment journey having previously put off a more traditional 
initial contact through fear of any potential face to face 
embarrassment. We have found such patients are then more 
comfortable about seeing us in person in the clinic.”

Interested?

Go onto their website…www.thecosmeticdentalclinic.com and 
you’ll see a link at the top of the page ‘Free Virtual Consultation.’

Go on. Rediscover your smile with The Cosmetic Dental Clinic.
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Damiano Rea
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DAMIANO REA
Managing Director. Heaton Property

At an early age Damiano Rea realised he had won the lottery of life.  
Born of Italian heritage to hard working owners of an Italian Restaurant 

and living in Heaton, an area where he still lives and works. 

The restaurant was to figure large in Damiano’s 
early life. At age seven he was decked out in a 
pristine white shirt with dickie bow tie helping 
clear tables and run errands for customers.

“Today my parents would have been arrested for 
child abuse and modern slavery but back then it 
was common for children to help out in a family 
business. Working in the restaurant gave me some of 
my happiest childhood memories. At seven years old 
I was trusted, I had responsibilities and I was helping 
the family enterprise. Our customers clearly liked the 
idea too, at seven I was making more in tips than I 
ever did as restaurant manager in my early twenties”.

Damiano attended the Royal Grammar School 
in Jesmond where he studied music and quickly 
gravitated to the school orchestra. RGS would team 
up with Newcastle University orchestra playing 
Mendelssohn and Handel to a discerning classical 
music audience.

At this time a band leader called Johnny Taws was 
big on the North East club circuit playing big band 
and swing music. Johnny was a friend of Damiano’s 
parents and would play the piano in the restaurant 
with Damiano accompanying him on bass. Contacts 
in the music industry led to Damiano being offered 
a contract to tour with a professional band in Europe 
and South Africa.

“For a young man this was a dream job. We toured 
the northern hemisphere in the summer and the 
southern hemisphere in the winter. For several years 
rain and cold were an alien concept”.

Money earned from touring was enough for Damiano 
to start his property portfolio and the intention was 
to put his properties in the hands of a managing 
agent and continue with the band. But there was 
a problem. Damiano quickly realised there was no 
lettings agency in the area specialising in high-end 
lets for young professionals. 

“In the late 90’s Heaton was still the land of the 
grotty student bed-sit. I had a guiding principle 
that still underpins our business today. We will 
never let a property we would not be prepared 
to live in ourselves. This period marked the 
beginning of purpose build student and key worker 
accommodation in Newcastle and the writing was 
on the wall for bed-sit land. Since I could not find 
an agency that shared my vision, I left the band and 
setup Heaton Property”.

Since then Heaton Property has gone from strength 
to strength, winning a prestigious Sunday Times 
Lettings Agency of the Year award in 2014. In addition 
to specialising in lettings for young professionals the 
agency boasts a maintenance and refurbishment 
team and a specialist block management division.  

Plans for expansion were temporarily put on hold 
during the Covid-19 lockdown but even this setback 
had minimal impact on the business. Systems 
already in place allowed staffs to work from home 
and conduct virtual viewings employing a specialist 
360 degree camera. 

As we emerge from the dark days of lockdown the 
future looks bright for Heaton Property. Damiano 
concludes “It has been wonderful to watch the 
Heaton I love transform itself over the years. From 
being the poor relation of posher neighbours in 
Gosforth and Jesmond, Heaton is now a vibrant 
area with chic restaurants and speciality shops. The 
demographic is predominantly young professionals 
which means we are perfectly placed to offer them 
the high standard of accommodation they require. 
Restaurant manager to professional musician to 
lettings agency owner is not exactly a logical career 
path. But there is a common thread and one which 
should apply to any enterprise. A happy customer is 
the only customer to aim for”.
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Heaton Property was setup in 2005 and specialises in providing rental property for professionals in 
Newcastle upon Tyne and the surrounding areas.  

In June 2014 the company won gold in the Times/Sunday Times Letting Agency of the Year Awards.
Heaton Property website: www.heatonproperty.com   Tel: 0191 240 0665   Email: office@heatonproperty.com







Blazing a trail for vocational and technical qualifications for 
over 170 years, Newcastle-headquartered NCFE has its roots 
firmly planted in education and skills, and has helped millions 
of learners across the UK and beyond to take their next steps 
in their lives and careers.

Having enjoyed a successful career in employment and skills for 
over 18 years, including roles in large public and private sector 
organisations, as well through establishing a number of new 
business start-ups, David Gallagher initially joined NCFE in 2018 
as Managing Director of NCFE EPA Plus, leading a new team to 
deliver End-Point Assessment (EPA) solutions for apprenticeships.

Taking the reins of the business in March 2019 in his first Chief 
Executive position, David’s enthusiasm and drive for creating 
positive change has seen the NCFE family of businesses grow 
and develop, with the welcoming of well-respected charity, 
Campaign for Learning, and building on the well-known 
qualification and assessment brands NCFE and CACHE, specialist 
diagnostic assessment provider, Skills Forward and peer-to-peer 
learning start-up, Peer Tutor.

All of NCFE’s businesses contribute to supporting learners to 
achieve the best possible education, career and life outcomes, 
but to David, this is just the tip of the iceberg.

“In an economy in desperate need of a productivity boost, we 
must all take every opportunity to inject energy, optimism and 
belief into our sector to shape a better future through the power 
of education,” David said.

“In the immediate aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic with 
mass unemployment and deep recession a looming reality for 
the UK economy, the post-16 education and skills sector has 
a vital role to play in supporting the economic recovery effort.

“In recent history, it is our young people who have suffered 
most during economic downturns. With research published 
throughout the lockdown period suggesting that the same will 
be true of the post-Covid labour market crisis, we need to do 
everything in our power to support young people to access high 
quality learning opportunities during this crisis so that they 
remain in education, employment or training.”

To this end, encouraged by the Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s 
announcement as part of the Economic Statement to include 
a new £2 billion scheme to create thousands of job placements 
for young people, NCFE has this month launched its new youth 
employment initiative. 

Offering wraparound support for learners and Further Education 
colleges and training providers, the ‘Go the distance’ campaign 
aims to enable young people to understand their baseline skills, 
their potential and their goals, as well as identify areas where 
they can develop and improve. Through the FE Colleges and 
training providers that we partner with, learners will be able 
to access fundable packages of qualifications, mapped to meet 
their specific development needs. 

“With the cohort of 16-17 year olds not in education, 
employment or training expected to double by 2021 and more 
than 2.8 million jobs and apprenticeship opportunities at risk 
for 18-24 year olds, keeping young people engaged in education 
through the provision of high-quality learning experiences 
during this time of reduced activity will be key to ensuring that 
they are equipped with the skillset and mind-set that they need 
to enter a more challenging job market when the time comes,” 
David continued. 

“High quality educational experiences build confidence, 
resilience and self-esteem and in turn, help to drive social 
mobility.   And this is what matters to us most, supporting those 
with the greatest need. Which is why we’re bringing all of our 
resources and experience to bear to enable to education and 
training sector to deliver the most possible value to learners. 
Through providing access to a range of high quality, industry-led 
qualifications, content and support services we want to play our 
part in ensuring that every young person has the opportunity 
to succeed. 

“We hope that our youth employment initiative will provide 
precisely this, and will energise and inspire learners to explore 
their options, to upskill and reskill in anticipation of the 
challenges ahead and give them the confidence to pursue 
opportunities which come their way.”
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“THE SIGNIFICANT ROLE THAT EDUCATION AND 
SKILLS HAVE TO PLAY IN THE ‘NEW NORMAL’ 

AS THE ECONOMY STARTS ITS LONG ROAD TO 
RECOVERY CANNOT BE UNDERESTIMATED.”
A bold statement perhaps, but one which David Gallagher, Chief Executive at  

education and skills charity, NCFE, believes whole-heartedly.

Find out more about NCFE’s youth employment initiative at www.ncfe.org.uk/gothedistance
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Kieron Brady was a Sunderland and Republic of 
Ireland footballer in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. If you speak to any Sunderland fans who 
saw him playing for their club, they will tell you 
what a brilliant player he was. He only made 33 
appearances for the first team but he achieved 
legendary status. 

Sunderland favourite Michael Gray, a former 
teammate of Kieron’s, describes him as the most 
talented player he’s ever seen. 

Sadly for Kieron, he developed a career-ending 
blood disorder. He was forced to retire from 
football at the age of just 21. 

Over subsequent years Kieron began to rely on 
alcohol and around the age of 35 he accepted there 
was a serious problem.

Thankfully, Kieron is made of stern stuff. He faced-

up to his problems, sought advice, got help and 
hasn’t touched a drop of alcohol for over eleven 
years. June 13th saw his 11th ‘sober birthday.’

Kieron is now putting all of his experience of 
dealing with being an alcoholic into good use. 

“It was tough, but I knew I had to sort myself out 
and that I could not do it without assistance” said 
Kieron who now works as a consultant for the SP 
Bespoke company which specialises in helping 
people with addictions. “The best way to help an 
alcoholic in my experience, is for another alcoholic 
to speak to them and provide guidance. They are 
more likely to pay attention if they know they’re 
speaking to someone who has faced exactly the 
same problem.”

Kieron received help from specialists. That was 
when he realised he could also help other alcoholics. 

“The vast majority of alcoholics are just normal, 
everyday people who deteriorate in time as the 
illness progresses, with more regular drinking 
until it becomes a habit…a need…a desire which 
they can’t do without. For many of those people, 
they will be anonymous members of society. The 
majority do not satisfy the broad public perception 
of an alcoholic.

However, alcoholics come from all walks of life 
and some will be well known. Perhaps they are 
sports people, film or TV stars, or from the world 
of business and finance. For many of those people, 

they have a reputation which they’d rather protect. 
Rolling-up to a very public meeting to discuss their 
alcoholic addiction would be something they’d 
like to avoid. They are probably very reserved and 
reluctant to ask for help. They wouldn’t want some 
sort of stigma.”

Kieron and SP Bespoke can help that latter group 
of people. He or one of the other consultants will 
go to meet the alcoholic in the privacy of their 
own home. It will be up to the client who else 
attends the meeting. Perhaps they’d like other 
family members to be involved. However, if they’d 
prefer a private, one-to-one session, that is what SP 
Bespoke will do. 

As well as dealing with alcohol, SP Bespoke also 
specialises in other addictions such as drugs, 
gambling and sex. They will help individuals deal 
with the issues, symptoms and consequences.

Kieron is now sober, but perhaps you know 
someone in business who needs help. Perhaps you 
are a business owner and already know that either 
you need personal help or that possibly one of your 
employees needs help. 

The best place to start is by going onto the SP 
Bespoke website… wwwspbespoke.com 

You’ll find details of how they can help plus relevant 
contact numbers. 

Kieron Brady kicked his alcoholism. You can too. 

I’M KIERON 
BRADY AND I’M 
AN ALCOHOLIC

And I’m helping other alcoholics 
recover from the illness.

wwwspbespoke.com
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THE ROAD TO RECOVERY
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We asked Stephen Hall, office senior partner 
at Deloitte in Newcastle, to share some of his 
thoughts on these findings, what he thinks 
the region can do as the UK looks to try and 
recover, and some of his own experiences. 

“There is no question that the North East has 
been hit hard by the effects of lockdown, but so 
has every nation and region. We are not alone, 
and I truly believe it will be those that look to 
collaborate – whether that is across sectors or 
geography – that will be best placed to recover.  

“A few weeks ago, I was involved in something 
Deloitte, alongside techUK and Sage, have 
committed to undertake across the UK nations 
and regions. In fact, we were the first in Newcastle. 
Called a ‘digital dialogue’, this virtual interactive 
session was used to bring together private and 
public sector, businesses and regional leadership, 
to investigate the role that technology could play 
in our region’s recovery. 

“In the midst of a pandemic, more than 30 

people attended that session and contributed 
their experiences but also, critically, their ideas. 
I saw passion, commitment and openness. I 
also saw positivity. If you read through the ONS 
report it shows that in the North East, 92% of 
the respondents are still trading. I know we have 
to be cautious with those figures, but there is 
a determination in our region, and I say that as 
someone born and bred here, that will also be 
integral to our recovery. 

“COVID-19 is a crisis, but we need to do 
everything we can to find, and quickly respond 
to, any opportunity it brings. I have seen 
organisations pivot at speed and achieve in 
weeks what would have previously taken years, 
and digital transformation is one of those areas. 
Digital tech is something we are already strong 
in in this region, so the key will now be how the 
region can accelerate and utilise that, and ensure 
the development of skills to support it. 

“It has, of course, also completely changed how 

we work. The pandemic has fast-tracked the 
future of work by five-to-seven years, and we 
ourselves had to move 20,000 people in the UK, 
successfully, to remote working in mid-March. 

“Like others, we have learnt a lot about the 
process and of course the benefits and challenges 
of working from home, many with caring 
responsibilities or feelings of isolation. These 
learnings, along with regular soundings with 
our people and insight into workforces of every 
generation and geography, will now influence 
our plans for the next phase of recovery and 
shape how we – and our clients – will work going 
forward.

“Whatever the outcome we will continue to play 
our part in the recovery of Newcastle and the 
North East. To help, in whatever way we can, to 
support and accelerate the opportunities of, and 
in, the region. I am proud of our business, and 
what our people and clients, continue to achieve 
despite these challenging times.”

Earlier this month, the Office of National Statistics released its latest study in to the impact of 
COVID-19 in the UK regions. It showed the extent to which North East businesses have been affected 

during lockdown, with two thirds of the private sector showing a fall in turnover.

www.deloitte.co.uk

Stephen Hall
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Throughout the unprecedented coronavirus 
period, Commerce House has managed to 
ensure that tenants unable to work from home 
have had a safe environment to work from in 
the building, but as Middlesbrough gets back to 
some normality, the business community is still 
leading the way for safety standards. 

Thanks to facilities manager Christine Huntington, 
the safety measures in the building are second to 
none, with increased sanitisaton of the public areas, 
Plexiglass barriers in reception and a free-standing 
sanitiser unit for everyone entering the building to 
use. 

Christine has also installed additional sanitiser 
stations throughout the site as well as antibacterial 
wipes for all tenants, visitors and contractors to use 
when working on site.  Chairs in meeting areas have 
been reduced, each area is fully sanitised after any 
meeting and the reception area has been adjusted 
to ensure safety of staff and visitors alike. 

Christine has provided the relevant PPE for her 
team to feel safe when working in and around the 
building i.e. face masks, gloves, bottles of sanitisers 

and antibacterial wipes. 

Christine said: “We have invested in a lot of changes 
to ensure everyone’s safety. The way we will handle 
meetings has changed and we are rethinking our 
hot desk space. 

“Also due to changes throughout the pandemic, 
we are now able to offer just two businesses in the 
region a choice of a two man office on level five or a 
four/five man office on level six, the much coveted 
floor with beautiful Parquet flooring throughout.

Tenants have also spoken out commending the 
team who look after the building on how well the 
building has managed their needs throughout the 
recent lockdown. Mina Debnath of Indigo Support 
said: “We have found working in the building to be 
safe during this time. It has not been possible to 
work from home at all times. The cleanliness and 
hygiene in the building is exceptional. The signage 
and information relating to COVID is easy to see 
and informative. The hand sanitiser and reminders 
are easily accessible.”

Steve Cole of Colehouse Communications said: 
“The building has been really quick to adapt, from 

the plexiglass barrier at reception and the hand 
sanitiser at all public doors and all other measures 
Christine has put in place. Me and my team feel 
very safe upon our visits and it is making our 
transition back into some office-based work much 
easier.”

Tom Baker from Certax, a tenant in the building 
said: “Although the cleanliness of Commerce 
House is always to a high standard, the Commerce 
House team have gone above and beyond to 
take appropriate measures to ensure tenants and 
visitors are protected when entering the premises. 
Throughout the building are both sanitiser and 
signage, making it visible what was required from 
tenants and visitors to ensure all users of the 
premises would remain safe while in and around 
the building. Commerce House has acted quickly 
to put these measures in place. I particularly like 
the adjustments made to the reception area which 
has been adapted to keep safe both the tenants 
and Commerce House staff. I have also found the 
emails sent out with updates from Commerce 
House very useful and supportive."

OPPORTUNITIES FOR OFFICE SPACE ARISE AS 
TENANTS RETURN TO A SAFE COMMERCE HOUSE

One of Midddlesborough’s most desirable office spaces in the heart of Middlesbrough is offering some 
exciting new opportunities to businesses in the area as companies start to trade more normally. 

For more information on how to join this safe business community or view one of the available offices, please do get in touch  
with Christine on 01642 917 116.
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Commerce Chambers Ltd  

Commerce House, 

1 Exchange Square, 

Middlesbrough TS1 1DE 

t: 01642 917 116

commerce-house.co.uk

 READY 
 FOR 
 BUSINESS
And with offices 
filling fast!

n  IMPRESSIVE 
OFFICE SPACE

n	 BOARDROOM

n HOT DESKS

n BUSINESS LOUNGE

n MEETING ROOMS

n VIRTUAL OFFICE

n  CUTTING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY

Commerce House, the outstanding, iconic, grade II listed 
building in the heart of Middlesbrough is now fully 
refurbished and has released the last of its stunning office 
space. With rooms available for two to fourteen people.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House is the perfect opportunity for a head 
office, satellite office or to expand operations within the prestigious TS1 area of 
Middlesbrough in the heart of the newest regenerated location in the region. 
And now we have some great deals available for a limited time only!

To find out more and to take advantage of this offer, you’d better get moving! 
Contact Christine Huntington on 01642 917 116 or Christine@commercechambers.co.uk

Your business can be part of the growing Commerce House community!

64168 KH CM Teesside Business Fully Open Ad 297x210 (4).indd   1 06/06/2018   9:19 am



Cascade Cash Management has taken an 
innovative approach to helping a good number 
of their suppliers, partners and associates in the 
region, continuing to put back into the economy 
whilst it deepens and extends relationships for 
the long term future good. 

The forward-thinking team, headed up by Dr Emma 
Black, specialise in delivering an independent and 
transparent cash management service created 
to generate enhanced cash returns and increased 
protection on deposits through a unique online 
portal.  

The Cascade team of eleven administer cash 
savings on behalf of clients and depositors, who 
can also use the online portal to administer their 
own savings.  Partners including IFA’s, solicitors, 
attorneys, accountants and many more, can also 
self-brand the product for presentation to their 
own clients.

As well as focusing on the wellbeing of clients, 
Cascade is developing a solid reputation as a good 
employer supporting colleagues through training 
and development, creating opportunities and 
encouraging team spirit. This ethos also expands to 
its team of consultants and suppliers.  Dr Emma 

Black explained: “When the global pandemic hit in 
March, we immediately regrouped and looked at 
ways to ensure we were positioned as a business to 
thrive over the coming months and years. A sense 
of urgency during these times becomes important 
and you need to be decisive and react at a fast-
pace to ensure you both protect and create value 
for the stakeholders of your business.

“Once we had enacted our continuity plan and all 
of our team were safe and well working from home, 
we then focused upon ensuring we reached out to 
our clients, partners and suppliers to ensure we 
offered our support to them during a challenging 
time for all. 

“In reaching out, we benefitted from a shared 
perspective on things that were working well for 
local businesses and began to replicate these good 
wins at our end too. We work with some amazing 
local businesses that were founded and employ 
some very talented people and we wanted to help 
support and protect them too during this climate. 

“We continue to work closely with Shout on 
bringing to life some of our exciting ideas for further 
developing our software particularly during a time 
of digital transformation in many sectors, with 

Hedley McEwan on our brand communications 

and collateral, with Get Brindled on our PR and 

social media, with Protean Solutions on motivating 

and supporting our team and many others in 

the region and country, and on the property and 

office side, Commerce House in Middlesbrough, 

Kinetic Properties and The Town Hall in Wallsend, 

each of which is providing significant support in 

their own right for helping local businesses. I have 

also continued with my membership of Vistage, 

to support and develop my own business needs 

and talents, and it has been invaluable during this 

climate for ensuring we remain positioned to thrive. 

“We have always aimed as people and as a business 

to be a supportive citizen in the North East and 

a force for good, considering the wellbeing of 

every one we come into contact with. Our team, 

including our external suppliers and partners are 

very important to us as well as very supportive 

customers. We are honoured to have been 

recognised and highly commended by The Financial 

Services Forum for exceptional customer care too 

and we will continue to do all we can to help others 

in the months and years ahead.”

KEEPING NORTH EAST BUSINESS CASCADING 
One North East based company, which is a UK market leader in its field, has focused on helping 
businesses in the region during the pandemic to ensure that businesses here are supported so  

as to help them to both survive and thrive. 

More information on Cascade and the team is available at www.cascade.co.uk
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NEW LOOK FOR NORTH 
EAST ACCOUNTANCY FIRM
UHY Torgersens Chartered Accountants has 
changed its name to Torgersens Chartered 
Accountants and has adopted new branding to 
support this.

The change took place when the firm left the UHY 
Hacker Young network and became an independent 
practice.

Partner Martin Johnson explained: “After careful 
consideration it was decided that this would be 
the best way to offer our North East clients the 
most responsive and flexible service. We take great 
pride in our team and our commitment to North 
East businesses. The logo we have chosen has rich, 
warm colours and a honeycomb shape to reflect 
our culture of working together.”

SINTONS LAWYER SCORES 
TOP MARKS GLOBALLY

A North East lawyer has received a global award 
in recognition of receiving the highest grade 
anywhere in the world in recent exams.

Lauren Fraser has received an Excellence Award 
from the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners 
(STEP) for her performance in her administration of 
estates assessment.

Lauren, a specialist wills, trusts and estates solicitor 
at Sintons, finished top amongst hundreds of 
lawyers around the world who sat the exam earlier 
this year.

With an extremely stringent assessment process, 
STEP is a highly esteemed international body which 
endorses professionals working in the field of trusts 
and estates for their quality. 

MICHELLE MAKES MARKETING 
MOVE TO HAY & KILNER

North East law firm Hay & Kilner has 
strengthened its business development team 
with the recruitment of experienced marketeer 
Michelle McBride.

Michelle is joining the Newcastle-headquartered 
firm as a senior marketing manager and has 
worked in the legal sector for more than 15 years. 
She has particular expertise in the commercial and 
employment law sectors.

Jonathan Waters, Managing Partner at Hay & 
Kilner, said: “Michelle’s knowledge and ideas will be 
central to communicating the comprehensive and 
evolving range of services that our expert teams 
offer and we’re very glad to have her on our team.”

NORTH EAST 
ACCOUNTANT OF THE 
YEAR APPOINTED TO 

DIRECTOR
Nick Wilson, who holds the title of North East 
Accountant of the Year, has been promoted to the 
role of director at Robson Laidler Accountants, 
as the firm sets its sights on aiding businesses 
throughout the Covid-19 pandemic.

With 11 years of experience at the company, 
chartered accountant Nick plays a main role in the 
advisory arm of the firm, providing business and 
personal development advice to clients. 

The firm has helped its clients access millions of 
pounds in finance since the start of the pandemic 
with business advisory services including webinars 
on cashflow planning, minimising wastes and 
getting paid.

NEW APPOINTMENT AND 
FOUR PROMOTIONS AT 

DURHAM LAW FIRM
Durham City’s leading law firm Swinburne 
Maddison LLP has extended its award-winning 
Dispute Resolution team with the appointment 
of solicitor Lewis Brown.

Returning to his North East roots, Lewis joins 
Swinburne Maddison from a law firm in South 
Yorkshire.  With experience across various dispute 
resolution matters, Lewis will enhance the range of 
legal support already on offer in the team.

The firm also celebrates the promotion of family 
solicitor Catherine Lowther to the position of 
Associate, as well as the appointment of three 
new Managing Associates: Sharney Randhawa 
(Employment), Nadine Walton (Private Client) and 
Abigail Zuk (Dispute Resolution). 



Throughout our lives, we are all likely to face the 
need to take financial decisions that can have a 
major impact on our wealth. Whether you’re 
buying your first home, becoming a parent for 
the first time, investing for the future, or about 
to retire – a carefully thought-through financial 
plan can make a positive difference, throughout 
your life – no matter what stage you’re at.

You might think professional financial advice 
is only necessary when it comes to complex 
investments or pension planning, but even a 
seemingly straightforward financial goal could 
involve numerous decisions and a range of 
different products and providers.

The numbers bear out

Over the years, research has produced some 
interesting findings that highlight the benefit 
of advice when taking major financial decisions.  
The results show that those who take advice are 
likely to accumulate more wealth, supported by 
increased saving and investing in equity assets, 
while those in retirement are likely to have more 
income, particularly at older ages.

One study highlighted that receiving professional 
financial advice over a five-year period*, resulted 
in a total boost to wealth (in pensions and 
financial assets) of £47,7061.

Evidence suggests that fostering an ongoing 
relationship with an adviser leads to better 

financial outcomes. Those who reported receiving 
advice at both time points in the analysis had 
nearly 50% higher average pension wealth than 
those who only received advice at the start**.

Sadly, many people who buy complex investment, 
insurance and pension products don’t take 
the hugely important step of asking a financial 
adviser for help before making their decision.

True Value

Although the financial outcomes are important, 
we appreciate that the value of financial advice 
comes in different guises and can include 
enhancement of return on investment, peace of 
mind, achieving goals and realising opportunities, 
all combined with future security, ultimately 
ensuring you have enough money.
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THE VALUE OF FINANCIAL ADVICE

*Between 2001 and 2006     **ILC, The Value of Financial Advice, 2017
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So how will the coronavirus crisis impact private 
equity investments and the wider M&A market? 
This was a key question going into and during the 
early parts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Initially, the unprecedented national lockdown had 
a sweeping impact on the majority of private equity 
deals and M&A activity with widespread disruption 
caused to almost all parts of the economy and 
society. This was evidenced by UK Gross Domestic 
Product (“GDP”) which provides a measure of the 
economic performance, contracting by 2% in Q1 
of 2020 (Jan-Mar) and by 20% in April according 
to the Office for National Statistics. The April GDP 
contraction was less than most economic forecasts 
that predicted up to 30% contraction, which 
evidenced the resilience of the UK economy during 
lockdown. 

The impact on M&A for both trade buyers and 
private equity investors has been slightly different.  

The M&A market witnessed a downturn in trade 
acquirer activity and this is likely to be a feature of 
the next 3-6 months as corporates focus on liquidity 
rather than acquisitions. The good news is the various 
Government Loan schemes and availability of equity 
from public markets has meant corporate balance 
sheets are on the whole in decent shape and that 
should in part drive UK economic recovery and in 
time further M&A.  Some corporates may also seek 
to divest any non-core activities during this time to 
increase liquidity and streamline their commercial 
focus. 

Within private equity, there was an initial short-
term impact in the immediacy of lockdown albeit 
private equity deals have still taken place and we are 
witnessing a steady increase in private equity activity, 
especially in resilient sectors such as healthcare, 
technology-enabled businesses, e-commerce, food 
services, financial services, communications and IT, 
driven by large availability of capital.

The key driver of private equity investment and 
appetite is the quantum of dry powder in the market 
– recent estimates of which are c. $2tn. Many private 
equity houses either raised new funds pre COVID-19 
and in some cases during the pandemic, including 
August Equity closing a £300m fund, Elysian Capital 
first closing at £270m fund and Tenzing raising a new 
£400m fund. Other PE funds are also in the process 

of raising fresh capital so the availability of capital is 
expanding not contracting at this time. 

Private Equity fund deployment has centred around 
new investments as well as strategic bolt-ons for 
existing investments. Earlier stage investors such 
as venture capital and VCT funds remain active in 
pursing new investments. 

With the availability of large pools of capital and 
equity funding, the interest in resilient sectors is 
accelerating during this period despite the medium-
term economic uncertainty, largely due to these 
sectors proving resilient during COVID-19 pandemic. 
Funders are keen to support businesses with the 
need for working capital funding, development and 
growth capital, businesses wishing to pursue an M&A 
strategy and also shareholder liquidity for owners 
who are seeking to de-risk and exit part of their 
shareholding. 

Transactions that have concluded during the 
pandemic include the carve-out of Doby Verrolec 
backed by Chiltern Capital, the acquisition of 
Returnloads.net by Mandata which is backed by LDC, 

the investment in Chill Insurance by Livingbridge and 
BGF’s investment in IT migration software provider 
Juriba. 

This has also been a busy period for Cavu CF, having 
recently advised H.I.G Capital on the acquisition of 
Vernacare, a manufacturer of healthcare hygiene 
products and a supplier to the NHS from Palatine 
Private Equity, followed more recently by advising 
Vernacare on a strategic acquisition its first under 
H.I.G ownership. In addition we have advised a 
leading mid-market private equity fund on a new 
investment again in the Healthcare space making 
that three private equity transactions over the last 
few months. 

Given the huge amount of capital in the market 
looking for a home, this makes it an ideal time to 
consider equity funding given equity terms are highly 
competitive and the cost of capital at a historic low. 
Specialising in the private equity markets has been a 
key theme over the last seven years at Cavu CF and 
we look forward to working with businesses over the 
coming months if they are interested in exploring a 
private equity investment.  

THE IMPACT OF 
COVID-19 ON 

PRIVATE EQUITY 
As the agenda increasingly turns 

to economic recovery, Private 
Equity will provide much needed 
liquidity for some businesses to 

facilitate growth.
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www.cavucf.com

Shawn Bone
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Tax advice is not regulated by the FCA and legislation is subject to change. Capital is at risk. Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company 
registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office & Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.

THE FUTURE OF INVESTING IN THE NEW NORMAL
If you follow Rutherford Hughes on LinkedIn or Facebook, you will notice that we are  

promoting ESG investing as a concept worthy of merit.

I should explain that ESG stands for Environment, 
Social and Governance. We covered the subject 
in the last Northern Insight edition, and it has 
everything to do with the companies you or your 
pension scheme are investing in.

ESG is a risk rating applied to a fund to indicate 
the potential for damaging the environment, how 
well employees and supply chains are looked after 
and how robustly the control mechanisms operate.

So why is it being revisited again so soon?

We are now just over halfway through a tumultuous 
year, one that we have not seen since the Financial 
Crisis, starting in late 2007. However bad things are 
and however long the pandemic lingers, we learn 
from our mistakes and we start again and make the 
World a better place to prosper, until the next time.

In 2007 it was the banks that were widely reported 
as the problem with reckless lending and a lack of 
liquidity. We corrected the problem by altering our 
diligence and capital adequacy. We separated the 
corporate and domestic lending from avaricious 
trading, and we recovered. We now must deal with 
the after-effects of a global pandemic but with a 
vaccine and an altered way of life we will recover 
again.

The point is recovery is not an option. Time scale is 
yet to be determined but recover we will.

The last 100 or so days has taught us some valuable 
lessons, some of which will stick in a reformed way 
we do business. Six months ago, you would have 
laughed at the justice system being conducted via 
Zoom or the thought you can no longer routinely 
make a Doctors’ appointment without a video call. 

The plain truth is before us, less office time, less 
commuting and more working from home yields 
less pollution and a superior work life balance.

Why ESG investing is so important is that it seeks 
to measure the progress of the businesses we 
invest in and how they care for the things that 
are increasingly important to us; the environment, 
the people and the strength of their operational 
control.

We at Rutherford Hughes have operated a 
portfolio management service with a tried and 
tested methodology proved over more than 
fifteen years. We have found, since the ESG ratings 
became available last year, an increasing number of 
consistent high performing funds have a low ESG 
risk rating.

We understand the trepidation of investing in 
uncertain times. Experience tells us that it is the 
right time to continue investing as in five years’ 
time the World will be a different place. 

The one thing we are absolutely sure of is that the 

sustainability of the businesses we invest in will be 
the security of our future and that is why we think 
the ESG rating is so fundamental.

If you would like a without obligation chat about 
how you could make the best of ESG investing, 
then please call.

www.rutherfordhughes.com 

Rutherford Hughes Limited is here to 
support you. We want you to know that we 

are still working as normal, just not from the 
office quite so much. Feel free to email or 

call us on our mobiles which are as follows.

David Hughes  
david.hughes@rutherfordhughes.com  

07803 777760

Peter Rutherford  
peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com 

07717 205980

Denise Graham  
denise.graham@rutherfordhughes.com 

07957 660493

If you would like a virtual “face to face” 
meeting, let us know and we will agree a 

time and date then send you an invitation 
with a link for a Zoom meeting. We can 

share documents and send you a transcript 
of the conversation, if you wish. 
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Gary Lumby MBE with Paul Griffiths.



Whether this is in the form of CBILS or Bounce Back 
Loans, or more traditional financial instruments such 
as Asset Finance or Property Finance. However, it is 
becoming increasingly obvious that some businesses and 
their owners will need longer term hands on support to 
help them rebuild revenue streams, pivot their Business 
Models, change their Customer Value Propositions and 
Marketing Strategies as well as look at their people 
resources and decide if they have the right people in the 
right roles, and in the right numbers to achieve trading 
success post Covid. 

So Paul Griffiths, MD of Marlin has reviewed his own 
Business Model and with the help of his Consultant, Gary 
Lumby MBE , has created a new service that offers business 
owners support and advice to ensure that their businesses 
will not only Survive, but Thrive in post Covid trading.

Working with businesses to review their challenges and 
opportunities, Marlin will look at key areas of each business 
and develop a Business Growth Plan to ensure that profitable 
trading is achieved. This may or may not involve raising 
additional finance, so thereby tapping into Marlin’s existing 
expertise and wide range of lender contacts, but it certainly 
will look at using the vast array of expertise and contacts 
that Gary and Paul have across their networks to bring 
opportunities and resources to the table for their clients. 

Gary Lumby says ‘In my wide portfolio of SME clients across 
the UK whom I advise on a daily basis, many have been able 
to either tweak their business models or make fundamental 
changes to them in order to Thrive.’ He adds ‘This may 
involve some of the following actions’ :

  Raising finance to support additional sales and 
marketing activities or to fund changes in working 
capital cycles.

  Recruiting new talent into existing or new roles to lift 
the employee capability benchmark. 

  Look at cost cutting exercises to reduce overheads and 
improve margins. 

  Pivot their products and services so that they are. 
offering something new and varied as well as continuing 
with existing profitable trading activities  

 Look at acquisitions and mergers to grow their business. 

  Ensure that all employees are ‘on the bus’ when it 
comes to discretionary effort and are well rewarded and 
engaged. 

  Have accessed all available support eternally either 
from central or local government and other quangos. 

  Looked at developing and improving their Key Partners 
such as suppliers of products or professional services. 

Paul Griffiths says ‘Our role as Corporate Advisors is to work 
with management teams to help build a better business 
than pre Covid 19, whether that be by accessing additional 
finance if it is required or via our Consultancy Service 
giving hands on practical advice whenever and however it 
is required. We believe that businesses will require more 
support coming out of this crisis than going into it. ‘ 

Looking at the negative GDP figures and the rising 
unemployment numbers, business owners could be facing a 
deep recession and need to react and take steps to protect 
their businesses and their livelihoods . It is always lonely 
running a business and especially at the present time, 
equally no one person has all the answers, but by pooling 
knowledge and contacts, businesses working with Marlin will 
have a much better chance of Surviving and Thriving.

For more details contact Paul Griffiths on 07910001234 or Gary Lumby on 07500116507 www.marlincorporatefinance.co.uk

CONSULTANCY AND FINANCIAL 
SERVICES TO SUPPORT BUSINESSES  

POST COVID   
Marlin Corporate Finance, based on Preston Farm in Stockton on Tees,  
have been busy helping their existing and new clients raise funds to  

support them through the Covid 19 financial crisis. 
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It says that technology will help it transform the 
traditional relationship between the bank and 
the customer.  

Steve Deutsch, CEO at GBB, said: “It is liberating 
to start with a blank sheet of paper. Many high 
street banks are creaking at the seams with legacy 
systems that aren’t fit for purpose and certainly 
aren’t built around the customer of tomorrow. 

“Technology will transform the relationship 
between banks and their customers and the 
emerging fintech sector is already redefining 
people’s expectations. At GBB we have the 
opportunity to build an eco-system of the best 
fintech available to make it enjoyable to do 
business with us.” 

The new bank will use the latest anti-money 
laundering and fraud management tools, along 
with integrated data to allow customers to open 
a savings account at the click of a button. It also 
claims it will be able to cut the amount of time 

it takes to make lending decisions to a matter of 
days, in stark comparison to traditional banks. 

Deutsch continued: “Perhaps unlike some of 
the emerging internet-only banks, we will use 
technology to help our colleagues to form 
close relationships with customers. They will be 
empowered with a deeper customer view and the 
tools to create better customer experiences.” 

Property developers seeking finance for schemes 
will have access to a regional network of 
experienced relationship managers who will take 
the time to understand their business and local 
market. More flexible lending criteria will be key to 
super-charging regional development.  

GBB says it was inspired to launch the new bank by 
the lack of finance for property developers in the 
North East. It saw ambitious schemes flounder for 
the lack of finance. 

It says lending rates will be significantly lower than 

those available from alternative non-bank lending 
sources.

Deutsch said: “We know we are meeting a clear 
need in the market. The UK isn’t building enough 
houses and the government remains committed to 
addressing this. SME property developers, in both 
the commercial and residential sectors, simply 
aren’t getting the finance or relationship support 
they desperately need. We’re going to change all 
that. 

“We want to be a power for good and make a 
difference in the community. Here is an opportunity 
to raise the bar for everyone in the sector and the 
wider general public.” 

GBB believes the banking sector is ripe for 
disruption and the opportunity sits with combining 
the best of both worlds with the latest technology 
and experienced bank managers with time to 
understand their customers. 
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GBB: USING TECHNOLOGY TO DEEPEN  
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 

GBB is a new bank with a mission. It aims to transform the property sector outside of London by giving 
property developers and small construction companies the finance and support they need to develop 

commercial and residential projects. 

For more information, please visit www.thegbb.co.uk

Steve Deutsch



Coronavirus has had a seemingly unprecedented 
impact on businesses across the globe, but it is 
far from the only major event to have impacted 
financial markets. How does this crisis compare 
to others and are there simple tips investors can 
follow to shield from future turmoil? 

How common are economic crises? 

More common than you may think. I began my 
career in financial services in 1999 and since then 
we have had the dot-com bubble bursting, 9/11, the 
global financial crisis, the European sovereign debt 
crisis, Brexit uncertainty and, of course, the Global 
Pandemic we are facing now. 

As average life expectancy increases, so too will the 
number of unique events and market shocks that 
investors must endure. There are now some 15,000 
centenarians in the UK and a baby born in 2020 has a 
50% chance of living to 100, according to the Office 
for National Statistics.

There will be more economic crises in our lifetimes. 
However, the current crisis is unprecedented in 
that it has affected the whole world at more or 
less the same time. Previous crises were sector or 
geographically specific and were managed as such. 

The whole world is in the same boat on this occasion 
and, as such, the response can also be unprecedented. 
It’s a rare opportunity for the global community to 
work together to solve it.

Are there any simple steps investors can 
follow to minimise risk?

Everyone should have a financial plan, it is this plan 
that should then dictate the investment strategy. 
Holding assets in cash has been sub-inflation for 
over 10 years now, however, cash remains a vital part 
of any successful long term plan. This includes basics 
such as having at least three months of income set 
aside in order to cover short-term needs and provide 
peace of mind. Saving regularly can also mean you 
benefit from pound cost averaging. 

If an investor has a diverse portfolio, invested in a 
way that allows them to take capital or income as 
needed, they can take a level of risk to suit their 
personality and goals. Investors should also use the 

various tax wrappers available in order to make their 
money work harder and review their plan regularly 
to keep it on track.

What are the best reasons to use a financial 
advisor during times of crisis? 

Human nature can be irrational. Many clients want 
to invest when markets have risen and cash out 
when markets fall. It can be hard at times like this, 
when there’s so much ‘noise’ around investment 
markets, for investors to make the right decisions for 
good long-term outcomes.

A good financial advisor can take the emotion out 
of a decision and look at such an action in relation 
to their wider financial plan. This calms the decision 
making process and provides peace of mind to a 
client.

Do you think the current crisis will lead to any 

long term changes for the financial industry? 

Absolutely, I think all economies, companies and 

people have the potential to work differently after 

the pandemic. As a business owner, I have had time 

to take a step back and look at my company during 

this time. 

Technology has been tested and worked well for 

many companies and I see no reason why everyone 

has to travel into one office all of the time in future. 

I think flexible working will be a bigger part of all of 

our lives, empowering employees to work at times 

and from locations to suit their lives will become 

the norm. These changes will inevitably lead to new 

opportunities in other areas too.

IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...

PAUL GILSENAN 
MD, PSG Wealth Management 

Paul Gilsenan

www.psgwealth.co.uk
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There is no doubt that we have not seen anything 
like this in our lifetimes. Not even the banking 
crisis of 2008 comes close, such is the far-reaching 
impact that the current pandemic has had.

The intensity the business community has 
experienced during this COVID-19 interruption 
has been severe and business owners have worked 
tirelessly to protect their businesses and the jobs 
of their employees whilst taking advantage of the 
much-needed government support. 

In the early stages of the pandemic we had a lot of 
posts on business’ social media about continuing  
“business as usual”. Well, what we have seen is that 
it is definitely NOT business as usual. As finance 
intermediaries we have seen funders focus on their 
own customer bases and in some instances cease 
any new business activity at all, whilst businesses are 
having to deal with zero turnover with no time to 
react and government guidance changing daily. 

Even when the guidance became clearer, businesses 
were quick to realise that they were not all eligible 
for this lifeline support. Here at CCBS, we have 
provided guidance and advice, and raised some 
much-needed working capital for these North East 
businesses, struggling to get the support they need 
for one reason or another. Not only were we able 
to help them through this difficult time with advice 
and deals, but they also helped us by showing us the 
resilience of businesses in our region and we applaud 
them and thank them for that.

Below are some of the deals completed in lockdown 
which have had a significant and positive impact for 
our clients: 

So, our focus for our clients as we come out of 
lockdown is heavily weighted towards working 
capital. This is the primary concern for many 
businesses and so we will be working with clients to 
improve their cash position over the next period of 
recovery. 

Some areas we would suggest every business look at 
are as follows:
  Are there any assets in your business that can be 

refinanced to provide additional working capital?

  Are there any assets not being used that could 
be sold to raise additional cash?

  Maintain a 13-week rolling cashflow and keep 
it updated so you know exactly where you 
are from a cash position and can identify any 
potential shortfalls in time to take reparative 
action

  Credit control and other cash management areas 
must be a priority

  Have you explored all the government initiatives 
and areas of support and also looked at 
alternatives if you have not been successful in 
your application for them?

  Have you undertaken review of and 
implemented program a reduction program?

Being in business can be a lonely existence and the 
COVID-19 interruption has probably highlighted 
that more than any time in the last 10 years. But 
remember “a problem shared is a problem halved” 
and we are here to assist with all of your funding 
requirements.

Please don’t hesitate to give us a call.

DEFINITELY NOT 
BUSINESS AS 

USUAL
As we come out of these 

unparalleled lockdown measures, 
we can reflect on the last four 
months and the impact that 

COVID-19 has had on our families, 
friends, businesses and employees. 

Peter Cromarty
peter@ccbsg.co.uk     07715 409386

Graeme Harrison
graeme@ccbsg.co.uk     07719 560356

Matt Lister
matt@ccbsg.co.uk     07572 854284

Construction

£2,100,000

Multi-facility refinance to replace existing 
funding and create £1,000,000 additional 

headroom for this non CBILS qualifying group.

Construction

£1,150,000

Multi facility refinance of existing assets 
in a CBILS asset facility and invoice finance 

facility to replace bank lending. 

Construction

£50,000

New asset finance for new contract  
gains post lockdown. 

Manufacturing

£150,000

Refinance of unencumbered plant and 
machinery to release working capital to 
allow implementation of the covid-19 

recovery plan.

Manufacturing

£100,000

New client purchasing critical asset to meet 
demand as customers shorten supply chains 

by opting for UK suppliers.  
Non CBILS qualifying.  

Manufacturing

£35,000

Additional working capital facility provided 
for this micro business to replace invoice 

finance line and create additional headroom.

Peter Cromarty



Corporate  
& Commercial  
Business Solutions

FUNDING   |   ADVISORY   |   INVESTMENT

Corporate and Commercial Business Solutions Group is a 
commercial finance brokerage and business consultancy helping 
NE businesses achieve their aspirations. Whether it is fund 
raising, business system improvements or outsourced credit 
control and commercial debt recovery we can offer more than 50 
years experience in assisting SME businesses.

▶  Cashflow Finance

▶  Business Loans

▶  Invoice Finance

▶ Short Term Funding

▶  Vehicle Finance

▶  Vehicle Sourcing

▶  Property Finance

▶  Business Consultancy

▶  Receivables Management

▶  Outsourced Credit Control

▶  Commercial Debt Recovery

▶  VAT & Tax Loans

T: 0191 211 145  |  M: 07715 409 386  |  E: peter@ccbsg.co.uk 

www.ccbsg.co.uk

Yorkshire Chambers, 112-118 Pilgrim Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 6SQ
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As golfing is now allowed under the new rules 
as the UK comes out of lockdown, the Wealth 
Management team at MHA Tait Walker felt it 
was important to support the region’s young, 
talented sports stars.

Garrick, who originally hails from Morpeth 
in Northumberland, has been a member of 
Bamburgh Castle Golf Club since he was young. 
During his career, he has played golf for England’s 
under 18s and was offered a golf scholarship with 
the University of Tennessee. He has since played 
golf across America, representing Tennessee in 
three NCAA Division 1 finals.

Garrick has also played for England Men’s team in 
the Home Internationals and was selected for the 
England Elite Men’s Squad and the Great Britain 
and Ireland (GB&I) Squad. This culminated in 
the young sportsman representing GB&I against 
America in the Walker Cup (2013), against Europe 
in the St Andrews Trophy (2012) and representing 
England in the World Team Championships for 

the Eisenhower Trophy in 2012. 

After victory in the British Amateur Championship, 
he played in The Open at Muirfield and then The 
Masters in 2014. He turned professional in 2015 
which saw him win at The Astbury in Shropshire 
on the Europro Tour, before earning Challenge 
tour status in 2015 which saw him win in Prague 
in 2017. Last year’s highlight saw Garrick qualify 
for the 148th open Championship at Royal 
Portrush in Northern Ireland.  

He said: “The Covid-19 pandemic is the most 
challenging time the sports industry has ever 
witnessed, and we have all taken a big hit. 
However, as we return to a new normal, golf is 
the perfect social distance sport if the return is 
managed properly. 

“I’m really enjoying competing again and I feel 
very fortunate I am able to play.

“It’s been difficult trying to practice from home 
and I just feel very lucky that I’m able to improve 
my game.”

Mark Parkinson, Wealth Management Partner at 
MHA Tait Walker, said: “As a firm, we are delighted 
to be able to partner with Garrick and look 
forward to watching his progress in the coming 
months.

“Garrick and his peers have been totally 
compromised by this pandemic and it is vital that 
as a regional business, we continue to support the 
people and communities in which we all live and 
work.”

The firm’s 70-strong Wealth Management and 
Tax teams work together to provide specialist 
advice for clients.

Mark added: “Many Wealth Management 
decisions are closely linked to taxes that need 
to be reviewed with a client’s tax advisor. Our 
specialism is working with high net worth clients. 
By working together with the Tax team, we can 
provide client’s with the assurance that we are 
working in their best interests. Ultimately we 
hope that this leads to a better client experience.”

MHA TAIT WALKER WEALTH MANAGEMENT TEAM 
ENTERS INTO NEW SPORTING PARTNERSHIP 

MHA Tait Walker Wealth Management team has entered into a new partnership with Professional  
Golfer Garrick Porteous to offer support to the sporting community during turbulent times.

www.taitwalker.co.uk

L-R – Mark Parkinson, Wealth Management Partner at MHA Tait Walker and Garrick Porteous, 
European Golfer on the golf course at Bamburgh Golf Club.



The Covid 19 pandemic has changed the way 
that business has been done for many companies 
and forced many corporate groups and owners to 
reassess their lives, their goals and their business 
models.  

For some owners this will mean retirement and 
letting the next generation take over, for other 
larger groups it may be that management will want 
to focus on core activities and to not be distracted 
by other smaller subsidiaries, or will be forced 
to sell assets in order to release cash, and some 
sadly, will run out of time and may have to go into 
administration. 

As survival becomes a key focus for established 
businesses, so does getting the funding and 
business model right for new business. So, surely 
one would be crazy to lead a management buy out 
at this time when we are in the midst of what will 
become the largest recession ever?

We have advised on more MBOs in the North 
East than any other firm.

And yet, Management Buy Outs (MBOs) are 
starting to become popular and at MHA Tait 
Walker Corporate Finance we should know. We 
have advised on more MBOs in the North East than 

any other firm and we are starting to see a trend 
towards more of these deals.

The increase in the number of MBO 
opportunities is probably due to several factors 
coming together at the same time:

 Covid 19 has meant that there are more good 
quality businesses coming on to the market.

 Overseas owners are finding it more difficult to 
manage UK assets and, with further change due to 
the end of Brexit transition arrangements, some are 
reassessing their UK investments. 

 Existing trade buyers may be interested but 
probably only at low valuations, unless the fit with 
them is very strategic, and their management may 
be being encouraged to focus on survival rather 
than acquisition. 

 Investors (private equity funders) have a lot of 
cash waiting to invest in the right businesses.

 If the alternative were for a company to close 
and for management to face losing their jobs, then 
they may be comfortable to take the plunge and 
run their own business. 

 Other encouragement from Government, for 
example the tax efficiency of an owner selling to an 

Employee Owned Trusts encourages more retiring 
owners to sell to management teams.

So, if you are part of an MBO team, you will be 
feeling a variety of emotions that may impact your 
decision making. If you have not gone through 
the process of an MBO before it can appear very 
daunting – will you be able to deliver the change 
required to make the business resilient; how can 
you operate without the previous owner; who will 
you recruit to bolster your team; what price should 
you pay for the business; and which funders would 
back you?

This is where a corporate finance adviser can help 
– guiding you through the process, assessing the 
right valuation and deal structure and providing 
the assistance with financial forecasts and business 
modelling so that you can develop a resilient 
business plan. Start taking advice early.

With so much change happening now, management 
teams and owners will both need to be ready to 
work together in a way that can be positive for 
them and importantly for their businesses.

Steve Plaskitt is Partner at MHA Tait Walker 
Corporate Finance and has over twenty years of 
experience in the North East market.  

WHY ARE THERE MORE MANAGEMENT BUY OUT 
OPPORTUNITIES DURING A PANDEMIC? 

In our changing world, nothing is certain other than uncertainty.

For more information please call 0191 285 0321 or email steve.plaskitt@taitwalker.co.uk
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Steve Plaskitt
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With this suspension still in place, many companies will have 
deferred their preparations for their reporting of the 5 April 2019 
snapshot date gender pay gap figures. The other consideration is 
reporting for next year now that the usual snapshot date has been 
and gone. Whilst some organisations will be busy preparing as 
usual to report in April 2021, many others may have decided not to 
focus on this right now due to the lack of information about what 
is now required of them. However, gender pay gap reporting will 
need to be back on the agenda as the Government has now said 
employers should get on and work on their figures which needed 
reporting earlier this year.

Should you keep your gender pay gap reporting on your 
immediate agenda?

Despite the Government providing additional time to report this 
year, we think it’s important that employers keep this issue on their 
agenda. Firstly, it is still a legal requirement to report each year – the 
2020 deadline has merely been suspended, the requirement has not 
been removed altogether. Secondly, it is also important that issues 
around diversity and inclusion remain high on the business agenda, 
particularly from a trust and confidence and good governance point 
of view. 

Organisations that are committed and can evidence their 
commitment to these equality and social justice issues will find 
themselves in a stronger position than those that cannot. This 
transparency in reporting on pay only goes to help employers 
demonstrate their commitment in this area.

Ethnicity pay gap reporting

For those employers who want to go beyond their current legal 
obligations, it is interesting to learn that a recent petition calling for 
ethnicity pay gap reporting has obtained over 100,000 signatures. 
Many organisations will now be reviewing the opportunities they 
afford to black and minority ethnic employees and reviewing if 
they need to take any more strategic actions to improve these 
opportunities. Currently there is no legal requirement for employers to 
report on ethnicity pay but this is very likely to change in the future.

For those employers that are not recording and monitoring ethnicity 

for diversity and inclusion purposes, now would be a good time to 
start. Before employers embark on this they should make sure their 
employee data privacy notices are up to date in order to support the 
collating, recording, and monitoring of this information.

Will furloughing arrangements have affected gender  
pay gap reporting?

With many companies having had to put in place furloughing 
arrangements, it will be interesting to see how gender pay gap 
reporting is affected by these arrangements. Many organisations may 
find that their April salary data is not representative of a ‘normal’ pay 
period due to the specific measures they have had to take around 
furloughing and pay during that month. We await further guidance 
from government to find out whether reporting will be resumed as 
normal but, in the meantime, we recommend a continuing focus on 
this important business issue and the resumption of reporting.

For more information on how RSM can help your organisation with gender pay gap reporting or any other HR issues throughout  
this challenging time, please contact Jude Lean at jude.lean@rsmuk.com or your usual RSM contact.

Jude Lean

WHY GENDER PAY 
GAP SHOULD STILL BE 
A PRIORITY DESPITE 
THE REPORTING 
SUSPENSION
The Government suspended the gender pay 
gap reporting deadline for April 2020 due to 
the coronavirus pandemic, giving employers 
more time to report their gender pay gap 
whilst managing the effects of the global 
pandemic on their businesses.
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Twelve North East entrepreneurs completed 
the Academy this week following a final session 
with Scale-up Leaders’ Academy coach Ian 
Kinnery.

The twelve included: Samantha Read of APM 
Cleaning, Lee Quarzi of Lumo, Michael Beaton 
of DRS, Ben Tansey of re:heat, Sally Marshall of 
the Marshall Robertson Group, Nick Salloway of 
Qrious, Kim Binks of Apricity, Richie Gledson of 
Sky High Sports, Martin Wakefield of Wakefields, 
Dan Parker of Aspect Facades, Alisdair Beveridge 
of The Build Directory and Keian Sanchez of A 
Greener Solution.

The entrepreneurs make up the Academy’s fourth 
cohort. Since its launch in 2017, the Academy 
has supported over 35 entrepreneurs across the 
North-East to focus on achieving sustainable high 
growth by creating a blueprint for future business 
success.

The second cohort of businesses, which were 
the subject of research conducted by Newcastle 

University, reported a 140 per cent rise in 
operating profit, with an average increase in 
turnover of 13.2 per cent and a rise of 8.6 per 
cent in employment. A quarter of scale-ups 
participating in the programme also increased 
their level of export sales over the past 12 months.

Often delivered through physical workshops and 
coaching sessions, since March, the Academy has 
been delivered online, with speakers from across 
the country offering their expertise on areas such 
as leadership and branding through webinar and 
video conferencing platforms.

Jonathan Lamb, chief executive of the 
Entrepreneurs’ Forum, said: “The Scale-up Leader’s 
Academy is delivering a toolkit of invaluable 
knowledge to business owners that allows them 
to prepare for rapid and sustained business 
growth.

“Like our members, we’ve had to respond quickly 
to the changing environment. Consequently, 
our latest cohort has had a unique learning 

experience, a combination of physical and virtual 

sessions as a result of the lockdown. 

“The feedback so far has been fantastic and shows 

that our blend of individual learning, team-based 

workshops and expert-led sessions is helping our 

region’s businesses to put the foundations in place 

to scale their businesses rapidly and sustainably.”

Ian Kinnery, Gazelle International Scale-up Coach, 

said: “This year’s cohort have been exceptional 

in the way they have dealt with the coronavirus 

crisis and still continued to learn and scale their 

businesses. 

“Despite everything that has happened in the 

world we are still experiencing significant growth 

across the whole range of businesses represented.”

Recruitment for the fifth cohort will begin 

in September 2020. Those interested in the 

Academy are encouraged to apply online via the 

Entrepreneurs’ Forum website. 

www.entrepreneursforum.net
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TWELVE MORE BUSINESSES COMPLETE 
ENTREPRENEURS’ FORUM SCALE-UP PROGRAMME
The Entrepreneurs’ Forum is celebrating the latest cohort of entrepreneurs to complete its Scale-up 

Leader’s Academy as the six-month programme comes to an end.  
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That’s why you should join our amazing online community of like-minded small business 
professionals who help and support one another every single day.

MINT

Join now at mintbusinessclub.co.uk
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Sam Read is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best practice, 
create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net

I N T E R V I E W



Tell me about your background in business

I couldn’t have ever contemplated one day being the managing director 
of a cleaning company employing 60 people when, after leaving Harton 
Comprehensive in South Shields, I won a scholarship to study an HNC in 
electrical and electronical engineering – part of a programme designed to 
encourage more women into engineering.

However, starting my first job with telephone headset manufacturer GN 
Netcom, it was quickly apparent the world of electrical engineering wasn’t 
for me. Tucked away in a room all by myself, my task was designing and 
building telephone testing equipment as part of the acoustic testing process.

I had the ability, but realised I was a people person with a passion for 
organisation and project management. Eventually, I became an internal 
auditor for the Danish firm – even learning to speak a little conversational 
Danish – before moving to South Shields circuit board manufacturer, 
Interconnection Systems, as a departmental production manager.

Here I was in my element, gaining a reputation as a ‘numbers animal’ with 
an ability to unblock production bottlenecks and to get things done.

However, after having my first son, the family moved to the south of England 
where I worked part-time in a logistics role at Chloride Power Protection in 
Southampton.

Following the arrival of my second son, we returned to the North East and, 
armed with a pot of cash from the house sale, I decided it was time to 
become my own boss and opted to buy a franchised domestic cleaning 
business.

How was APM Cleaning & Repair formed?

The business was formed out of necessity when, in 2005, the franchisor 
failed and I took the decision to rebrand as APM Cleaning and continue on 
alone – using my managerial experience to impose my own high standards, 
processes and values on the business. 

It was a steep learning curve as one of the reasons I’d originally chosen the 
franchise model was my lack of sales experience. I believed, wrongly, that I 
would be better supported in that department within the franchise system.

I refocused the business as a ‘high-end’ domestic cleaning business and 
quickly earned a reputation for reliability and delivering a quality service.

In those early days, I still recall driving to an appointment in my business 
suit, then changing into my ‘work gear’ to begin cleaning, then afterwards 
changing back before beginning the whole process again at the next 
appointment.

In your own words, what is it that APM Cleaning & Repair does?

We provide commercial and domestic cleaning services, including carpet 
and upholstery cleaning, delivered on time and to an agreed specification. 
APM Cleaning has become an integral part of multiple first, second and 
final commercial building handover cleans, and our client list ranges from 
building contractors and property developers to shop fitters and private 
landlords. We are also a major player in the domestic market, offering a 
bespoke cleaning package for ABC1 households, with experience of servicing 
everything from studio flats to stately homes.

We also offer specialist services including infection control and medical 
cleaning, servicing local authority extra care facilities and social housing.

What is your proudest moment with the company?

That would be winning the very first tender I submitted. It was particularly 
satisfying as I did not use a bid writer and the significant win involved 
Durham County Council. The other thing that fills me with pride is seeing 

my cleaning staff progress and step up into management roles – which gives 
me the time and space I need to continue to grow the business. I strongly 
believe in investing in my staff and currently have four members of staff 
enrolled on the Entrepreneurs’ Forum Scale-up Leader’s Academy. 

Is there a particular mistake you have made while in business?  
And how did you overcome/learn from it?

I’ve made lots of mistakes over the years, one of which was remaining far 
too long with a second-rate accountant. The other was delegating tasks to 
people and then failing to manage them properly. In many ways, I’m still 
learning but that’s nothing to be ashamed about, it is part of the process of 
growing a business and being an entrepreneur.

What is the USP of APM Cleaning & Repair?

It has gained a reputation for outstanding customer service, excellent 
attention to detail, amazing flexibility, and responsiveness – and above all a 
professional ‘can-do’ attitude.

How has the firm grown and what do you attribute this to?

For many years, the business grew organically – until around four years ago. 
With the family grown up, I was able to dedicate my time to creating a 
strategic plan, which is the key for growth, and creating the space and time 
to begin to implement it.

One of the things that differentiates us from other cleaning companies is 
the commitment of our 60-strong staff which are employed full-time. I’m 
pleased to pay above minimum wage and invest in training and development.

As a result, many have been with us  since the start, almost unheard of 
in the cleaning industry, and display a real pride in their work – reflected 
by our glowing testimonials and the fact that we still retain many of our 
original clients.

Due to the growth in the business, we bought our first premises on the Team 
Valley four years ago and, while still retaining our domestic customers, I’ve 
aggressively pursued commercial clients – which now make up 60 percent 
of the business.

As well as Durham County Council, our clients include Karbon Homes, 
Castle and Coasts Housing Association, Newcastle City Council, Prosper and 
North Tyneside Council, Gateshead Council and more recently we have been 
granted a place on the NHS SBS framework. We subcontract for many major 
national development companies and are currently delivering the builders 
clean of Newcastle’s landmark Hadrian’s Tower.

Our business is overwhelmingly based in the North East, but I am currently 
looking to grow our activity in the North West, with plans to open a second 
office on Merseyside or the Wirral.

As a sideline, I also launched two new businesses. The first was Read 
Apartments, which specialises in providing serviced accommodation across 
the North East, North Wales and the Murcia region of Spain.

The second, a specialist surface repair business, has a real synergy with APM, 
in particular its commercial activity. Its qualified technicians can restore or 
repair all types of cracks, burns, dents, chips, and scratches on everything 
from worktops to floor tiles, bricks and stone to wood, laminates, and 
shower trays as part of a nationwide service.

Do you live by/do business by a certain motto?

I don’t but we all abide by the company’s core values which were carefully 
crafted and considered. They revolve around honesty, approachability, hard 
work, adaptability, constant improvement – combined with a desire to treat 
everyone the way you would wish to be treated.
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Why? Simple. If you are a senior person at a 
company…perhaps you’re the owner or FD…and 
if someone asked you what you pay for your 
energy, would you be able to quote exactly what 
you pay or would it be a stab in the dark?

Be honest. Thought so. Most people see utility bills 
as one of those necessary evils. We all need gas, 
water, electricity and telecoms, and most of us 
simply cough-up when the bill arrives. 

That is where Taurus Utility Consultants come in. 

You’ve got better things to do than trawl through 
loads of confusing invoices and tariffs that make 
no sense. You need to do what you’re good at...
run your own business. Taurus do all of the donkey 
work for you. They do not have any preferred 
suppliers which means that they will find you the 
best possible rates. They’re experts at what they do 
and they’re obviously good at it. If you need some 
proof, you’ll find that they are the number one 
utility consultant on the FreeIndex review website. 
Oh, and they’ve been number one for the last 
seven years. People obviously like the way the guys 
at Taurus Utility Consultants operate and are more 
than happy to let other people know about it. 

Steve Dobson is the driving force behind Taurus. 

“I set up Taurus Utility Consultants in 2010 and 
have grown the business from zero clients to almost 
200. We have local, national and International 
clients. One of our biggest is Callaway Golf. (www.
eu.callawaygolf.com). We look after energy bills 
at all of their UK manufacturing plants. We also 
deal with Klinge Chemicals...a world leader in 
specialist potassium chloride production (LOSalt) 
www.klinge-chemicals.co.uk). At the other end of 
the scale we have opticians (Walkers in Durham 
& Crook: www.optician-durham.co.uk), restaurants 
(Caruso’s, Stockton (www.ristorantecaruso.co.uk), 
hair salons (www.ecohairsalondarlington.co.uk) 
and numerous landlords who have a property 
portfolio like www.mulgrave-estate.co.uk To be 
honest, we can deal with anyone who gets an 
energy or utility bill, but the majority of our clients 
are from small and medium sized industrial and 
commercial businesses, who don’t have an in-
house expert.”

Steve went to school in Guisborough and Redcar 
and represented the county at rugby and other 
sports. He followed a Sports Science & Psychology 
Degree. He is passionate about the rural economy 
and promoting competitive North East businesses.

“We have a long heritage in manufacturing and 
engineering across the North of England, and I am 
determined to make our British businesses great 
again.” 

Reputation is everything in the utilities business. 
Steve has worked with utilities for thirty years 
having opened all the Hollywood Bowl Ten Pin 
Bowling Centres in the UK in 1990, and some 
of his clients have been with him since day one. 
Taurus Utility Consultants is now ten years old and 
roughly half of his clients have been with Taurus 
for six to ten years and followed Steve when he set 
up the consultancy. This isn’t surprising because 
when you chat with Steve, it’s obvious that he and 
his firm really do care about British business…and 
North East business owners in particular. He wants 
to help them to be successful and more profitable 
with Taurus’s solutions. 

It’s also important to note that Steve’s business is 

a consultancy. Taurus is not an energy broker. He 

and his team of experts don’t do cold calling or 

contacting firms and pestering them about their 

energy. Businesses small and large get in touch 

with Taurus for help and advice to outsource their 

utility procurement.  

It’s surprisingly simple to get the ball rolling. You 

just send Taurus Utility Consultants your latest 

energy bills. After that, sit back and wait to find 

out what sort of savings you will make. 

Taurus is growing by reputation and referrals. Steve 

has appointed a right hand man in the shape of 

Dean Young. Dean was a broker. He’s seen the 

other side of the utilities business and became 

disillusioned. He didn’t want to be chasing people 

all of the time. He wanted to be with a company 

that firms could trust…where firms would simply 

say “You are the experts so you can look after 

everything for us”…and then have the confidence 

to let Taurus get on with it and do what they’re 

plainly very good at; the testimonials on Google 

inform us of that. 

They’re also looking to create partnerships. In 

other words, once you’ve seen what Taurus Utility 

Consultants can do for you, why not spread the 

word and recommend. Taurus will then pay you 

a referral fee. So, you save money on your utility 

bills, and then earn money by recommending 

Taurus as an affiliate. It’s a win-win situation, 

with UK business customers being at the heart of 

everything.

Interested?

The best idea is to give Steve Dobson and his team 

a quick telephone call and they’ll talk you through 

your issues and find out what you need. Call 01325 

978697 or email advice@taurusutilityconsultants.

co.uk

Go on. Let Taurus Utility Consultants take care of 

your bills and while you concentrate on running 

your business, Taurus will start saving you money 

and make you more profit. 

TAURUS HAS GOT THE POWER
Taurus Utility Consultants are one of those firms that other firms need. 

CHARITY BEGINS AT 
THE DON

Every year, Taurus Utility Consultants donate 10% 
of their profits to North East charities and CICs 

(community interest companies). The latest charity 
they’re helping is The Don War Memorial Museum 

and Veterans Hub. It used to be based in a pub 
called “The Don” run by Julie Cooper. Julie knows 
how to run a pub…The Sun newspaper named it 

the best pub in Britain. 

The walls were adorned with thousands of pieces 
of British Armed Forces memorabilia. She provided 

free tea and coffee for veterans. 

Sadly, due to a rent rise, Julie had close The Don, 
Stockton, but she was determined not to let this 
unique collection of memorabilia disappear. She’s 
moved into the St. Patrick’s Community Centre in 
Thornaby and will continue to display all of the 

items and provide 24 hour support for UK veterans. 

But she needs help. 

Taurus Utility Consultants are doing their bit; 

donating, sponsoring and advising on business 
challenges. Can you help, and make sure that this 

wonderful charitable museum can go from strength 
to strength and continue its marvellous work to 

help current and previous British Forces members. 

To contact Julie email  
juliacooper2000@yahoo.it    

or call 07999 439064

If you’d like to donate, visit her Facebook page

www.gofundme.com/f/messages-to-build-
the-new-don-war-memorial-museum

For more infomation visit their website www.taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk 
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UTILITY BILLS TOO MUCH?
Send us your bills for forensic analysis  

and discover your utility savings!

advice@taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk     www.taurusutilityconsultants.co.uk     01325978697 or 01914772244

Did you know we also do New Utilities Connections & Site Works?



With issues such as Brexit, the rise of automation 
in the workplace, longer working lives, and poor 
UK productivity brought into even sharper 
focus, education and skills organisations, NCFE 
and Campaign for Learning (CfL), have jointly 
commissioned a new discussion paper which 
explores the actions Government needs to take 
to enable the skills and employment sector 
to respond to economic recession and mass 
unemployment and promote economic and 
social renewal.

Drawing on expertise from across the worlds of 
education, business and economics and mental 
health, the paper, titled ‘Revolutionary Forces’, 
urges Government to ensure that the plans 
outlined in its forthcoming post-16 white paper are 
sufficiently flexible to meet the immense changes 
facing the UK economy.

Promising to provide a ‘vision’ for the further 
education sector and hailed by Education 
Secretary, Gavin Williamson as ‘revolutionary’; the 
white paper has been hotly anticipated by the FE 
sector since it was first announced back in April. 
Four months on however, the scope of the paper 
is still unknown.

Anticipating a comprehensive review, which will 
cover all aspects of post-16 education, including 
further and higher education, apprenticeships 
and adult and community learning, the authors 
of Revolutionary Forces address some of the key 
challenges facing the nation throughout the 2020s.  
It is vital that the Department for Education takes 
these issues into consideration when writing their 
recommendations.

Commenting on the paper’s findings, David 
Gallagher, Chief Executive at NCFE, said: “While 
the government rightly prioritised short term fixes 

to support the economy through the height of the 
Coronavirus outbreak, now is the time where we 
need to start looking forward at what needs to be 
done to restabilise the economy, taking all factors 
into account.

“The challenge facing the government is twofold. 
With the imminent threat of job losses, mass 
unemployment and huge shifts in how the UK 
does business in light of both Covid-19 and our 
impending withdrawal from the European Union, 
the government needs to act fast to enable the 
education and skills sector to respond to meet the 
needs of employers, adults and young people in the 
2020s. At the same time, in order for the sector to 
play an active role in the longer term economic 
recovery effort, assurances must be made to 
improve the post-16 education and skills system.

“Our new discussion paper in partnership with the 
Campaign for Learning draws on expertise from 
across the sector to explore the policies that we 
hope to see introduced as part of the post-16 white 
paper which will provide the flexibility required 
to ensure learner success against a backdrop of 
uncertainty.”

Julia Wright, National Director at Campaign for 
Learning, added: "There are dramatic and profound 
forces affecting our economy and society. Some 
are long-term, others like Covid-19 rapid. Together, 
they present a situation that requires radical 
thinking and swift action. 

“As our experts show, post-16 education and 
skills has an integral role to play in the country’s 

economic recovery. Training and retraining will 
help people navigate employment so they stay 
in work and improve their prospects. Educational 
opportunities will help people get on, particularly 
full-time education for young people who are likely 
to have fewer options in the jobs market and be 
at risk of long-term unemployment. We hope the 
issues raised by our authors inform the discussion 
and thinking for the post-16 white paper."

Revolutionary Forces is the latest in a series of 
discussion papers published jointly by Newcastle-
headquartered, NCFE, and Campaign for Learning. 

The registered charities, both of which operate 
under the NCFE Group umbrella following the 
acquisition of CfL earlier this year, are committed 
to their joint purpose to promote and advance 
learning to increase social mobility and help 
learners of all ages to achieve their life and career 
goals.

Reacting to the paper, Parliamentary Under 
Secretary of State for Apprenticeships and Skills, 
Gillian Keegan MP, commented: “We welcome the 
findings of “Revolutionary Forces” as we develop 
these important reforms. We are absolutely 
committed to levelling up opportunity across the 
country, and will continue to do all we can to make 
sure no-one is left behind as a result of coronavirus. 

“Further Education will play a vital role in delivering 
the high-quality skills employers need and that will 
support our economic recovery. We will announce 
more detail in the White Paper this autumn.”
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The Revolutionary Forces discussion paper is available to view and download now at www.ncfe.org.uk

REVOLUTION 
IN THE FE 

SECTOR KEY TO 
PROMOTING 
ECONOMIC 
RENEWAL IN 

AFTERMATH OF 
COVID-19

In the immediate aftermath of 
the Covid-19 pandemic, it is easy 
to forget that there were wider 
revolutionary forces at work on 
the UK’s economy before the 

virus outbreak. 

David Gallagher, Chief Executive at NCFE.



The Coronavirus epidemic has hit businesses 
hard. There are lots of facilities available to 
support those suffering with the physical effects 
of the virus but what about the effects on one’s 
mental health. Where is the help there? As a 
business owner, there is a lot to consider and 
it’s not just about now, but the knock-on effect 
on your cash flow further down the line. There 
are conflicting decisions that must be made. Do 
you risk taking your staff back on now in case 
there is a second wave and you lose the option 
to furlough? Are you having to make decisions to 
make good staff redundant or worse still, close 
your business?  All of these things can play havoc 
with your thoughts and create sleepless nights, 
which further affects your mental wellbeing.

Focusing on your business and the impact is a 
great way of distracting you from what is really 
going on with yourself. It is so important to take 
time to reflect on how you are. Not taking note 
of your mental wellbeing now can have a much 
bigger impact on your mental health later down 
the line. Then who will be there to manage your 
business? Be your own observer and look for the 
changes in your behaviour. Are you more impatient 
than usual? Are you being short tempered with 
your staff or family? Are you fighting with dark 
thoughts? Does your heart race every time you 
think of the worst case scenario?

Then there is self-talk. How aware of you of your 

internal dialogue? This is influenced by your 
subconscious mind, and it reveals your thoughts, 
beliefs, questions, and ideas.

Self-talk can be both negative and positive, 
depending on your personality. If you are an 
optimist, your self-talk may be more hopeful and 
positive whilst the opposite is generally true if you 
are more of a pessimist.

Positive thinking and optimism can be effective 
stress management tools, as well as providing you 
with some great health benefits. Before you can 
learn to practice more positive self-talk, you must 
first identify negative thinking. 

This generally falls into four categories:

Personalising - You blame yourself for everything

Magnifying - You focus on the negative aspects of 
a situation, ignoring any or all of the positive

Catastrophising - You expect the worst, and you 
rarely let logic or reason persuade you otherwise

Polarising - You see the world in black and white, 
or good and bad. There’s nothing in between and 

no middle ground for processing and categorising 
life events

There are some things in life that you just can’t 
control, however there are always solutions. They 
may not be the ones you want to hear but there 
are options. Firstly, know you are one of thousands 
going through the same issues - you aren’t alone.  
Secondly, remember to breathe. Scientific studies 
have shown that correct breathing can help 
manage stress and stress-related conditions by 
soothing the autonomic nervous system. Breathing 
exercises can significantly reduce anxiety and 
reverse your body’s natural reaction to stressful 
conditions, which will help you manage negative 
emotions and even physical pain more effectively. 
Be self-aware. What is your internal dialogue and 
how can you flip this around? 

But most importantly talk! Talking through your 
options with someone who understands can help 
offload and often help you find a way forward - 
‘doom mongering’ will not help you, your family 
or your business. 

So dig deep, breathe through it, and talk!

MINDFUL 
BUSINESS 
MATTERS

Last month’s article focused  
on managing the minds of  

your furloughed workers, but 
how are you managing your 

own mind? 
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Michelle Rainbow, Skills Director at the North 
East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), gives 
an overview of how colleges have supported 
their students, local communities and business 
partners throughout COVID-19. 

During what must be the most difficult and 
unpredictable few months many young people have 
faced, colleges in the North East have consistently 
gone above and beyond to support not only their 
staff and students but also their local community. 

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, colleges 
have been open, making sure that vulnerable 
young people and children of key workers are safely 
accommodated on campus, providing remote 
provision and one-to-one learning, and looking 
after the wellbeing of their students. 

In addition many colleges have also played an 
active role within their local community, quickly 
mobilising to produce PPE and opening up online 
learning to businesses, with furloughed staff being 
able to access free training on topics including 
project management and leadership. 

And in turn, the team here at the North East LEP 
has moved quickly to help colleges weather the 
storm and adapt to the changing landscape of 
education and employment. 

The North East is home to the country’s only 
College Hub which brings colleges together to 
share learning, with a particular focus on making 
sure that young people in our region have access 
to the highest levels of careers guidance. In the last 
few months this focus has broadened and we’ve 
been using our College Hub network to quickly 
share information from the North East COVID-19 
Economic Response Group, and from national 
organisations like the Association of Colleges, with 
college leadership teams. 

The North East COVID-19 Economic Response 
Group is leading the economic recovery plan for the 
region and has gathered data on how COVID-19 
has impacted on the job market and progression 
routes such as apprenticeships. Task-and-finish 
groups have been created to focus on key areas 
such as apprenticeship provision and higher level 
qualifications. 

Changes to the job market, apprenticeships and 
the new T-Level qualifications, which roll out from 
September, will of course have a significant impact 
on the work colleges to do help young people 
transition into the workplace. 

For students who are finishing their further 
education, this has been a hugely unsettling time 

and colleges and employers have been working 
together to find new ways of help young people 
move successfully on to the next stage of their 
lives, whether that involves higher education, 
apprenticeships or employment. 

This is one area where our network of Enterprise 
Advisers – business leaders who form a vital link 
between industry and education - has come into 
its own. Enterprise Advisers have been helping 
schools and colleges to put in place virtual work 
placements and trial new ways for young people to 
gain meaningful experience of the workplace. 

We’re also working with employers in a range of 
sectors – including automotive, health and life 
sciences, digital, and energy – to put together 
guidance for college staff and learners on the 
skills that employers are looking for in their future 
employees and how the sectors are likely to change 
in the future. 

Many North East employers have stepped forward 
to work with the education sector as we move 
towards recovery from the pandemic together and 
there are plenty of opportunities for businesses 
of all types to work more closely with colleges, 
helping to shape a positive future for young people 
in our region.

BUSINESS AND EDUCATION: WORKING TOGETHER 
TO BUILD A POSITIVE FUTURE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

We may be well into the summer months, but the work being put in by North East colleges to  
support young people shows no signs of slowing. 

Find out more about the North East College Hub and opportunities for businesses and colleges to work together  
at www.NorthEastAmbition.co.uk
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Andrei Danescu, Adrian Negoita and Oana 
Jinga founded the company in 2015 with the 
vision of robot-human collaboration. The 
team has created robots that work alongside 
people in places such as large retail stores, 
shopping centres, office buildings and airports. 
Customers include MediaMarktSaturn, dnata, 
Heathrow Airport and British Airways. In 
addition to taking care of repetitive tasks, 
the robots provide round-the-clock customer 
service and on-site data collection and analysis.

The company secured its first institutional funding 
round during the coronavirus pandemic amid an 
increase in demand and enquiries for its service 
and was led by Kindred Capital and Capnamic 
Ventures, with participation from angel investors 
from the UK and the US. The company was also 
previously awarded funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme as well as Innovate UK.

With the new funding, BotsAndUs will grow the 
team, accelerate robot deployments and explore 
new products and services, in response to a recent 
surge in demand for automation. Specifically, 
the startup wants to develop automation 
solutions for indoor, dynamic spaces. These are 
unstructured environments where people traffic 
and excessive noise normally create challenges 
for autonomous robots.

Andrei Danescu, CEO at BotsAndUs, commented: 
“We are in a great position to accelerate 
achieving our mission and liberate businesses 
from dull, repetitive and now even dangerous 
work, so their employees can focus on the things 
that bring the most value. We are thrilled to have 
such trusted and experienced investors join our 
cause and support the next stage of our growth. 
The demand for automation and robotics has 
seen a significant raise driven by the current 
global events and we’re in the best position to 
respond to it.”

Corporate partner at Mincoffs Solicitors John 

Nicholson acted on behalf of BotsAndUs, assisted 

by solicitor Daniel Bell.  John commented “We 

have acted for BotsAndUs since 2017. They are 

developing interesting and unique products. It 

has been a pleasure to watch them grow the 

company with such success. We wish them well 

with their exciting plans.”

Russell Buckley, Partner at Kindred Capital said, 

“We’ve been following BotsAndUs’ progress over 

the past few years and have been very impressed 

with the founders’ ambition, innovative approach 

and ability to build a fantastic team around their 

mission. Their pioneering robotics and AI products 

are at the forefront of a much needed next wave 

of automation – bringing robots out of factories 

and warehouses so they can make an impact 

on businesses operating in a variety of indoor, 

crowded, public spaces.” 

BotsAndUs, a London-based startup that provides full-stack robot systems for public spaces,  
has closed a £2 million equity funding round with legal advice provided by the corporate  

team at Newcastle based Mincoffs Solicitors.

AUTONOMOUS ROBOTICS STARTUP BOTSANDUS 
RAISES £2 MILLION FROM VC INVESTORS
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The team at BotsAndUs

www.mincoffs.co.uk



It is almost certain to happen, it has been the 
pattern of virtually all epidemics in the past and 
the greatest death toll during the Spanish flu 
pandemic in the early 20th century was incurred 
during a second wave, where people in denial were 
dancing in the streets together, not observing 
social distancing et cetera. This means we have to 
recognise that whilst we seek to get things back to 
normal, we simply cannot put Covid-19 behind us.

Simple messages of stay at home, have become 
complicated by more nuanced messages that 
require interpretation. Many such messages are 
themselves evolving, part of scientific debate and 
often, contradictory. You can fly to Spain, but you 
can’t connect with more than a limited number of 
households, for example.

In business, the impetus is to get back to normal. 
Reductions in social distancing requirements will 
contribute to that but it is only part of the story and 
will only affect partial relief. There is a premium, on 
lapses, tolerances and in particular a wait-and-see 
philosophy.

We are no different to consumers. Each one of them 
reacts to the world from a unique perspective and 
defend themselves when experiencing threat in 
different ways. There are people who want to stay 
on lockdown, to work from home even if that affects 
the team esprit de corps in the office, people who 
will insist on social distancing and those who let it 
slip. People who want to wear face masks, whether 
over the nose, symbolically around the chin and 
those who feel it’s not necessary. We’re all different, 
and it’s important not to judge, but to recognise with 
kindness that people are doing the best they can in 
an uncertain situation. Whether reactions are ones 
of extreme caution and avoidance, or quite literally 
“mad abandon”, we need to extend compassion 
and understanding. This must also be suffused with 
respect and due expressions of a duty of care to our 
customers, colleagues, stakeholders’, families, friends 
and indeed, ourselves as we go about our business.

Denial is a powerful human defence mechanism. 

When things just get too complicated or appear 
insoluble or irreconcilable, it is easy just to go about 
as if little was happening, rather than dealing with the 
uncertainty one must contain. We need to face that, 
however, much we wish this pandemic away, this is 
unlikely to be the case. We can compartmentalise 
Covid-19 into a disease of the elderly with some 
unlucky younger ones, a once-in-a-lifetime event, 
something that predominates among certain ethnic 
or social groups and less so in others, something that 
affects men, the list appears to be added to daily. The 
fact remains we have a disease that is more virulent 
than seasonal flu and we know only slight increases 
in virulence overwhelms heath systems.

The business consequences could last years. 
Some won’t exist, others will prosper and grow 
exponentially. Take Sainsbury’s, who have had record 
takings. As with any human event, the economic 
impacts create winners and losers, opportunities 
and threats, endings and beginnings. The health 
state of the nation will be affected, with chronic 
lasting illness amongst a significant number of those 
affected. None Covid related deaths will increase 

as the health service, whilst not overwhelmed, has 
simply diverted its capacities away from key services, 
leaving many without the usual care available. For 
many, treatable morbidity, will change into mortality 
as a result. We eulogise the NHS, because of the 
personalities of the healers who dedicate themselves 
to us, but it remains a problematic and underfunded 
system, tossed around by the political ideology of 
successive governments. It is kept on life support 
by those who dare not do anything too radical to 
it lest they render themselves ineligible for office as 
a result of the public’s love of the institution, only 
to ideologically tinker with it instead. It’s a perfect 
storm.

Most of all the compassion in our communities, 
whether it’s the postman dressed up as Superman, 
volunteering, donations to support hard pressed 
causes, or people entertaining on Tik Tok, needs to 
remain with us. We face the prospect of pandemics 
being a reality in our future, exacerbated by climate 
change. This is not a ‘harbinger of doom’ philosophy, 
but it is the realism we must now face as denial will 
not serve us well in the times to come!

www.gedanken.co.uk
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Dr David Cliff

DIFFERENT 
STROKES FOR 

DIFFERENT 
FOLKS

As lockdown is eased, there is 
diversity of opinion about the 

notion of a “second wave”. 



ABC 2020 Annual Awards  
and Dinner Ceremony

Let’s celebrate the significant contribution that the Asian 
community makes to the North East’s health, economic and 

social wellbeing. 

This year we have more of a reason to come together and 
demonstrate we are one community.

Nominate yourself or someone that you know who has made 
an impact by emailing awards@abconnexions.org or enter 

online at www.abconnexions.org

Confirmed speaker The Right Honourable Anne Marie 
Trevelyan Secretary of State for International Development 

Our Awards Dinner will be held at Gosforth Park  
on the 1st October get your tickets early as  

spaces will now be limited.

Saveoursme.co.uk 



Some of us are born into royalty and others into 
abject poverty. Some of us are born pinkish-
white and others with varying skin colours across 
a spectrum to dark brown - I must admit I don’t 
know anyone that is black or white yet that is 
the prevalent term to describe people!

Over the centuries our skin colour has dictated 
how we are treat. Which is downright wrong. 
But sadly, we cannot change the past and it is 
important for us recognise this. Nor should we try 
to erase the past. By doing so we will easily forget 
the wrongs onto others. Historical education helps 
us make sure we look to the past to plan a better 
future.

Being born in Newcastle in the early 70’s 
to Pakistani parents, I had no choice in my 
colour. Over the decades I had to deal with the 
consequences. All I ever wanted was to be liked and 
I did everything I could to fit in. Being the last one 
to be chosen onto a team in school because I was 
the odd one out - a different colour to everyone 
else – made me become competitive. Suffering 
constant abuse throughout childhood certainly had 

its toll, but didn’t faze me and made me focus on 
being the best I could.

I started demonstrating from an early age that I 
could be good at schooling and various other extra 
curricula activities too. Showcasing my skills and 
strengths rather than being judged on my colour, 
creed or religion. Sadly, this experience hasn’t 
always been consistent and sometimes I had to 
disregard my heritage simply to fit in. My friends 
were predominantly White, and the area we lived 
in not so affluent. They would regularly call Asian 
people a “Paki” in offensive terms but then turn to 
me and say “not you Ammar, you are one of us”. 
I would grin and be happy at being accepted. 
Not realising that I should have been calling them 
out for being racists. 

Throughout my life I have continued to experience 
prejudice and even outright systemic racism and 
tokenism. Being chosen for a position so that a 
box can be ticked, or not being chosen because a 
box wasn’t ticked, or simply being different. What 
is even worse, a lot of the time, people within these 
organisations are blind to the issues and don’t even 

know that it is happening. However, I am glad to 

say this is by exception. The vast majority want to 

change but still don’t know how.

The current climate and focus on discrimination 

should hopefully lead to a positive change in our 

society. However, for that to happen effectively, 

we need to take an approach of inclusion, 

understanding and respect for our differences. 

I cannot believe that even now the vast majority 

of policies are created at an arm’s length by 

individuals that have no experience of being the 

person they are trying to target. Whether that 

being gender, race of any other variant.

The North East is filled with passionate, 

persevering and positive people from a variety 

of backgrounds. We have worked and lived 

together for centuries, from Romans to Vikings, 

and Jocks and Geordies. Let’s all come together and 

focus on making our region prosperous. Let’s start 

by becoming colour blind and accepting each 

other for our value and worth.

Ammar Mirza CBE is Chair & Founder of Asian Business Connexions, Chair of the NELEP Business Growth Board, Chair of the IoD North East 
(North) and holds various positions across the public and private sectors. 

COLOUR BLIND
In life we all have choices, lots of them. Who we interact with, and how, being a major one?   

However, where we are born, and to whom, we have no choice or control of, whatsoever.
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OUR BOARDROOM

Our flexible boardroom space is ideal for a range of uses such as training, 
webinars, networking, seminars and priced from £25 per hour, it represents real 
value for money.

ABOUT US
We are the SME Centre of Excellence and have helped thousands of SMEs start, survive 
and thrive.  

COVID SUPPORT
During the last 5 months we have set-up the Save Our SME campaign, to help hundreds' 
local businesses survive, providing free professional service' support.  We are now 
supporting home workers and those impacted by COVID 19 by offering our facilities on 
very flexible terms.  Get out of the house and rent any space from 1 hour upwards.  We 
have high speed Internet, full video conferencing facilities and free tea/coffee all in a safe 
and secure environment with enhanced cleaning.

OUR PURPOSE
To bring together credible enterprise support and service delivery partners with the single 
goal of providing the right support, at the right time, for the right price for all SMEs to grow.

Office Services
VIRTUAL OFFICE

A virtual office from SME Centre of Excellence is a really cost effective and simple way to 
benefit from the use of a prestigious address.

REGISTERED OFFICE

If you operate in or around the North East of England and wish to have your own office 
but the costs are putting you off, a Registered Office is the best, cheap alternative. We 

offer various Registered Office services at a fraction of the cost of a physical office.

OUR FACILITIES

OUR HOT DESKING

Our hot-desks and co-working space gives you the flexibility and ease to work wherever you 
want whether it’s for one day or if you want to book for the whole month, our flexible offer 

lets you do just that.

ENERGY SURVEYS & AUDITS

The SME CofE can help you achieve dramatic reductions in your 
energy consumption. Firstly, we’ll undertake an investigation of 
your premises which can range from a short survey through to an 
in-depth, comprehensive site audit.

LEGAL

Standard T’s & C’s - Sales contracts - 1 Hour face to face 
legal advice - Review of contracts / T’s & C’s -  Access to legal 
helpline - Monthly legal newsletter.

HR

Employment Contracts/T’s & C’s - Employee handbook - 1 Hour 
face to face HR advice - Full HR audit and regular updates 
to ensure compliance - Access to HR helpline - Monthly HR 
newsletter.

DIGITAL MARKETING

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn updates per day or 
week plus set up if required. Monthly newsletter and monthly 
analytics report.

ACCOUNTANCY

Payroll upto 1000 employees - Quarterly VAT returns 
- Annual accounts - Compliance check and annual statement 
- Access to accountancy helpline - Monthly accountancy 
newsletter.

WEB DESIGN

Domain registration - Annual hosting and email accounts - 
5-500 page websites - Social media integration - Website 
optimised/updated monthly - Monthly newsletter.

SERVICES INCLUDE

All Your Business Needs Under One Roof
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On the 18 March, early into the pandemic, the 
NEAA held its first COVID-19 emergency response 
group meeting. The group, which includes 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), tier 1 
automotive suppliers and SMEs, came together 
to share information and best practice regarding 
company responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Paul Butler, chief executive, North East Automotive 
Alliance, said: “Very early into the pandemic Stephen 
Irish of Hyperdrive Innovation, an executive board 
member, requested we bring a group together to 
share information and strategies regarding how 
companies were tackling the pandemic. 

“Stephen recognised the power of the cluster in 
bringing together global best practice from our multi-
national member companies and sharing it across 
the network. The results are a clear demonstration 
of the agility and impact of the cluster working to 
support its members.”

The group took advantage of digital technologies to 
meet virtually on a weekly basis. Initially focusing 
on how to manage the response to the coronavirus, 
the group shared best practice, discussed key issues 
and used the NEAA as a catalyst to engage with key 
government departments to raise issues and inform 
policy discussions. 

Paul Butler, continued: “Since our launch the NEAA 
has acted on behalf of the region’s automotive 
sector and we are engaged on many groups and 
boards – from the NELEP business growth board 
and skills advisory panel, to the automotive council 

supply chain group, skills and regional engagement 
forum to the European automotive cluster network. 
Through these activities we can influence and inform 
policy discussions and response strategies, ensuring 
our member needs are represented.

“Our significant reach into industry was recognised 
by policy makers in government. We worked closely 
with government departments to gather critical 
information and feedback on policy decisions. 
This was particularly pertinent regarding the job 
retention scheme, where member opinions were 
canvased and delivered within two hours prior to its 
announcement during the Prime Minister’s briefing 
event that evening.”

Once response strategies had been informed, the 
group quickly moved onto focusing its efforts on 
informing restart strategies. The health and safety 
of employees was of paramount importance. The 
outcome was a best practice check sheet which 
considered government advice and best practice 
from across the group and was distributed across the 
NEAA network, through the NELEP business growth 
board and provider network and UK and European 
automotive clusters.

Hyperdrive Innovation and ZF Automotive are two 
members actively involved in the taskforce.

Chris Pennison, chief executive, Hyperdrive 
Innovation, said: “Being part of the taskforce is 
proving extremely useful. It provides an opportunity 
for businesses in the supply chain to speak freely 
about how they are dealing with the challenges they 

face. It is thought-provoking and very informative. 
We are all implementing the same procedures 
but with slight variations and it is those different 
perspectives that are so useful.”

Robin Finley, plant manager, ZF Automotive, said: 
“There are various different automotive clusters 
around the country, but none covering the UK as a 
whole. We are aligned to the NEAA for the North 
East element and have significant input, which allows 
us to have some say in what gets to government.

“The NEAA is specific to the region and in these 
COVID times it has really come into its own, 
bringing best practice and company sharing of non-
confidential information together, to make sure we 
are all on the same page and making the most of the 
furlough scheme for our businesses.”

Paul Butler, commented: “The COVID-19 emergency 
response group was one of many other activities the 
cluster undertook to support members during these 
unprecedented times. To date, we have delivered 35 
webinars, established a dedicated COVID-19 bulletin 
and webpage disseminating the latest information 
and guidance, supported government calls for vital 
equipment and PPE to support our frontline services 
and provided one to one support for member 
companies. The NEAA provides an unparallel 
collaborative network where companies find benefit 
from leadership and co-ordination of activities of 
mutual benefit – our response to the COVID-19 
pandemic is a clear demonstration of this.”

COVID-19 TASKFORCE SUPPORTS MEMBERS 
THROUGH THE PANDEMIC 

A COVID-19 emergency response taskforce, launched by the North East Automotive Alliance (NEAA),  
is providing crucial support for many of its members.
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www.northeastautomotivealliance.com

(Foreground left to right) chief executive North East Automotive Alliance, Paul Putler with chief executive at Hyperdrive 
Innovation, Chris Pennison. (Back row) left to right: Project manager at the North East Automotive Alliance, Stuart McGivern, 
plant manager at Adient, Raye Tate and deputy regional business unit leader at Marelli, Phil Wood.



PEOPLE
POWER

A fully immersive virtual conference designed to help
organisations boost productivity, improve skills and
develop a thriving, engaged workforce.

20% off with
discount code:
NINSIGHT20

FULL ACCESS CONFERENCE TICKETS: £35+VAT
VIEW AGENDA AND BOOK NOW:
www.peoplepowerevents.co.uk

P E O P L E  

P R O D U C T I V I T Y

S K I L L S#PeoplePoweredBusiness

18 September 2020



RELATIONSHIPS 
MATTER
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The world has changed in so many ways since 
the COVID-19 crisis began, but among the 
most difficult challenges for many households 
during lockdown has been negotiating increased 
tensions within family relationships. Social 
media has been awash with jokes addressing 
the lighter side of the situation, but behind the 
memes lies a more serious issue. A 2017 NHS 
survey highlighted a strong link between how 
effectively a family communicates and the 
quality of children’s mental health. The study 
echoes previous research, which has shown that 
this not only affects children in the short term, 
but in many cases, throughout their life. 

For many of us, the gradual journey back to 
something resembling normality will likely yield 
an improvement in our relationships, but what 
of families living in households where a lack of 
effective communication extends well beyond the 
stresses of lockdown? Recognising the importance 
of the issue, and both the human and financial 
costs associated with poor family communication, 
the government set up the national 
Reducing Parental 

Conflict Programme (known as Relationships 
Matter in the North East) in 2019, pledging up to 
£39m in funding for England. Developed by the 
DWP, it features eight face-to-face intervention 
techniques aimed at improving parental 
communication. In the north of our region, the 
programme is led by Relate, alongside Gateshead 
Council, Action for Children and Changing Futures 
North East. This covers Sunderland, Durham, 
Gateshead, Newcastle, Northumberland and South 
Tyneside, while Changing Futures North East leads 
the programme covering Redcar and Cleveland, 
Middlesbrough, Stockton and Hartlepool. 

North East Programme Manager, Nicky Doherty 
of Relate, elaborates: “The project was set up in 
response to lots of research which shows just how 
much of an impact parental conflict can have on a 
child’s life chances. This includes their physical and 
mental wellbeing into adulthood, but it can also 
affect a person’s ability to hold down a job, so it 
has a major impact both socially and in economic 
terms.”

The North East programme is focused on four of 
the eight interventions, which are delivered in a 
mix of couple and group formats. They range from 
‘Family Check Up’, a short-term intervention 
delivered over three or four sessions, to 
‘Incredible Years’, a more in-depth parenting 
programme requiring up to a six-month 
commitment. There are also two medium-term 
interventions which focus on parenting under 
pressure and parenting when separated. The 
project was just beginning to hit its stride 
when the COVID-19 crisis emerged, so how 
have the service’s practitioners negotiated 
the challenges of lockdown? 

Nicky explains: “We’re a face-to-face service, so 
it’s been difficult, but we’ve adopted a range of 
measures such as the use of Zoom and Microsoft 
Teams to continue to support parents, and 
although there will always be a certain percentage 
of people who can’t or won’t engage with remote 
technologies, we’ve still been able to deliver 
vital interventions to many parents experiencing 
conflict with a lot of success.”

The service is available to parents or primary carers 
who have at least one child aged 0-18 years or 
a child with a disability, aged 0-25 years, or be 
expecting a first child. It’s also available to young 
parents who are under the age of 18. One parent 
must live, work or use services within the North 
East region.

Relationships Matter has an initial two-year 
lifespan, which will run until mid-2021. By defining 
and testing specific interventions, the aim is to 
build an evidence base of effective strategies, 
which will inform future practice. Despite the 
obstacles caused by lockdown, there is tangible 
evidence that the service is making a real difference 
to people’s lives. At the beginning of the process, 
parents are asked to set goals specific to their 
own circumstances, then chart their progress 
towards those goals as the programme develops. 
Case studies have shown that many participants 
have reported significant improvements in their 
relationships. Tellingly, one participant described 
the service as a “safety net”, and it’s the sort of 
safety net many more families are likely to need as 
the pandemic and its aftermath continue to exert 
unprecedented pressure on all aspects of domestic 
life.

For more information visit www.relate.org.uk/relationships-matter

Steve Russell talks to Nicky 
Doherty, Programme Manager 

at Relationships Matter, an 
innovative, multi-agency project 

tackling the devastating long-
term impact of family conflict.
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Students leaving nursery, first, primary, junior and 
middle schools this July will now never get their 
leaving class photo…but one forward thinking 
Events Company has come up with a solution 
guaranteed to make teachers, pupils and parents 
smile.

The solution, presented by Middlesbrough based SK 
Click Events also helps schools raise some much extra 
needed funds too!

Experts in photo booths and leading edge photo 
mirrors, the company that would normally be 
supporting events across the North East and 
Yorkshire, has turned one of its products into a way 
to help schools and pupils. 

The SK Mosaic builds pictures of choice of many 
little photos of faces and people – this can be done 
on a physical board or digitally on a screen and then 
printed. 

Normally using photos taken at the events, the 
company has pulled together a proposition for 
schools that their school logo can be made up of the 
individual faces from each class or year along with 
their teacher’s photo.

Kirsty Calvert, operations director, said: “We can build 
a mosaic image of the school’s choice, that children 
will treasure forever. Many schools are choosing to 
use the school logo or mascot.

“Parents from participating schools need to simply 
text or email their chosen photo of their child – full 

and simple instructions will be sent on enquiry on 

how to get parents to take part. It really is a solution, 

that in years to come when people look back, they 

will treasure as a memory to share with their own 

children or even grandchildren!

“All we are charging is the cost to us, so the school 

can also benefit with building funds to help with 

activities for the key worker’s children in the schools 
at the moment.”

The cost to the school is just £250. With a class of just 
30 children, the school can more than double that 
return by selling them for £17.50 each, the average 
of what parents spend on end of year school photos. 
If you do it for a school year of 100 children, a school 
could make more than £1500!
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To register for a starter pack, please contact info@skclick.co.uk using School Leavers in the subject title to ensure a quick  
response or call 07946792039.

SCHOOL LEAVERS TO GET YEAR GROUP PHOTO 
THANKS TO LEADING EVENTS COMPANY
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Simon Williams,  2 Church Lane,  Bedlington,  Northumberland  NE22 5EL 

Mobile: 07889 532 545

simon@crestphotography.co.uk     www.crestphotography.co.uk



The cholera epidemic of the 1800s led to huge 
investment in London with the creation of a new 
underground sewage system; the Spanish flu a 
century later revolutionised global public health. 
Infectious diseases spark worldwide change.  

It is perhaps too early to tell the long-term effects of 
Covid but we can already see some physical changes 
to the cityscape that have happened because of 
the pandemic. Note the boom in cycle lanes across 
Newcastle and other major cities. Experts predict 
that this will be a lasting legacy as cities strive to 
reduce air pollution and car use. 

Here in Newcastle, there have been other major 
changes that are not as visible but are equally 
transformational and have altered the way the city 
operates. 

Flexibility and agility have become the watchwords 
for Newcastle as it emerges from the Covid lockdown 
and tackles the unprecedented challenges posed by 
the global pandemic.

In the eye of the storm, Newcastle embraced a new 
way of working. Collaboration and communication 
became the norm. Throughout lockdown, NE1 
worked hand in hand with Newcastle City Council 
and with businesses to plan a future for the city, 
a shared vision of what Newcastle and the wider 
North East should look like post-Covid.

United by a common goal of opening the city safely 
and enabling businesses to operate within Covid 
guidelines galvanised everyone and infused the city 
with a new spirit of collaborative working and a 
desire to get things done.

Setting goals and agreeing combined approaches 
and solutions ensured that the city was able to 
respond quickly when the Government began to 
ease the lockdown. Newcastle has been ready to 
act at each stage because there was a clear strategy 
and a roadmap for returning to ‘normal’.  To do this 
successfully, Newcastle has had to adapt quickly 
and be flexible and agile in response to the hurdles 
thrown up by Covid. 

Another positive to come out of the crisis is that 
Covid has broken some of the shackles of centralised 

Government control with more power devolved to 
local authorities. All regions, cities and BIDs across 
the UK have been lobbying for this to happen for 
some time knowing that decentralisation would 
allow decisions to be made quicker at a local level.  
If it had not been for Covid, the status quo would 
have remained.  

Government changes designed to simplify licensing 
for outdoor spaces for pubs, restaurants and cafes are 
a prime example of this new way of working. Local 
councils have been encouraged to cut the red-tape 
and work with venues to allow them to set up more 
pavement cafes and outdoor areas to serve food and 
drink safely. Traditionally it would have taken eight 
weeks to seek permission for a new pavement café, 
or an extension of an existing one, but under the new 
rules, a decision will be given in just ten days. The aim 
is to help the food and drinks industry get back on its 
feet both safely and quickly.

With 20% of Newcastle’s 300 licensees now 
looking to create more outside space – either in 
new provision, or to extend existing pavement cafes 
and beer gardens, the change will be dramatic in 
Newcastle city centre. 

When the city fully emerges from the Covid 
crisis, it will look and feel different. Grey Street, 
Northumberland Street, the Quayside and the Bigg 
Market will all be transformed with more pavement 
cafes and outdoor eating. Parking bays and 
pavements will be adapted to make way for these 
new outdoor spaces, as businesses strive to open and 
operate viably while adhering to social distancing 
guidelines.

The pandemic’s impact on city life will be far 
reaching. It is already accelerating changes that have 
long been considered like shutting streets to vehicle 
traffic, expanding pedestrian and bike only spaces 
and expanding public outdoor seating areas.

Newcastle city centre is changing. We are working 
with the council and businesses to develop plans 
for businesses to use more of the outside space.  A 
radical but necessary move to ensure the reopening 
and survival of the food and drink sector, it wouldn’t 
survive if capacity had to be cut by 50%.

NE1 is working closely with businesses, the council 
and with the police to make this work and to ensure 
that safety is the guiding principle. 

The next step for the city is how do we harness 
this new spirit of collaborative and agile working.  
We need it to push forward, at pace, to deliver a 
collective vision for the city, one that underpins the 
next 30 years and spans other pillars of the city’s 
future.

We need to follow the lead of other successful cities, 
like Copenhagen. The city pivoted in the 70s after the 

oil crisis with a move from cars to bikes and to the 

public realm being viewed as social infrastructure.

For Newcastle, post-pandemic, the challenge is to 
future-proof the city ensuring that the fundamentals 
are flexible and can be easily adapted.

The challenge is how do we harness collective 
working spanning the public/private sector to get to 
where we want to be in five years, instead of the 
next 30? We need to adopt the same approach to 
transforming the city’s residential density and digital 
infrastructure as we did to expanding its pavement 
cafes.

I hope that the one lasting, positive legacy of Covid 
is that the city continues to work together around a 
common goal, with a clear idea of where we want to 
go, with everyone buying into a widely understood 
and ambitious vision for Newcastle.
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RESILIENCE AND 
AGILITY ARE 

THE CITY’S NEW 
WATCHWORDS
History shows that pandemics 

and disease change cities.

www.newcastlene1ltd.com

Adrian Waddell
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Ronald James Group is a specialist IT, Digital 
and Tech recruitment agency based in Gosforth, 
Newcastle upon Tyne, with offices in Boston, 
USA. Its tailored digital recruitment-marketing 
plan is cutting-edge, serving top clients to find 
the finest professionals for their businesses.

In 2019, the company hit its 4th anniversary 
with a growing team of over 20 recruitment and 
marketing experts. Over the years, Ronald James 
has built a successful series of partnerships with 
leading tech companies across The North and 
beyond; each client successfully increasing their 
talent pool through bespoke marketing strategies 
that target and engage with top-of-the-line 
candidates.

Tesco Bank, the agency’s latest addition to its 
extensive client portfolio, has nominated Ronald 
James to lead their search for tech experts who 
will join their new tech hub at Quorum Business 
Park in 2020. It all starts with the correct inbound 
talent pool.

CEO, James Blackwell, explains: “From what I’ve 
seen (speaking to hundreds of business owners 
and heads of departments), companies with 
recruitment marketing strategies in place are 
over 30% more likely to hire greater quality 
employees”. The company found that 70% of 
job-seekers regard an employer’s brand as highly 
important in their decision to work for them. 
By correctly marketing clients to the top 15% 
of candidates, Ronald James brings businesses 
the best, most motivated talent, decreasing the 
chances of employee turnover greatly.

Digitech employers are finding it more and more 
difficult to attract and preserve high-quality 
talent in their field. After speaking with over 
100 business owners in the North East digital 
and tech sector, the company spotted five key 
problem areas they were all experiencing:

 1. Businesses lacks passionate coders.

 2.  Holding onto talented developers is 
becoming increasingly difficult.

 3.  Hiring costs are increasing.

 4.  Businesses are struggling to find and 
attract top developers.

 5.  Companies are falling behind on projects 
due to one or all of these issues above.

Ronald James tackles the root of the problem by 
tailoring clients’ candidate outreach to specific 
engagement points within the sector. With 
its dynamic, unrivalled approach, the agency 
forecasts its biggest and most successful year 
in 2020, continuing to attract tech giants and 
expanding into the North West with targets of 
over £2 million.

Want to make your next career move? Get 
in touch with your CV today: patricia@
ronaldjamesgroup.com

We have roles for developers, testers, analysts, 
project managers, digital marketers, web 
developers, designers and MORE!

RONALD JAMES STAYS ON TOP IN 2020
The North’s leading Digitech talent agency is changing the game for the sector, making 2020 their 
biggest year to date. With an upgraded strategy, Ronald James is helping businesses overcome the 

struggles of attracting highly-skilled tech professionals in the new year.

www.ronaldjamesgroup.com
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Empowering digital business.

0191 4770365
enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk

www.teamsynergi.co.uk
@team_synergi
@team-synergi

BLUE CHIP CLEANING 
SERVICE FROM SILICON 

VALLEY EXPERIENCE

A former advertising and marketing manager 
who previously worked in California’s Silicon 
Valley has used her life experience to grow her 
North Tyneside housekeeping business.

Helen Ross runs Holystone-based Bright and 
Beautiful North Tyneside, a professional home 
cleaning and housekeeping service with a premium 
level of customer care, eco-friendly products and 
exceptionally motivated staff.

Despite being only three years old, the business has 
won a number of professional accolades including 
Best New Business in the North Tyneside Business 
Awards.

With the COVID-19 crisis, Helen has set out to 
bring pioneering change to her sector. She currently 
has 11 members on her team and has just taken on 
her 50th regular customer. Every member of her 
team is uniformed, DBS checked and trained to a 
high standard.

A new podcast series, The Geordie Guide to 
Happiness, is set to explore the secrets of 
happiness, with special guests and interviewees 
from Newcastle sharing what makes them smile.

Podcast Host and Creator, Alex Henry, 
explained: “We’ll be talking to people who have 
been born and bred in Newcastle as well as some 
who have made the city their home, and trying to 

uncover some of the things that we can all do to 
get more joy in our lives.”

Some of the questions the podcast will explore 
include, how do we know when we’re happy? And is 
happiness about a feeling of euphoria or is it more 
like a constant state of contentedness?

The podcast will also explore what’s special about 
Newcastle and its surroundings.

MARKET PLACE CAFE 
BATTLES PANDEMIC 

A family run cafe which has been in business in 
Alnwick’s Market Place for more than 30 years 
has vowed to battle through the pandemic.

Dean and Dot Jones took over the reins of Melvyn’s 
cafe four years ago. The business had gone from 
strength to strength under their management until 
they were forced to close their doors.

Melvyn’s is known for its fantastic ‘big breakfasts’ 
and range of coffees, as well as its friendly 
and welcoming community of regular patrons. 
Messages from some of these regulars helped 
Dean and Dot decide that they would reopen 
throughout the pandemic, but as a takeaway and 
with a reduced menu.

The cafe has now been given permission to 
place their outdoor seating back in the Market 
Place, observing strict social distancing rules and 
regulations.

DONATIONS FOR NORTH YORKSHIRE 
MOORS RAILWAY’S CRISIS APPEAL

Loyal railway members from across the UK have shown their support for the 
North Yorkshire Moors Railway (NYMR), which has received over £350,000 in 
donations to help secure its future.

The railway’s Crisis Appeal was launched in March to reach out to the public for 
financial support in response to coronavirus. Through a mixture of silent auctions, 
a virtual shop launch, Friday night quizzes and generous donations, a significant 
amount of money has now been raised to help the heritage attraction steam ahead. 

Chris Price, General Manager at NYMR, commented: “The public support has been 
overwhelming and I’m optimistic about the railway’s future. We are busy readying 
ourselves to be open for the summer and get our attraction up and running for the 
2020 season.”

NEW PODCAST UNCOVERS THE GEORDIE SECRETS 
OF HAPPINESS



We could do a slick ad...
          Climb the ladder
          Massive success
          Exponential growth
          Solutions
Hyperbole to impress. Just not our style. 

Gedanken - the German word for “thoughts”.

E: actnow@gedanken.co.uk 
T: 0191 3051122

You have to ask the question – is it time?

Is it time, to give the same old, same old and 
look at developing yourself or your business? 
Developing new leadership skills of taking your 
business to the next level?

Is it time to reconsider your overall direction, 
your personal and business strategies and not 
only think out of the box, but re- explore the box 
completely? Did you ever really do that?

Is it time to get some help, advice and mentoring 
on your personal direction, your chosen career or 
dilemmas you face?

Is it time to review life, its direction and maybe 
find a new one? Is it time to consider something 
that troubles you deeply, perhaps a personal 
business challenge has been kicked down the road 
for far too long?

Is it time to just stop looking at an ad and pick 
the phone up and start working on these things?

Is it time to stop telling stories and start 
embracing realities?

And how would you know?

Is it time for a meaningful discussion with a third 
party who can walk the journey with you, both 
reducing the isolation of the challenge whilst 
providing savvy knowledge of life and business?

If it isn't, and everything is just peachy, turn over.

If there is a shred of doubt perhaps one of our 
exploratory sessions might help to see how you 
and/or your organisation can move forward. Let’s 
face it you are just too important not to.



Disability North launched 35 years ago to speak out for disabled 
people across the region.

And this year, the team is going even further to increase services 
through the pandemic and beyond. Motivated by the need for 
independent, quality services designed by disabled people for 
disabled people: the charity has set up a Personal Assistant  
register, community care project and direct payment support 
service to empower the people it supports. 

Chief executive Victoria Armstrong explained: “Now is the time to 
push forward, not hold back. We have an excellent team and their 
advice and expertise are in high demand. 

“We have been offering a direct payment support service in 
Newcastle for years, but now we want to offer that same choice 
and excellence to families across the region.

“For anyone who’s ever wondered how they can keep their ageing 
parents safe in their own home - this is what’s needed. 

“Everyone we have spoken to has been delighted that there is 
something good happening when times have been tough.”

The Disability North team offer advice to disabled people and their 
family and carers. In particular, they support disabled people who 
employ personal assistants through the direct payments process. 
Direct payments allow people to choose and manage their own care 
in a way that’s right for them.

Victoria said: “We stand for inclusion, independence, and choice - 
and we exist to make sure that becomes a reality for the people 
we support. 

“Life is not one-size-fits all - a tailored care package can free people 
up to live the life they want to live.

“Some people think of disability as something that happens to a 
small minority, but the reality is that we are all living longer, and 
most of us will need good support at some stage.”

The charity is staffed and governed by a team that have experienced 
disability first hand or who have a disabled family member. Vici 
Richardson has been part of that team for ten years and went 
through her own battle for son Zak, who has Duchenne Muscular 
Dystrophy and associated learning difficulties. 

Vici said: “I faced many challenges to secure a personalised care plan 
for Zak. I had to work hard for him to get what he needs, and what 
makes him happy. 

“I eventually wrote out a plan and fully costed it to show what we 
were asking for in the respite part was not more expensive and met 
the outcomes. The plan included funding site fees for our caravan so 
he could go and have short breaks there and it pays for his personal 
assistant to go with him. He loves it. We were also able to get him 
a National Trust pass because he loves going to places like Cragside. 

“Because of this, I get the difficulties and challenges people face as 
well as the benefits. I like to think I can bring empathy as well as 
professional experience.”

Vici is passionate about her job with Disability North - and 
promoting rights for disabled people. 

She said: “It’s about putting people in control, which has such a 
knock-on effect for everything else. It’s good for your mental and 
emotional wellbeing which often improves physical health too. In 
the end, we are here to give people confidence and empower them.

“I strip it back for people so they can see it step-by-step. If you look 
at the whole thing it’s really overwhelming but there are things you 
can do that build that bigger picture piece by piece. 

“I think people just need reassurance. Yes, it’s difficult and we need 
to recognise that, but it’s about giving that support and reassurance 
so people know you’re there at the end of the phone.”

To find out more, go to www.disabilitynorth.org.uk

A Newcastle-based charity is undergoing a bold expansion across the North East -  
inspired by its inclusive ethos.
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DISABILITY NORTH, PUSHING FORWARD

The Disability North team recently heard from a man, too 
unwell to work, who was told he’d have to go for a work 

capability assessment.

His advisor, Jay, assured him he could continue shielding as 
face-to-face appointments were temporarily suspended.

She also took the time to fill in all of the paperwork he 
had to submit, discussing each answer, and reading them 

back to make sure he was happy with them.

From being frightened and stressed, this gentleman has 
now been supported and may even be eligible for Personal 

Independence Payment (PIP).

V
ici R

ichardson and her son, Z
ak
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Victoria Armstrong

If your organisation would like to know more 
about building an inclusive workforce, the 
Disability North team are ready to help.

On Tuesday, September 15 from 10am to  
11am, they are running a Disability in the 
Workplace webinar where you can learn  
more about legislation, policy-making  

and staff training.

To register for this free seminar, please go to 
www.tinyurl.com/WorkplaceDisability
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Nicola Cook
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Let me be clear. A UDP is not a USP (Unique Selling 
Point), which is specific benefit tied to your product 
or service, whereas your UDP sits across your entire 
brand offering. It’s the reason people chose you over a 
competitor. It’s the secret sauce that sits behind your 
brand, it unites your culture and it’s ‘the thing’ you’re 
best known for. 

Why do you need one?

When supply outstrips demand as is the case in a recession, 
only those businesses who have a uniquely quantifiable 
point of difference will be able to hold their price AND 
grow out of the recession. 

The Four Criteria of a UDP?

As you begin to think about your UDP here are my four 
criteria;

1. Is it a true Point of Difference?

When I ask businesses to list out the individual benefits 
that make up their overall value proposition, they’ll often 
include things such as, the quality of their service, or 
their people and culture. Naturally you should be proud 
of these, but your competitors would say the exact same 
thing and therefore your customers take it as a given. 

If you’re a products business, your UDP could be attached 
to the IP within your product, but if you’re a service-based 
business, your UDP could be your methodology – the way 
you deliver your services. Or it could be your product/
service mix. Perhaps you have some sector or geographical 
dominance. 

You need to decide on your mountain, climb to the top, 
plant your flag, pee around it – and claim it as your own. 
What is the ‘thing’ you want all your target customers to 
know you for?

2. Is it Market Defendable?

Obviously if you own the product IP, then great – but 
often I instruct my clients to take it to the next level. 
Name the IP within the product. Create a logo or visual 
representation of what that means. Take Safe Solvents 

(safesolvents.com) who under my guidance named the 
‘magic chemical reaction’ within their core product as 
Ambimization. 

And many of my service-based clients have been able to 
map out their delivery methodology, or their combination 
of services with a simple graphic supported by an agreed 
set of language to describe it. Trademark the ‘method’. 
Follow it up with Thought Leadership, and supported 
content and you’ll create Copyright around your UDP.

3. Is it Actionable?

A UDP is not a strapline. It has to transfer into actionable 
value you bring your target market. Plus, it must mirror 
the strategic direction you’re taking - obviously, and 
everyone’s individual Key Objectives should contain 
measurable outcomes that align with your UDP.

4. Can it be proven?

The claim you make as a result of your UDP should be 
backed up with proven quantifiable data, ideally from 
a 3rd party source. Because of your UDP you’re able to 
demonstrate ‘x’ amount of increased value/cost savings/
increased NPS scores/% efficiency…you get the idea. 
What’s the biggest pain point of your target market? Does 
your UDP align to fulfil that need? 

Without a clearly defined UDP, your growth will be limited 
to your capability to compete on price, or to the individual 
1:1 client relationships you’re able to build. Not that either 
of these sales tactics are not important, of course they 
are – every market has a price tolerance, but if you want 
to stop competing on price – you need a UDP. Likewise, 
unless you develop a UDP that communicates to your 
entire target audience, you’ll be required to communicate 
your value proposition to every potential prospect in a 1:1 
sales process. Draining resource and reducing productivity. 

A strong UDP will elevate you above your competition, 
even if you’re the challenger in a mature market, ensuring 
you’re recession proof (and pandemic proof) and bring 
together under one clear value proposition the true 
benefit of your company.

Nicola Cook is the CEO of Company Shortcuts. The UK’s leading Sales Acceleration agency helping scale-ups build a profitable  
Sales Engine for Growth. Her waitlist is open and is currently taking new applications for 2021. If you’re interested in finding out how she  

could help your business, for an application form contact helen@companyshortcuts.com

WHAT’S A UDP AND WHY YOU NEED 
ONE – ESPECIALLY NOW!

Whenever I start working with an ambitious business, the first question I 
always ask is; ‘What’s your UDP?’ and after a few scratches of heads, I’m 

usually met with blank faces.



Routes including Aberdeen, Amsterdam, Belfast, 
Paris and Southampton, have all resumed, 
and with more business flights to start very 
shortly, developers, Tynexe Commercial Ltd, 
is encouraging companies who may need a 
strategic North East location and operate 
globally to consider AirView Park, only minutes 
away from the airport. 

The 175,000 sq ft site has already attracted UK 
homebuilder, Bellway, as its first anchor tenant, 
and with planning permission for up to four more 
bespoke office buildings (or alternatively a 150,000 
sq ft premises), the potential to attract a major 
company to the region is high.

Mike Clark, Development Director of Tynexe 
Commercial Ltd and Dysart Developments, 
explained, “Connectivity to other parts of the UK, 
Europe and beyond has always been a key selling 
point of AirView Park as a commercial development, 
therefore having flights restart is a welcome sign 
for the site as well as the regional economy. 

“There have been discussions over recent months 
as to how home working is the new way forward 
and how office space could become redundant, and 

whilst true for some companies, this isn’t necessarily 
accurate. A significant number of organisations will 
revert back to office-based working, and with many 
bigger companies now establishing smaller regional 
centres and geographical bases in and around the 
UK, we’re in a great position to offer bespoke build 
or relocation options.  

“As with Bellway, their new HQ building will not 
only support the wider North East region but will 
also allow them to stay closely connected with 
staff at other UK divisions across England, Scotland 
and Wales via the airport. This is a fantastic 

example of how AirView Park can accommodate 
national and global companies looking at regional 
locations, and we’re working with key partners like 
Invest North East and Invest Newcastle to attract 
such occupiers.”

Nick Jones, Chief Executive of Newcastle 
International Airport, added, “The COVID-19 crisis 
has been a challenging time for all businesses, 
not least the Airport. Connectivity is extremely 
important for the region’s economy and we were 
pleased to see a number of airlines restart their 
operations on the 1st of June, with more expected 
over the coming weeks and months.

“AirView Park will help to generate new jobs and 
significant economic benefits by creating more 
international trade opportunities for the region.  Its 
location is second to none, on airport land just a 
few minutes from the terminal building. Newcastle 
International Airport is fully behind this project and 
we look forward to welcoming the businesses that 
decide to locate to the site.”

AirView Park, located on the outskirts of Newcastle 
upon Tyne at Woolsington, offers Enterprise Zone 
status. 
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The return of some business routes to and from Newcastle International Airport has been welcomed 
by the developers of AirView Park as they look to attract national and international organisations now 

diversifying operations regionally, or establishing a UK base as part of their growth and recovery strategy.

For more details, go to www.airviewpark.co.uk (all commercial property enquiries to Angus White at Naylors Gavin Black  
on t: 0191 211 1551, e: angus@naylorsgavinblack.co.uk).

AIRVIEW PARK LOOKS TO ATTRACT NATIONAL AND 
GLOBAL OCCUPIERS AS AIRPORT FLIGHTS RESUME

AirView Park is hoping to attract national and global 
occupiers looking to diversify operations regionally 

given its airport connectivity.



Throughout the last few months he has seen the 
ups and downs of many of the companies in the 
region and the changing face of business life. 

Here, he shares with our readers the importance of 
MD’s, Business Owners and CEO’s having business 
peers and undertaking CPD (continuous professional 
development).

“Wise people learn when they can, fools learn when 
they must.” A quote from the Duke of Wellington. 
And one of my favourite adages for life.  

“My whole approach to business and to helping 
others in business stems from the wisdom behind 
this quote. As someone who has guided large multi 
million pound businesses through growth, and sits 
on the board of a number of North East businesses 
destined for great things, one of my biggest pieces of 
advice is to continually learn.   

But that is hard when we have pressing deadlines, 
an endless to do list, family commitments, keeping 
control of the business day to day which can 
sometimes lead to low energy levels or worse.    
That’s why so many leaders decide against formal 
CPD courses as its just one more thing to add to the 
list!

However, there is another way to learn without 
adding to the stress. Join a confidential peer group.      
A peer group is for like-minded executives to come 
together and tap into each other’s insights and 
experiences to solve their challenges, learn and grow.

“Even if you are at the top of your ladder, you need 
other people, and you need to keep ahead of the 
game with new information and skills. Never, ever 
rest on your laurels. It is a lonely place at the top and 
feeling isolated does add pressure, that isn’t needed, 
when making big decisions. That often leads to poor 
decisions too. 

“Lots of people will give you advice as a CEO – many 
people will have opinions about your next move, but 
how many of them fully understand your position 
and advise without their own agenda? 

“As a Vistage chair, it is so satisfying to see 
my members work through their issues, grasp 
opportunities and learn together. Our sessions boost 

the mood, energy, performance and wellbeing for 
everyone involved. Being in the right group is a vital 
part in ensuring you get the insights that improves 
decision-making, and spurs faster company growth. 

“There really is no need for anyone in business to 
feel alone. And CPD doesn’t have to mean certified 
qualifications. Opening your mind and your heart 
to the right sessions where people share business 
experiences is a hugely rewarding practice and 
educational in a much more impactful way. 

“My Vistage groups are a safe place, with structured 
meetings and 100% confidential, meaning that even 
the highest of fliers has a room full of people they 
can trust and speak openly with. Some incredibly 
challenging moments have been resolved in these 
groups which speaks volumes. There is a set criteria, 
meaning the peers you are matched with have 
relevant experience, and I personally work hard to 
foster quality interaction. 

“Our peer advisory groups also have a strength in 
making its members truly accountable. The group 
members listen to you, to what you plan to do. 
Your fellow members not only expect you to deliver 
on it, but will also support, encourage and create 
sophisticated interactions to make it happen. 

“As Vistage Chair, I am also the coach that guides 
the group and provides one on one coaching. These 
private sessions also boost confidence and ensure 
that no one is an island. I myself am a member of a 
Vistage Group filled with fellow Chairs from around 
the UK, meaning I am constantly stretching myself, 
learning from my peers to make my interaction with 
my members the best it can possibly be.

“So many Vistage members benefit from that, with 
one claiming that ‘working with Andrew allows me 

to be myself in business instead of worrying what 
the rest of the company expect me to be. I perform 
much better that way.’

“So my advice for the rest of the year and beyond?  
Open your mind to the power of peers, learn from 
each other to increase your knowledge to find more 
options, so you can make better decisions, and in 
turn you will boost your business and look after your 
own wellbeing – we have less than six months of 
2020 left and we all need to make it count!”

Contact Andrew on Andrew.marsh@vistagechair.co.uk
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THE 
IMPORTANCE 

OF PEERS AND 
CPD FOR TOP 

MANAGEMENT
Andrew Marsh is a leading business 

mentor, company owner, Non 
Executive director and Vistage chair 

in the North East.

Testimonials from Andrew’s 
Vistage group 

“Being part of Andrew’s VISTAGE group has 
undoubtedly made me a better leader. His 
advice and support over the last five years has 
been invaluable both to me as an individual 
and to believe housing. The recent work 
he has done with us as part of our Vistage 
insider programme and business skills group 
has resulted in our senior staff being better 
equipped to face the challenges that they will 
face over the coming year”.

Bill Fullen, CEO of Believe Housing

“Taking part in Andrew’s Vistage group video 
calls is very helpful. Andrew provides a great 
forum for MD’s and business owners to share 
ideas and advice”.

Anika Ephraim

Andrew Marsh



IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...

RICHARD TOWNSEND
Director, T3 Security

What were your career  
ambitions growing up?

The best answer that I can give you is that they 
were very vague. The only thing I knew was that 
I didnt want to work for anyone else. My father 
was self employed and I suppose this rubbed off on 
me. After leaving school I worked in construction 
starting from the bottom up, from groundworks 
to shopfitting and  then eventually project 
management.

What attracted you to the world of security?

I was influenced by my uncle who was a doorman 
and attained my door badge licence when I was 18 
years old at what was the hugely popular Venue 
in South Shields. The sense of camaraderie was 
fantastic and you literally never knew what each 
night would bring.I moved onto work at De Niro’s 
which was owned by the same company Mason 
Entertainments and from there Durham then 
Newcastle Mood Nightclub it was here that i met 
my business partner Peter Moore.

Tell us about your current role?

T3 was established a decade ago and initially 
ran from my spare room. In the early stages we 
operated  the doors of Destiny in the Bigg Market 
and Mood in the Gate. Money was tight and we 
were asked if we could get some cleaners for mood 
nightclub, so myself and peter decided to get our 
marigolds on and take on the role of cleaners after 
our shifts on the doors to boost our income. Long 
hard hours which strengthened our work ethic but 
great times. Looking back our growth has been 
astounding as we now have a 300 strong staff. 

We now offer all aspects of security including 
health and safety, door supervisors, keyholding and 
alarm response, security guards and event support.

Peter looks after the office and i handle the 
operations side.

How was your business adapted to 
coronavirus?

Obviously it has been a very difficult period 
and we were initially very concerned with the 
leisure sector going into lockdown and bars and 
restaurants closing. However we have adapted very 
well and worked with many major UK businesses 
and Government Health Trusts to  combat the 
pandemic and the impact it has had on their 
organisations.

What has been your proudest  
career moment so far?

Probably to difficult to single one out but buying 
our own property and being able to walk around 
Newcastle City Centre and seeing the T3 brand 
everywhere has made me proud.  Being asked To 
take on the Nightingale was very satisfying as well 
I must admit.

What is the best advice you have been given?

“Never eat Yellow Snow “ only kidding, the best 
advice I have been given was to always believe in 
yourself and if you don’t enjoy what you do try 
something else. My grandad.

Do you have any heroes or mentors?

My father who is a survivor and who gave me the 
inspiration to work for myself.

What are the secrets of your success?

Hard work, dedication, pride in your work and never 
give up.

How do you like to unwind?

Spending time with the family plays a big part in 
my life now, especially when I missed out on a lot 
of time when my kids were young due to working 
so many hours building the business. The gym and 
relaxing in the back garden in recent months.

For further information visit the website www.t3security.co.uk
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At the start of 2020, the number of people 
working in the UK reached a record high of just 
over 32.5 million. 

Since the coronavirus pandemic, 1 million 
businesses have taken advantage of the 
Government’s furlough scheme, leading to 9.3 
million people being told that their job is reliant 
upon salary support until a solution can be found. 
That is more than one in every four people.

As the furlough scheme phases out, it feels as 
though we are standing on the edge of a precipice. 
The employment market is facing a crisis unlike any 
we have seen in a very long time.

If not already, businesses will soon be forced to 
make some very difficult decisions as they begin 
to plan and rebuild for the future. There will be 
tough times ahead for many, and it is going to be 
critical that you strike the right balance between 
consolidation and aspiration to succeed.

As a recruiter, it pains me to talk about job cuts, 
but with a swift ‘V’ shaped economic bounce-back 
unlikely, the first question that needs to be asked is 
whether or not you can manage with fewer people 
in your team?

Contrary to this - and on a more positive note - 
there may also be new areas of specialism for your 
business, or skills and training you lack but now 
need to drive things forward. 

Equally as important is making sure that your 
team emerges from lockdown as motivated and 
committed as ever. If they have been furloughed, 
do you know how they feel about returning to 

work? If they worked throughout the epidemic, 
do they need time off to recharge their batteries 
before they go again?

Whatever their situation, the last few months will 
have been difficult for everyone in different ways. 
As a leader and manager, make sure you take time 
to reflect on their behaviour at an individual level. 
It will teach you an awful lot about their character, 
and knowing who you can count on in a crisis is a 
hugely important lesson to learn.

As time goes by and feeling safe enough to come 
into work becomes less of an obstacle, the biggest 
question is going to be around new models of 
working. 

There looks set to be a huge uplift in demand for 
flexible and home working. It has been increasingly 
popular during the last few years, but now seems 
to be an expected norm for many people. Can 
you accommodate these new demands in your 
business, and do you even know what people would 
prefer to do going forward?

I suggest counselling opinion. What flexibility do 
staff want or need and, if they are going to work 

from home permanently, do they have the right 
equipment and space to do this? There may be new 
health and safety aspects to consider.

You may also need to adjust to a new way of 
recruiting. Changing needs, coupled with higher 
unemployment, and softer skills becoming an 
essential requirement for the majority of roles (i.e. 
communication and self-motivation), means it may 
be time to review your strategy. Not to mention 
adopt new technologies to video interview and 
conduct virtual onboarding. 

All in all, I think it is fair to say that 2020 has so far 
been a pretty tough year, to the point where it has 
forced almost every business in the world to adapt 
and change the way they operate. I do, however, 
believe we can take some positives from this.

Whether you view this as a temporary disruption 
or think it will lead to permanent change, we need 
to face the challenges head-on and, hopefully, if we 
can ask ourselves the right questions and surround 
ourselves with the right people, we can start to 
plan our recovery without delay.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Bryony Gibson

HOW TO 
NAVIGATE A 
CHANGING 

EMPLOYMENT 
MARKET

Bryony Gibson, managing 
director of Bryony Gibson 

Consulting, shares her thoughts 
on how you can navigate your 
way through a fast-changing 
recruitment and employment 

market.



6.20am

I set an alarm for 6:20 am every morning and put 
the news on the smart speaker whilst I wake up. 
I enjoy Radio 4 in the morning followed by a bit 
of sport radio on the way to work to see if the 
takeover of Newcastle United has happened yet. 
Spoiler alert. It hasn’t!

Depending on whether I’m caring for my three 
wonderful children that morning, I shower and 
eat breakfast in the style of most parents - 
quickly, whilst simultaneously getting dressed. I 
also check my social channels for work enquiries. 
I probably receive around 50 pieces to deal with 
a day.

Two coffees down and I’m ready to rally the 
troops around 7am. 

Depending on schedules i.e. schools/nursery or 
during the COVID-19 curve ball, home schooling, 
I organise the clothes whilst they’re arguing over 
Peppa Pig, Horrible Histories, or who has the most 
corn flakes and we leave around 8am.

While the company is based in Newcastle, I work 
between York, Edinburgh and the north Pennines, 
with much of my work in rural locations. Long 
commutes generally bring into play my workshop 
in Newcastle so I try to undertake half the work 
there to cut down disruption for clients and 
truncated days.

9.30am

Today the kitchen I’m working on is in a lovely 
period property in County Durham and I’m 
around two weeks in so far. My clients moved in 
after a full refurbishment to the property only to 
be faced with a heartbreakingly bad paint job on 
the designer kitchen so I’m making sure this is 
returned to its former glory. 

Hand painted kitchens are a booming market and 
a great way to give an old one a new lease of life. 
Environmentally, it’s sound too, being less “make 
do and mend”, more a restoration.

1pm

I break for a sandwich and to make and return 
calls. Not taking calls on site is a policy of mine. 

Today I’m booking work for around two to three 
months ahead. My next job after this requires 
additional subcontractors so I need to firm their 
involvement up now.  

One job needs a few changes to a plan so I use my 
iPad Pro and Apple Pencil to annotate a drawing 
/photograph/email it off and follow that up with 
a call. It’s handy.

4.30pm

The project is complete. Even though I use a dust 
free Festool system which removes 99% of any 
dust created, I clear any waste or rubbish and 

vacuum. The kitchen is back in play for my clients 
and ready for dinnertime. 

6-7pm 

Today, I’m having dinner with my parents and the 
kids and then it’s home, bath, book and bed for 
the kids - simpler written, than doing!

8.15pm

Time to start the evening shift. More emails, 
socials and drawings for current and future 
works... and a glass of wine, a nice Italian red, ok 
two. I think I’ve earned it!

10.30pm

I watch a bit of TV to wind down then head to bed 
to dream of work, things to do with the kids and 
the week ahead.
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LEE BAKER
Founder of Newcastle Hand Painted 

Kitchens, the home of bespoke 
interiors, kitchens and bathrooms,  
tells us what an average day looks  

like for him. 

www.hand-painted-kitchens.com

A DAY IN  
THE LIFE  

OF...
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Throughout lockdown, Blyth Star Enterprises’ 
Stakeford Nurseries has delivered fresh 
produce, plants and flowers to residents of 
Blyth, Choppington and the surrounding areas. 

Deliveries included 25 tomato plants to service 
users, who’ve tended to and grown plants at 
home. Such activities have helped individuals, 
who’d normally attend the Nurseries to work in 
a supported environment, stay focused and in a 
daily routine.

Throughout lockdown and as restrictions start to 
ease, staff from the Nurseries are checking in with 
everyone who’d normally be on site helping. 

Daniel Hedley, horticultural services manager at 
the Nurseries said: “I’m really proud of everyone 
at the Nurseries, over the past few months 

they’ve adapted to new working routines, caring 
for existing produce on site and making deliveries 
within the local area. 

“Alongside keeping the Nurseries running, staff 
have reached out to our service users, ensuring 
that they’re in a good place mentally and that 
they’re staying green fingered.

“Lockdown has been difficult for many and 
gardening has become a welcome escape, several 
of our service users have started their own home 
DIY garden projects and have been caring for their 
tomato plants, taking the skills they’ve learnt on 
site and implementing them at home.

“Growing something from scratch and seeing 
its progress can be very rewarding and helps 
individuals stay focused and motivated. We’re 

hoping to welcome our service users and 

customers back on site in the coming months and 

are incredibly grateful for the ongoing support.”

Gordon Moore MBE, CEO of Blyth Star Enterprises 

added: “Daniel and the team at Stakeford 

Nurseries have gone above and beyond for their 

service users whilst continuing to fulfil orders. All 

funds raised through sales of produce grown at 

the Nurseries are reinvested into the charity and 

help us continue to recover from the impacts of 

Covid-19.

“I’m proud of everyone for adapting, remaining 

connected and for most importantly, finding ways 

to get out there in the garden and implement 

their skills.”

LOCAL CHARITY HELPING NORTHUMBERLAND  
STAY GREEN FINGERED

A mental health and learning disability charity is helping its service users and residents across 
Northumberland stay busy with gardening projects

To find out more about Blyth Star Enterprises, visit: www.blythstar.org.uk. To find out more about Stakeford Nurseries and the produce  
on sale, head to: www.facebook.com/BlythStarEnterprises.

Blyth Star Enterprises’  

Stakeford Nurseries 





Engagement Officer, James Holloway, is asking 

North East businesses in Northumberland, Tyne 

and Wear, and County Durham to get in touch 

should they require details on Government and 

local authority loans and grant schemes, and 

how to apply to help sustain their company in 

the new Covid-19 landscape.

Companies which have experienced greater 

demand for their products and services, or who 

may require funding to adapt their business to 

take advantage of new opportunities, are also 

advised to get in touch given that the North 

East Fund has helped to secure over £10m of 

investment for local SMEs since mid-March. 

James, along with his colleague, Andrew Gibson, 
can also advise on UK-wide schemes, such as 
Innovate UK grants and the Future Fund, and are 
familiar with what is on offer across the whole 
North East region.

James explained, “Both Andrew and myself work 
very closely with regional economic development 
teams, support organisations and the wider 
business community, therefore we have access to 
a plethora of information which, now more than 
ever, is essential for company owners. We have 
established very close relationships with hundreds 
of regional SMEs who, in the past, have come 
to us for funding. However, if we can offer any 
general assistance and become the first point of 

contact for owners trying to navigate challenging 

times and work through what’s available to them, 

we’ll very much do so.

“Whilst we can’t provide short-term working 

capital or bridging loans to struggling companies, 

we can help to identify possible sources of 

such funding. One of our fund management 

companies, NEL, is now able to offer Coronavirus 

Business Interruption Loans (CBILs) so companies 

which may have been declined previously, or who 

may have already received a CBIL or Bounce Back 

loan but need additional finance to sustain or 

grow their business, should definitely to get in 

touch.”
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NORTH EAST FIRMS OFFERED BUSINESS SUPPORT  
TO NAVIGATE ECONOMIC RECOVERY

The North East Fund is offering SMEs and owner managers across the region the opportunity to  
obtain information and informal guidance on what financial support is available and how to access  

it via free one-to-one virtual meetings with its team.

To arrange a virtual one-to-one appointment with North East Fund representatives, please email: James.holloway@northeastfund.org (for 
Sunderland, Northumberland, South Tyneside and Newcastle-based companies) or Andrew.gibson@northeastfund.org (for County Durham, 

North Tyneside, Gateshead and Newcastle-based companies). Alternatively go to www.northeastfund.org for details.

James Holloway



INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT 

www.exclusivebusiness.net www.northern-insight.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & 
NORTHERN INSIGHT LUNCH CLUB

Have you joined the Exclusive Members Club?    
An influential group of individuals who understand the importance of relationship building and collaboration.

Contact Linda@exclusivebusiness.net  visit www.exclusivebusiness.net

B U S I N E S S

Exclusive Business 
and Northern Insight 

have an inspiring 
programme of 

speakers lined up from 
September onwards. 

We very much hope 
to be able to deliver 

the autumn events in 
person, albeit with a 
few format amends, 

fingers crossed!

Linda Hitman and  
Michael Grahamslaw

VIRTUALLY EXCLUSIVE 
In the absence of our in person networking events we have continued to meet via Zoom. Our Exclusive 
network is an incredible talent pool and we have drawn on this to deliver valuable advice, perspective, 

conversation and support. Non-members can book to join the events via our website

Visit www.Exclusivebusiness.net for full details 

NEWCASTLE EVENTS 

SEPTEMBER 21st - Alison Fellows, Commercial &   
Delivery Director - Tees Valley Combined Authority

OCTOBER 19th - Pouya Bostani, Entrepreneur 
Managing Director, Founder, Goldman Sachs 10KSB Alumni

NOVEMBER 23rd - John Thompson MBE, Chairman 
Thompsons of Prudhoe

WYNYARD HALL 

OCTOBER 12th - Keith Miller, Managing Director 
Ecco Finishings Ltd 

NOVEMBER 9th - Karl Pemberton, Managing Director, Active 
Chartered Financial Planners , Chair, Institute of Directors (NE South)

DECEMBER 7th - Mark Easby, Founder & Managing Director 
Better Brand Agency

During August we will have two further events:

AUGUST 6TH - ANDREW MEARS, COO 
Talent 84 “Talent Agenda in the New Normal”

AUGUST 20th - ANDREW MARSH, Managing Director 
Marsh Business Transformation Ltd Vistage Chair, Coach, Non Executive Director, CEO  

“Staying effective in a challenging world” 
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IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...

PATRICIA ALEXANDER
Managing Director, Shared Interest 

www.shared-interest.com     info@shared-interest.com      0191 233 9100

What were your career ambitions growing up?

Growing up I rather wanted to be a teacher. However, due to my mathematical 
abilities, I drifted into accountancy. My desire to have some sort of social 
impact was there from a very early age, which means I have been involved in 
the charitable sector for as long as I remember. I went on to begin my first 
Trustee role at a local charity when I was 28.

Tell us about your current role 

I consider myself very lucky to be in a role that brings together my experience 
and skills with a passion to make a difference. Over 11,500 people in the UK 
share this passion, and invest their money in Shared Interest. Our co-operative 
ethos means that our members are highly engaged - they are also extremely 
loyal and have continued to support us throughout the pandemic, many have 
invested further and we reached £45m in Share Capital in July. However, 
that does not mean that we can rest on our laurels. The huge demand for 
our finance in the developing world means that we must continue to grow 
investment, and the biggest motivation is the real and tangible difference our 
work makes to communities around the world. When you hear that an African 
village has electricity for the first time, because of Shared Interest support, 
that is really something special.

What is your proudest business achievement?

Seeing the growth of the organisation during my time here. Thanks to the 
dedication and commitment of everyone involved – both in the UK and 
overseas - I am proud that the organisation has been recognised with a 
Queen’s Award for the third time, during our 30th year.

You cannot achieve anything without a great team and that is what we have 
at Shared Interest.

When I arrived, we had no overseas offices and managed everything from 
our Newcastle headquarters.  We now have a regional team in Costa Rica, 
Kenya, Ghana, and Peru. Their presence has been vital in growing our direct 
lending to smallholder farmers and handcraft organisations.  Around 70% of 
our customers have no other social finance and rely solely on us.

How has your industry changed in the last decade?

It been fantastic to see Fairtrade become more mainstream. Last year was 
declared a landmark by the Fairtrade Foundation in terms of consumer 
awareness, and it is good to see that shoppers now recognise there are more 
options available than just coffee, bananas and chocolate as sales increased 
in products ranging from flowers to gold. Sadly, the handcraft sector was 
already suffering before the pandemic due to declining sales, and producers 
in Asia - most particularly India and Bangladesh - have been badly hit by 
cancelled orders from the retail sector as countries went into lockdown.  We 
are one of the only social lenders to support small handcraft groups, offering 
facilities below $500K.  Our main lending criteria focuses on the ten Fair Trade 
Principles set out by the World Fairtrade Organization (WFTO). 

What are you currently working on?

I am happy to say that it is business as usual at Shared Interest. The entire 
team is working remotely, and everyone is committed to getting our finance 
to communities that need it now more than ever. We are able to keep our 
investors fully informed of what is happening in each region, and we know 

from our team on the ground, that the situation changes daily and can differ 
vastly from country to country. In direct response to the impact of Covid-19 
in Africa and Latin America, our charity has relaunched its Livelihood Security 
Fund to support producers during and beyond the crisis, to enable them to 
continue trading.  

Tell us about the team you work with?

An organisation can only be successful with the right people involved, and 
Shared Interest has a brilliant team behind it. Although we remain small with 
a team of 39, including 13 colleagues overseas, our impact grows year on 
year. The team has adapted seamlessly to remote working, remaining in close 
contact with customers, and finding new ways to keep members engaged. We 
have a set of positive statements on our walls in the office. One of them reads: 
‘We consider the impact of our actions on the environment and community, 
as well as each other’, and I think that reflects our working culture perfectly.  

What is the best piece of business advice you have been given?

When we speak to our lending customers, we often receive some sage pieces 
of advice that we could apply to our own working lives. For instance, Chino 
Henriquez, who has steered Chilean co-operative, Apicoop, through some 
life-changing challenges, including diversification from honey into blueberries 
says: “The way we work we have learned from the bees. Back to back. Shoulder 
to shoulder. If we are capable of putting into practice 1% of the way that bees 
in a hive work together, I believe we could solve 99% of our problems.”

What has been your biggest challenge?

There have been many but a couple of instances really stand out. For instance, 
in 2007, during the financial crisis, the interest earned on our Share Capital 
was wiped out overnight. We went on to face severe fluctuations in exchange 
rates following the European referendum in 2016. As the majority of our 
investment is in Pound Sterling but over 90% of our finance is provided in 
other currencies, this was quite a challenge. I don’t think anyone expected a 
bigger challenge than Brexit but here we are facing the impact of Covid-19. 
However, I always say challenges make you stronger and more resilient.

Who are your heroes inside and outside of business?

I have admired many people – and what they all have in common is the 
positive difference they have made on others’ lives. One of them is Shared 
Interest Founder, Mark Hayes, who sadly passed away in December last year 
but his legacy lives on. It is quite simple – the organisation would not be here 
today without Mark’s inspiring input.

How do you unwind outside of work?

I am finding new ways to unwind at the moment because the things I usually 
do to relax, like going to the theatre and out for dinner, have not been 
possible. I make sure I go out for a daily walk and have met with friends for a 
socially distanced lunch in the garden. Fortunately, I can still enjoy a glass of 
Fairtrade wine at the weekend!

Favourite Book/CD/DVD

I love a good mystery and my favourite detective is Sherlock Holmes. I 
enjoyed the books and the TV series so much that I named my cats Sherlock 
and Moriarty.
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Though we are nearing the end of some economic 
and social restrictions, the consequences may 
have indelibly impacted the behaviour of the 
energy market. Fortunately, there are tentative 
signs of an economic revival as businesses begin 
to resume operations, which means many could 
now capitalise on the developments on the energy 
market.

Commercial activity has been curtailed for many 
businesses and firms since the UK’s lockdown, 
with the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development forecasting an alarming 11.5% 
slump in UK GDP, far greater than the falls in France, 
Italy, Spain, Germany and the US, the Paris-based 
thinktank said.

The new reality compels businesses to better manage 
costs and expenses and secure their futures or risk 
financial collapse amid growing concerns about the 
“worst recession since World War II” as we begin 
the post COVID-19 recovery. The time afforded to 
businesses as a result of lockdown has been a great 
opportunity to regulate and scrutinise commercial 
operations to identify and remedy inefficiencies.

This report looks at how the energy market has been 
affected, and what businesses are still able to do to 
capitalise and manage energy expenses efficiently.

Is it appropriate to buy energy now?

COVID-19 has caused companies in the UK to 
urgently review their operations in order to maintain 
financial stability through months of inaction. The 
Furlough scheme, business grants, VAT deferrals and 
interruption loans have gone some way to protect 
businesses, but a more obvious and straightforward 
solution has been neglected: the cost of energy. 

Often overlooked, energy costs constitute the single 
most critical supply element for the smooth output 
and operation of any business, especially in services 
such as the industrial sector. Energy costs for the 
manufacturing industry often represent the second 
or third highest expenditure, after labour costs or 
materials. Manufacturers have saved money through 
the lower demand for materials, and government-
sanctioned financial assistance has relieved some 
payrolls, but what is being done about energy costs? 

The global energy market is currently sitting at a 
70-year low. Some perceptive energy managers have 
managed to capitalise on this by locking in long-term 
fixed energy contracts at a heavily reduced premium, 
allowing them to budget and forecast responsibly 
over the long-term with discounted energy rates. 

Live data from wholesale energy markets indicate 
that the grid is struggling to manage a massive 
oversupply of electricity and is also facing difficulties 
in depositing the excess supply, leading to UK 
electricity markets plunging into the negative 66 
times. The data would indicate that securing a 
new, long-term energy deal in this market could 
give businesses a financial advantage over idle 
competitors as we begin an economic recovery. 

Why should I buy energy now? Is it the right 
time to buy energy?

Global economic uncertainty has led to a collapse 
in the demand for energy. With the lower demand, 
energy prices have fallen considerably. Data from 
wholesale energy markets, trading in Megawatt 
Hours, indicate the true imprint of COVID-19 on 
energy markets. Energy markets peaked at £68.27 per 
MWh in 2019 but have now dropped to as little as 
£42.67 per MWh in April 2020 – a colossal decrease 
of 35.5% in price. The recent imprint COVID-19 has 
left on the UK energy markets can be seen in the 
radical decline below:

Why is this happening to the energy market?

International energy suppliers are bracing themselves 
for a sharp fall in revenues. As suppliers are struggling 
to sell viable quantities of energy in the current 
climate, we can expect the low energy price trend to 
continue well into mid-to-late 2020. 

As well as the lack of demand, the steep drop in 
prices in the energy forum is down to the immense 
inventories of gas supplied to the global market with 
larger UK businesses reaping the rewards. Record 
hauls of gas are flooding the UK market from Qatar, 
Russia and the US. Analysts predict gas contracts are 
expected to fall by up to 30% in 2020 as the UK 
expects to receive an energy surplus at record levels.

Russia, Europe’s largest gas supplier, sustains its 
colossal flow of gas to Europe in order to establish 
market dominance and obtain a stronger economic 
foothold in the gas extraction industry. In March 
2020, Gazprom (Europe’s largest gas supplier) 
celebrated the highest-on-record share of the gas 
market, at a commanding 36.7%. Gazprom is keen to 
maintain its control of the market and has pledged to 
fight off challenges from the US and Saudi Arabia by 
continuing its generous flow of energy into Europe. 

Will the market recover?

The market is beginning its recovery. Recent 
government easing of economic restrictions will see 

the demand for energy increase, meaning inevitable 
increasing energy prices towards previous levels. 

Similar to the 2008 recession, greater economic 
activity and adaptations in financial policy will help 
to stabilise global markets. Some financial reports 
even indicate that UK GDP could return to positive 
growth of 4.5% by 2021.

Summary:

 •  Commercial activity declined sharply from 
COVID-19 onset, reducing demand for energy

 •  Lack of energy demand and excess energy 
supply resulted in market crash; energy markets 
currently at 70-year low

 •  Consequently, energy prices now heavily 
reduced; reviewing energy contracts now may 
lead to future savings.

 •  Economic recovery expected by 2021 – prices 
on wholesale markets may stabilise within six 
months.

I’ve read the data, now what should I do?

To capitalise on the condition of the energy market, 
businesses should review their energy contracts now. 
Reviewing quotes on the market from suppliers may 
lead to significant savings going forward. The window 
on this opportunity may be closing as the economy 
begins to recover.

All businesses, including SMEs and sole traders 
are able to use the new, smart-grid connected, 
business energy price comparison website 
BusinessEnergyQuotes.com. BusinessEnergyQuotes.
com is a free, no obligation comparison engine 
which uses smart-grid connectivity to find a 
business’ meter, and actual energy consumption, 
using just a postcode. Using smart technology allows 
BusinessEnergyQuotes.com to calculate day and 
night splits, or evening and weekend usage, to offer 
businesses the most accurate renewal quotes in the 
industry. BusinessEnergyQuotes.com is a free, 100% 
online service which can secure business energy 
renewals in under three minutes. 

SMEs and sole traders will have had to adapt to 
the challenges Covid presented. Agility is vital to 
their return to growth. Ability to save costs will 
also allow them to build up their business and 
customer base again. The speed and simplicity of 
BusinessEnergyQuotes.com enables them to secure 
a better business energy deal online in under three 
minutes - allowing them to get on with the day job 
and develop their business further.

IMPACT OF 
COVID-19 ON 
THE ENERGY 

MARKET
The impact of COVID-19 has 

created unprecedented economic 
and social consequences globally. 

COVID-19 has significantly affected 
all aspects of life, including the 

energy sector. 

www.ngpltd.co.uk
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How are you expanding when many other 
business consultancies are slimming down?

There are two main reasons for our expansion. 
We are growing our existing client accounts so we 
need great coaches to continue to deliver value 
to our customers. And, we’re thinking long-term. 
OKRs are crossing the chasm. They are becoming 
mainstream. We are receiving enquiries from 
businesses across all sectors and of all sizes. Now is 
the time to bring highly talented coaches to help us 
grow the business and service this demand.

How did AuxinOKR start and what’s  
the grand plan?

The Auxin brand pre-dates AuxinOKR. It was 
created by my fellow director David Anderson. The 
current management team all worked together 
on a wide range of business coaching projects. We 
were invited to pitch for an OKR coaching project 
which brought the concept of objectives and key 
results to our attention. We tried it for ourselves 
and we were hooked. We reviewed the market and 
saw a gap for a specialist OKR coaching firm in the 
UK. That was three years ago and we’ve been on an 
amazing journey ever since that taken us all over 
the world and in the board rooms of several blue-
chip companies. 

What are you offering that others aren’t?

We don’t look at it that way. We offer what our 
clients need. Every business is unique, so we tailor 
how to implement OKRs to suit the business. This 
means ensuring the foundations are right to give 
OKRs the best chance of working. The only big 
difference we have noticed is that we are in for the 
long haul while other coaches just set the scene 
and then let the business themselves take care of 
the implementation. 

Can you briefly explain what OKRs are?

OKRs is a goal-setting framework just like SMART 
and lots of others. OKR stands for Objectives and 
Key Results. The objective is an aspiration. It is a 
place you want your business to be in the future. 
The key results are quantitative. The KRs are the 
metrics we will use to measure our progress 
towards achieving the goal. The difference between 
SMART goals and OKRs is that SMART goals help 
you manage day to day tasks whilst OKRs are the 
big things the company is trying to achieve. OKRs 
are closely aligned with innovation and finding new 
ways to do achieve very ambitious outcomes. 

How can OKRs help a business during an 
economic downturn?

To answer that I need to draw on the OKR 
superpowers referred to by John Doerr the author 
of Measure What Matters. OKRs give businesses 
focus. When trading conditions are challenging it’s 
important to understand what needs to be now, 
next and later. Ensuring everyone is aligned to what 
the business is trying to achieve leads to belief 
and accountability. When combined they create a 
workforce that is committed to working to help the 

organisation to achieve its goals. Having the right 
information to make an informed decision is vital. 
We need to closely track the data that is available 
to us as business leaders. Finally, when faced with 
business problems we have never faced before we 
need to stretch ourselves. Teams need to ambitious 
and innovative. 

What sort of businesses are you helping?

A wide range of businesses ranging from rapidly 
scaling fintech start-ups backed by the London 
Stock Exchange, to 184-year-old blue-chip 
insurance companies. We also work with not for 
profits and many tech companies who have been 
early adopters of the OKR framework due to OKRs 
strong ties to Silicon Valley.  

What does the next 12 months look like  
for AuxinOKR?

Our own OKR for this year was to become ‘a well-
oiled machine’. We are making great progress on 
this and hiring new talent will allow us to increase 
the number of businesses we can help. I guess the 
focus for next year will be fuelling the well-oiled 
machine!

For more details visit www.aukinokr.com

DRIVING A WELL-
OILED MACHINE
Leading North East management 
business consultancy AuxinOKR 
is bucking a national trend by 

expanding during the pandemic. 
Its MD Peter Kerr explains how 
his firm is helping corporates 

survive and grow in this  
difficult climate.

Peter Kerr



About a quarter of workers report that their job has a negative impact 
on their mental or physical health. One in five say that they always or 
often feel ‘exhausted’ at work, a similar proportion say they are under 
‘excessive pressure’ and one in ten say they are ‘miserable’. 

Work isn’t working for so many people; things are broken, people are 
broken, leaders are overwhelmed. People are scared, anxious, and worried 
about their futures. 

Looking at a recent CIPD survey… 

  38% of furloughed workers think it likely they’ll lose their  
job in the next 12 months.

  39% think their financial security has worsened since the  
COVID-19 outbreak – rising to 57% for furloughed workers.

  44% are anxious about returning to work, rising to 62%  
for those with underlying health conditions.

  53% with increased caring responsibilities are anxious  
about returning.

  31% of respondents felt anxious about commuting,  
rising to 52% in London.

Do these statistics surprise you? As a leader in an organisation, maybe 
you’re feeling the same way too? Add worries about your organisation, 
markets, customers, the political landscape and caring responsibilities 
too? What can you do to ensure you’re being kind to your employees 
during these difficult times?

Prioritise your own self-care

Clients are always surprised when we mention this first. When leaders are 
faced with a crisis they have a tendency to dive in and start helping other 
people; looking after everyone and completely neglecting themselves by 
just ploughing on. 

We’ve spoken to many business and HR leaders this year who are 
struggling with their mental health, they’re exhausted. They’ve spent so 
much effort and energy making sure that their people are ok and leading 
them through these uncertain and volatile times, while also juggling 
caring responsibilities.

You’re not infallible. It’s not selfish to look after yourself, it’s crucial - 
you can’t pour from an empty cup! Take time away from work, spend 
time doing fun things - spending time in nature, arts and crafts, playing 
games, ordering a takeaway or watching a movie. Schedule it in. Make 
it a priority.

If you are feeling like you are struggling to cope, you’re not alone. You 
need to find a professional to speak to.

Understand what happens to you when under pressure 

Self-awareness is so important. When people are under pressure, 
their behaviour may change. When you’re under pressure, do you find 
yourself becoming more irritable, frustrated with interruptions, become 
a micromanager, struggle to make decisions or bury yourself in work?

It may be useful to ask people around you how they know when you’re 
under pressure. Get some feedback to see how you can ensure that your 
behaviour is not making the situation worse for your employees. Bringing 
your under-pressure-behaviours into consciousness will mitigate the risk 
of you having an adverse impact on people around you.

Lose the ego & tell your people the truth! 

Let’s face it, nobody knows what’s going to happen in the future… who 
planned for a global pandemic? During periods of rapid change and 
uncertainty, leaders need to be willing to stretch themselves out of their 
comfort zone, lose the ego and be open-minded enough to rapidly learn 
and embrace new concepts. 

Nobody expects leaders to be able to predict the future and have all the 
answers, but we look to leaders to give us clues about how to behave. 
Role-model the behaviour you wish to see in your people. 

When you don’t know something, you’ve got to admit that you don’t 
know and are making the best decisions you can with the best available 
evidence. Don’t be afraid to admit you are making things up as you 
go along - you can’t know everything! And don’t be afraid to change 
your decision when you discover more information - be honest, it’ll be 
appreciated.  

Communicate and listen

Feeling a sense of belonging is so important. Do your employees feel that 
two-way channels of communication are open to them? Do they feel 
listened to? Have you asked them?

When we are feeling insecure in our work due to instability, people get 
worried. Our brains crave stability so will literally make things up to 
have some certainty. This is how you get rumours, which function to 
make sense of something that’s already unclear. Rumours help explain 
a confusing element of the world. But the impact of rumours can be 
devastating to organisations. This is why clear communication is so 
important.

Give your people an outlet to share how they are feeling

Giving people a safe space to ask questions and share how they feel is 
crucial in times like this. For some daily check-ins work, for others they 
are happy to be left alone to get on with their work and a less frequent 
chat works for them. 

Don't assume you know what’s best, make sure you ask people what they 
want and listen to them. Do they want check-in calls on a 1-2-1 or team 
basis? Give them options. 

Everyone reacts differently to change and uncertainty, some get really 
anxious and stressed while others are surprisingly resilient and seem to 
almost enjoy it. 

When giving people this safe space, it’s crucial to know when you’ve gone 
from a listening ear to a scenario where someone needs professional help 
- and how to signpost them. 

These proactive suggestions should help you create an environment of 
trust and a feeling of belonging, which will give employees a sense of 
being listened to and cared about. After all, this is what we all need right 
now.   

Work Pirates

A collective of people professionals collaborating to solve people 
problems in organisations. We want to make work better for everyone. 
Happiness in work is the goal. 

Get in touch to speak about our support programmes to help 
organisations navigate these choppy seas.

michelle@workpirates.com     www.workpirates.com

HOW TO BE KIND TO YOUR EMPLOYEES 
DURING DIFFICULT TIMES

Has the world ever been more uncertain? Even before Covid19, work was making our wellbeing worse. 
According to the CIPD Good Work Survey there are worrying levels of work-related poor health. 
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Did you always envisage a career in the industry?

My father said he would get me a job in the shipyards with him if I wanted. I 
didn't really like the idea of that but had few reference structures as to what 
I wanted to do. For a while I thought science was the way forward as I had 
a flair for that. My career has included being a legal executive, salesperson, 
social worker, team leader, counsellor, trainer, health service director, CEO of 
a charity and other roles. I like to think of this as being "eclectic” and brings 
many insights into what I do. Running through all of this, was a constant 
theme of both experiencing life and work for myself and developing others 
around me.

What is your favourite aspect of the job?

Without doubt, seeing people effect change, find a way forward that just 
didn't exist before we spoke, discovering something new about themselves. 
I love working to find a direction of travel for individuals or organisations, 
when perhaps there were roadblocks before.

What has been your career defining moment?

Realising that we define ourselves every day with every thought and 
there are no career defining moments really. I was however overjoyed 
being named the Entrepreneurs Forum Mentor of the year and getting my 
doctorate within the same period.

How do you measure success?

Entrepreneurs love this type of question, but I fear I'm probably going to 
disappoint here. For me success is realising the more I know, the more I am 
aware of how little I know. Every expansion into knowledge and awareness 
is a humbling one. 

What are the biggest changes in the industry since you started?

Coaching and mentoring have evolved into a far more acceptable and 
valuable activity for organisations and individuals to have, with an evidence 
base that shows it works. Sadly, some coaching has also gone into franchise-
like arrangements with people able to take on the role with as little as a 
weekend's training. This often leaves me (and colleagues) picking up the 
pieces of others disenchanted clients.

How has your skill set developed accordingly?

You must listen; you have to be someone who walks with the client and the 
journey. It's about understanding and recognising that people are doing the 
best they can to express their lives on their own personal journey. Within 
organisations, systemic awareness, suffused with social and evolutionary 
psychology insights is a boon. Neuro-linguistic programming is something 
I have also integrated into practice. Relevant research skills are vital these 
days.

Are you a risk taker by nature or more conservative?

Difficult, as these terms are all context sensitive. I guess I've had so many 
Buddhist influences in my life that the proper response is probably that of 
trying to effect a "Middle Path". Balance is important in all things for me, 
both work/life, risk, relational and more.

What would you attribute to your success?

I'm going to rely on others views rather than my own view here. Someone 
once approached me to oversee a project recently saying that I had been 

described by his colleague as possessing the qualities of tenacity, creativity 
and ethics. Others say I seem to think differently to a lot of people, and I 
can analyse and reframe people’s experiences or approach with this ability 
particularly well.

What are your biggest weaknesses and how do you manage these?

My very dear cat companion, Lola, who you don’t manage as much as 
recognise the slave status Homo Sapiens are viewed in by Felis Catus!  Best 
get that out the way first! 

Sometimes I let the intrinsic interest of a project get in the way of payment 
as the intellectual, emotional and spiritual journey, are for me much more 
important than the fiscal recompense. The truth is I'm not particularly 
motivated by money. I've dealt with some of the poorest people in our 
communities and found them happier than the richest. I have coached and 
supported extraordinarily unhappy millionaires and seen the sheer raw 
joy of possibility in somebody with no money in the bank but with a solid 
embryonic business idea. More are richer than they realise in a nation where 
half the population cannot raise £500 without extortionate interest and 
where increasing swathes go to food banks. How do I manage this? I have 
to retain in constant awareness of who I am by choice and central to that 
is compassion for others. That extends to animals and the planet and I find 
myself increasingly involved in charities and other movements to help them 
plan and become more sustainable. Around 15% of my time goes out pro 
bono.

Oh, yes Magnum Ice Creams (rationed). I’m not ashamed!

How do you remain motivated?

Charles Darwin said that "a man who dares to waste one hour of time has 
not discovered the value of life". I'm generous with my time but I realise 
it is the most precious commodity. It needs to be used meaningfully and 
consciously, not passively or in behaviours that are distraction. I also believe 
in people's natural tendency to grow when the environment is right for them 
and always strive to create this. In any professional consultation, I always 
ensure that the person leaving me leaves with something of personal or 
organisational value from the encounter, without exception.

Would you like to be liked or respected?

My first response is I'm truly not bothered. Without any disrespect, I gave 
up being concerned what other people thought of me long ago, it shackles 
thinking and dampens the imagination. I'm always frank, politely direct and 
respectfully honest in my dealings with people. Ethics also really matter 
to me. So, I guess if I did have to choose it would be to be respected. NLP 
theorist Robert Dilts’ talks about there being two types of people, amiable 
and credible. I would prefer the latter. Popularity is one thing, but one has to 
do what one has to do in both business and professional life.

I'll retire when:

When I rest, I rust. If life is a journey, how can you retire from that in any total 
sense? Retirement for me, is nothing but a transition into doing other things 
that are meaningful. I have been doing that all my life, so the term "retire" 
is unhelpful in this context. The Spanish term for retirement is 'Jubilation' 
literally a transition into doing things that are more joyous, a celebration. 
I think I can buy into that far more. Yes, I will work on, selectively and my 
jubilation is there with me anyway. That won't change any time soon! 

STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of the most accomplished 
professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major players with 20+ years’ experience in their 

respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

Dr DAVID CLIFF
Managing Director of Gedanken Limited

David is a consultant, coach, mentor, counsellor, mental health specialist and frequently referred to as a “thought 
provocateur”. He has spent his life helping people and organisations to grow and prosper.

www.gedanken.co.uk
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I started my PR career in London back in the 90s, 
it was the era of the big blockbuster drugs, when 
PR was all about media relations, and coverage was 
measured in column inches and press cuttings. 

I was lucky enough to work for some of the biggest 
names in the busines as European Director at Webber 
Shandwick, and Managing Director for Burson 
Marsteller’s healthcare division. I developed a passion 
for healthcare and pharmacetucial PR, delivering 
coverage to drive sales. 

I grew tired of the bright lights of London and decided 
to move back to my native North East to set up my own 
agency, Onyx Health in 2010. I was driven by a desire to 
help up-and-coming SME’s in the healthcare, medtech, 
and life science sectors to break into the market. 

Over the past 10 years, we have grown into a thriving 
healthcare marketing communications agency with 
North East roots and an international reach

Our agency has a fantastic office culture that I am 
very proud of. We place a big emphasis on physical and 
mental wellbeing at Onyx Health. Our staff have access 
to private healthcare, regular lunchtime runs and boot 
camp sessions, as well as gym memberships. We also 
have regular wellbeing sessions and a positive attitude 
towards mental health, creating a caring culture where 
people can share their problems. 

Diversity and culture also plays a huge role at Onyx 
Health, making it a great place to find talent. We’re 
not just another generic PR agency, we’re powered 
by our specialist knowledge of the healthcare sector 
to create success. We have a dynamic team made up 
of digital specialists, PhD scientists, communications 
professionals with global experience and creative 
designers. We are also a genuinely international office 
in terms of our client reach and staff, with native French 
and Spanish speakers in the team. 

These strong foundations coupled with our new digital 
offering have been critical to steering the agency 
through the COVID-19 crisis. At Onyx Health we have 
seen the pandemic as an opportunity to do things 
differently, rethinking the way we communicate to 
stay at the cutting edge. Digital transformation has 
been reshaping the healthcare industry in recent years, 
that coupled with the decline of traditional marketing 

tactics has created a new communication landscape. 
With limited access to healthcare professionals caused 
by the COVID-19 crisis, this created a communication 
challenge for our clients

That’s why we have launched our Interactive Learning 
Environment in response to the crisis. The ILE is a unique 
immersive digital experience using the latest VR and AR 
techniques for enhanced engagement and interactivity. 
It provides a limitless virtual space that companies 
can continuously adapt and improve. It is accessible 
worldwide at any time, allowing client to reach a global 
audience. 

ILE has all the features of traditional offline 
engagement without the limitations, including 
product demonstration, virtual exhibition stands and 
much more. It will enable our clients to continue to 
communicate with healthcare professionals during and 
after the current crisis and get ahead of the game. This 
has already reaped rewards for the agency and will be 
a key driver in our future business growth. Our growth 
plans also involve working with the right people who 
can bring something unique to the agency. 

One of the golden rules of PR is to know the value of 
relationships, it’s about having a personal rapport with 
your clients and making sure you leave the door open 
for future opportunities. Onyx Health have recently set 
up a strategic partnership with Jeff Winton Associates 
based in the United States. 

Jeff is someone I’ve known for many years, as a former 
client of Ketchum in the 90’s when he worked for the 
pharmaceutical giant Pfizer. Jeff is well renowned in 
the corporate communications world with a wealth of 
experience in the global pharmaceutical and healthcare 
market. I am delighted to be working with him again 
after all these years. This new partnership will enable 
us to share clients, pool our expertise and extend our 
international reach. 

Onyx Health has come a long way in the past 10 years, 
we have grown, flourished and continued to thrive 
despite a challenging economic climate. Our healthcare 
expertise and decision to diversify into digital has 
helped us power through the coronavirus crisis, winning 
new clients and expanding our agency. We have got 
ambitious plans for the year ahead, so watch this space. 

ONYX HEALTH’S 10 YEAR STORY – 
A NORTH EAST AGENCY WITH AN 

INTERNATIONAL REACH
By Karen Winterhalter, Onyx Health Managing Director

onyxhealth.com



This cohort of young people are faced with 
a shortage of opportunity as they enter the 
world of work. Following the government’s post 
COVID-19 announcement about apprenticeships 
and placements, employers have an opportunity 
now to reach out and upskill young people in line 
with the skills they need. Taking the initiative 
now will pay dividends to your brand in the long 
run.  

Recently the Prime Minister unveiled a plan for 
economic recovery. It included a new ‘opportunity 
guarantee’ that will ensure every young person has 
the chance of an apprenticeship or a placement 
to “maintain the skills and confidence they need 
to find the job that is right for them.” While this 
is promising, it’s a government intervention that 
can’t be delivered by the government alone. 
The public and private sectors will need to work 
together to create opportunities for young people 
leaving education and to avoid creating a forgotten 
Generation 2020. 

Aligning development to in-demand skills

We know from our work at The Opportunity 
Group that organisations typically want the same 
people with the same in-demand skill sets, leaving 
others underemployed or unemployed. COVID-19 
has exposed and exacerbated skills gaps but that 
doesn’t mean there is a lack of talent. Just that 

certain skills sets are in demand and that the 
‘skills gap’ exists between those who were looking 
for jobs and the jobs that needed to be filled. In 
this Post pandemic world, the average number 
of applications per job is 250 with 5% of those 
applicants having the right skills and experience 
needed for the role (Glassdoor).

Some argue this is an education issue, which it 
certainly is in part, but the most in-demand skills 
like resilience, agile thought, creativity are not 
taught in Schools or Universities nor highly valued 
in our current education system. Post-pandemic, I 
hear again and again from employers that they’re 
looking for human skills rather than educational 
capability through grades. There is an opportunity 
now for businesses to organise programmes that 
are aligned to in-demand skills. 

I believe that businesses can better prepare for the 
future by taking more responsibility for growing 
talent with the skills and capabilities that they 
need to fill their talent gaps. In the post-pandemic 
world, it’s not realistic to expect to receive young 
employees ‘ready-made’ straight from education. 
The vast diversity of skills in demand, newly 
emerging skills and soft skills are best developed 
in the workplace. Taking initiative to widen the 
opportunity landscape for Generation 2020 will 
pay dividends and now is the time to take the 
initiative.

Building brand equity

Both future hires and customers will remember 

how organisations acted during the COVID-19 

crisis. Some brands, like Aldi, will be remembered for 

their positive step to make immediate payments 

to suppliers. Others will pay the price of doing 

the opposite. 92% of employees said they would 

consider leaving their current job if offered a role at 

a company with an excellent corporate reputation 

(corporate responsibility magazine). Young talent 

is so in tune with organisations’ values and legacy 

that a failure to act compassionately and ethically 

now will result in a vastly reduced talent pool in the 

future. Building employer brand equity by reaching 

out to young talent will create a lasting impact 

with potential hires and customers long beyond 

COVID-19.  

By focussing on growth and longer term planning, 

companies can build their future talent pools and 

capability in a cost effective and low risk way now 

by accepting a small number of young people on a 

year long programme during which they can learn 

a valuable skill and work on projects. 

Alok Sharma, the business secretary stated that 

“the cost of inaction now could potentially be 

more than the cost of action today.”

To find out more about how investing in young people now can support Generation 2020 and improve your organisation’s competitiveness, take 
a look at what we do at The Opportunity Group:  www.theopportunity.global/about-us

The COVID-19 health pandemic and ensuing economic pandemic has disproportionately  
affected the Generation 2020. 

CREATING OPPORTUNITY FOR GENERATION 2020
B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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We can help you with:

Starting or growing your 
business
Finding commercial office and 
industrial premises
Accessing funding and finance
Apprenticeships, skills  
and training
Networking opportunities
Relocation support
Finding new markets

+ 

+ 

+
+ 

+
+
+

Business 
Support & 
Funding

If your business is based 
in County Durham, we 
are the first point of 
contact for information 
and support to help your 
business thrive and grow.

Photo: Sarah Slaven,  
Managing Director, Business Durham

Business Durham is the economic  
development arm of Durham County Council.

Contact us today

T +44 (0) 3000 261 261
E enquiries@businessdurham.co.uk
W businessdurham.co.uk



For a business owner who clearly never went 
into business to make redundancies, the process 
is beset with issues not experienced before and 
emotions that can be overwhelming.

I cannot emphasise enough that from the outset 
there is a proper process that must always be 
followed and documented (check out the ACAS 
website for free advice). Make technical errors 
in this process and you could be hit with unfair 
dismissal claims. These can be expensive with up 
to 52 weeks’ gross pay being awarded. A lack of 
knowledge will not be a defence.

Pitfalls to avoid

Key pitfalls to be wary of include not having the 
correct selection pools (pooling defines the roles 
to be made redundant and the people in those 
roles), selecting a person rather that a role (so 
even if you are desperate to remove Fred from 
your business resist the urge), not consulting early 
enough and meaningfully (remember, consulting 
is a two way conversation, not simply telling 
the employee what will happen), not adhering 
to consultation timescales and finally, selection 
criteria which discriminates against anyone with a 
protected characteristic (for example a disability or 
pregnancy).

To zoom or not to zoom?

What is different right now is how you deliver the 
news and the speed that businesses are moving. 
Many companies have been turning to video calls.

There is no legal barrier to doing this, but you need 
to be mindful of how you use platforms like Zoom. 
One story told on BBC News featured an employee 
who was made redundant in a group call with 15 
other people which she found nor surprisingly 
difficult to deal with. She felt it led to her failing 
to ask important questions. A high-risk strategy as 
employees have a right to individual consultation.

The human touch

Assuming you are using the technology legally and 
following the correct processes, then we come on 
to the human touch. For example, we would advise 
never to do this on a Friday. The person hearing 
the news tends to not take all the details in and 
will later have many questions. How will they pay 
the mortgage? Etc. If it’s done on a Friday, there 
is usually no one available for two days to answer 
these questions.

Before making the call think about the person. Do 
they live alone? Are they shielding? What support 
can you give them?

You probably already know that video calls can 

be awkward, so factor this into your approach. 

There are fewer cues available to pick up on body 

language than in a face-to-face meeting. Yet it 

is harder for people (I mean you not just the 

employee!) to hide if they are upset than during 

a telephone call. There is also greater potential for 

embarrassing interruptions, or poorly timed screen 

freezing or lags.

If you have followed the correct processes it will 

not be a total surprise when you formally tell them 

they are being made redundant. Consultation 

calls exploring the options will have already taken 

place and this will have given them some chance 

to process the situation. This should help, but still 

take care to deliver the news sensitively. Providing 

outplacement support even if it is just helping to 

write their CV will make a world of difference to 

them and make the process less stressful for you.

Redundancy is never going to be the best of 

experiences but hopefully following the above 

may make the experience a little better for all 

concerned.

At the time of writing, 29% of UK businesses to cut jobs in next three months, according to a  
British Chambers of Commerce survey.  Clearly, redundancies are on the rise and as the furlough  

scheme phases out, those numbers are likely to increase.

MANAGING THE MINEFIELD THAT IS REDUNDANCY

Jayne Hart MCIPD, Director, The HR Dept Newcastle     www.hrdept.co.uk
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Can you explain why you set up Wag and Co?

We knew that the main visiting dog charities were 
not able to visit people in their own homes. This 
meant that if you were a dog lover, elderly, with 
health issues, maybe bereaved and isolated and 
could no longer have a dog of your own any more, 
the only way you could have a visit would be in a 
care or medical establishment of some kind.   

While we understood the safeguarding difficulties 
of visiting people alone in their own homes, they 
didn’t feel insurmountable and knowing what a 
difference a friend with a furry friend for a chat and 
a cuddle can make in just a couple of hours a week, 
it felt like a problem worth solving. 

How was the charity developing before  
the pandemic?

By the end of this March we had 393 volunteers, 
we had made over 74,000 friend visits and nearly 
3,000 North East people were benefitting. We had 
107 1:1 home placements and we were actively 
visiting 237 care and medical placements with 89 
more on our waiting lists.  

With 50 applicants in the pipeline we were on 
target to hit our March 21 target of 500 volunteers 
making a big dent in our continuously growing 
waiting lists.

This was set to be our best fundraising year with 
more Wag runners than ever before in the Great 
North Run, walkers in the Great North Dog Walk 
and we were set to celebrate our 5th Walk for 
Wag at the Kielder Waterside, our main fundraising 
event.

How has COVID-19 impacted on the charity?

Our visiting activities were temporarily suspended 
in March. Our recruitment activities have slowed 
down, dog assessments aren’t possible, our 

fundraising income has pretty much dried up. Our 
annual Walk for Wag at Kielder on September 19 
has just been cancelled.

Everyone has risen to the challenge of virtual 
befriending rather than physical befriending and 
we are inspired by the efforts of all our volunteers 
to keep in touch with their friends. Some are doing 
shopping, dogs are FaceTiming, regularly phoning, 
sending cards, books, photos, cakes; trying to make 
sure that everyone knows we’re thinking about 
them and we’ll be back with them just as soon as 
we can.   

What new projects and changes have you 
made to protect the charity?

We never charge for our services for fear of the 
most in need missing out, so we rely totally on the 
generosity of people. To help encourage support, 
we’ve launched some new digitally enabled ways 
to do it.

These include a regular giving scheme, Friends of 
Wag, where individuals, community care or nursing 
homes and corporates can all contribute. Also, 
we’ve launched ‘Walk for Wag Anywhere’ instead 
of our physical walk at Kielder, asking supporters 

to create their own socially distanced walks on 
September 19. We’ll all walk for Wag separately but 
together in spirit, to end loneliness.

We are developing a new online Giving in Memory 
Tribute ‘Remembering with Love” which we’ll 
launch in August and an E:shop for September.

Going forwards, what sort of support  
do you need?

We really need our new digitally enabled income 
generation schemes to succeed. We’re trying to 
make it really easy for everyone who loves what we 
do to chip in to help us do it safely and sustainably, 
from as little as £5 a month. Then we need many 
more volunteers.

Where do you see the charity in 12  
months-time?

Back on track. Visiting again and supporting our 
elderly friends who have been so badly affected 
by the isolation required by Covid-19 restrictions.   
Recovering from the loss of some of our friends 
during our absence, growing again, and meeting the 
need. We want 500 visiting Wag teams, half-way to 
our 2030 target of 1000 to go some way to ending 
loneliness for older dog lovers in our region.

For more details: www.wagandcompany.co.uk
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North East charities have been 
going through a torrid time 

during the coronavirus outbreak. 
We spoke to Diane Morton, 
chair and founder of Wag & 

Company, a regional charity that 
is adjusting its business model 
to secure a future and continue 

to grow.

L-R: Volunteer Sean Malone with his friendship dog Alfie and  
Diane Morton chair and founder of Wag and Company.

CHARITY CALLS 
FOR 'FRIENDS 

OF WAG'



Standby Group is a multi disciplined employee focussed recruitment business 
that specialises in permanent and temporary recruitment solutions across 

Health and Social Care.

Michael Grahamslaw spoke to co founders Alex Williams and Kieran Porter to look  
at the story so far.
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What were your career ambitions growing up?

Alex: I was born into an entrepreneurial background and 
despite a childhood dream of wanting to be a Formula One 
racing driver, my main aspiration was always to form my 
own company and work for myself.

Kieran: Throughout school life I wanted to be a PE Teacher 
but after university, I took a job on a whim for a credit 
service business. This was a hard core sales job with huge 
call volumes which gave me great grounding for the world 
of recruitment.

How did you come to form Standby Group?

Alex: I had seen a gap in the market for a specialist 
healthcare recruitment brand and decided to take the 
opportunity to try and create something great. Kieran’s 
partner is from the North East and this is how our paths 
first crossed after he settled in the region. We initially 
launched Standby Healthcare to specialise in the supply of 
Care Assistants,Support Workers and Registered Nurses and 
aid clients with temporary 24/7 cover.

We wanted to form new divisions within this umbrella, 
so Kieran built a function for a permanent recruitment 
solution which has became Watson Black and sits as a 
seperate brand within the Group.

What services do you offer?

Kieran: With our local and national in depth market sector 
knowledge,combined with our outstanding team of highly 
experienced consultants, we aim to make the process of 
finding your next Carer and Staff Nurse to CEO very simple. 
We offer a bespoke talent sourcing service which ensures 
high calibre professionals who will add to your business. 
Everything we do is conducted with total honesty and 
transparency.

How have you adapted to coronavirus?

Alex: All of our team made a good transition to working 
from home although our office is now fully operational 

again. We have made significant investment in the business 
with the intention on coming out of the other side of the 
pandemic stronger and better equipped for the years ahead.

Tell us about your team?

Kieran: We have a 10 strong team of healthcare recruiters, 
compliance & admin but are always looking to speak to 
experienced consultants with the aim to further grow our 
team.

What has been your biggest challenge?

Alex: Office working vs home working. Luckily We were 
equipped to deal with the transition from the off and 
admittedly I was set in my ways with the mindset our 
team work from the office. The trust in our team was repaid 
tenfold through C-19 and has changed my operational 
outlook.

Kieran: Dealing with an ever changing marketplace which 
can be difficult. Social care and recruitment change so fast 
so being the first to adapt is imperative.

Where do you see the business in five years time?

Alex: Turnover of £15-20 million, launch of two more 
brands and a multi office network covering Sunderland, 
Washington, Durham, Darlington and Northumberland.

What is the best business advice you  
have been given?

Alex: Grow organically and when the time is right.

Kieran: Using a rugby analogy, When gaps appear, take 
the opportunity to move forward rather than continuing 
sideways.

How do you like to unwind?

Alex: Friday night beers and odd round of golf.

Kieran: Golf, rugby and family time with my daughter, Iris 
and fiancé, Alice.

IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...

ALEX WILLIAMS AND KIERAN PORTER

For further information visit the website www.watsonblack.co.uk or www.standbyhealthcare.com
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L-R: Mark Clancey with Mark Catterall.



With recent account wins including JD, American Golf 
and the Great Run company, the Smart Media Group 
are leading the way in helping businesses fast track 
leads to their business and strengthening their brand. 

Managing Director Mark Catterall said; "in this climate 
businesses have to be especially savvy & use their 
budgets wisely as results are critical. We urge our clients 
not to spend more but to spend smarter. Through our 
innovative planning software & industry knowledge we 
ensure every campaign is perfect in connecting with the 
consumer at the right time, in the right place with the 
right message”.

The Smart Media Group have diversified the business 
after a record year, with their specialist areas of expertise 
split across four sub brands, Smart Outdoor, Smart 
Media, Smart Vision and Smart Events. Responding to 
the challenging market, MD Mark Catterall and Director 
Mark Clancey have also developed a unique, contactless 
sanitising unit with a digital advertising screen to directly 
reach customers with a message that can be changed in 
real time.

Smart Outdoor: The leading provider of large format 
digital out of home advertising screens in the North-East 
of England with 44% market share in the region.

Smart Media: Specialists in hyper local planning for the 
perfect mixed media model, all based on local, regional, 
national and international catchments.  

Smart Vision: The screen sales arm of the business 
and as market leaders, Smart Vision buy, ship and install 
large LED screens for venues which include Sticky Wicket, 
Wonderbar and Boulevard in the North-East.

Smart Events: A highly visible LED solution to support 
events. Hardwick Live, Screen on the Green with NE1 and 
footfall fan zones at Time Square have all successfully 
benefitted from the LED screens.  

Former Scottish Business Woman of the Year, Gillian 
Godsell, who has recently joined the team said; "We're 
keen for businesses to realise that we can offer 
real results and fast. I'm delighted to be joining 
such a successful and experienced team. They are 
growing rapidly because of the results the clients are 
experiencing".

To chat to one of the team at the Smart Media Group call 0191 260 0403 or email info@smartoutdoor.co.uk
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“It’s never been more important to fast track your brand, 
product or service to the market and this is where the 
Smart Media Group can help businesses right now.” 

MD Mark Catterall

Mark Catterall and Mark Clancey with their latest digital screen 
at the Tyne Bridge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Installed and powered 

by cutting edge intelligent software, that will see over 56,000 
vehicles (and growing) drive past the location daily.

COVID19 SMART SANITISER 
LCD UNITS WITH INTELLIGENT 

DIGITAL SCREENS

Not content to sit on their laurels during lockdown 
and keen to break into world markets, directors 
Mark Catterall and Mark Clancey have worked 
closely with manufacturers in the Far East 
developing a Smart Sanitiser www.smartoutdoor.
co.uk/smartsanitiser. A contactless sanitiser unit 
with an intelligent digital screen, built in, to help 
businesses reopen safely, but maximise that 
customer facing opportunity with a bespoke brand 
message that can be updated in real time. Director 
Mark Clancey said; “There’s no doubt that sanitisers 
are here to stay for some time and we felt this was 
a unique opportunity to reach customers”.

smartsanitiser.co.uk



Former Scottish Business Woman of the Year, 
Director Gillian Godsell, who will continue to 
grow Smart Outdoor’s presence in Scotland 
and the North East building on the company’s 
extensive media buying expertise.  

Finance Manager Nina Evans who brings an 
unparalleled understanding of the OOH market 
and will work strategically to enhance profitability 
and ensure internal financial and operational 
efficiency.

Highly experienced Finance and Sales Coordinator 

Gemma Hoy will support sales as the company 

increases their footprint in the UK.

Account Director Sean Leyland joins the team at 

Smart Outdoor to develop media sales. Formerly 

working at Metro Radio, Smooth Radio and Clear 

Channel, Sean brings 15 years of media sales 

experience and knowledge of the North East 

media landscape.

Commercial Director Mark Clancey said “we 
are one of the few companies expanding in the 
current climate and are delighted to welcome 
all four new team members to Smart Outdoor. 
It coincides with the launch of our latest digital 
site located on the iconic Tyne Bridge. With 
over 56,000 cars passing through the city every 
day, this is a fast “eyes on” for companies to 
strengthen brand and promote their business or 
product. Watch this space”.

SMART OUTDOOR APPOINTS NEW BUSINESS 
DIRECTOR & HEAD OF FINANCE

Founded in 2019 by Mark Catterall, the leading North East and Scottish DOOH (digital out of home) 
specialist, estate owner & media buyer, Smart Outdoor announce four new members of their team.  

Joining Smart Outdoor will be:

www.smartoutdoor.co.uk
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Towering above the beating heart of Newcastle is 
Hadrian’s Tower, a new city icon. A beacon of the 
ambition of the North East, and of the man behind 
High Street Group, the company responsible for 
the multi-million-pound scheme.  

Gary Forrest is a proud North Easterner.  It is clear 
that, despite already expanding his business into 
Manchester and Birmingham among other places, 
Newcastle is a place where Gary is keen to make a 
mark. And Hadrian’s Tower will do just that.  

One of the North East’s most eagerly anticipated 
developments in decades, Hadrian’s Tower looms 
over St James’ Park, in the heart of Newcastle city 
centre, and is set to become the most sought-after 
residential address in the region, once work on the 
27-storey development concludes in the Autumn.

The vision of High Street Group - an award-winning 
family of companies specialising in private rental 
schemes, property construction, and hospitality – 
company chairman, Gary Forrest, believes the £40m 
development will herald a new dawn for his beloved 
hometown.

“Since its formation in 2006, The High Street Group 
has worked on numerous high-profile property 
developments across the UK, but this is by far our 
proudest achievement,” Gary tells Northern Insight.

“It’s a really symbolic development – its size, scale 
and quality all serve to demonstrate the ambition 
we have for the city, and we are proud that Hadrian’s 
Tower will raise the bar in Newcastle, providing a 
standard of living that we consider to be unique.”

Gary adds: “When the lockdown was imposed and 

construction sites the length and breadth of the 
UK were brought to a halt, many people were left 
wondering what would happen to the majority of 
the region’s unfinished developments, including 
Hadrian’s Tower. 

“However, thanks to the resilience of the UK’s 
construction sector, the industry was soon able 
to adapt to the ‘new normal’, embracing social 
distancing measures to keep Britain building in as 
responsible and safe a manner as possible. So, the 
Tower has continued to progress, keeping us on 
course to open later this year.”

Standing taller than the Angel of the North, 
Newcastle’s largest tower is breathtaking in scale, 
boasting panoramic views of one of the country’s 
most magnificent skylines while providing residents 
with all of the added benefits of staying in a 7-star 
hotel.

Work started on the construction of Hadrian’s Tower 
back in 2018 with the appointment of Tolent to 
lead the ambitious regeneration project, which was 
previously a brownfield site left vacant for over a 
decade. When work is complete in the Autumn, it is 
set to redefine luxurious living.  

Dubbed a ‘Hometel’ by its developers, Hadrian’s 
Tower will comprise 161 open-plan apartments, 
consisting of one, two and three bed apartments and 
four penthouses, as well as 3Sixty, a rooftop Laurent 
Perrier champagne bar and restaurant, the first of its 
kind in the North East. 

Forrest explains: “Newcastle is a world-class city in 
almost every aspect, therefore it’s only fitting that it 

has a world-class address such as Hadrian’s Tower as 
it looks to strengthen its position as one of the best 
cities in the world to live, work and play.”

A landmark of true architectural innovation, the 
thorough attention to detail - for which The High 
Street Group has become known - has led to the 
most cutting-edge smart technology being woven 
into the fabric of the building since work on the 
development began.”

Many luxury developments claim to deliver 
excellence. Hadrian’s Tower has set its sights on 
defining it. Boasting the fastest residential broadband 
and wi-fi speeds in the city, each homeowner will 
have access to an array of facilities to make their 
day-to-day life that little bit easier, meaning they 
can focus on their work and wellbeing, while the 
technology takes care of mundane everyday chores.

“The ultra-fast full fibre optic cabling installed in the 
building will be 25 times faster than the UK average 
and the fastest residential broadband in the city, 
making working from home as seamless as working 
from the office,” Gary says.

“Our own mobile app will also allow residents to 
remotely manage their heating, order room service 
from the 3Sixty lounge, arrange cleaning and even 
have their pets looked after while they’re out of 
town.  

“Newcastle is a city steeped in heritage with an 
established economy, world-class culture and vibrant 
night-life – and we hope Hadrian’s Tower will further 
bolster the city’s already magnificent offering as we 
look to continue building on the city’s success.” 

To find out more about Hadrian’s Tower or to sign up to receive viewing information, simply visit: hadrianstower.com

WORK RESUMES ON NEWCASTLE’S NEWEST ICON
Northern Insight caught up with Gary Forrest, chairman of High Street Group, the Tyneside business leading the 

development of Newcastle’s tallest tower, to find out what the future has in store for this landmark project.
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Gary Forrest
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Robert Gibson



Who could’ve planned for the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic? 
Most businesses plan for an IT failure, a flood or at the most 
extreme end of business continuity scenario’s, a terrorist attack. 
Planning scenarios for a virus until this year didn’t feature at all; 
it will now.

Whilst the Coronovirus Job Retention Scheme (furlough scheme) 
continues to support businesses nationally, and the relaxation of 
lockdown for some sectors will see some stimulation to income 
revenue, what is clear to most businesses (and to many who are 
furloughed too, no doubt) is that there are grey skies forming over 
the economy in the Autumn and inevitably a high percentage of 
those employees furloughed will not have jobs to return to. 

Whilst the majority of our enquiries received at Samuel Phillips Law 
since mid-March have fallen into four clear categories;  

 Divorce and child arrangements
 Wills, Lasting Powers of Attorney and Probate
 Commercial Litigation and Business Law 
 Employment matters 

It is the latter category which we anticipate large numbers of 
business owners needing the help of a lawyer, come late summer.

So…the R Word.

Since the introduction of the furlough scheme, many employers 
have simply placed staff onto the scheme as soon as it was clear 
that they could not sustain the resource as it was. A huge thank 
you to Rishi Sunak, because if he had not created such a scheme at 
that time, panic would have set in and thousands upon thousands 
would’ve simply become redundant overnight and cue the sound of 
a stampede of employees off to ACAS with a potential Employment 
Tribunal claim for wrongful dismissal and who knows what else. You 
get the picture, but in panic mode, most good practice, procedures 
and policies often get overlooked. Let’s not forget how daunting 
and fear-inducing lockdown was in March, and how that impacted 
business owners who simply could not trade, or set up remote 
working, even partially… mistakes will have been made.

What is positive however, is that the furlough scheme remains 
in place, although it will change month on month until it expires 
at the end of October. This has given vital support to employees 
and employers alike, but now is the time for employers to plan 
for the Autumn and consider their options when it comes to their 
workforce, contracts and places of work.

What should Employers consider?

Contracts of Employment – when were your contracts last 
reviewed? If you are changing places of work, working hours, working 
patterns or looking for staff to take a cut in wages during the crisis 
and beyond, you must get your contracts updated. Be mindful to 
ensure that you avoid ambiguous terms and covenants that could 

be abused, or worse still, challenged by an Employment Tribunal.

Changing places of work - are you setting up staff for longer-term 
home-working? Do you have robust policies to support home-
working? How are you going to monitor your staff? Do you have 
the IT in place to ensure total data and IT security? You may need to 
review and update your Staff Handbooks – sooner, rather than later; 
no one wishes a GDPR breach upon themselves!

Restructure – can you sustain your business once the furlough 
scheme ends under your current business model and workforce? 
Can you diversify your value proposition? Utilise support from 
your accountant to review your forecasts, cash flow, budget and 
overhead. Talk to your bank; have you taken advantage of the loan 
schemes introduced by the Government? Have you spoken to the 
Business department at your Local Authority to understand whether 
you qualify for any financial support for rates or business recovery 
grants? What about contacting local Business Support Agencies to 
explore other funded support; there is still funding available.  

And, last but not least….

Redundancy. A tough, and often the most difficult decision to make. 
Employees are more than just colleagues in many businesses and 
we become rather attached to our workforce over time. However, 
as with all decisions that our business community are faced with 
right now, it has to be about business survival and if making a 
reduction to the workforce will help with survival, then that must 
be considered. Whilst you may feel you don’t have options, you 
actually do and getting support from an expert might just give you 
the comfort and help you need.

At Samuel Phillips Law, our Senior Partner Robert Gibson, has 
produced a number of bite sized videos about the topic of 
Redundancy. Each video focusses on each element of Redundancy, 
including selection criteria, different types of redundancy, settlement 
agreements and such like. He also provides alternatives to making 
redundancies with some thought provoking suggestions and ideas.    

As a very experienced employment lawyer and advocate, having 
represented high numbers of clients at Employment Tribunals, 
Robert explains the pro’s and con’s to all scenarios.  His legal vlogs 
and blogs since lockdown began have gone viral on LinkedIn and he 
receives excellent feedback from the business community about his 
common sense approach and easy to understand advice. To view 
Robert’s videos, or read his latest blogs on all employment matters, 
please go to www.samuelphillips.co.uk/blog 

If you are considering making changes to your business and you 
need some initial advice before doing so, please contact 0191 
2328451 and the team will be delighted to arrange a confidential, 
no obligation telephone consultation. At times such as these, 
despite how daunting, there is support available, and just talking 
about it to someone who understands can make a huge difference.  

Samuel Phillips Law is a well established, full service law firm based at 18-24 Grey Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne  
Tel (0191) 2328451 www.samuelphillips.co.uk 

THE R WORD
Whether the R stands for Recession, Recovery, Redundancy or Restructure, one thing that 

is almost guaranteed, is that the majority of businesses in the North East will feel pain 
from one, if not all four at some point…and, if not already. 
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In terms of intellectual property, this will 
mean:- Owners of existing EU Trade Mark (“TM”) 
registrations and Community Design registrations 
will be issued automatically and without charge by 
the UK Government, comparable UK registrations, 
mirroring the same details and dates, prior to the 
final Exit Date of 31 December 2020; 

Owners of existing EU Trade Mark applications and 
Community Design applications at 31 December 
2020 will have a nine month period until 30 
September 2021 to request comparable UK 
applications mirroring the same details as their EU 
applications but will have to pay official fees for the 
applications; and: 

Comparable UK registrations due for renewal in the 
six month window after the Exit Date will still need 
to be renewed in the UK, even if the EU renewal was 
undertaken in advance of 31 December 2020 (in the 
six month period in advance of the final renewal 
date). 

Do trade mark or design owners have to  
take any action now? 

If you are intending on launching a new product in 
the second half of this year or 2021, it is useful to 
bear in mind that an EU trade mark application is 
unlikely, if filed now, to achieve registration prior to 
31 December 2020. This is due to the fact that it can 

take six to nine months to achieve registration and 
the backlog of applications at the EUIPO, due to the 
coronavirus crisis, may slow down the registration 
process in the latter half of this year. As such, if an 
entity currently only files an EU application, they 
must understand that going forward, there is a risk it 
will have to additionally take the step of requesting 
a UK comparable application to be issued and pay 
the fees. If a UK comparable application has to be 
requested this will delay registration in the UK, which 

would not occur if a national UK application was 
sought at the outset. If the UK market is important, 
it would be wise to seek a national UK trade mark 
application. 

EU Design registration is a much faster process, being 
a deposit system, and therefore is less of an issue. An 
EU  design application filed in early November 2020 
could be registered by 31 December 2020. Separate 
UK and EU registrations will be required after the 
transition period for both trade marks and designs. 

What about .eu domain names? 

If you have registered a .eu domain name, check you/
your business can still hold it after the final Exit Date 
i.e. the end of the transition period – as it needs to 
be held by an EU individual or entity with an address 
in an EU member state. A two month period to alter 
details will be allowed.   

What about custom watches? 

If counterfeits are an issue for your business,  
separate customs watches will be required for the 
EU and UK after the end of the transition period. 

With offices in six European countries and direct 
representation rights in 15 countries, Murgitroyd is 
well placed to support your business during these 
uncertain times. 
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WHAT WILL BREXIT MEAN FOR YOUR TRADE MARKS? 
The deadline for requesting an extension to the transition period under the EU Withdrawal Agreement 
has now passed and therefore 31 December 2020 now looks more likely than ever to be the end to the 

transition period of the UK leaving the EU. 

For more information, please contact Eleanor Coates: Eleanor.coates@murgitroyd.com or visit murgitroyd.com/brexit

Eleanor Coates

Sometimes it feels like we’re 
living on the set of a Hollywood 
blockbuster, so it’s no wonder many 
have been examining their lives to 
see whether it’s going the way they 
want.

But, there’s one thing for certain, a 
global pandemic and the tragic loss 
of life really makes us realise what’s 
important.

Maybe that’s realising being a slave to 
your job isn’t something you want to 
do till you drop. But, that brings about 
the question of what you want to do 
instead, and for many, this is where 
the difficulty lies.

When you’ve spent so many years 
working long hours and being too 
exhausted to do much else, it’s hard 
to imagine your life any other way. 
And, that’s before you consider the 
money side.

So, what’s the answer?

Well, it lies in looking at what 
pensions, savings and investments 

you have and working out if you have 
enough to fund the lifestyle you want.

Plus, when you consider that today’s 
retirees don’t waste away their 
golden years sitting at home, they get 
out doing all those hobbies they’ve 
always wanted to. 

In fact, today’s retirees are very much 
living life to the full.

So, how do you know how much 
you’ll need?

This is a matter of planning. After all, 
you can’t see how much you need 
without first looking at what you 
want your money to do for you. 

That’s where we come in. 

So, if you’ve been thinking that now’s 
the time to get the retirement future 
you want, let us help you work out 
how to get it – you might be surprised 
at the result. 

All initial consultations are no 
obligation, so there’s no harm seeing 
if we can help.

Luke W
atkinson, Financial Planner

IS NOW THE TIME TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE?
We’ve been through so much change over the last few months. 

Visit joslinrhodes.co.uk or give us a call on 0191 249 4257 and we’ll chat about how we can help you.
Investments can go down as well as up, you may not get back what you invest.



id you know that over 60% of the 
UK population don’t have a will?

There are many reasons for this, from ‘I’m too 
young’ to ‘I don’t have anything to leave’, from ‘I 
haven’t got time’ to ‘it’s too expensive’. However, 
what happens to your estate when you die 
is something that should be given serious 
consideration whether you are eighteen or eighty, 
and there’s no time like the beginning of a new 
year to put your affairs in order. Here at Toomey 
Legal we make sure that making a will is quick, 
hassle-free and, for all but the most complex of 
arrangements, inexpensive.

Many people find it difficult to sit down and talk 
to their family about what they want to happen 
to their estate after their death, so making your 
wishes known, in writing, can provide clarity, 
certainty, and peace of mind.

So, here are six good reasons why you should 
consider making a will:

1. A will puts you in control, enabling you to 
choose who you wish to benefit from your 
estate and who you want to handle the task of 
collecting in your assets, paying off your debts, 
and distributing your estate.

2. Without a will, your estate will be shared out 
in accordance with the rules of intestacy which 
may not be what you want, and will not include an 
unmarried partner, no matter how long you have 
been together.

3. Having a will reduces the risk of a problem or 
dispute arising, a situation which could lead to 
costly and stressful applications to court.

4. It becomes even more important to have a 
will if you have children under the age of eighteen 
or wish to make provision for a disabled or 
vulnerable member of your family. By making 

Why you should 
add making a will 
to your list of new 
year resolutions

a will, you can nominate your own choice of 
guardian as well as create a trust to ensure your 
children are supported financially.

5. A will can minimise the impact of inheritance 
tax and help with estate planning.

6. A will can record gifts to your favourite charity, 
who you would like to care for your pets, or any 
specific funeral requirements.

And while you’re thinking about the future, why 
not consider making a Lasting Power of Attorney, 
too? There are two kinds of LPAs – one that deals 
with your Property and Finance, and one that 
deals with your Health and Welfare. You can have 
both or either. Once registered, your appointed 
attorney is authorised to handle your financial 
matters or take decisions on your behalf should 
you lose the mental capacity to do so yourself.
So, alongside climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, or 
cycling the Coast to Coast, or visiting every 
football stadium in England, or taking a trip to see 
the Northern Lights, why not add making a will 
and an LPA to your list of New Year’s resolutions 
for 2020? 

Call 0191 6053710 and ask to speak to Gillian 
so that we can put your resolutions into 
action. www.toomeylegal.co.uk 

Toomey Legal is a firm of licensed conveyancers regulated by the Council for Licensed Conveyancers.

Book a free consultation now!
0191 605 3710
EMAIL: enquiries@toomeylegal.co.uk   VISIT: www.toomeylegal.co.uk
COME SEE US: 5A Fergyspace, Northumberland Business Park West, Cramlington NE23 7RH.  

Who gets what?
You decide.

Wills don’t cost the earth, they don’t take long to sort,
you don’t have to be old or ill and your loved ones will be so

thankful when the time comes.

Young or old, you need a Will in place to ensure you
share the right amount with the right people.

However, more than 60% of people die without
having one. Don’t put it off any longer!

We’ll make it a piece of cake    
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Over the last few weeks, it’s seemed like every 
second news story has been about the latest 
well-known business to announce dozens, 
hundreds or even thousands of pandemic-related 
redundancies.

Research carried out in April by the Chartered 
Institute of Personnel and Development found that 
one in every four UK employers were expecting 
to make permanent redundancies because of the 
coronavirus crisis – and we’re now seeing these 
expectations turning into reality on a daily basis.

It’s reasonable to expect that the number of 
proposed redundancies will unfortunately continue 
to increase for the foreseeable future, especially as 
businesses look towards the end of the furlough 
scheme in October and start to plan what resources 
they are likely to need in the future.

It’s essential that any employers in this position 
plan their approach to potential redundancies very 
carefully, so that the costs of making them aren’t 
increased by expensive procedural mistakes which 
result in additional compensation payments.

There are many potential problems that need to 
be identified and addressed at the earliest possible 
opportunity, so that the redundancy process can 
be well thought-out, objective and ultimately 
successful.

For example, presenting redundancy proposals 
as final decisions prior to consultation, rather 
than ‘proposals,’ or not considering alternatives 
to compulsory redundancy, including voluntary 
redundancies, could lead to problems further down 
the line.

There must be a 30-day consultation period with 
representatives (and notification to the Secretary 
of State for BEIS) before any notice of redundancy 
is given when more than 20 employees may be 
made redundant, and if 100 or more redundancies 
are proposed, the minimum consultation period is at 
least 45 days.

The pool of employees being considered for 
redundancy should not be drawn up too narrowly, 
especially if it is done solely by reference to job title 
without proper consideration of the individuals’ 
duties.  Other employees who carry out similar types 

of work or who have interchangeable skills should 
also be considered for inclusion in the pool to ensure 
fairness.

While employers will of course want to ensure 
that the process retains the best employees in 
terms of skills and expertise to meet the future 
needs of the business, including only unpopular or 
difficult employees in a redundancy process without 
justification could lead to issues arising as the 
process progresses.

The selection criteria used must be objective and 
verifiable by reference to data, such as appraisals, 
and two assessors should ideally be used to diminish 
the risk of subjectivity, with at least one of them 
having direct knowledge of the relevant employees.

Employers must also ensure that the selection 
criteria are not discriminatory.  Using “last in, first 
out” as the main criteria for selection, for example, 
could discriminate against staff by reason of their 
age.

Not including employees who are on maternity 
leave in the pool could be prejudicial to those who 

are, while selecting them for redundancy because 
they are on maternity leave would make the 
dismissal automatically unfair and amount to sex 
discrimination.

Depending on the circumstances, employers may 
also need to consider whether an employee whose 
job is redundant should be redeployed to another 
existing job, with the employee in that job instead 
being made redundant.

Notice of any final meeting at which dismissal is 
to be considered must be given in writing together 
with any provisional scoring on which selection of 
redundancy has been based.

Evidence must be available to objectively justify this 
scoring, while it is essential that employees are able 
to state their case before any final decision is made 
and can appeal the resulting decision. 

These are just some of the many potential pitfalls 
that can form part of any redundancy procedure and 
if you’re facing this process, it makes sense to take 
professional advice on how to manage to minimise 
the chances of making any costly mistakes. 

KEEPING ON THE 
RIGHT SIDE OF 
REDUNDANCY 

RULES
With more and more redundancies 

being announced by businesses 
around the North East and across 
the UK, Sarah Hall, partner in the 

employment team at Hay & Kilner 
Law Firm, offers advice on risk areas 

when managing what can be a 
complex and emotional process.

NB: This article is not legal advice; it is intended to provide information of general interest about current legal issues. Please contact us to discuss how the contents of the article may affect you

For further information on the services provided by Hay & Kilner Law Firm’s specialist employment team, please contact  
Sarah Hall on 0191 232 8730 or via sarah.hall@hay-kilner.co.uk 
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Which area of the law do you work in? 

Family law - mainly divorce, finances and private 
children matters. I also am a collaborative lawyer 
and mediator.

Did you always envisage a career  
in the industry? 

As a child I initially wanted to be a hairdresser, 
and then a fiction writer. I decided I wanted to 
be a lawyer when I was about 13 years old and 
watched repeats of LA Law and was attracted to 
making witnesses cry in cross examination and 
the power suits the women wore!

What has been your career path so far? 

I trained with a sole practitioner in my native 
South Shields, worked as a newly qualified family 
solicitor briefly in Manchester and Gateshead 
then worked for 13 ½ years at Ward Hadaway 
in the family department before joining EMG in 
2017. I am Head of the Family Team here at EMG 
and I became a Director at the firm in April 2020. 
In this role I feel I can make a real difference and 
give input to the growth strategy alongside the 
firm’s other Directors.

What have been the biggest challenges  
you have faced so far? 

There has been a huge level of change in the 
profession from when I trained to now - it is 
almost like a different career. Initially I did not 

have an email address or work mobile phone 
and so managing client expectations was very 
different. There was less emphasis on business 
development as there was a lot of work due to 
readily available legal aid in family law. Having 
said that there was little opportunity to develop 
and enhance other skills such as mediation, 
arbitration and collaboration.

Who do you most respect in  
your industry? 

Any person that juggles children, career and 
having a life!

Which fictional lawyer would you  
most like to meet? 

Very low brow but probably Harvey Specter from 
Suits.

What is your greatest strength? 

Ability to listen (I think).

What is your biggest weakness? 

Not finishing a task before starting another.

What are your remaining career 
aspirations? 

To become an accredited family mediator which I 
am working towards now.

How do you see your industry evolving in 
the next ten years?

I think most divorces, financial matters and 
private law children cases with no safeguarding 
issues will be dealt with out of the court arena - 
through dispute resolution such as mediation or 
arbitration.

lawyer 
of the 
month

JULIA 
MIDDLETON 
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Julia Middleton, EMG Solicitors, Croft House, High Street, Gosforth, NE3 1NQ, Julia.middleton@emgsolicitors.com 07387 109108

Julia and Spocky Dog, which is the firm’s mascot. 
Bought at auction in aid of St Oswald’s Hospice.



What were your career ambitions growing up? 

I always wanted to be a director of a company and 
always wanted to do something that I enjoyed and 
was good at.

Tell us about your current role? 

I am the Managing Director of SD Legal Services Ltd 
providing nationwide process serving and tracing 
services to over 100 clients including the majority of 
the law firms in the North East.

What is your proudest business achievement? 

We re-branded in January 2018 with new logo, 
website, branding etc. We then sponsored the 
Northern Law Awards and in June that year I saw my 
logo and company branding up on big screens at the 
Hilton in front of 400 people. It was a very proud 
moment.

How have you adapted your business during 
the coronavirus pandemic?

We have continued to provide a first class service for 
our clients throughout the pandemic. Some urgent 
papers such as Injunctions and Non-Molestation 
Orders were served where possible via alternative 
means such as WhatsApp. During the lockdown we 
have also spent a huge amount of time streamlining 
our processes, increasing the size of our trace team 
and marketing. This marketing has already seen us 
welcome 15 new clients on board during lockdown.

What are you currently working on? 

We are currently working on a lot of exciting projects. 
We have a few partnerships to announce shortly, we 
are organising our first drinks event for November 
which will bring together professionals from a large 
number of law firms in the area together in one room. 
We are also making improvements to our website 
and doing a huge amount of advertising including 
sending out 100 folders to law firms nationwide.

Tell us about the team you work with? 

As well as having a pool of agents nationwide 
which serve papers on behalf of our clients, Stacey 
Nottingham of Bombshell Design is or design and 
marketing guru and we also have a dedicated trace 
team. I still manage all the day to day running of the 
company, business development, serve papers in the 
North East and meet with clients.

What is the best piece of business advice  
you have been given? 

A friend of mine once said that you should not wait 
until business is quiet to do marketing but to carry 
on marketing even when you are busy. In the last 
two years, despite generally working between 12-15 
hours a day I still do some form of marketing/social 
media work every day. I would also like to add that 
since being given this advise, I have never had a quiet 
day!

What has been your biggest challenge? 

Keeping all the plates spinning is the biggest 
challenge, overseeing a large caseload and also 
dealing with business development and making sure 
we still provide an incredible service whilst increasing 
our client base.

Who are your heroes inside and  
outside of business? 

Inside business it is Jamie Waller, Entrepreneur, 
Author and Philanthropist who has worked his way 

up from being an enforcement agent on the road to 
being an incredibly successful businessman. Outside 
of business, my three sons have been involved in 
competitive swimming for 14 years, my eldest at 
national level so I find the likes of local girl Aimee 
Willmott (whom my sons trained with) and legends 
such as Michael Phelps and Adam Peaty as being an 
inspiration. In fact anyone who works extremely hard 
and makes a success of themselves whether it be in 
business or sports inspires me.

How do you unwind outside of work? 

I don't tend to have a lot of down time to be honest 
but I follow a lot of sports, I like cars, BBQs with the 
family and I love to spend as much time in a villa in 
Cyprus as I can.

Favourite Book/CD/DVD?

I don't tend to read but do enjoy watching Netflix 
and listening to music. I have a hugely eclectic taste 
in music ranging from rap to country.

SIMON DARBY
Managing Director, SD Legal Services
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Other clients are under enormous pressure 
from their spouses to just accept this offer now. 
Otherwise the offer will be withdrawn and you’ll 
end up with nothing. I have only had one case, 
in thirty years, where one party left court with 
nothing. The reason for that was that they had 
access to a large sum of money and had already 
spent quite a bit of it before my client instructed 
me. We were able to persuade a judge that my 
client should now receive the balance. 

So why does the divorce process take so long? Well,  
just talking about a divorce is not the same thing 
as issuing divorce proceedings. You must have your 
marriage certificate available, you must provide your 
solicitor with the reason for the divorce. Some clients 
are reticent about this, it can take them a while to 
agree the particulars that will be included in the 
petition. Others are quietly struggling, for all the 
alleged haste this is actually a huge emotional step 
to take. I might not hear back from a client for a few 
weeks. This is fine, I need to proceed at a pace that is 
comfortable for my client. 

Once the Divorce Petition has been issued we are 
then in the hands of the court system; It can take 
some weeks for the court to issue proceedings. When 
we receive notice we also know that the Respondent 
will have received the documents. They must then 
complete their response. But are they working away, 
do they need to see a solicitor themselves, maybe 
they need some thinking time. 

Until the Respondent sends back their documents 
to the court I cannot apply for Decree Nisi, unless 
I pursue the protracted process of Bailiff Service. 
Unfortunately because all of the courts are so short 
staffed any application takes weeks. 

Decree Nisi is an important stage in the divorce 
process. A judge must confirm whether or not they 
will grant this. It takes weeks to obtain a Decree Nisi. 

In the meantime, whilst the divorce process has been 
trundling along you will have had the opportunity 
to try to reach agreement about your matrimonial 
finances. In some cases this can be done quickly. 
There may be limited assets, no children and an 
agreement in principle between you and your spouse. 

On the other hand there may be multiple assets. In 
some cases the matrimonial home is in the name of 
only one of you. I have had clients tell me that their 
spouse says they are entitled to nothing from the 
house because it’s not in their name. Or you will get 
nothing from my pension, it’s mine. Funnily enough, 
this type of thing has been going on for a long time 
and so somebody decided to pass the Matrimonial 
Causes Act of 1973. A nifty statute that we divorce 
lawyers have been referring to ever since. 

The court must look at the needs of the parties 
and of any children of the family. It must take into 
account the income and earning capacity of the 
parties, the assets already owned etc. Nowhere 
in the act does it say that because the house is in 
Johnny’s name it is his to keep. Nowhere does it say 
that because a pension is in Karen’s name only that 
she can keep it all. 

It can take quite some time to come up with the 
correct valuations for assets. Obtaining the Cash 
Equivalent Value of a pension can take up to 12 
weeks. What about the value of a business?  

This should be properly valued not just a guesstimate. 
This is a time consuming activity. 

Debts must also be taken into account. How did they 

arise? Frequently I come across a situation where all 
of the debt is in one party’s name. This doesn’t really 
matter whilst you are happily married and doing 
everything for the family unit but if your marriage 
is at an end you do not want to be left with debt 
that was incurred for the benefit of all of you. Was 
the loan to improve the house, buy your spouse a 
car etc? 

Once a deal has been agreed then, in order to 
protect you both from any further financial claims, 
a Consent Order should be drawn up. This sets out 
the terms of the agreement and must be supported 
by a financial summary. Not a made up summary, 
not any old figures. This is an important document 
that the judge will need to see in order to determine 
whether or not the agreement is fair. You are signing 
the document to say that it is the truth, if you lie the 
agreement can be set aside. 

A Consent Order cannot be submitted to the court 
until after Decree Nisi has been granted. It is usual to 
wait until after a Consent Order has been sealed by 
the court before applying for Decree Absolute.

As you can see, there is a great deal to attend to. You 
need both patience and resilience to see the process 
through to the end especially if you are facing 
threats that you’ll get nothing!

If you need help with any of theses issues then please don’t hesitate to contact me on 0191 284 6989/567 6667 or  
je@emmersons-solicitors.co.uk
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For many of our clients, instructing 
us to begin divorce proceedings is 
the end of a process. You may have 
decided months or even years ago 
that your marriage was at an end. 

You have mentally prepared for this 
and now you just want a Decree 
Absolute in your hand and your 
finances sorted out overnight. 

THE BEGINNING 
OF THE END

Jacqueline Emmerson



The code will apply across the whole of the 
UK until 24th June 2021 and covers all sectors, 
including offices, retail and hospitality. These are 
the key takeaways:-

Four Principles

The code is based on four central principles:-

 Transparency and collaboration

 A unified approach

 Government support

 Acting reasonably and responsibly

Not legally binding

Compliance with the code is entirely voluntary at 
this time and does not change the underlying legal 
relationship or lease contracts between landlord 
and tenant. It is simply intended to reinforce and 
promote good practice between both parties as 
they each deal with income shocks caused by the 
pandemic.

Tenants should pay in full if they can

Tenants are still liable for all covenants and 
payment obligations under the lease (unless this 
is renegotiated by agreement with landlords) and 
tenants who are in a position to pay in full should 
do so. Those who are unable to pay in full should 
seek agreement with their landlord to pay what 
they can and, applying the four principles outlined 

above, landlords should support their tenants 
where reasonably possible.

Agreeing concessions

Tenants seeking concessions should be clear with 
their landlords about why this is needed and should 
also be prepared to make reasonable concessions 
of their own e.g. offering extended terms in return 
for rent deferment). Landlords should provide 
concessions where they reasonably can and 
landlords seeking to refuse concessions should be 
clear with their tenants about why they are doing 
so. 

Practical options 

The code provides a number of suggestions for 
ways in which landlords and tenants might be able 
to move forward with their negotiations and reach 
an agreement which is mutually acceptable to both 
parties. These include: the payment of the rents 
over shorter payment periods for a set time (e.g. 
monthly rather than quarterly) including provision 
for their payment in arrears;  allowing for all or part 
of the rent to be paid as a proportion of turnover of 
the site, incorporating any period during which the 
site was closed; and Landlords drawing from rent 
deposits without requiring deposits be ‘topped up’ 
by the tenant before it is realistic and reasonable 
to do so.

Service Charges

Service charges should be reduced where lack of 
use of a property during the lockdown period has 
lowered the costs incurred by the landlord and this 
reduction should be passed on to tenants as soon 
as possible.

Whilst landlords and tenants across the UK will 
no doubt welcome some guidance as to their 
respective rights and obligations during this 
unprecedented time, there is still some doubt over 
whether this voluntary code goes far enough to 
have any real impact.  

There are certainly some reasons to be hopeful.  
The code has been widely endorsed by a number 
of leading organisations within the commercial 
property sector – including The British Chambers 
of Commerce, the British Property Federation and 
RICS – and, given the weight of its industry backing, 
individuals may think twice about ignoring it.  

It is also possible that, for any party who is unwilling 
to consider any reasonable concessions, the very 
existence of the code may be enough to weaken 
their position in any future court proceedings 
where the conduct of the parties is a consideration, 
if it is shown that they did not act in accordance 
with the guidelines. 

As with so much at the moment, only time will tell.  

CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY SECTOR – WILL IT BE ENOUGH?

If you require any further advice in respect of the code or assistance in documenting any agreed variations to your lease, please  
contact Victoria Walton by email at vew@swinburnemaddison.co.uk or by telephone on 0191 384 2441.
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The government has introduced a new code of practice which aims to provide clarity and reassurance 
to commercial landlords and tenants over outstanding payments and to encourage both parties to work 

together to protect viable businesses during the pandemic.

Victoria Walton, Partner, Swinburne Maddison LLP



Many will be aware of Lasting Powers of 
Attorney (LPA's) and the part they play in 
helping your loved ones to manage your 
financial affairs and care requirements if you 
reach a stage where you are not able to do this 
yourself.

What is less well-known however, is the use of 
LPA's to protect the interests of business owners 
and their companies. It is critically important to 
consider what would happen to your business if 
you were unable to make decisions.

Have you ever thought about what would happen 
to your business if you lost mental capacity? 
Unfortunately, anyone could lose the ability to 
make decisions independently due to serious 
illness or an accident.

There is no automatic right to deal with another 
person’s affairs, whether in a personal or business 
capacity. The disruption to your business could be 
disastrous if you have not appointed an attorney. 
Business LPAs can appoint one or more ‘Business 
Guardians’ who can oversee the running of the 
business for a short or extended period.  

Can you imagine – no one would be able to sign 
documents on your behalf, no one could access 
your bank accounts, no one could authorise staff 
payments or pay suppliers, the list goes on! It 

would be wrong to assume that a family member 
or a business colleague would have the authority 
to make decisions on your behalf and this could 
leave your business exposed to risk. 

Shareholders, partners and sole traders are some 
of the most common business owners who can 
benefit from appointing an attorney. Although 
partnerships will be subject to a Partnership 
Agreement, in order to avoid a potentially difficult 
situation in circumstances where a partner lacks 
mental capacity, the partners should all think 
about putting in place a business lasting power 
of attorney.

This is something you cannot afford not to do.  
The implications of not appointing a business 
attorney could be catastrophic for your business.  
If you were to lose mental capacity (without 
having made an LPA), it would be necessary for 
someone to make an application to the Court 
of Protection to request that the court appoint 
them as deputy to make the necessary decisions 
on your behalf. This process can take several 
months and is considerably more expensive than 
making a business LPA.

Business LPAs should be the foundation of a 
strategic business continuity plan.    

Our friendly Wills and Probate Team headed by Partner Louise Miller would be delighted to assist. Please contact Louise on 0191 281 6151 or 
email lmiller@mincoffs.co.uk 
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LASTING 
POWERS OF 

ATTORNEY FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS
To protect your interests, and 
those of your business, you 
should consider making a 

business LPA.

Louise Miller



Straight talking, 
hard working and forward thinking.

Since 1948.
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That is exactly what Clarke Mairs LLP, a Newcastle 
based law firm, have recognised in their latest hire 
- someone for whom experience is a middle name. 
His first and last names may also sound familiar to 
many people across the North East - Gordon Brown.  

Clarke Mairs, formed in 2007, has grown steadily 
as a partner-led commercial law firm, building on 
its original core strengths of commercial property, 
litigation and insolvency to now offer expertise across 
the commercial legal spectrum, as well as an expert 
Private Client Department, headed by Partner Rachel 
Swinburne.  

Gordon was introduced to the firm after they had 
recruited a former Partner of Gordon’s, James Godden, 
from his previous firm. James joined early last year, 
with a reputation and expertise in property litigation 
that was a must-have for the business. At that time 
Gordon was a Consultant to his previous firm, having 
stepped down from partnership in 2013, handing over 
the reins to current partners of a firm Gordon had 
set up in 1981 and grown into a multi-million pound 
turnover business when he stood down. 

Tim Clarke, Partner at Clarke Mairs said: “You don’t 
achieve what Gordon did without having something 
special, and we quickly recognised that when we first 
met him.  As a High Street legal practice, with Gordon 
as Senior Partner, Gordon Brown Law Firm became one 
of the most recognised and respected brands in the 
region”

That experience and expertise, along with the contacts 
Gordon has, made it a mission for Clarke Mairs to 
bring Gordon on board, re-uniting him with James 
Godden, as well as with an assistant solicitor who 
had also joined from his previous firm, Amir Hussain, 
to continue working with James. It was a real coup 
therefore when Gordon decided to accept Clarke 
Mairs’ proposal.

Gordon said: “I was flattered to be approached by 

Clarke Mairs. Obviously, James had done a great PR 
role for me. I had known of the firm for some time, 
but when we had discussions it was their approach to 
business that really got me - they do things the right 
way, and focus on their strengths”. 

“The trust of a client is hard-earned but so rewarding,” 
added Gordon. “I’m privileged to continue to act 
for many clients over decades, when their business 
has grown alongside mine. I knew if I were to make 
a move then it would have to be to an exceptional 
firm who could justify the faith those clients have 
in me. I’m happy that I’ve found that with Clarke 
Mairs - a commercial firm with a strong cohort of 
commercial lawyers with excellent skills and attitude 
complimentary to those I aim to offer. Clarke Mairs 
offer me a new opportunity which I’m excited about.”

Clarke Mairs aim is to continue growth, looking to 
their local market as the next area for that growth, 
having historically a far larger client base out of the 
region. Gordon’s recruitment strengthens their existing 
marketing and networking policy. Gordon accepts 
that whilst Clarke Mairs may see him as another 
ambassador for the firm, he doesn’t intend to be 
working any less as a client advisor than he was in his 
former role. 

“I want to leave a legacy here,” added Gordon. “I enjoy 
my work. I hope that those who have sought me out 
in the past will continue to do so as I carry on offering 
practical advice borne out of experience. Clarke Mairs 
will be a good new home for me and those who I 
represent. As business emerges from the Covid-19 
lockdown, it is a good time to enter a new era”. 

There’s no doubting that Gordon Brown is a man on a 
mission. “Tim and the Clarke Mairs team have a clear 
plan to drive their business forward and I am excited to 
have a part to play in that”. 

We think the local business sector will be hearing a 
lot more about Clarke Mairs LLP in the years to come. 

If you’d like to discuss any legal matter, give Clarke Mairs LLP a call on 0191 245 4737 or email law@clarkemairs.com

EXPERIENCE SQUARED:  
A WINNING FORMULA 

Bringing together a combination of experience, expertise and exuberance 
is going to give any business a real edge over its competitors. 
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L-R: Tim Clarke, Gordon Brown, James Godden.



You may have heard that a “non-fault” divorce is now possible, 
although it is not expected to come into force until autumn 2021. 
It has been a long process in which lawyers have fought hard for 
a “non-fault” divorce and, unfortunately, we have an even longer 
wait. As a result of this, couples are still forced to use the other 
grounds for divorce, which often are as a result of “unreasonable 
behaviour”. This creates tension between couples as the court 
require the party filing for divorce to state the reasons why 
they want to end their marriage based on their former partner’s 
behaviour. 

However, some clients want to state their former partner’s behaviour 
if it has been the direct cause of the breakdown of the marriage. 
Unfortunately, many relationships suffer from controlling and 
abusive behaviour over many years which often makes it difficult 
to break away from the devastating cycle. Often, couples who have 
endured controlling relationships experience the most difficult 
divorces as the control is lost when one leaves the relationship. 
Frequently, couples try and resolve issues involving the family home, 
their children, and other assets between themselves, but it can often 
lead to more conflict and animosity which could affect how the case 
may unfold when one partner can no longer restrict the other. 

At Sweeney miller, we have helped many clients who experience 
conflict upon separating from their partner and we recognise the 
difficult situations very quickly. Every case is unique which is why we 
need to speak with you direct and obtain a full picture of your family 
life from the outset and guide you through the settlement process.

If your former spouse is refusing to engage in any communication 
creating stress and uncertainty, you should seek to find a family 
lawyer as soon as possible so that you can reach an agreement and 
move on with your life. We will engage with your former partner at 
an early stage and set reasonably deadlines for responses so that the 
process is not drawn out unnecessarily. We will also take away the 
pressure of dealing with the divorce and finances yourself, which can 
often save a co-parenting relationship for your child’s future.

You may feel unable to reach agreement even on minor points, 
increasing tension between you, when your former partner is 
unwilling to cooperate or listen to your point of view. It is important 
to remember that most couples going through a divorce find it an 
extremely difficult and draining situation which is why it is useful to 
instruct a family lawyer to represent you.

We are clear from the start of the process regarding our fees and 
you can set a limit on how much assistance you require to resolve 
issues relating to your finances, the children or both. If an agreement 
cannot be reached through negotiation, we can issue court 
proceedings on your behalf so that the matter will come to an end. 
The court set strict timeframes in which both parties must comply 
therefore you will always have the end result in sight.

Our family law specialists will work with you direct and tailor your 
case to your needs, at your own pace. We recognise that no divorce 
is the same and we want to help you through the process.
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Rebecca

DEALING WITH A 
DIFFICULT DIVORCE

Should you have any family law queries, you can contact our team direct via our website,  
by email at rebecca@sweeneymiller.co.uk, or you can now text or WhatsApp on 07593549864. 
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accurate and assured advice. 
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In the current environment, a number of businesses 
are facing difficulties enforcing their debts or 
making funds available to satisfy payments that 
are falling due.

In normal circumstances, there are a number of 
methods available to businesses to put pressure on 
their debtors and for debtors, these can be difficult 
to deal with.

If you’re trying to enforce a debt or struggling 
to pay one, the government has introduced new 
legislation in the form of the Corporate Insolvency 
& Governance Act 2020 which may make it more 
difficult to recover a debt or give you some time to 
find the necessary funds depending on what side of 
the debt you find your business on. 

Either way, it is useful to have an awareness of the 
current government guidance and the impact it may 
have on your business.

Statutory demands

A statutory demand is a formal demand for payment 
which if unsatisfied within 21 days, would give you 
the entitlement to apply to court for the winding up 
of your customer’s company.

At the time of writing, a creditor cannot petition 
for the winding up of a company on the basis of a 
statutory demand served during the period between 
1 March 2020 and 30 September 2020. 

There is no prohibition on serving a statutory 
demand during that period but it cannot be relied 
upon to support a winding up petition, which 
means a statutory demand is unlikely to have the 
same impact in encouraging payments as it would 
previously have done.

For debtors, this is good news in that it reduces 
the risk of a creditor being able to petition for 
the winding up of the business on the basis of an 
unsatisfied statutory demand.

Winding up petitions 

In normal circumstances, if a debtor does not satisfy 
a debt once the statutory demand or shorter period 
for payment has expired, you could petition for the 
company to be wound up. 

This is an extreme option and should not be used 
simply to enforce a debt. Ultimately, if a company 
is wound up, its assets will be divided amongst its 
creditors and the creditors will recover only part of 
the debt. 

You should always exercise caution when considering 
petitioning for the winding up of a business but 
particularly during the period specified by the new 

Corporate Insolvency & Governance Act. 

Until 30 September 2020 creditors are also 
prohibited from petitioning for the winding-up of 
a debtor company unless they reasonably believe 
that the company’s inability to pay its debts is not 
the result of coronavirus. A number of debtors will 
have been adversely impacted by the pandemic and 
proving that the reason the debtor cannot pay its 
debts is unrelated to COVID-19 will not be easy in 
most cases. 

Court proceedings

It is still open to creditors in most cases to issue court 
proceedings in respect of an unpaid debt although 
consideration should always be given to whether the 
debtor is likely to be able to meet any court order.

Best course of action?

The appropriate course of action whether you are the 
debtor or creditor will depend on the circumstances 
– the ability of the party to repay, the contractual 
terms, the relationship between the parties and now, 
the limitations under the Act.

It is therefore sensible to take legal advice before 
embarking on a course of action as some of the 
above can have costs consequences if deployed 
inappropriately. And if you do have outstanding 
debts, it is important to start collecting these as 
soon as possible to give yourself the best chance of 
recovery.

Our dispute resolution team advise on contractual 
disputes including claims for unpaid sums and can 
provide you with advice and support. We also have an 
award winning debt recovery team that can support 
you in pursuing debts, even during challenging times 
such as these.
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GOVERNMENT MEASURES TO PROTECT BUSINESSES – 
ARE YOU AFFECTED?

Alex Blenkinsop, commercial dispute resolution lawyer at Muckle LLP, explains how the new measures 
impact businesses on both sides of the debt ledger.

For more information or to discuss any issues facing your business please contact Alex Blenkinsop on 0191 211 7997 or  
email alex.blenkinsop@muckle-llp.com for a free consultation.

A
lex Blenkinsop



time to recover

Make things easier on your business and recover your B2B debts
through our professional and effective debt recovery team.

No recovery. No fee. No hassle.

Call 0191 211 7777 email advice@muckle-llp.com to learn more

Northern Insight Debt Recovery.indd   1Northern Insight Debt Recovery.indd   1 20/05/2020   14:52:3220/05/2020   14:52:32
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L-R: LeeBrewster, Steve Hope and Paul Armstrong

Senior Management Team



Newcastle-based The Morton Group has 
successfully completed its move to a new 
business structure in line with its long-
term business plan designed to ensure 
continued growth, leading to several internal 
promotions and new job opportunities.

The Morton Group is a wholly-owned family 
business specialising in property development, 
construction, residential home development 
and sales as well as the ownership and 
operation of successful leisure accommodation 
and facilities business. This means that it 
can act as both developer and contractor on 
building projects.

Established in 2016, Morton Group’s unique 
vision and approach means it can bring 
together employees’ expertise, push the 
boundaries and deliver exceptional returns for 
its investors. 

Consisting of LOK Developments, Kapex 
Construction and Regents Gate Homes, 
Morton Group is behind several exciting new 
developments across the North East and the 
UK. These include Regents Plaza and Sycamore 
Square in Gosforth, All Saints Church in 
Newcastle and Montague Court in Hexham.

The group of companies has grown rapidly 
over the last three years and following 
implementation of the next phase of the 
business plan is set for future success and 
continued growth. 

Darren Neil has been promoted to the role of 
Finance Director and member of the Senior 
Management Team at Kapex Construction. 
Darren, from Bishop Auckland in County 
Durham, joined Kapex Construction in 
November 2018 as a Financial Controller. A 
highly motivated senior accountant with wide 
multi sector experience, Darren has strong 
credentials in finance business partnering in 
the construction industry, including large scale 
offshore construction projects (oil, gas and 
renewables) and ERP system implementations.

Kapex Construction recently celebrated its 
third anniversary with its best ever annual 
results, with turnover rising by 277% in year 
3 (April 2019 – March 2020). With a forecast 
increase of 250% in the next 12 months, the 
business has a confirmed order book of around 
£40million.

Paul Armstrong – the first ever employee of 
Kapex Construction – has been promoted to the 
position of Contracts Manager in recognition 
of his commitment and dedication to the 
business. He is now responsible for 3rd party 
contracts ranging in value from £500,000 plus. 
Paul has worked in the construction industry 
since he left school, is a plasterer by trade 
and has a good knowledge of other trades, 

with an HNC Certificate and three years at 
Northumbria University studying construction 
and engineering project management.

Former Site Manager Steve Hope, from 
Killingworth, has been promoted to Project 
Manager after just 12 months at Kapex 
Construction, and is now responsible for small 
works and maintenance up to £500,000.

Lee Brewster has been appointed to the role of 
Contracts Manager and he is now responsible 
for the delivery of construction projects for 
LOK developments and in-house projects.

Embarking on the next phase of planned 
growth, The Morton Group is currently 
recruiting for a series of job roles including bid 
coordinator, document controller, as well as 
quantity surveyor and senior quantity surveyor 
positions. Additional roles include health and 
safety manager, civils contract manager and a 
number of finance positions.

CEO Gary Morton said: “Over the last 
three years we’ve experienced phenomenal 
growth and our exceptional team have been 
instrumental to the success of our business.

“I’m delighted to promote from within 
the company and I offer my personal 
congratulations to them all as these 
appointments are very well deserved.

“I believe it is important to recognise our talent 
as it is our team’s experience, expertise and 
dedication that makes our company special. 
With over 300 years of industry experience, we 
bring together the best minds in construction 
and development to deliver exceptional 
projects.

“I am certain that our next phase of growth 
will make us fit for the future and will enable 
us to achieve greater success and continued 
growth over the coming years. We have some 
incredible projects in the pipeline and it’s an 
exciting time for us at The Morton Group.” 

To find out more about The Morton Group and its companies, investment or recruitment opportunities,  
please visit www.themortongroup.co.uk

THE MORTON GROUP LAYS FOUNDATIONS  
FOR SUSTAINED GROWTH 

Restructure leads to promotions and new job opportunities.
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Darren Neil FD



Sunderland City Council has appointed Knight 
Frank to run its 60,000 sq. ft. office building, The 
Beam.  The Beam is the first office building to be 
developed at Riverside Sunderland - a ground-
breaking mixed-use development on the site of 
Sunderland’s historic city centre brewery.

The team has also won an instruction to manage 
80,000 sq. ft. of office space at St Ann’s Wharf and 
40,000 sq. ft. at Sandgate House on the Quayside 
in Newcastle, as well as two office buildings in York, 
on behalf of F & N Guernsey Ltd.

Knight Frank Newcastle’s property asset 
management team is the largest in the region and 
manages 19.2m sq. ft. of commercial space in the 
North East comprising industrial estates, including 

Team Valley, offices, business parks and shopping 
centres.

Head of Office and Partner, Peter Bowden, said: 
“To be appointed to manage these major office 
schemes is a big achievement. At this point in time, 
due to the pandemic, it’s been a bit of a baptism 
of fire working with the occupiers and making the 
buildings Covid-secure.”

Knight Frank LLP is the leading independent 
global property consultancy. Its Newcastle office 
has a 76-strong team who provide property 
management, office and industrial buildings 
agency, building consultancy, ratings and lease 
advisory and property valuations.

NEWCASTLE 
OFFICE MARKET 
HOLDS STRONG 
IN Q2, BUCKING 

UK TREND
Research by Knight Frank reveals 

Newcastle is the only UK 
regional city centre it operates 

in*, not to have suffered a 
quarter-on-quarter drop in office 

take-up through lockdown. 

Despite the disruption the coronavirus pandemic 
has caused across the UK office markets, overall 
take-up across the North East in April, May and 
June held-up fairly well, according to the latest 
figures. 

In Newcastle city centre there was 35,272 sq. ft. of 
office space take-up across four deals in Q2, which 
is marginally above the Q1 total. 

Total office take-up (city centre and out of town) 
for Q2 across the region was 226,327 sq. ft. This 
is compared to 201,956 in Q1 2020, which is a 
12% increase. However, when compared to the 
quarterly average across 2019 (234,578 sq. ft.) this 
is marginally down at 3.5%. 

Partner, Office Agency, at Knight Frank Newcastle, 
Patrick Matheson, comments: “We are buoyed 
by the quarter two data because Newcastle city 
centre has clearly held-up better than expected, 
especially compared to other UK cities but we’re 
cautiously optimistic because we know the figures 
include several deals which were due to complete 
in quarter one but were delayed.” 

A new city-wide headline rent of £26 per sq. ft. 
was achieved at Newcastle Helix in the 19,000 
sq. ft. letting at Lumen to Homes England. Other 
city centre deals included Pegasus Planning taking 
3,200 sq. ft. at Gainsborough House on Grey Street 
and Samuel Knight International taking 9,838 sq. ft. 
at City Quadrant. 

Out-of-town take-up hit 191,001 sq. ft. which 
was an increase of 14.27% from Q1. This was 
achieved in 15 transactions. Riga, the new 53,000 
sq. ft. building developed by Gateshead Council, 
saw the most noteworthy deal with 30,000 sq. 
ft. being pre-let to Northern Gas and Power at a 
rent of £18 psf. Quorum Park also achieved several 
new lettings totalling 46,937 sq.ft which included 
35,000 sq.ft to Shared Services Connected. 

Patrick adds: “In terms of new enquiries, there were 
30 new office requirements recorded across the 
North East market in Q2, which is encouraging. We 
are seeing office viewing requests increase week-
on-week as pent up demand for office space that 
built during lockdown, converts into action.”

KNIGHT FRANK WINS CONTRACTS 
TO MANAGE THREE FLAGSHIP 

NORTH EAST OFFICES 
Knight Frank Newcastle has won a string of major property 

management contracts which will see them manage three of the 
North East’s flagship office developments.

*Knight Frank operates in London (excluded from data), 
Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Newcastle, Sheffield, Leeds, 
Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol and Cardiff.

L-R: Peter Bowden, Office Head at Knight Frank and 
Elizabeth Fletcher, Associate. 
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Get in touch: 0191 221 2211 newcastle@knightfrank.com





     anderson Young has always seen the need  
     for a regional office network, where our  
     clients are able to receive face-to-face 
expert advice whether that be for sales, lettings or 
financial services, with our professional team taking the 
time to build relationships and get our clients moving. 
The opportunity of expansion arose at the start of the 
year for our flagship regional branch on Gosforth High 
Street and we are delighted to finally open our doors to 
our valued clients.
Our extended premises at 95 High Street now occupies 
the full corner building and is set over three floors, 
which houses several divisions of the company, as well 
as being the firm’s corporate headquarters. 
With the expansion and refurbishment starting just  
before national lockdown, due to Covid-19, it was a 

B U S I N E S S
O P E N  F O R

“ T H E  H I G H  S T R E E T  I S  N O  M O R E ”
IS A STATEMENT WE HAVE HEARD SOME SCEPTICS AND ONLINE-SHOP ADVOCATES DETERMINEDLY VOICE IN RECENT 

YEARS; HOWEVER, IT SEEMS THAT NOW, MORE THAN EVER, PEOPLE HAVE REALISED THE IMPORTANCE OF THEIR 
LOCAL HIGH STREETS AND THE NEED TO KEEP SUCH DISTRICTS ALIVE AND THRIVING FOR THE GOOD OF US ALL. 

time to consider how this branch may be utilised in a 
changing environment, and has certainly enabled us to 
respond to the “new normal” we find ourselves in. Our 
ground floor office space has been transformed, with 
window displays showcasing a wealth of residential 
homes and new development schemes throughout the 
region, where clients are able to browse freely.  
Internally, we have created booths which provide a 
“breakout space” for our team to meet with clients 
safely and tailor their property search in more detail. 
Scheduled appointments with the relevant property 
expert enable us to provide a bespoke service and take 
the time to build an essential rapport with our clients. 
In this current market, there is a need to maximise the 
time spent and drill down to our clients’ list of  
“must-haves”, as well as suggest possible options for a 
home move that they may not have even considered or 

know to be on the market. Our newly designed  
Gosforth branch also enables the initial property search 
to be done at a safe distance, before taking the next 
steps to arrange viewings. This in turn has made our 
valued vendors and landlords feel more comfortable 
in accepting visits to their properties, knowing that we 
have fully qualified our clients and are sending the right 
people through the door at the stage it is necessary.
Technology has proven itself to be fundamental over 
the last few months, and it has certainly provided us 
with a greater insight into how we can serve our  
clients more effectively and efficiently. We have invested 
heavily in-branch in the best tech to assist our clients, 
utilising video call, large screens, where our clients can 
watch virtual tours, drone footage to provide an  
overview of external space and the property’s  
surroundings, as well as using e-brochures and  
digitising viewing and valuation diary appointments. 
We are committed to providing our clients with a  
service level that is second-to-none and the use of  
technology will not replace our team but will  
strengthen it and allow us to offer a dynamic edge.
Coming into the second half of 2020, where many of us 
feel as if we have written off the first half of the year, and 
our home needs may well have seen a definite shift, we 
are certainly finding the property market boom across 
the region, particularly in certain “hot-spots” and all our 
branches are open and willing to provide our clients 
with a safe and rewarding experience. 

IT WAS A TIME 
TO CONSIDER 
HOW THIS 
BRANCH MAY 
BE UTILISED IN A 
CHANGING 
ENVIRONMENT, 
AND HAS 
CERTAINLY 
ENABLED US 
TO RESPOND 
TO THE 
“NEW NORMAL”

S

WE HAVE 
CREATED 
BOOTHS WHICH 
PROVIDE A 
“BREAKOUT 
SPACE” FOR 
OUR TEAM TO 
MEET WITH 
CLIENTS SAFELY…

 WE ARE COMMITTED TO PROVIDING OUR CLIENTS WITH A 
SERVICE LEVEL THAT IS SECOND-TO-NONE AND THE USE 

OF TECHNOLOGY WILL NOT REPLACE OUR TEAM BUT WILL 
STRENGTHEN IT AND ALLOW US TO OFFER A DYNAMIC EDGE. 

www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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BROOKLANDS, TRANWELL WOODS, MORPETH

PRICE GUIDE: £2.75 MILLION
Brooklands is a magnificent, newly built luxury home, occupying a private garden site of approximately 0.83 acres with secure gated entrance and a triple garage 
with apartment/annexe over. This impressive family home has been beautifully constructed, designed and styled by the owners with great attention to detail. The 
versatile accommodation extends to over 13,500 sq ft including eight bedrooms, six bathrooms, a stunning open plan kitchen/breakfast/dining and living area with 
three sets of bi-fold doors, as well as four further reception rooms. The magnificent leisure suite has a state of the art swimming pool, a gym/entertaining space 
and ‘his and hers’ shower rooms. Brooklands has been designed to enjoy its stunning, south facing outside space as much as the indoor space with granite terraces, 

gazebo seating area with food prep area, wine fridge and pizza oven, ideal for outside entertaining.

Contact rare! From Sanderson Young on 0191 2233500   ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk  www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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HUGE PACKAGE OF EASY MOVE OFFERS AVAILABLE *
PART EXCHANGE | ASSISTED MOVE | CASHBACK

*TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY

SHOW HOME AVAILABLE TO VIEW  |  VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY  |  COVID-19 PROTOCOL IN PLACE

COACH HOUSE DRIVE, HEXHAM  |  A DEVELOPMENT OF 8 DETACHED LUXURY NEW HOMES

ALL ENQUIRIES TO SANDERSON YOUNG’S PONTELAND OFFICE:
Coates Institute, Main Street, Ponteland |  01661 823 951

ponteland@sandersonyoung.co.uk  |  www.sandersonyoung.co.uk

COACH HOUSE DRIVE OFFERS A CHOICE OF 4 DISTINCTIVE HOUSE TYPES, NESTLED ADJACENT TO 
MATURE WOODLAND, ALL WITH PRIVATE LANDSCAPED GARDENS, GARAGE AND DRIVEWAY.

Finished to an exceptionally high standard and specification, each of these stylish 4 and 5 bedroom family homes has lovely individual 
features. Situated toward the edge of the historic market town of Hexham, the development has easy access to a range of local amenities, 

the A69 for commuting, and direct rail links to Newcastle and Carlisle.







I have worked with many inspiring clients as they 
seek to create their dream home in the North 
East and beyond. 

Increasingly the houses are becoming more 
environmental and sophisticated, so that cutting-
edge design is as important as the energy to 
build them and their on-going running costs. 
We are entering a phase when heating systems, 
cars and energy generation are all fast-changing 
technologies. 

Some clients aim to build in the cities and others in 
the countryside. Both offer challenges. They must 
adhere to the planning legislation of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) as well as  local 
authority requirements for conservation areas, 
specific issues and sensitivities.

In the countryside development is permitted so 
long as it meets the requirements of Paragraph 79 
of the NPPF, which sets out specific requirements 
in terms of rural workers, using a historic building 
or disused building. One of the further criteria is 
when a ‘design is of exceptional quality, in that it ‘is 
truly outstanding or innovative’.

The policy provision for new houses in the 
countryside presents an exciting opportunity to 
achieve planning permission for houses that are of 
an exceptional quality of design.

We are working on a proposal - Fold House - in 
Northumberland’s Green Belt under these criteria 
and the client’s ambition is to create a truly superb 
piece of architecture located in a beautiful, natural 
landscape setting. The building will look like a 
modern farmhouse set into a farmer’s pasture field. 

The other aspect is the innovation and defining 

what is innovative. On Fold House the client is 
maximising solar heating and creating an earth 
battery by means of storing heat in the summer, 
for use in the winter. It will be a climate positive 
house - using less energy than it generates.

So why go to the bother of doing all this? These 
houses carry on an English tradition of country 
house building, with an emphasis on quality of 
architecture and workmanship to create something 
special. The raising of design standards can then 
benefit all rural design and national housing. 
The use of innovative construction methods, 
technology and design can teach us so much. 
They are the formula one cars of housing. Just as 
the car manufacturers use racing cars to trial new 
technology, so we need houses to experiment. We 
need to develop new, cleaner more energy efficient 
houses.

It is easy to criticise and comment on these one-
off house proposals - like Fold House they invite 
commentary. We are all adjusting to a new world, 
developing new ways to build and live. We must 
focus on new house types, so that we are able to 
preserve the best of the old country houses as well. 

This tradition of developing new, unique houses 
must continue for the benefit of us all in the 
development of the mass housing of tomorrow.  
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howarthlitchfield.com

Architect’s illustration of the proposed Fold House, courtesy of Howarth Litchfield

DESIGNING A ONE-OFF HOUSE 
Most people watch Grand Designs and dream of building their own house. In whatever form, this 

ambition takes some bravery, conviction, and not least money.

Neil Turner



CALL 0191 545 1005
regentsplaza.co.uk

70 LUXURY APARTMENTS FROM £159,000

Now’s the time to get moving to one of our 70 luxury 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments over twelve floors of 
contemporary living with outstanding views across the city. With allocated parking and steps away from 
Regent Centre Metro and Gosforth High Street. We can arrange appointments to view or provide remote 

viewings of our 4 show apartments. So come and reach new heights in Gosforth.

LIVE THE HIGHLIFE 
IN GOSFORTH RESERVE NOW & GET £2,000 IN LEGAL FEES SUPPORT*

*T&C’s apply. Ask for details.



They spent the next month organising stock 
and making sure their store, which is perfectly 
situated next to Morrisons supermarket in the 
Collingwood Centre at North Shields, was ready 
to start providing the latest in flooring solutions 
for the people of the North East. 

At the end of February they opened for business 
and by lunchtime had already secured half a dozen 
excellent orders. The only snag was that at teatime, 
Boris Johnson announced that all shops were to 
close. They’d been in business for a grand total of 
eight hours. 

Fast forward three months and Optimum Flooring 
Solutions is back and open for business. 

“It wasn’t the ideal way to launch our business 
partnership but I suppose you could say that things 
can only get better,” said Wah Akram. “Steve and 
I had been planning to open our own flooring 
business for ages and were so excited when we 
finally got the keys and could start planning. And 
then the Covid-19 lockdown knocked us for six.”

Thankfully, Wah and Steve could still keep planning 
for the future...from a safe distance of course. 

One thing that was always going to be top of the 
agenda for both of them was customer service. 
Wah has a really successful home care business 
where, obviously, dealing with people is of the 
utmost importance. He knows how to look after 
people and ensure that they’re satisfied with 
everything. He intends to carry that ethos into the 
way Optimum Flooring Solutions operates. 

It’s a similar story with Steve Taylor. “I’ve spent my 
entire career working with customers and ensuring 
they get the right product and the right standard of 
workmanship. Going through the mass of different 
types of flooring can be intimidating for customers. 
They have an inkling of what they’d like but the 
vast majority of people are totally unaware of 
what’s on the market and what would perhaps look 
better and be more suitable. Also, whenever we are 
going to be fitting the flooring, we always conduct 
a site visit. It allows us to ensure that everything 

will be perfect and that the flooring the customer 
has chosen will be up to the job”

Optimum Flooring Solutions is not purely for 
private customers. They also provide flooring 
solutions to the trade, retail and commercial 
businesses. They can take care of new internal 
doors, fittings, staircases, door furniture and all 
adhesives. As you would expect, Optimum Flooring 
Solutions take care of everything. Once you have 
decided on which type and colour of flooring you 
would like, they’ll put wheels in motion to get 
everything sorted...and of course they’ll take care 
of fitting too. 

They are also hugely proud of being a company 
that focusses on sustainability. Their flooring 
products are all responsibly sourced and everything 
is done with the utmost care to be as eco-friendly 
as possible. 

Optimum Flooring Solutions - they’ll get you 
covered. 

So...thinking of changing your floor? The best idea is to get in touch with Wah Akram and Steve Taylor at Optimum Flooring Solutions. Call them on 
0191 250 8480. You’ll also find them on Facebook where Steve gives some nifty demonstrations. www.facebook.com/optimumflooringsolutions

OPTIMUM FLOORING SOLUTIONS -  
THEY’VE GOT IT LAID

It was all going so well for school friends Wah Akram and Steve Taylor. They got the keys to the premises where 
they were going to open their new Optimum Flooring Solutions store. Both provided financial commitment  

to the business with Steve bringing 15 years of know-how and experience in flooring.
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Wah Akram and Steve Taylor



Optimum Flooring Solutions Ltd    Unit 1,Collingwood Centre, Preston North Road, NE29 9QR    Tel : 0191 2508480

THE NEW NAME IN FLOORING



EXCLUSIVE
BUT AFFORDABLE

Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511

Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 610 100

Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733

Opening hours:

Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm • Saturday : 9am - 5pm • Sunday 10am - 4pm

www.tecaz.com

• Well known & trusted brands

• Big discounts up to 70%off retail prices

• Many products with interest free finance*

• Biggest showrooms in the North East

• FREE computer aided design,
planning & Survey

• Free Silestone or Granite worktops on
Signature rigid built kitchens

• Over 250 bathroom & Shower suites
and 50 kitchens on display at each store

• Over 35 years experience
*Please ask for details in store

salenow
on



PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES IN THE NORTH EAST

We make property management simple! We take care of everything  
so you can relax and make money from your property. From check ins and check outs,  

key exchanges, to marketing your property and account management – we do it all.
We are your bespoke property management company in the North East of England.

WHAT WE OFFER

Our range of services that help you maximise your return.

PROPERTY MARKETING
Property listings that are optimised to 

increase bookings.

GUEST COMMUNICATIONS
We are available around the clock to 

provide high-level customer support and 
deal with urgent matters.

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES
We manage all of your bookings and 

deal with customer enquiries in a 
professional manner.

ACCOUNTING AND 
REPORTING

We provide monthly reports to help you 
improve your letting business.

KEY MANAGEMENT
Our friendly team securely manage 

keys and greet your guests and 
introduce them to your let.

CLEANING & LINEN
Linen, laundy, cleaning and full property 
inventories are done for effecient guest 

turn-around.

Ouseburn Gateway, 163 City Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 2BE
info@week2week.co.uk

Please call us to find out more about our properties...0191 281 3129



Did you always envisage a career in property? 

Not at all however, it is an area I have always been 
interested in. The serviced apartment industry is 
influenced by property, travel, and hospitality so there is 
plenty of variation and I love how diverse it is!

What attracted you to your current role? 

An opportunity to drive the family business forward 
using my corporate experience through diversity and 
work around my family at the same time. In addition, 
the opportunity to share my passion for the North East 
Region and growth. 

What changes have you seen in the market  
since you started? 

A huge increase in self-managed properties and 
technology being essential to any operation.

How have you adapted your business during  
the Coronavirus pandemic? 

Prior to lockdown we adapted our future strategy to 
welcome different types of guests and included a more 
stringent cleaning and sanitising protocol specifically for 
safety due to COVID19. During the pandemic we have 
been supporting in-house guests and essential workers 
which we continue to do so. 

How would you advise people looking to buy  
or rent property?

At Week2Week we provide serviced apartment 
management and hosted property management which is 
a diverse approach offering a great ROI as an alternative 
to hotel stays for travellers. We look for good standard 
accommodation where the building lease permits short 
lets. We work with property owners and clients with rent 
to rents where subletting is permitted, or you can white 
label our services and grow your brand. Location is key! 
I would be very happy to discuss property management 
opportunities, please contact the office on 01912813129 
to arrange a coffee and chat.

Tell us the most exciting thing you’re  
currently working on? 

The North East is often forgotten (it feels) and focus is 
more on different UK regions however, during lockdown 

and with the regular use of Zoom we have opened many 
doors to network and collaborate with our London 
centric peers and further afield. It is wonderful to be part 
of a wider network but even better for it to be accessible 
without travel and still be personable. 

We are now welcoming visitors to enjoy city breaks and 
staycations in Newcastle and surrounding areas as well 
as business travellers. Our apartments are an excellent 
safe base to explore the region and its’ heritage, or just 
relax in for a change of scenery. Our locations are ideal 
to visit one of our many beaches too and enjoy local 
traditions – just remember your bucket and spade!  

What’s your fondest memory of a career in  
the property industry?

The sky’s the limit! From awards to company hierarchies, 
we do not let the fact we are a small company put us 
off anything. We are a small family business with a large 
reach. People are important, they are at the heart of 
everything that we do from looking after our in-house 
guests and our regular customers to our friendly team 
and trusted partners. We work with an abundance of 
people throughout the UK of which I am very proud of. 

What are your remaining career aspirations?

To continue to be a North East brand leader in serviced 
apartments and an industry “go to” for all things short 
lets. 

Where’s the best place to live in the  
North East, and why? 

The North East is an accessible place, an ideal hub for 
the UK in fact for heritage and exploring. I am very proud 
of the region and I love that we are close to the city 
but never too far from the countryside and coast! My 
favourite places are Jesmond and Gosforth where I grew 
up.   

When not working, how do you like to relax? 

When I am not at work I like to relax with my family, 
friends, and crazy cocker spaniel whether that is exploring 
outdoors or at home. I love family holidays abroad too 
and when I find time, crafting. 
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CLAIRE PARRY
Managing Director, Week 2 Week Serviced Apartments

www.week2weekservicedapartments.com
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Claire Parry with Tom.
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PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED AT KNIGHT FRANK NEWCASTLE

RICKY BUYS INTO CAREER 
MOVE TO HAY & KILNER 

North East law firm Hay & Kilner has bolstered 
its award-winning commercial property team 
with the appointment of Ricky Handa.

Ricky is joining the Newcastle-headquartered firm 
as an associate solicitor and has worked across a 
wide range of projects and industry sectors in his 
career to date.

After studying for his law degree at Northumbria 
University, Ricky completed his training with 
Square One Law in Newcastle before spearheading 
the growth of the commercial property team at 
Millican Law. 

Nicola Tiffen, Partner and Head of Commercial 
Property at Hay & Kilner, said: “Ricky is a well-
regarded practitioner with a growing reputation 
within the North East commercial property sector. 
He is an excellent addition to the team.”

NEW GATESHEAD QUAYS 
DETAILS ANNOUNCED

New details have been revealed about the 
international conference and exhibition centre due 
to open in winter 2023 on Gateshead Quays.

New CGI videos and imagery show that the UK’s 
newest international conference and exhibition 
centre will be capable of hosting up to 5,000 
delegates with a high level of flexibility across a suite 
of dedicated spaces.

Hailed as one of the country's most exciting 
developments, the £260m project will also include a 
12,500-capacity arena, two hotels, bars, restaurants 
and other public spaces.

A full planning application has been submitted for the 
80,000 sq ft development, positioned between the 
BALTIC and Sage Gateshead. If agreed at planning, 
Gateshead Quays will create approximately 2,000 
jobs and inject a much needed £60m into the 
regional economy each year. 

NEW £11M COUNTY 
DURHAM DEVELOPMENT 

GETS GREEN LIGHT
Plans for a new £11m residential development 
at Syke Road in Burnopfield have been given the 
green light.

The development by Akenside Developments will 
see proposals proceed for 46 three, four and five 
bedroom homes and bungalows, which have been 
approved by Durham County Council.

The scheme will see the first properties released 
in early 2021, plugging a gap in the market for 
families looking to live in larger, more energy 
efficient properties.

The development will also spearhead an increased 
contribution to the local economy as upwards of 

£1.4m is estimated to be spent in shops and on 
other community services and facilities.

More than 50 new construction jobs could also be 
created as onsite work gets underway.

Global commercial property consultancy Knight 
Frank has announced three promotions at its 
76-strong Newcastle office.

Commercial leases specialist, Emily Seager, has 
been promoted to Partner after almost five years 
in the business. Emily negotiates rent reviews, lease 
renewals and lease restructures and has almost 15 
years’ experience.

Tom Jackson, who works in the firm’s building 

consultancy team, has been promoted to Associate 
whilst Jamie Wilson, who works on property 
investments and land acquisition across the capital 
markets and residential development teams, has 
been boosted to Senior Surveyor.

Head of Office, Peter Bowden, said: “It’s always 
a happy time of the year when Knight Frank 
announces its promotions. Emily, Tom and Jamie 
are thoroughly deserving of their new positions and 
I’m looking forward to seeing what they achieve.”

- Commercial Rent Reviews and Lease Renewals - 
- Schedules of Dilapidation and Condition -
- Rating Challenges -
- Tax Valuations - 

Ellison House, 2 Osborne Road, Jesmond,  
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 2AA. 

www.bivbowes.com
Tel: 0191 462 6 264  

BIV BOWES
INDEPENDENT SURVEYORS PROPERTY CONSULTANTS



The real living wage is set by an independent 
organisation which bases its hourly rate on the actual 
cost of living – in the North East this is currently £9.30 
per hour.

As a registered charity, committing to the real living wage 
was a significant business decision but one we were keen 
to make so we could invest in our staff and give them the 
financial reward they deserve.

Care workers are often portrayed as low skilled, which 
determines the pay across the sector. We can’t change this 
as it is set by the government. But we can ensure we show 
how much we value our staff’s skills and commitment by 
paying them this real living wage.

Due to an ageing population, residents come to us later 
in life or stay with us for longer, and their health often 
deteriorates physically and mentally. This means our 
staff have to be fully trained and competent to deal with 
individual needs right through to end of life, and this brings 
with it a series of physical and emotional challenges.

Our amazing staff tackle these challenges head-on, and 
show an incredible amount of passion for their job. They 
care for our residents like they were their own family. Their 
work deserves to be rewarded with a decent rate of pay.

Being a real living wage employer has given us a platform 
to stand out in the health & social care sector, and has 
helped us to attract and retain a wonderful workforce, 
making Eothen Homes an employer of choice.

Tel: 0191 281 9100      Email: recruitment@eothenhomes.org.uk

THE REAL LIVING WAGE AND EOTHEN HOMES
Why do we pay the living wage?
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Which is why when COVID 19 hit us, and the government took all 
of the extensive and drastic steps they did, many people asked me: 
"What did you do last time?"

Well, even for me and most of my generation, there hasn't been a "last 
time". This has been a first for everyone. But now as we slowly emerge 
from the worst effects, it is clear everybody had to look at life in a 
different way.

Obviously consumers have adapted very suddenly two major changes 
- an almost cashless economy and a huge swing to online purchases 
(online sales grew from 19.1% of total sales to 33.4% between January 
and May this year, and of course many people were paying by card in 
physical shops as well). Both of these, and especially the second, have 
huge ramifications. We have seen the collapse of retailers such as Oasis/
Warehouse and Cath Kidston and restaurant chains are downsizing 
their operations on a unprecedented scale - witness Zizzi, Carluccios 
and Frankie & Benny’s. Of course Intu, the owners of Eldon Square and 
Metro Centre, fell into receivership in June.

Undoubtedly there will still be a demand for shops, because some 
items are more “touchy feely". People want to smell perfumes and 
aftershaves, and feel the quality and fit of clothes. They still want to 
look at the cuts of meat and look at the actual size of ornaments to 
see if they would fit in their homes. But if retailers sales volumes fall, 
so must rents.

Landlords need to be prepared for a downturn and work with their 
tenants to get the best for everyone in this "new world". 

www.bivbowes.co.uk     Tel: 0191 462 6 264

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
In the last Northern Insight, Mike kindly published a blurb about me celebrating 40 years in commercial 

property. It does mean that I have been around longer than most in the profession. 



“Historically, pandemics have had far-reaching effects 
beyond the direct health of the population into 
additional and sometimes surprising sectors - the 
cholera outbreaks in C18th London were mapped 
leading to the discovery that the bacteria were 
water borne and transmitted through the public 
water supply, leading to the construction of modern 
sewage systems, whilst research into the air-spread 
Tuberculosis (TB) bacteria led to the realisation of the 
importance of cleaning surfaces.

“So whilst the Covid-19 virus may not be completely 
understood yet, the indirect effects of the pandemic 
are already being manifested in all aspects of life from 
shopping to work, from travel to education and from 
leisure to the design of our homes.

“The design of living spaces is probably the most 
important aspect of architecture for many people, 
especially considering most of us have spent the major 
part of the past four months in them and may well 
continue to do so. We are really interested in how we 
design living spaces and their localities in response to 
the restrictions imposed by, and the lessons learnt from, 
the virus to create homes for a future where the threat 
or reality of the virus remains.

“We need to think carefully about designs for new 
houses, however as apparently 80% of the homes we 
will be living in by 2050 have already been built, we also 
need to consider how we adapt and retrofit changes 
to existing homes. Changes to our thinking about the 
design of homes must also be achievable regardless 
of house type/size or tenure - whether the property 
is rented or owned. Practically, however, there’s a vast 
difference to what can be achieved in a two-bedroom 
apartment in a 50-year-old tower block and a modern 
detached home but even the smallest changes can make 

a big difference to both the quality of our lives at home 
and controlling virus transmission. 

“Our aim is to design homes that create more resilience 
to the spread of infection and support differing and 
longer periods of occupation for different purposes, for 
example: working from home; home schooling; maybe 
accommodating more occupants as the family returns to 
the home as a refuge; and supporting multi generations 
with their own specific needs. Homes that are good for 
our health and wellbeing.

“Starting with the outside, external spaces are as 
important as the internal ones, as the pandemic has now 
proven the therapeutic benefits of nature and outdoor 
space, as well as its importance as a safe meeting, 
socialising and exercising place. The inclusion of easily 
accessible balconies, yards, roof terraces, communal or 
private gardens is key – ideally with covered areas to give 
shelter for year-round use, and if at all possible accessible 
to visitors without having to pass through the home.  

“Considering the layout of the inside of our homes – let’s 
start at the front door. Continued contagion fears will 
raise the importance of the design of the home’s arrival 
zone or entrance, ensuring that it is the barrier between 
the potential danger of outside and the home sanctuary.  
Space for removing and storing outdoor coats, bags and 
shoes should be allowed for and ideally somewhere 
close by to wash hands, or at least conveniently locate 
hand sanitiser – a well-positioned shelf will do. Defining 
this arrival zone can be done through changes in floor 
finish, partial enclosure with walls or glazed screens or 
where there is sufficient space the traditional lobby will 
be perfect to contain these functions.  Incorporating a 
secure delivery area, accessible from both outside and 
internally, would be a great addition, facilitating safe 
postal and other products delivery.

Nicky Watson, Director of Newcastle-based JDDK Architects, explains how architects are focused on 
the design of spaces considering the lessons learnt by our present knowledge of this world-changing 

pandemic and begins with the design of our homes.
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HOW THE PANDEMIC COULD AFFECT  
THE DESIGN OF HOMES

Covered balconies and large windows give superb external views to this Durham home.



“We may see internal floor areas of new 
homes increase as they are designed to 
accommodate larger numbers of people for 
longer periods. Where this isn’t the case, be 
it in existing houses or new ones, we need 
to be clever about designing so that the 
layout can be more flexible for the different 
and more intense uses the home may have 
to serve – living, work, leisure, education, 
exercise and as a sanctuary. 

“Whilst open plan has been extremely 
popular in recent years it can have its draw 
backs in terms of lack of privacy and acoustic 
separation for home working and  home 
schooling, so quiet work spaces should be 
included in house designs – this could be 
a separate room entirely – a study or snug 
space, or simply a defined area in a bedroom 
(alcoves are useful for this) or part of the open 
plan space that can be shut off temporarily 
with, say, moveable partitions. Noises from 
kitchens can be particularly disturbing to 
work so we may find increased separation 
of this space from other living spaces may 
be more of the norm in the future.  Such 
separation is likely to also enhance the ability 
to maintain levels of hygiene where food is 
prepared, an important factor in mitigating 
virus transmission. Designs will need careful 
consideration to retain the ability to be 
social in the kitchen whilst retaining hygienic 
separation for food preparation.

“The quality of our home working and living 
spaces become more and more important 
when we are spending more time in them.  
Good levels of daylight, a source of fresh air 
and views to the outside are all key to our 
well-being. Increasingly, therefore, spaces 
used in the day will be given the best aspect 

to achieve these requirements – maybe 
located on upper floors for example, where 
there are opportunities for better daylight 
and views, with sleeping areas on the more 
enclosed and often cooler ground floors.

“Bringing natural light into the home will be 
a priority throughout with as much visual 
connection to the external environment 
as possible and increased use of ‘garden 
rooms’ linked to covered external areas and 
conservatories so that the gap between 
indoor and outdoor is blurred and even 
internal spaces can be used for food growing. 

“Increased and ingenious storage space will 
become a requirement. Not only reflecting 
a greater number of inhabitants, but also 
to facilitate spaces being able to have more 
than one function, for example a home 
school, and then an indoor gym, and then a 
TV Lounge. Interior furniture will be multi-
functional too. For example, a sofa will fold 
away to make space for a gym mat, or a work 
desk hinged to the wall can be flattened 
when the family come together in the 
evening and so need more space. Increased 
storage in kitchens will be very helpful in 
managing problems of supply when we are 
making fewer trips to the shops so buying 
more at a time – we predict the return of the 
old-fashioned pantry.

“Architects have learnt from the health 
sector where more consideration is given 
to the performance of finishes, with anti-
bacterial materials for ironmongery and solid 
surfaces which are easily cleaned. Similarly 
paint on doors, frames and banisters etc 
(ie touch points) could have anti-bacterial 
properties.

Nicky Watson, www.jddk.co.uk     0191 2860811     
millmount@jddk.co.uk
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“Whilst the time we are in our home increases, we use more 
electricity and heat – so increased insulation and use of renewable 
energy sources, particularly solar power, will be critical in reducing 
the impact of fuel poverty. Water supplies may also be limited or 
more expensive so rainwater harvesting and recycling will become 
common as may the use of ‘living’ roofs to provide better insulation 
and carbon capture.

“Our neighbours have become and will continue to be an increasingly 
important part of our social bubbles. Our homes and the spaces 
outside them will support greater (safe) interaction between us and 
our neighbours and members of our communities as well as provide 
private sanctuary. We will prevent the social isolation that a pandemic 
can bring by being able to see activity outside our front doors, we 
will have separated outdoor spaces that have visual and acoustic 
connections with others, as well as shared outdoor spaces that will 
be designed to be suitable for all members of our communities– old 
and young.

“If we can use the tragedy and devastation of the pandemic as a 
catalyst for change as many politicians currently now promise and 
loudly proclaim, by adapting our current homes and building better 
homes for the future, then maybe some good may yet come from 
Covid-19.”

Balconies to apartments to 
reconnect to the external 

environment

Connections and communal spaces are designed to reduce social isolation.

Design can maximise space and light.



Well-known and loved in Newcastle’s luxurious 
Great Park Estate, Catherine and Derek Porter are 
now expanding their successful property agency 
business further afield, after making the most of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

Around five years ago, an opportunity arose for 
Catherine and Derek, to open Bird House Properties 
on the new Great Park Estate. Living there themselves, 
and having had over 50 years combined experience 
in the sales and customer service industry, the couple 
set out to pair people with their dream homes, via a 
personalised, second-to-none service. 

Knowing how stressful the property ladder can be, 
their core values, knowledge of the housing market and 
dedicated personal service, meant that Catherine and 
Derek quickly outsold all other agents in Newcastle 
Great Park, making them the best-selling agent in the 
area. 

Being hit by COVID-19, like all in the property 
industry, Catherine and Derek soon became aware of 
the beneficial situation they were in, already running 
their business from home. Unlike other agents, with 
expensive shop fronts, the couple built their family-run 
reputation organically in the area, whilst working from 
home, so while everyone was adapting to their ‘new 
norm’, this already was normality for the Porters.

Competitors were working on how to run their business 
and employees from home, whilst Catherine and Derek 
already had this under control and did not have to 
let standards slip, pushing them even more in to the 
forefront.  

According to Catherine, their success all comes down to 

their personalised service and flexibility;

“Our speciality is that we care. Coming from a 

background outside of real estate, it gives us the 

benefit of being experienced in sales and looking after 

our clients largest commodity, without some of the old 

habits of traditional estate agents.

“As a family-run business, we know what’s most 

important to our clients, so we put ourselves in your 

position to ensure you get exactly the right ‘nest’ for 

your ‘chicks’”

Over the last five years, Bird House Properties has only 

gone from strength to strength, bringing in hundreds of 

impeccable reviews and accolades from local residents. 

Now, their plans are to expand further across Newcastle, 

to the areas of Gosforth, Wideopen, Kingston Park and 

Brunswick Green.

The services provided by the agents include purchasing 

properties, selling properties and renting properties, 

with a large portion of the Great Park Estate having 

already benefitted from their assistance. 

Being an accredited SAFEagent, Bird House Properties 

also has strong relationships with reliable and reputable 

landlords in area, ensuring that all rental clients also 

receive the first class personalised service. 

Having built their business around their family values, 

there’s no doubt that you can trust Bird House 

Properties with your nest. 

Bird House Properties     0191 660 1568     www.birdhouseproperties.co.uk

BIRD HOUSE PROPERTIES
How Great Park’s favourite property agent has thrived during the pandemic.
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Derek and Catherine Porter 



BRING THE
OUTSIDE IN

Create more living space and transform your home with 
a stunning conservatory. Contact us today for a free, no 
obligation site survey and quotation.

1st Choice Windows NE is a family-run business that has 
been supplying the North East of England since 2009.

1stchoicewindowsne.co.uk
 @1stchoicewindowsne

 @1stchoicewindowsne

0191 2835591 
or 0191 9170828



BRING THE
OUTSIDE IN

Create more living space and transform your home with 
a stunning conservatory. Contact us today for a free, no 
obligation site survey and quotation.

1st Choice Windows NE is a family-run business that has 
been supplying the North East of England since 2009.

1stchoicewindowsne.co.uk
 @1stchoicewindowsne

 @1stchoicewindowsne

0191 2835591 
or 0191 9170828



www.karpetmills.co.uk
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Karpet Mills, the North East leading Carpet and Flooring 
retailer, are delighted to announce that all stores are now 
open for business again after lockdown, including the NEW 
Designer Flooring Premium Showroom at their Kingston Park 
branch in Newcastle.

All six stores have successfully re-opened, with new measures in 
place to help customers shop with confidence, and early signs 
have been extremely positive, with all staff now returning from 
furlough due to customer demand.

“The coronavirus crisis has had an enormous impact on our 
retail business, but I am absolutely thrilled to announce that 
we are fully back open for business and here to help anyone 
who requires carpets and flooring.” Says Joel Dickinson, Karpet 
Mills director. “It goes without saying that the entire world 
has (almost without exception) had to adjust to the impact of 
COVID-19. However, our company has been established for over 
140 years and although this is the biggest crisis we have had 
to face in our family’s living memory previous generations in 
our company have overcome enormous obstacles including two 
World Wars”.

The enforced lockdown came just as Karpet Mills had launched 
their new premium Designer Flooring showroom in Kingston 
Park, Newcastle. The new 10,000 sqft showroom displays the 
highest quality floor coverings available in today’s market, 
including famous names such as Amtico, Axminster, Crucial 
Trading to name just a few.

In addition to having the North-East largest selection of premium 
flooring on display, the new showroom also features state-of-
the-art design software from both Hugh Mackay & Amtico, 
allowing customers to create completely bespoke carpets and 
flooring, and even providing them with visual representations of 
how their new flooring will look in their home.

“This will be a real game changer for us” says Karpet Mills 
director Joel Dickinson. “Our Designer Flooring Showroom at our 
Karpet Mills branch in Hexham has had great success since its 
launch in early 2018, so it has always been the plan to open up 

further showrooms and expand the business. The new Designer 
Flooring showroom will allow us to provide customers with the 
largest selection of premium flooring brands in the North East.”

The move marks further expansion for the Karpet Mills brand, 
who have invested heavily in recent years with two new stores in 
Hexham & Benton, brand-new purpose-built head office facility, 
and a full renovation of their Durham branch based in Hetton-
le-Hole.

Karpet Mills combines the experience gleaned from over a 140 
years trading with the modern-day expectations of quality 
and service to provide the full package for every customer. All 
branches (Kingston Park, Gateshead, Hetton-Le-Hole, Hexham 
and now Benton) are open for trade seven days a week. Please be 
aware that all stores now features new measures, in accordance 
with Government advice and guidelines, to ensure the safety of 
all customers and staff at all times.

NEW MEASURES IN PLACE,  
BUT IT’S BUSINESS AS USUAL

Karpet Mills re-open all stores post lockdown.

Joel Dickinson
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SHOW HOME 
NOW OPEN

62 – 70 THE DRIVE

GOSFORTH

NEWCASTLE

NE3 4AR

T / 0191 01234 567

E / info@coachhousegosforth.com

www.coachhousegosforth.com



BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

EXCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT 
OF LUXURY HOMES IN THE 
HEART OF GOSFORTH. 
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MEDIAWORKS 
UNVEILS NEW DIGITAL 
EXPERIENCE FOR HOME 

GROUP
Award-winning digital marketing agency 
Mediaworks has completed a year-long project 
with Home Group, the UK’s leading provider of 
high-quality housing, health and social care.

The project will deliver accessible and personalised 
online content to Home Group’s customers, 
enabling them to quickly find the information they 
are looking for through online search and complete 
their transactions online.

At the heart of the project was the redesign and 
optimisation of their website. It was developed in 
close consultation with the housing association’s 
customer groups to create an improved online 
experience.

Other key features include improved navigation and 
personalisation tools which deliver user-specific 
content for visitors to the website dependent on 
where in the UK they logged on from. 

MAGAZINE FIRM SUPPLEMENTS 
BUSINESS EXPANSION

A North East magazine subscription and distribution firm 
has seen a marked increase in the number of publications 
being delivered to homes throughout the country leading to 
a change in the company’s business model.

Gateshead-based Unique Magazines delivers a choice of more 
than 3,500 magazine titles to thousands of readers in 160 
countries all over the world.

The recent lockdown seen a dramatic rise in magazine 
subscriptions leading to MD John Porrett expanding his business 
with a recruitment campaign looking for a management 
accountant, a digital marketing manager and an in-house web 
developer. 

John has also redesigned his warehouse space with social 
distancing rules in place to cater for the general public to call in 
to buy and collect their favourite weekly, monthly or quarterly 
periodical. 

BUILDING CHARITIES’ 
BRANDS THROUGH 

LOCKDOWN AND BEYOND
After supporting the region’s charities during the 
coronavirus crisis, a North East PR agency has 
announced it will continue to donate a portion 
of profits to good causes as the country emerges 
from lockdown.

Darlington-based Harvey & Hugo decided to 
donate 20 per cent from the fee of all new Pay-as-
Hugo PR and marketing services to a charity of the 
clients’ choice.

Raising £600 for charities including Daisy Chain 
and Suited and Booted, the scheme proved such a 
success that Harvey & Hugo has decided to extend 

it, now pledging to donate five per cent.

The firm’s Pay-as-Hugo services aim to make 
PR and marketing services accessible to all, by 
removing contracts and breaking down services 
into fixed-fee, bite-sized products.

UNWRITTEN'S MADDY 
HOUGHTON APPOINTED 
TO THE COMMON ROOM 

YOUTH BOARD
Following her appointment as Head of Delivery 
at Unwritten Group, Maddy Houghton has been 
appointed to join the Youth Board of The Common 
Room.

The Common Room was established as a charity in 2017 
to lead the restoration of Neville Hall in Newcastle 
city centre. The charity will support the region’s future 
economic growth and provide a broad range of unique 
public spaces for events, lectures, weddings and more.

The purpose of the Youth Board for under 30s is to 
influence the content and delivery of The Common 
Room’s core programme and activity in the region. 

Within her role, Maddy will contribute her marketing 
and education expertise to shape the content of the core 
programme, which includes education and apprentices, 
oral history, STEM engagement and heritage.



Interesting question and with the wearing of 
non-clinical facemasks looking set to become 
a legal necessity for access to both public 
transport and many other facilities, bang on 
trend! How interesting that a question like this 
would have been ludicrous just six months ago 
and a sign of how fast our world has changed…?

So, let’s forget the pandemic for a moment and go 
back to the basics of branded promotional products 
– old fashioned basics that you won’t find in Google 
Analytics and all the other digital marketing tools 
now promoted as critical for survival and that have 
turned the Mad Men of advertising into the Maths 
Men of marketing. To be successful, promotional 
items have to perform a function for the recipient, 
whether this be as a pen, screwdriver or USB stick 
to name but a few examples. If the recipient wants 
it, uses it and finds it useful, the sender will have 
got their sales message over – it not, they’ll have 
wasted their money.

Promotional items can be incredibly successful 
with the most recent and extreme example being 
the baseball hat worn by Donald Trump on his 2016 
presidential election campaign. The ‘Make America 
Great Again’ or MAGA, as it is now referred to, 
patriotic campaign slogan resonated with millions 
of Americans and helped produce Trump’s surprise 
victory – even though both Clinton and Ronald 
Regan had previously used it. Wearing the baseball 

cap was mimicked by millions with sales of the 
cap (at $25.00 each) raising funds for Trump’s 
campaign. Trump didn’t have to say a word at many 
of his rallies (many may wish he hadn’t…) as the 
cap said it all.

Johnson and Cummings should maybe have 
followed his example with their various slogans over 
recent months, although changing the message so 
often would have presented difficulties…

So, could it work on a facemask? Absolutely, yes! 
Dependent on the sector you work in and the sales 
message you brand the mask, you will be producing 
walking billboards of brand ambassadors who are 
obviously willing to spread the word and promote 
your brand. 

But, as in many such questions, it’s always best 
to ask the real experts. In response, Charlie Parker, 
Managing Director of Parkers Promotional Products, 
commented, “We’re seeing incredible demand for 
branded facemasks across a whole range of sectors 
including education, transport, leisure and various 
service industries. It’s important to note, however, 
the different types of facemask – our branded 
items are cloth which can be washed and reused 
– they’re designed to stop the wearer spreading 
the virus through coughs and sneezes and are not 
the PPE required by the NHS and care sector which 
help protect the wearer.”

“They are now a legal requirement which people 
need so rather than risk infection by sourcing them 
in shops, it’s convenient to be given one and they’re 
not just useful, they’re mandatory so as long as 
they don’t violently disagree with being associated 
with the brand, recipients are more than happy to 
wear them.”

Branded facemasks will become hugely popular 
and are already featuring with the ‘Black Lives 
Matter’ campaign making particularly successful 
use of them with priceless media coverage of 
demonstrators in early June. The message and 
design of its layout is still critical and organisations 
thinking of investing in facemasks as promotional 
items, should think carefully about the message 
they wish to promote, which may not always be 
exactly the same as their mission statement but 
be specific to protection against the spread of the 
virus.

In the USA, they have already become fashion 
accessories with Disney selling character masks 
and sports leagues like NBA and NFL selling 
licensed team logo masks with many organisations 
donating profits to medical and humanitarian 
causes. Fashion brands here are developing their 
own masks whilst other organisations like EasyJet 
are supplying children’s masks to passengers. Like 
them or not, facemasks are here to stay and can be 
a great way to promote your brand.

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how we can help your 
business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us (not so anonymously) @SilverBulletPR.
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Did you always envisage a career in the Media industry?

No. I flirted with a few different options and also did a 
law degree, but I did not feel I had sufficient levels of 
concentration for the legal sector and the heavy reading 
that goes with it. I was fortunate enough to get a start in 
journalism, via regional newspapers in Northumberland  
and Kent.

What has been your career path so far?

After a three year stint in journalism, I entered public relations 
and have worked exclusively in the agency world ever since. 
This saw me take up appointments in central London, Kent 
and Harrogate before returning to the North East where 
I formed Bradley O’Mahoney Public Relations with Tony 
Bradley. It is our 30 year anniversary next year. Tony and I 
were together for the best part of 20 years during which time 
he became the first PR consultant from the North East to be 
appointed national President of the Chartered Institute of 
Public Relations. We built a strong brand that has represented 
many familiar names such as Warburtons, McAlpine, Ernst 
&Young, Irwin Mitchel, Vickers, KLM, DFDS, One NorthEast, 
Verisure, Arup, Maersk, Northern Gas Networks, Sage software, 
AkzoNobel, Newcastle and Sunderland Colleges and nearly all 
of the region’s universities.

What have been the biggest challenges you have  
faced so far?

The biggest challenge was building a brand from scratch 
back in the early 1990s, especially when I had returned 
to the region with no local contacts and just one client, a 
Japanese company based in Essex. I was more impatient and 
demanding back in those days and found it frustrating that 
we could not grow quicker than I wished. It took a number of 
years to become truly established and then the opportunities 
flowed in.

The first 20 years seem almost sedate compared to the last 
ten, where we have faced uncertainty and challenge on a 
scale probably never seen before. By that I mean the financial 
crisis, Brexit and now the pandemic. It has been hard work 
swashbuckling our way through that toxic mixture.

Who do you most respect in your industry?

There are lots of companies and sole traders providing a great 
service and I applaud them all. If I had to pick some names it 
would be those who have not attempted to provide a diluted 
multi service offering but have stayed true to their area of 
specialism and have been resilient enough to be around 
nearly as long as us. I think it is better to specialise in a clearly 
defined area than to try and be a jack of all trades. So, hats off 
to MHW, Karol and Recognition.

What is your greatest strength?

I think I can get to the crux of a client-related issue fairly 
quickly. I dislike jargon and complexity and try to keep things 
very simple and clear. I am also capable of standing my 
ground, when I think it is needed.

What is your biggest weakness?

I don’t know if it is a weakness but I find it very hard to resist 
any organisation or individual that comes to me for help. It 
is a good thing to help others, but it can involve lots of time. 
Right now I am supporting a high profile charity with PR and 
communications and chair a Catholic education trust, which 
comprised four schools at the beginning of this year and 
will reach 34 schools in two years. That is a huge challenge, 
one that is both exciting and daunting in equal measure and 
currently involves inordinate amounts of time.

What has been your proudest achievement?

There have been many great moments with clients and 
colleagues over my career. However, I would have to say that 
the introduction of my two daughters Sarah and Jane into the 
business and having the opportunity to mentor them and see 
them flourish, has given me the greatest level of satisfaction. 

What are your remaining career aspirations?

I keep thinking that I should start to step back a little but I 
find that hard. I love working with clients and helping them  
to build their businesses and brands. I also still get an 
immense thrill out of converting new business, the fact that 
someone makes a decision to appoint me or the business,  
is a great feeling. 

How do you see your industry evolving in the next  
ten years?

It’s hard to know where the PR industry will be in the next  
ten years, especially when you consider how much it has 
changed in the last ten with the digital revolution. The 
opportunities are very exciting but I do worry that there 
is today far more emphasis on tactical delivery than the 
development of clear and coherent PR and communications 
strategies, out of which the tactical activity should come. 
Social channels have in many ways enabled this, as many 
companies now have multiple channels to communicate 
through and instead of carefully considering their approach 
and strategy they simply ‘push’ content as fast as they can.
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Media Matters 
In a new series of features Northern Insight talks to leading  
figures in the region’s media industry. 

This month we meet Daniel O’Mahoney, Managing Director,  
Bradley O’Mahoney Public Relations
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This pandemic was certainly a curveball, and 
although it posed a bigger threat than most of 
us have experienced before, as business leaders 
we’re used to having obstacles thrown at us. 
These challenges drive a change in thinking 
and present an opportunity to demonstrate 
resilience and innovation. 

As we emerge from this crisis, we face another 
set of challenges. Rising unemployment levels will 
impact everyone, but particularly women, whose 
unemployment rate is almost 3% higher than 
men’s. Reassessing business strategy is tough for 
everyone, but in order to protect our workforce 
equally, we must consider what we can do to build 
stronger businesses that will survive the recovery 
phase.

Adapt for the future 

The disproportionate impact of unemployment on 
women is, in part, due to them taking the lead on 
additional childcare and household responsibilities. 
As a business managed by women, empowering 
our staff to have a healthy home life balance was 
crucial to us going forward.

After the overwhelming success of remote 
working, and to make flexible working permanent, 
we’re leasing a new Unwritten HQ. The modern, 
collaborative space is perfect for supporting the 
team in working between the office and home, in a 
way that supports their lifestyles.

It’s still possible to progress your long-term 
business goals whilst you adapt to unexpected 
circumstances – just keep in mind how to make 
them sustainable for your team.

Refocus, reimagine and rebuild 

The crisis, for Unwritten, saw a significant reduction 
in our usual work. Of course, this sparked anxieties 
over what this meant for us and our future. 

Instead of dwelling on worries, we worked on 
achieving our vision and focused resources 
into new projects; ones that we believed would 
strengthen our business model. Using our time 
to create something new provided a change of 
pace that re-energised our team and gave us all 
a morale boost that carried us through those first 
weeks of uncertainty, and we’re now well into the 
development stages of a lucrative and exciting new 
arm of the business.

Refocusing on creating new projects or divisions 
is a great way to diversify and build a stronger 
business model. It’s an ideal time for businesses to 
explore untapped markets and build new audiences, 
expanding reach and potential for growth. 

It’s also worth considering taking advantage 
of advertising costs that are lower than usual 
at the moment to use this time to position and 
promote your business and offer. Marketing 
remains an excellent catalyst for growing sales 
pipelines, stabilising your business during times of 
uncertainty.

Lean on your network

When lockdown was enforced, networking 
opportunities ground to a halt. Attending a 
membership event or popping to see a business 

associate became impossible but having a network 
of support was more vital than ever. 

Instead, through Zooms, our North East colleagues 
quickly united to spark a pivot from panic to 
productivity. We shared our fears and contingency 
plans and helped each other navigate the biggest 
challenge we had collectively faced. This inspiring 
group of business leaders have empowered me to 
stay positive and focused. I feel incredibly grateful 
to have a close circle of brilliantly supportive peers, 
and to be immersed in the community we’re all 
part of.

Talk to those you trust, take their advice and use 
their support. We have all seen what the power of 
community can do, so now is the time to embrace 
it.

For us, facing this crisis with a resilient mindset 
has had a snowball effect of creating more 
determination than ever to push the boundaries 
and progress our mission to make Unwritten the 
very best it can be; for our team and for our clients. 
With this goal in mind, we’re pressing on with our 
long-term strategy.

As we continue to speculate what the remainder of 
this year will bring, I’m proud to say that the only 
direction we’re looking in, is onwards and upwards.

BUILDING 
STRONGER 

BUSINESSES IN 
THE FACE OF 

ADVERSITY 
Reflecting on how she has used 

the last few months to drive 
forward her commitment to 

investing in the future, Lisa Eaton, 
Managing Director of integrated 

communications agency Unwritten 
Group, shares her advice for 
building a resilient business.
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AC Hotel Belfast

This beautiful riverside hotel located 
in Northern Ireland came to Curtis 
Gabriel looking for support prior to 
opening. The hotel required both 
brand awareness and traffic to their 
website to help generate bookings, 
but ultimately, they also wanted to 
grow their audience on social media.

How we helped?

After completing thorough research 
and completing a competitor analysis, 
Curtis Gabriel provided a social strategy 
document which would meet their aims 
and objectives during the launch period.

What we did?

We used our social media content to 
promote the hotel opening, as well as 
the fact this was the first and only AC 
Hotel to launch in Northern Ireland. By 
using high quality images to showcase 

the stunning riverside location as well 
as the fantastic Michelin Star award-
winning chef – Jean Christophe Novelli 
restaurant, Novelli at City Quays, we 
were able to profile the hotel as the 
ultimate place to stay in Northern 
Ireland.

To create more exposure for the hotel, 
we shared local PR content, positive 
news stories, human interest content 
and shared competitions. During 
2019 the hotels social media content 
received 2.47 million impressions and 
received 129,901 engagements. 

Impact of Covid-19

In recent months we have supported the 
hotel through the covid-19 pandemic 
with our 24/7 account management 
handling a spike in customer service 
enquiries, our content is now promoting 
the re-opening of the hotel as the 
perfect venue for a visit to Belfast.

Visit www.curtisgabriel.com to discover more client success stories. 

REALISE THE POWER OF 
SOCIAL MEDIA 

North east based social, digital and design agency 
Curtis Gabriel work with over 200 clients across four 

continents. Discover how they have helped their 
clients realise the power of social media. 
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Their bespoke cloud-based SaaS solutions help 
power over 1500 companies across the world. 
Over 25 years of taxi company-inspired features 
have been built into their system to ensure it 
is the best booking & dispatch system on the 
market. Headquartered in Manchester, UK their 
customers are located all over the world. In 
addition to their flagship product Ghost, Autocab 
have since broadened their range of services to 
include taxi company branded apps, analytics, 
bespoke phone systems as well as a range of web 
and social media solutions for private hire taxi, 
limousine and ground transportation companies 
of all sizes.

Launched with the best interests of the UK taxi 
industry at heart, Curtis Gabriel helped raise 
awareness of the Think Travel Think Taxi campaign 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

How we did it

Autocab’s #ThinkTravelThinkTaxi awareness 
campaign was launched with the best interests of 
the UK taxi industry at heart, and we are incredibly 
proud to have been part of the team who devised 
the concept and supported its inception.

Our social media campaigns to promote 
nationwide awareness has received incredible 
results, with our launch video reaching over 1.5 
million on Facebook alone.

This umbrella campaign also houses The Safe Taxi 
and Private Hire Charter – a promise by the UK 
Private Hire Taxi and Mini-Cab industry to adhere 
to the very highest standards of sanitation. To date, 
our social media campaigns encouraging signatories 
have contributed to over 200 companies pledging 
their allegiance to the Charter.

In the first three months since being tasked to 
head up Autocab’s awareness campaign we have 
recorded 2.5 million social impressions, 30,115 
social engagement and 4,900 website visits. 

Visit www.curtisgabriel.com to discover more client success stories. 
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CURTIS GABRIEL LAUNCH 
INDUSTRY LEADING - THINK 

TRAVEL THINK TAXI CAMPAIGN
Our client, Autocab – is the No. 1 supplier of taxi booking & dispatch 
systems in the world. Having sold their first system in 1991, Autocab 

has grown to become the largest supplier of booking & dispatch 
systems in the world today. 



Are you ready for 
Business as unusual?

‘You can guide your business out of COVID19 with the support of quality social media 
and digital marketing, ensuring you are prepared to fight for your previous customers, 

maximise new opportunities and pivoting where necessary.’

• Life is going to be different for a while, those business who adapt and enhance their product, service 
and marketing will enjoy the most success.

• It needs to be accepted that business will not go back to ‘normal’, there will be a New Normal -
Business as unusual.

• Traditional revenue streams will potentially be hard fought for. Customers will expect new and 
adjusted services and standards. This will create opportunity for new revenue streams and markets.

• Social media and digital marketing will be the most cost-effective way of targeting new audiences and 
achieving success for new and existing business development opportunities.

• The COVID19 lockdown has presented this opportunity with a shift in consumer paradigm. Increased 
value has been placed on local community and acts of generosity and charity, along with services to 
support this or living in the new normal.

• Those sitting within the heart of their community and audience, providing essential products/services 
and operationally accommodating a desire for increased standards of sanitization and social 
distancing will prevail. A trusted brand well established in the market and community at the forefront 
of customers minds will only maximise this success.

• Curtis Gabriel can help steer this success through:
• Creative thinking and application
• Brand amplification
• Community engagement
• Robust Strategy
• Targeted ads

• Measured social and commercial ROI

Find out more at www.curtisgabriel.com
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Claire, it is precisely a year since we appeared 
together in Northern Insight and who could have 
imagined that we would have been having this 
discussion back then? We all know these have 
been unprecedented times and of course we are 
not over them yet. 

Can you give us an idea of what it has been 
like managing the communications activity for 

the NHS in the region?

I don’t think I have ever experienced anything like 
this in my career to date. The intensity, the volume, 
the pace, the focus, the complexity, the highs and 
the lows, the overwhelming sadness and fear. The 
humbling support from the public, partners and local 
businesses, the amazing staff – and everything in-
between. 

Unprecedented is a word that has been used many 
times, but I don’t believe it articulates what we all 
have, and continue to, go through. It still feels too 
early to analyse the good the bad and the ugly from 
a communications point of view, but I could not 
be prouder of my team and how they have been 
steadfast in their approach which, day in day out, has 
focussed on patients, the public and staff. 

Throughout this, we have managed to maintain high 
levels of public and staff engagement – which has 
been no mean feat. 

I would also highlight how, as a region, we mobilised 

the communications effort to ensure consistency 
and impact – despite some people centrally not 
wanting us to do this. 

There are many challenges here, what was  
the biggest for you? 

One of the biggest frustrations, however, has been 
linked to announcements made during the daily 
briefings, that directly impacted on the NHS and its 
staff, without having any heads up. We had to change 
important procedures for safety reasons, like usage 
of PPE, very quickly.   

From a management perspective, what was 
new for you to have to implement? 

I suppose this would be the nature of a major 
incident. Typical incidents are short term – this has 
been high intensity over a long period; therefore, 
management approaches have needed to adapt to 
deal with resilience and continuity. 

We had to quickly create team ‘bubbles’ to reduce 
the number of people in the office on any given 
day and work out how to balance the needs and 
requirements of the job alongside adhering to the 
rules re social distancing etc.  

What positives would you like to share with 
our readers?

Much has been written over the years regarding 
lack of community cohesion and/or fractured 

society, and I think COVID:19 brought people 

together. Supporting and looking after each other, 

talking to neighbours, shopping for neighbours or 

those in need. Members of the public, schools and 

business have donated so much to the NHS it has 

been overwhelming and humbling in equal measure. 

The selflessness of people donating their time to 

make PPE for staff and patients has been incredible 

and who can forget the efforts of Captain Tom? 

One final but significant point I would make would 

be how amazing the media have been in our region. 

The support and collaboration we have had from 

our local journalists (print and broadcast) have 

been brilliant. They have worked with us, within 

the constraints we have had, to ensure we sensibly 

position the challenging and vital stories and have 

helped us to provide a clear message to the public 

throughout.   

Any personal lessons learned?  

Get rest when you can and don’t worry about the 

ironing pile! Many of us who work in communications 

have had to keep working during Covid:19. Whether 

that is in or out of the office, key worker or not. I 

know that it has been impossible to have much if 

any, time off this year. But we still need to look after 

our resilience, mental health and professionalism.  

WORKING THROUGH A CRISIS
Veronica Swindale, FCIM, MCIPR and Managing Director of nesma caught up with Claire virtually  

over a much-needed cuppa to gain some insight into how life has been while managing  
communications for the Trust over the past four months.

nesma.co.uk
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Claire Riley: Executive Director of 
Communications and Corporate Affairs 

Northumbria Health NHS Foundation Trust. 
Claire has extensive experience in business, 

marketing and communications across both the 
public and private sectors. She was named as a 

‘North East marketing great’ in 2017 after being 
included in the list of the 50 leading marketing 

professionals published by the Chartered 
Institute of Marketing (CIM).  



Marketing and communications training
and qualifications for everyone.
nesma provides professional qualifications and training in marketing, 
digital marketing and communications for individuals and organisations.
All delivered flexibly via interactive group webinars.

NEW TERM STARTS 14 SEPTEMBER 2020

Talk to us about what you want to achieve.
T: 07734 222 254   E: hello@nesma.co.uk

WWW.NESMA.CO.UK

Want to move your career to the next level?
Please get in touch about starting a CIPR or CIM qualification with us.

8 qualifications designed to give you the knowledge,  
confidence and resilience to thrive in public relations  
including the  Specialist Diplomas in Digital Communications, 
Crisis Communications or Internal Communications.

Araminta Hartley 
PR and Media Officer 
Great North Air Ambulance Service 
CIPR Professional PR Diploma (L7)

“Completing this qualification has increased my 
knowledge and understanding of PR theories and 
concepts, I now feel more confident in creating and 
managing effective PR campaigns which strategically 
support my organisation’s goals and objectives.”

We are proud of our study centre pass rate of 98%

7 professional marketing/digital marketing qualifications  
to help you stand out from the crowd including the Masters  
Degree Level 7 Marketing Leadership Programme.

Lauren Watson 
Marketing Manager  
Crystallised 
CIM Certificate in Professional Marketing (L4)

“Studying this qualification has helped me to 
achieve a solid understanding of the theories behind 
marketing. Boosting my confidence to support the 
arts and culture organisations I work with and in 
turn, contributing to a promotion at work!”



This month I’ve been working with a retired 
police officer with a very interesting story to tell. 

Bryn Jones from Sunderland set up his Houghton-
Le-Spring business, House of Ruhr as the result 
of a friendship with German police officer Peter 
Meinken whose family own a distillery in the town 
of Wanne-Eickel in the Ruhr Valley.

The Eicker and Callen Distillery dates back to 1749. 
Every Gin is hand crafted and triple distilled to give 
it it’s unique flavour. The spirits are distilled using 
local botanical ingredients grown in a local nature 
reserve.

Both Bryn’s hometown of Sunderland and Wanne-
Eickel share a lot of similarities including a rich coal 
mining heritage. 

“We have “Bergmann” Gin which is the German 
word for miner and contains Goji Berry, Physalis 
and Yerba Leaf amongst its botanicals while 
“Vogel,” the German word for bird, represents the 
yellow canaries that saved so many miners lives 
from coal gas and this has a more lemon flavoured 
base,” said Bryn. 

The third Gin, “Renton” is named after Bryn’s 
maternal, great, great grandfather Captain James 
Ogilvie Renton who was lost at sea in 1871 and 
whose body was never found. 

Bryn was recently contacted by David Renton, a 

customer in Ireland who wanted a bottle of Renton 

for his father’s 80th birthday. His dad was the third 

generation in his family to be called James Ogilvie 

Renton and bizarrely Bryn discovered that he had a 

new fourth cousin. 

“I couldn’t believe that a bottle of Gin could 

connect families together – it’s sometimes called 

“mothers ruin” but in this case it’s more like 

“families united,” said Bryn. 

Each of the three Gins distributed by the House of 

Ruhr is limited in number to just 2500 and every 

bottle is individually numbered and hand signed 

by the German distillers before they hand fix the 

labels to the bottles. They are available at The 

House of Ruhr website www.houseofruhr.co.uk

We’re not about gimmicks, gizmos 
or giveaways - we’re about getting you noticed.

P.S. Free torch for every
        new customer (lol)

WE’VE HIGHLIGHTED YOUR  
BUSINESS - THE HOUSE OF RUHR

To get your business highlighted in the media contact Keith Newman keith@highlightspr.co.uk  07814 397951 www.highlightspr.co.uk
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The most direct line of contact is via our mobile number: +44 7713 640 899.  
Alternatively email us, info@davidfairlambfitness.co.uk or visit www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk

Our Beach Bootcamp workouts are for all!

Each session consists of aerobic and 
bodyweight exercises designed to suit every 
fitness level, therefore allowing individuals  

to work at their own pace. There is no 
competition in anything we do.

Training on the stunning Tynemouth Longsands 
beach in a group is fun, different and leaves  
you with that wonderful feel good factor at  

the end of the session.

: 45 MINUTES

: TYNEMOUTH BEACH  
(SATURDAYS 9.00-9.45/SUNDAYS 9.15-10.00)

: £5 PER SESSION

MEDIA 
TRAINING
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ALL ROAMS LEAD TO 
SALES ON THE HIGH 

STREET
Following the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
businesses are tentatively starting to open 
their doors and one Durham based digital 
entrepreneur is driving customers back to the 
High Street using the latest app technology.

Former jockey Andrew Bartlett has developed the 
ROAM app which gives users essential information 
about shops and services based on their GPS 
location. This includes up to date offers and 
opening times, as well as the ability to order items 
to collect instore or for home delivery.

For business users, the app shares offers, menus, 
news and loyalty deals direct to customers. The 
free app can now also monitor where members of 
the public are gathering within retail outlets so that 
people can avoid crowds while social distancing 
remains in place. 

AGILE WORKING TO BE MORE 
COMMON AFTER COVID-19 CRISIS
Cramlington-based IT company TruStack, which has 
helped more than 200 North East companies work from 
home during lockdown, is predicting that agile working 
will become increasingly common in the future.

TruStack surveyed its clients to discover the impact of agile 
working and whether businesses are likely to encourage 
more employees to work away from the office in the 
months and years to come.

Seventy five percent of those surveyed said they expected 
employees to carry out more agile working in the future, 
while 100% said they had a more positive view of agile 
working as a result of Covid-19.

Among other products and services, TruStack also enabled 
its customers to work from home by providing hardware 
such as laptops, software, enhanced security and unified 
communications. 

MD IS WALKING 500 
MILES, THEN 500 MORE 

Taking inspiration from The Proclaimers, a North 
East managing director challenged himself to 
walk 500 miles, then 500 more, to support a local 
charity during the Covid-19 lockdown.

John Burns, who owns the office solutions provider 
Diamond Group, decided to take on the challenge 
after ditching the car at the beginning of lockdown 
and walking the six miles from his home in 
Washington to his office in Team Valley and back.

Seeing this not only as an opportunity to get fit 
but also raise some vital funds for charity Age UK 
Northumberland, John set himself a 1,000 mile, 
and £1,000, target. John hopes to complete his 
challenge by the end of August.

REVVIS MAKES FIRST 
APPOINTMENT IN THE 

NORTH 
revvis, a brand-new state of the art software 
application, has recruited an experienced 
chartered surveyor and developer to run its 
operations in the North.

Duncan McGregor will be based in Newcastle 
to help property firms in the North of England, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland enhance their 
customer engagement and increase sales.

Filling a gap in the market, revvis allows users 
to view and design the interior and exterior of 
a property to their own style before it is even 
built. Users can make changes in real time alone 
or with friends, family or colleagues, supported 
with instructional videos on YouTube.

With its remote use and detailed virtualisation 
capabilities, the software is ideal as the property 
market gets back to business in the wake of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.



Is cloud technology 
delivering for you?
If working from home is becoming the new normal in your organisation, 
a cost-efficient cloud infrastructure can help you get more from your 
budget, improve agility and free up valuable resources.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk

www.itps.co.uk

Talk to us today... 
We are working safely both in the office and at home - and get your FREE business 
review to make sure your organisation is prepared for the brave new world

High availability and increased collaboration
 
Improved resilience and flexibility

The ability to manage part or all of your 
infrastructure outside your organisation

Tighter cost control
 
PaaS, IaaS, SaaS, DRaaS  
– IT delivered as a service

Continuously monitored security

CELEBRATING 
20 YEARS
of providing expert IT solutions and services



Given the volume and complexity of identities, 
data, applications, devices, and infrastructures, it’s 
not surprising that employers want the confidence 
that their organisation really is fully protected 
and that their users can connect to the business 
environment securely and with confidence.

It’s worth noting that most remote home users 
connect to their business environment via the 
internet using their home broadband connection, 
which is shared with other members of the home. 
Every business should note that the internet by 
default is an open system accessible by all and is 
by its nature invariably insecure. That’s why taking 
your security seriously and managing the risk is of 
utmost importance. While achieving connectivity for 
remote users was always the first priority, achieving 
this securely should be the goal of every business.

Our work as security, data centre and cloud experts 
takes us under the skin of hundreds of the region’s 
businesses. Common questions we are asked include: 

  How can we help employees stay safe from 
COVID-19 themed phishing attacks?

  How do we keep work files from being left 
behind on employee home computers? 

  How do I make sure the devices my employees 
use are secure?

  Is there an easier way for employees to securely 
access on-premises applications? How do we 
enable a good remote desktop experience? 

  How can we do all this while minimising costs 
and complexity?

The big vendors have been quick to respond to 
the sudden change in the market, accelerating 
development times on a battalion of new tools and 
services to help organisations protect themselves 
against threat.

The emphasis is on developing increasingly 
sophisticated ‘zero trust’ security tools, which do not 
trust any internal or external device that is trying to 
connect to your systems. One tool that has become 
common in both our business and personal lives is 
multi-factor authentication (MFA) where we need 
to present several pieces of evidence, for example a 
password and then a code sent to our mobiles, before 
we can proceed to log in to a cloud or internet-
connected application.

Cisco is leading the way in this area with its latest Duo 
tool, developed in response to organisations looking 
for a reliable, secure and easy-to-manage, MFA tool 
that can simply bolt on to existing infrastructures, at 
a lower cost than anything currently on the market.   

Duo validates users and devices, gives visibility over 
devices across all platforms, and provides secure 
access to all apps, whether they are on premise or 
in the cloud, supporting your staff by helping them 
to keep your organisation and its information safe 
online.  

Staying with Cisco, we’re also seeing a surge in 

demand for Cisco Umbrella, a secure internet 
gateway providing first line defence against internet 
threats, wherever your users are, and however they 
are connecting. In the past, desktops, business apps 
and critical infrastructure were all located behind the 
firewall. But right now so much more is happening 
off-network and if you rely on perimeter security 
alone, you are at risk.

Microsoft’s new Intune product is set to re-write the 
book on cloud-based mobile device and application 
management, with its ability to ensure all your 
company-owned and bring-your-own devices are 
managed and always up to date, with the most 
flexible, scalable control over any Windows, Apple, 
and Android devices.

With so many available IT management options 
to choose from, and a pressing need to focus on 
business issues as we begin to rebuild the economy, 
it is unsurprising that the managed services market 
is seeing unprecedented growth.   

The advantages of working with a managed services 
partner who takes responsibility for whatever level of 
your IT infrastructure fits best with your business are 
that it frees up your in-house resources, maintains 
high levels of expertise across a broad range of 
specialisms, and offers you a fixed and predictable 
cost base.  

Why not talk to our experts and get your free 
business security review now, to make sure your 
organisation is prepared for the brave new world?

SECURING YOUR BUSINESS IN THE NEW NORMAL 
After the urgent task of rapidly enabling people to work from home at short notice and on a scale  

never seen before, many of the region’s organisations should now be taking time to stand  
back and assess the true security of their remote work environments.  
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The use of direct mail is more 
relevant than ever - especially 
during the Coronavirus outbreak. 

In fact, 64%* of UK consumers say 
how well companies respond to 
Covid-19 will have a huge impact 
on the likelihood of purchasing 
from them in the future. A huge 
88%* expect clear details from 
brands on how they can access 
their products or services while 
61%* say simply hearing from 
a company on their response to 
coronavirus is comforting.

This presents the opportunity to 
reach them with direct mail.  With 
more consumers using social 
media to stay connected with 
family and friends and updated 
about the current crisis, many 
brands are facing the challenge of 
“online fatigue”. Digital marketing 
campaigns are failing to make an 
impact on consumers. 

Direct mail is an effective way to 
combat digital fatigue because 
it cuts through the noise and 
gets your message in front of 
customers. Its tangibility means 
mail is observed and creates 
a memorable impression, so 
customers are more likely to take 
action. 

With modern digital printing 
technologies, mail pieces can be 
personalised to each individual, 
in turn helping to boost your 
engagement rates. 

Mail also has the ability to detail 
long, complex messages, making it 
the perfect medium to inform your 
customers on how your business 
is responding to Covid-19. 

So whether you’re looking to 
welcome customers back in store,    
update them on your Covid-19 
safety measures or just want 
to let them know your brand is 
still there, MetroMail can help to 
deliver your message. 

Call us on 0191 301 1700 or email   
us at enquiries@metromail.co.uk 
to begin your direct mail journey 
today!

Overcoming “online fatigue” with Direct Mail

* Source: Edelman Trust Barometer Special 
Report March 2020
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What were your career ambitions  
growing up?

Until about the age of 15 I wanted to work in the 
theatre in the West End. I have always loved Music 
and Dance. However, I realised that in reality it 
was really more of a dream, after graduating from 
Northumbria University I decided on a different 
path. From its inception I have loved social media 
which I find fascinating. I originally started in 
Social Media working with a wi-fi product for 
Social+ before becoming MD and we are now 
an established arm of the Unite Group which 
has Managed IT services, Telecomms and digital 
marketing all under one roof.

Tell us about your current role?

I currently work across all aspects of Social+ 
mainly focusing on the Social media, Training and 
Networking side of the business. 

Having an online presence is so important but 
equally important is how you use it. We work with 
clients to develop a strategy for their business, 
create engaging content, build and maintain 
websites and implement management training. 

How has your industry changed over  
the past decade?

People are far more aware of social media and 
the need to use it for their business. The digital 
world is constantly evolving which create exciting 
opportunities for all businesses. Our aim is to 
offer specialist expert help to ensure it is used 
effectively and correctly.

What has been your proudest  
achievement so far?

Creating a business that allows me the flexibility 
to not miss out on my two children growing up. 

What are you currently working on?

We have added an arm to the business called  
1Network and the aim, medium to long term, is 
to establish this as a national platform. 1Network 
allows you to have face to face weekly meetings 
but also continue this online and build your 
online network while enhancing your businesses 
social media and online presence.

Digital Marketing and SEO has been very 
important during lockdown. We are also offering 
a free website audit to allow companies to see 
how their sites are performing and how they can 
be improved.

Tell us about your team?

Myself and Danielle Archbold head up the Social+ 
side of The Unite Group. We have known each 
other for 15 years, so working together was 
always going to go one of two ways. Almost two 
years in and it couldn’t have come together any 
better. We are also part of a 13 strong team at 
the Unite Group in which there is a never a dull 
moment, looking forward to getting back into the 
office with everyone. 

What is the best piece of business advice  
you have been given?

Work on yourself as well as your business! 
Knowing why you do what you do and the most 
productive way to work as an individual and 

then working to find the same for your team is 
invaluable. 

What has been your biggest challenge?

With social media a lot of people know the tools 
so feel this is something they can do themselves. 
Educating clients to fully understand and use 
social media correctly so that they gain the best 
results has been hard but I do love that light bulb 
moment.

How do you like to unwind?

I have coached Gymnastics for the last 15 years 
and that is my go to, to unwind. 

Favourite...

Book - Start with Why by Simon Sinek. 
Recommended to me not long ago and has made 
me view the way I am in business very differently. 

CD – I can be found singing along in the car to 
any Musical!

DVD – Hunger Games. 

For further information visit the website www.social-plus.media

IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...

EMMA CROWE
Managing Director of Social+
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The last four months has undeniably changed the 
working environment, with managers and owners 
in every industry, and every size of business, 
in every location having to work through the 
implications of having employees return to work, 
return to the office or work from home/remotely. 
Organisations are having to change and implement 
new procedures, new processes and new policies 
to manage workspaces and ensure the safety of 
their teams.  It’s a huge shift in mindset and raises 
all sorts of new challenges.

For example – I read recently that paper will soon be 
thought of as a biological agent! A little farfetched 
perhaps, but think about it – do you really want to 
accept paper money from someone you don’t know? 
Many retailers have already made the shift to only 
accepting card transactions for health reasons. Will 
people turn away from paper based processes and 
ask why their employer or service provider isn’t 
automating all paper-reliant processes? Will they 
want to accept paper based contracts from your 
business, if they don’t know who’s handled it – or be 
asked to sign something physically and hand it back 
to another person (with or without gloves) if it’s not 
necessary to do so?  If we’re having to come up with 
processes for not sharing phones/pens/pads/break 
out areas in the office, then it stands to reason that 

we will need to eliminate paper and move it around 
digitally using workflows, document generation 
processes and eSignature tools. 

At Synergi we’ve been thinking about this a great deal 
– not just as we physically prepare our own office - 
but also the processes that we’re having to deploy. 
We’ve had to re-arrange desks and re-think our social 

areas, not to mention shutting down the microwave 
and instigating rotating work schedules – we want 
to welcome back to the office all those who want 
to come, but we have to do it safely and effectively. 
Essentially we need to prepare for continued Work 
from Home and prepare for Return to Office. 

Our experience is that process automation is the 
cornerstone of this operation. It honestly isn’t as 
daunting as you might think to automate and 
optimise paper-based processes. Your high frequency 
contact processes are the ones that should be 
automated first, and this can be done with solutions 
that incorporate simple and easy to use robotic 
process automation (RPA) tools.  Solutions such 
as Nintex exist for this. This is actually a great 
opportunity to re-define the role paper plays in your 
organisation, and re-think the whole end-to-end 
flow of your processes – don’t just replicate your 
manual processes and automate them – grab this 
opportunity to really reflect on and streamline  your 
processes.  

We have recently won a Nintex partner of the year 
award for the 5th year running, and are offering a 
series of Business Transformation packs to help with 
automating those processes needed for the return to 
office challenge. These include Daily Check Ins, PPE 
ordering and despatch, Desk Allocation, Rotas, Site 
Visits and more. We’re happy to chat through how 
this works with you. The important thing is to ensure 
not only business continuity, but also employee 
safety and welfare.
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Empowering 
digital business.

0191 4770365 enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk www.teamsynergi.co.uk

@team_synergi

Helping you work simply and
 securely, wherever you’re based

Automation Teamwork

Security Data and AI

Business Apps

@team-synergi

Managed Services
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GO BACK TO WORK SAFELY, DIFFERENTLY AND 
DIGITALLY – RE-OPENING THE WORKPLACE

What does going back to work 
involve for many of us now?  

To find out more check out our website, www.teamsynergi.co.uk, or get in touch by calling 0191 4770365 or email enquiries@teamsynergi.co.uk.

Justin Short



Director Daniel Wilson explains how the 
pandemic prompted him to pivot and reimagine 
his offer to SMEs and clients.

What was the original plan when you  
launched in 2018?

The original plan remains the same; but we have 
altered the offer. We’re being more flexible in an 
uncertain economic climate. When I left the RAF in 
early 2018 from an IT role, I fell into some contract 
work. I knew I didn’t want to be an ‘out of the box’ 
contractor and wanted to run and build a business 
that delivered cloud-based services. I created 
Wilson-Etheridge which combines my name with 
my wife Amy’s name. Within a short space of time 
we were successfully doing contract work for large 
corporates.

More recently we’ve introduced a pay-as-you-go 
(PAYG) offer to appeal to SMEs.

Explain your core offer and services

Primarily we’re a Microsoft 365 specialist. We 
provide the full service from licence reselling 
to design and development, consultation and 
implementation to ongoing maintenance support. 
There’s also a training provision for those who 
require it. We typically work on monthly or annual 
contracts; but our new PAYG service means we 
can also provide quick, high-impact support and 

interventions for those that have more limited 
budgets.

What sort of clients are you attracting?

Prior to COVID-19 striking and the lockdown 
we were getting a steady range of work from 
corporates and reasonably large companies. Much 
of it was direct and some through IT providers. 
We continue to work with a global recruitment 
group as well as an international oil and gas safety 
specialist. We’re starting to see an interest in cloud 
services and support from smaller companies.

What has been the impact of the pandemic?

Business remains steady for us. Our contracts keep 
me and my team reasonably busy. But it’s fair to 
say everyone is a little more uncertain and cautious 
about the future. We’ve just got to keep delivering 
the best service we can and hope the economy 
recovers quickly. There will always be a need for 
IT and tech support. If anything, the pandemic has 
accelerated digital transformation within many 
companies.

How have you responded?

The pandemic did make us stop and review our 
business model. We need to remain focused on our 
core contracts while also getting busy securing new 
work. At the same time, we recognise there will 
be a lot of companies needing tech support but 

reluctant to commit to fixed monthly or annual fees 
when times might be hard. So, during lockdown, we 
launched our PAYG service to support companies 
working in a Microsoft 365 environment.

Explain PAYG and the benefits

It’s a simple offer that most SMEs get. Small 
enterprises need flexibility and cost-effective 
solutions. We allow customers to pay by the 
hour – whether it’s troubleshooting, support or 
development. They simply pay as they use our 
service. They’re not locked into any contract – 
there’s zero commitment for the user. It’s perfect 
for a start-up, a small business or even those 
people working remotely from home – which is 
only likely to increase. We can help – supporting 
them remotely or on site.

How do the next 12 months look?

We’re getting more referral work, so I’m quietly 
confident we’ll keep on steadily attracting contract 
work while also securing more PAYG customers. 
While the future looks a little uncertain, I’d like 
to grow my network of sub-contractors and 
eventually start to recruit a small direct team of 
Microsoft 365 specialists to expand the business. 
Whatever the health of the economy, there is 
always a need to develop and maintain technical 
systems and equipment across all businesses.

More details at www.wilson-etheridge.com

AGILE RESPONSE TO SUPPORT CHANGING  
TECH AND IT NEEDS

Tech specialist Wilson-Etheridge should have been celebrating a business anniversary  
when lockdown struck. 
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Daniel Wilson and wife Amy.



Aero Networks Limited, 13 Bankside, The Watermark, Gateshead, NE11 9SY.



Tyneside-based marine engineering specialists, 
TSG Marine, is taking the latest molecular 
technology offshore to support the energy 
sector on its journey out of the Covid-19 crisis. 

Utilising the same smart science used to protect 
premiership football players and staff in stadiums, 
TSG Marine has secured a deal to make the 
technology available to oil and gas, marine and 
renewable assets operating in the North Sea and 
beyond. 

Energy companies have been particularly hard 
hit during the pandemic and ensuring offshore 
teams and their families are protected against 
the transmission of the Covid-19 virus is critical. 

Going beyond disinfecting an environment, TSG 
Marine is deploying a rapid sanitisation system 
which not only renders a workplace virus-free but 
a molecular layer, when applied to surfaces, kills 
all viral, bacterial, mould and organisms for up to 
30 days. 

TSG Marine’s Protect+ is a process based on 
science, using the physiology of viruses, bacteria, 

mould and organisms against them. 

When applied to a surface, ZOONO® leaves 
behind a mono-molecular layer that bonds to 
the surface. These molecules form a barrier of 
positively charged microscopic spines that attract 
and pierce pathogens causing them to break 
up with lethal effect. This layer of molecular 
antimicrobial spines is laboratory tested to carry 
on working for up to 30 days on surfaces and isn’t 
disrupted by regular cleaning practices. 

TSG Marine, managing director, Erika Leadbeater, 
said: “We’re working with companies in the 
offshore energy sector as they plan their route 
out of the COVID-19 crisis. It’s important we 
establish new ways of working that protect their 
teams and we believe this technology is the 
solution. 

“We work with our customers to design the most 
appropriate programme for their facilities to 
reduce risk, identifying high transmission areas, 
utilising fogging for maximum coverage and spray 
application for exterior locations. With training 

and supplies of top-up fluids for high contact 
areas, we will work with the infield personnel to 
educate and inform, keeping their environment 
safe. On completion, our technicians will issue a 
certificate of sanitation which customers can use 
to help reassure workers of their safety. 

“We are also bringing temperature monitoring 
equipment, as we’ve seen deployed in airports, 
to help the industry test workers joining facilities 
for signs of infection. This not only reduces the 
spread of the virus but ensures those workers 
showing signs of infection are not putting their 
own health at risk by travelling offshore.” 

This non-contact, fast screening process, 
utilises artificial intelligence to detect elevated 
temperatures in up to 30 people a second with 
an accuracy range of +/-0.5oC. Together with 
TSG Marine’s expertise in marine and offshore 
environments, this technology can be applied to 
make the offshore industry safer amidst a public 
health crisis that is challenging all companies to 
change the way they do things. 

Bringing smart science used to protect premiership footballers to the offshore market in  
the fight against Covid-19.

To find out more about TSG Marine and the Protect+ service visit www.tsgmarine.co.uk/protect
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SMART SCIENCE

Erika Leadbeater, managing director at TSG Marine.





Standing out from the crowd in a crowded online 
space can sometimes feel like an impossible task 
in 2020. With so much noise in the digital sphere, 
you’d be forgiven for wondering how you have a 
chance of being heard. Having led a North East 
digital marketing agency for many years, I can 
tell you that effective digital marketing isn’t 
about who can shout the loudest, but rather who 
understands their audience and knows how to 
offer something authentic, credible and of genuine 
value. 

It’s 2020: everyone is online

More than 4.5 billion people – that’s more than half 
the world’s population – were using the Internet 
at the start of 2020. In fact, the Office of National 
Statistics reports that 87% of adults used the 
Internet daily in 2019.

For modern businesses, it’s clear that digital 
marketing channels can no longer be ignored. And 
as lockdown has shown us, even those industries 
that have always relied on face-to-face interactions, 
print marketing and physical interactions can thrive 
online. 

Digital marketing has a crucial role to play in helping 
businesses establish a strong web presence and build 
trust with their audience. As a Newcastle based 
digital agency, we’re often approached by companies 
that have something valuable to say, but perhaps 
don’t know how to convey their messaging in a way 
that will engage prospects. 

A quick look at a sparse and barely touched 
company blog often tells us why a new client’s 
website may not be performing as well as it could. 
A well-constructed blog creates a hub for thought 
leadership pieces, advice articles and other great 
material that will help to set a business apart from 
its competition. It will also significantly contribute to 
a website’s performance in search engine rankings.

We regularly support our clients to create informative 
and insightful content that helps to drive traffic to 
their website. And you might be surprised to hear 
how often a casual website visitor is convinced to get 

in touch off the back of an engaging article. For those 
not convinced of the value of running a website blog, 
it’s worth noting that recent research carried out by 
Hubspot showed that companies investing in their 
own blog received 97% more links to their website 
than businesses that didn’t. 

Reputation is everything, and people do  
their digging on Google

A brand is only as good as its reputation, and when 
people are considering the products or services of a 
business they haven’t used before, their first instinct 
is usually to ‘Google it’. 

This form of audit has become the norm and the 
truth is, if you aren’t presenting yourself in a credible 
light via your website and social media accounts, 
then you’re likely to be missing out on new business. 
In fact, one study from 2016, suggested that 47% of 
buyers choose to read three to five pieces of brand 
content before engaging with a sales rep.

Conversely, an informative website that’s easy to 
navigate, filled with engaging and exciting content, 
will help to provide your potential customers with 
reassurance and peace of mind.

Upping your content game in the face  
of digitalisation

There’s been plenty of talk about digitalisation in 
recent weeks as businesses have scrambled to take 
their services, products and experiences online. And 

as all facets of the business world grab a foothold 
in the digital space, organisations will need to place 
more emphasis on their blogging and content 
creation.

For those companies that have historically traded on 
a local scale from physical premises, the challenge 
now is to offer the same personal touch and sense of 
community through a device or computer that they 
have always been able to offer in person. 

For a local butcher, this might be a recipe article 
posted online that would previously have been 
shared over the counter; for an independent financial 
advisor it might be valuable market insight that 
would until now have been discussed over a coffee.

While it’s important to acknowledge that the 
Pandemic won’t always restrict traditional business 
practices, my belief is that digitalisation is here to 
stay – and that means that businesses must work as 
hard to build and consolidate relationships online as 
they have always done in the physical world.

If you are looking for a Newcastle based digital 
agency to help you negotiate the fast-changing 
marketing landscape, ROAR Digital Marketing is here 
to support you. Creating your own blog or planning 
a content marketing strategy doesn’t have to be 
difficult, and with our help it can be entirely hassle-
free.

Visit: roardigitalmarketing.co.uk or get in touch by calling 0191 486 26 06 or by dropping us an email at info@roardigitalmarketing.co.uk    

WHY DIGITAL 
MARKETING 

IS MORE VITAL 
THAN EVER

In an age where everything 
happens online, the quality  
of marketing can make or  

break a business
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Michael Knowles



One group that has been uniquely affected are 
those eighteen-year olds who were planning 
to go to university this year. I wrote previously 
about the epidemic’s effect on the anticlimactic 
end to their time at school; it struck me that 
it was rather like a prize fighter who, after 
months of training, technique and motivational 
psychology, steps into the ring only to watch his 
opponent trip on his bootlace and knock himself 
out on one of the corner posts.

Adding to their discomfort, those school leavers 
who were looking to move on to the next phase of 
their education face a dilemma. Do they continue 
with their plans to go to university and face a term 
or even a year of a socially distanced environment, 
with contact limited to small group tutorials and 
the occasional Zoom call? Or, do they wait and 
see till next year; reapply and take that evergreen 
staple of student life, the gap year.

It is not an easy choice. Certainly, the latter option 
seems attractive. Who wants a sterile experience 
of a quasi-distance learning experience, with all of 
the isolation that would involve? For many young 
people, university is a life-changing experience 
defined in their first term. Meeting people from 
different backgrounds, sitting in student rooms long 
into the night having pretentious conversations, 
trying out new experiences both intellectual and 
not; all of these make university life exhilarating. A 
Freshers’ Week conducted via Microsoft Teams not 
quite so appealing. 

However, deferring a place – or withdrawing 
altogether – is problematic. The competition 
for places in 2021 is likely to be the fiercest we 
have seen in many years. There will be another 
round of school-leavers who will enter the fray (an 
increased number demographically next year) and 
the overseas students who make up increasingly 
more of the undergraduate intake will be likely 

to return in force. Getting a place at that Russell 
group university will be a much stiffer challenge 
next time round, particularly when we are likely to 
see an unseemly scramble for students on results 
day this year even from the most prestigious 
institutions. A bird in the hand is worth two in the 
bush, and it will be tempting indeed for youngsters 
to claim a place at an institution that may feel out 
of their reach even now.

To those for whom the prospect of a first term in 
lockdown is intolerable, the question arises of how 
they will spend their unexpected year off. Whilst 
the experience of the last three months stuck at 
home with their parents is likely to have inspired 
many to flee as soon as they can, the traditional 
year backpacking round the world seems risky. The 

alternative of working behind a bar for a year is 

likely to be tricky too, as they will be competing 

against those who have sadly lost their jobs in the 

epidemic. 

There is of course no right answer for these men 

and women and what they decide to do will 

no doubt be informed by their own individual 

experiences and ambitions. In general, my advice 

would be to go for it. It may be a weird start, but 

university life is, if not quite a marathon, then a 

middle-distance race rather than a sprint. All things 

shall pass and that includes this pandemic; it will 

be a buyers’ market more than ever before in 

August, and students are much more of a prized 

commodity than they perhaps realise. 

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk  
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk

Kieran McLaughlin
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MIND THE GAP
By Kieran McLaughlin,  

Headmaster at Durham School

The impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic will be far-reaching 

and long-lasting. The full health, 
social and emotional cost of the 
disease is still unknown, but it 
is clear that we have all been 
touched one way or another. 



For Newcastle School for Boys, this is much 
more than the sometimes empty rhetoric of 
school aims published on a website or in a glossy 
prospectus. It is part of the everyday activity and 
language of our school - something that both 
boys and staff would recognise and reference 
regularly.   

To support us in this, we have devised a character 
compass that captures the six key virtues we are 
seeking to develop: community, integrity, resilience, 
courage, leadership and empathy. 

It might be assumed that during the recent weeks 
and months of lockdown and the scramble to 
grasp new technology and to continue delivering 
academic lessons, that there wouldn’t have 
been much time for this. Quite the reverse: it has 
never been more important.   

Resilience has been key in our response to the 
challenges of coronavirus and lockdown. The 
resilience of our boys, staff and parents has been 
quite remarkable. Sure, life has been different. 
It simply isn’t possible to deliver the full school 
experience remotely, but I am proud of how close 
we have been to achieving that. Resilience hasn’t 
just been about working remotely or learning how 
to use new technologies. It has also been about 
finding new ways of achieving things that might 
otherwise have been abandoned.   

In addition to providing live lessons, we have 
continued to run regular and frequent pastoral 
support sessions for boys in their class and tutor 
groups. Initially this was achieved online but as 
lockdown has eased, we have been able to do this 
face-to-face in school. Throughout lockdown, we 
have also delivered multiple weekly assemblies 
online with parents now able to access those as 
part of the audience.   

Each May, we hold a concert showcasing the very 
best of the School’s music across our Junior and 

Senior Schools. This was still able to go ahead 
in an online format. Similarly, our annual prize 
day – a celebration of the School’s and the boys’ 
achievements marking the end of the academic 
year. Whilst we would have loved to host this event 
in the sunshine at South Northumberland Cricket 
Club again, it too has gone ahead in a digital format 
but still with awards and prizes, guest speakers and 
an impressive speech from our head boy. 

The end of our term has allowed the chance to run 
a carefully managed and socially distanced sports 
activity week for boys in Years 7, 8 and 9. This will 
mean that nearly all of our boys have been able to 
attend school at some point since lockdown began.  
Our Junior School fully reopened for all year groups 
on 15th June.  

We are now looking forward to and preparing 
for September when we hope that school, and 
life in general, can be less restrictive and that we 
will be able to see all boys in all year groups in 
school on a full-time basis. That is what we are 
planning towards, as well as doing some sensible 
contingency planning should things change before 
then or during the coming months. 

The need to keep all children engaged in their 

learning to ensure their continued academic 
progress to support their futures as well as 
promoting their wellbeing through contact with 
their peers and teachers is abundantly clear. 

The autumn also marks the start of the main period 
of recruitment and application for boys seeking 
places. Recent years have seen an increase in 
demand for those places. Each year, in September 
and October, we host our open days and plan to 
do so again this year. However, just as in many 
other areas, we need to build in resilience and 
contingency. So our open days will go ahead 
but, if necessary, they will be supplemented by 
technology to ensure that all those who are 
interested in Newcastle School for Boys have the 
opportunity to explore everything that we offer 
and have continued to do so in recent months.   

DELIVERING 
THROUGH 

LOCKDOWN

One of our school aims is to 
develop boys and young men of 

excellent character.

By David Tickner, Headmaster at 
Newcastle School for Boys

For further information, please visit newcastleschool.co.uk or contact admissions@newcastleschool.co.uk

David Tickner
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Junior School Open Day 
Saturday 26th September 

Senior School Open Day 
Saturday 3rd October  





When we are able to look back on this period in our lives with some degree of equanimity, 
these are some of the key things that I will make sure that I remember:

An online school community can never be as good as one IRL, but it is amazing what an 
institution can do in extremis. Within a few days, as with many other schools, my pupils and 
staff had to make Teams their new ‘bestie’ and rapidly learned how to utilise the platform 
to have lessons, assemblies, concerts and ‘hang outs’. Although we are all desperate to be 
back together in September, we have all gained valuable online skills that we can certainly 
adapt in the future.

Zoom calls are not a patch on face-to face-contact, but they make you realise that there 
really is no excuse not to be in touch with people you have not seen in a while, particularly 
those who may be struggling with personal circumstances. 

Podcasts are a brilliant way of avoiding the human brain becoming atrophied. During periods 
when even a bookworm like me found it difficult to concentrate on extended prose, certain 
Radio 4 podcasts fed my weary mind, and they also provided a welcome distraction from the 
tedium of my exercise bike as I attempted to avoid the Corona 10 (lbs).

During my daily hour of exercise during the strict lockdown period, I increasingly appreciated 
the glorious beauty of the city of Durham. Even as the overgrown brambles and the 
nettles threatened to attack my ankles, I enjoyed the peaceful silence of the lanes and the 
abundance of foliage as my husband and I walked around the environs of the Cathedral, an 
area that is usually saturated with tourists and shoppers.

Finally, this strange period of our lives has reiterated to me that whilst human beings are 
capable of being selfish and venal, we are also able to be altruistic, and innovative, to come 
together for the common good. I sincerely hope that we have all realised this as the world 
wakes up to our ‘new normal’.

Every day is an Open Day at Durham High School. Call 0191 384 3226 or email enquiries@dhsfg.org.uk to find out more or arrange a visit.

Simone Niblock

WHAT I LEARNED IN LOCKDOWN
By Simone Niblock, Headteacher, Durham High School for Girls
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Steve Black, or Blackie as he is better known, has 
been working since his retirement as a sports 
coach with both individuals and organisations 
focusing on motivation, teamwork, leadership and 
excellence in the workplace. 

His portfolio is impressive, with big names including 
Kevin Keegan and Glen McCrory endorsing the 
former Newcastle Falcons and British Lions rugby 
coach. 

One of the first to benefit from Steve’s support was 
Cascade Cash Management, who presently support 
over £600m of UK savers cash. The team were 
delighted when he agreed to undertake sessions with 
them via Teams as they all began working remotely 
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

As well as working closely with the senior 
management of Cascade Cash Management, Steve 
has focussed on the entire team’s wellbeing and 
related performance, including the administration 
staff and client managers. Steve said:

“To be protean means that you are able to adapt and 
thrive in different forms and I think this is very apt 
in the current climate. I’ve always started by finding 
out what people want to achieve in their chosen 
field and then I’ve designed and prescribed a bespoke 
solution to help them to reach their goals.

“Generally my aim with Protean Solutions is to 
support and sustain the workforce in the North East 
and further afield with their personal quality control. 
Taking my knowledge as a leading coach, I can 
support individuals in the sporting world and also 
individuals or teams in the business world. 

“The holistic approach of what I do looks at everything 
from thoughts and feelings, to habits, confidence, 
beliefs and then essentially how everything bundles 
up into effectiveness, results and excellence from 
both a mental and physical standpoint.”

Cascade Cash Management has its roots in the 
North East and is now a national independent and 
transparent service created to generate enhanced 
cash returns and increased protection on deposits 
through professional cash management, built on 
unique financial technology in a rapidly evolving 
market.  

The Cascade team of eleven administer cash savings 
on behalf of clients and depositors, who can also use 
the portal to administer their own savings.  Partners 
including IFA’s, solicitors, attorneys, accountants 
and many more, can also self-brand the product for 
presentation to their own clients. 

Emma Hutchinson, Client Support Manager at 
Cascade, commented on the support given by Steve:

“The challenges of working from home and handling 
your job through a pandemic are fairly intense, so it 
has been a time where the support of someone so 
motivating and focussed has positively encouraged 
me. 

“I have been able to analyse how I feel, look at my 
performance and use the experience to improve the 
results I am achieving for the company. 

“Most companies at this time have been customer 
focussed to ensure their survival and whilst that 
top service is always important to us, it is also very 
reassuring to work for a business that cares about its 
employees just as much! Bringing Steve in to support 
us shows us that our wellbeing is important to the 
management.”

PROTEAN SOLUTIONS SUPPORTS CASCADE 
A well-known face in the sporting world has taken his expertise in making people fit in the mind as well 

as fit in the body into a new business, Protean Solutions. 

More information is available by emailing Steve on steve@steveblack.co.uk or by contacting Antonia Brindle of Get Brindled on 07702 214391.
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To book your private styling appointment contact our customer service team on 0191 6911616 or email: customerservice@masterdebonair.com

MASTER DEBONAIR PRIVATE 
STYLING SHOWROOM 

Catering to your needs, whether it be looking to 
make the most of your existing wardrobe or find that 
special piece for an occasion, our team of stylists are 

on-hand to offer their expertise 

From alterations to delivery of purchases, the service leaves no stone unturned 
as it meets all of your style requirement, making your shopping experience 
simpler and a lot more enjoyable. During the appointment, our stylists will 
take you through the styling process from start to finish and answer any 
questions you may have so you can feel confident in your curated edit.

Thinking of giving it a go? The service is completely free with no obligation to 
buy. Relax in your own private showroom while we do all the hard work for you! 

If you don’t have the time to come into store, no problem. We are now offering 
one-to-one virtual styling appointments. This session will give you the chance to 
treat yourself from the comfort of your home, enjoying the same expert advice 
and tailored approach you would receive in store.

L E I S U R E  I N S I G H T



Put it this way, you’ll go from 1 Series to 8 Series. 
You’ll discover small hatchbacks, saloons of all 
sizes, two door coupés, four door coupés (called 
Gran Coupé), convertibles, estates (BMW calls 
them Touring), five and seven seat MPVs (these 
are called Active Tourer and Grand Tourer), SUVs 
(the X range), bigger five door hatchbacks (Gran 
Turismo) and there’s the electric i range and Z4 
Sports car.

After that you can work through the various trim 
levels, M Sport models and of course petrol or diesel 
power.

And that’s before you come to selecting a colour.

Phew.

To save you the bother, we had a quick flick through 
the list and got bored when we reached 392. 

So, why have such a massive range? 

Simple…BMW not only like to have something for 
everyone, they also want to give owners/drivers 
the option to migrate up and down the range. For 
example, you may need a family sized BMW, but 
once you’ve got shot of the kids, you might decide 
to move into a coupé or convertible. You may have 
started with a small hatchback but then move out to 
the sticks and want a 4x4.

The latest of the body styles is Gran Coupé and the 
most recent version to hit UK streets is the 2 Series 
Gran Coupé. It’s basically a 1 Series that is available 
as a four door coupé with a sloping lower roofline 
and a boot. You also get a new-look front grille, 
different headlights and completely different rear 
styling. 

It’s being launched because BMW is seeing more 
downsizing. They wanted to offer a premium, small 
compact but with a four door coupé body. It’s a 
smart-looking thing and, although based on the 

1 Series feels almost as roomy as the 3 Series. The 
additional room is gained because under the bonnet 
you will find a rarity: a transverse, front wheel drive 
engine and transmission. BMW purists needed 
smelling salts when the 1 Series was launched, but 
it confounded the critics by being a really sweet car 
to drive.

So, bearing in mind that the 2 Series has the same 
oily bits, this Gran Coupé is also hugely enjoyable to 
punt around. 

At the moment, there are three versions….218i, 
220d, and 235i. The 235i gets xDrive all-wheel drive 
as standard. It needs the additional traction too 
because the 2.0 litre petrol engine chucks out 306hp. 
Sounds good too. The 218i, powered by a three-
cylinder 1.5 litre petrol engine, develops 140hp while 
the 220d with a 2.0 litre diesel engine ups the ante 
to 190hp. The 218i gets a 6-speed manual ‘box as 
standard while the other two have an 8-speed auto. 

What does that mean in terms of performance and 
economy? 

The 218i is going to be the biggest seller in the UK. 
0-60 takes 8.7 seconds; top speed 140mph and with 
a fuel return of 47.1mpg. It’s a good all-rounder. 

If you intend racking up the miles, go for the 220d 
which stretches economy to 57mpg. It’s also quicker 
than the 218i with 0-60 dropping to 7.5 seconds.

The pick of the range if you want to make this 2 
Series Gran Coupé into a long distance express, is 
the M235i xDrive. It’s quick with 0-60 taking just 4.9 
seconds. Whereas the other two models are available 
with standard or sport suspension, the M235i gets 
adaptive suspension. It’s good and gives you the 
option of cushy or sporty ride. Having said that, the 
other two have slightly softer dampers than the 1 
Series which means the ride is never harsh. 

There are three trim variants: Sport, M Sport and M 
Performance which is reserved for the M235i xDrive 
model. Needless to say that build quality is superb. 
You also get a stack of safety kit included as standard 
across the range. There’s a great touchscreen which 
controls just about everything, but thankfully there’s 
also the BMW iDrive which is a wheel behind the 
gear lever which you use to scroll through items 
on the touchscreen. Why every other manufacturer 
hasn’t nicked this idea is beyond me. 

I shan’t bother listing all of the goodies other than 
to say that you get sat nav, air con and parking 
assistance. 

It’s interesting that BMW really is trying to give 
buyers as many options as possible. The BMW 1 
Series on which this Gran Coupé is largely based in 
terms of the mechanical gubbins, is almost exactly 
the same price if you go for the same engine and 
trim levels. So, it’s a case of do you prefer a hatchback 
or a swoopy coupé saloon. The BMW 2 Series Gran 
Coupé has a slightly better ride but, because of the 
sloping roofline, there’s less height in the rear seats 
for passengers. Apart from that it really does come 
down to a personal preference in terms of styling. 
You pays your money…you takes your choice.  

Visit the Lloyd Newcastle website www.lloydmotorgroup.com/BMW for various contact details. 
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BMW GETS ALL SWOOPY
The BMW 2 Series Gran Coupé is here. Right. Here’s today’s 

homework. How many model variations are in the BMW range?’ 
Before you start searching, have a guess at the number.
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Visit the Lloyd Newcastle website www.lloydmotorgroup.com/BMW for various contact details. 

But they’re not for everyone. 

The general rule of thumb is that if you do a lot of 
miles, get a diesel. If you do low-ish mileage and 
you are a private buyer, go petrol. If you can live 
with limited mileage and nagging range anxiety, 
consider electric. However, if you fall somewhere 
in-between and particularly if you are a business 
driver, you should seriously consider a hybrid. 

And bearing in mind that the BMW 3 Series is 
recognised as being one of the best cars to drive and 
own, it’s easy to see why the BMW 330e hybrid is a 
winner and is likely to become one of the top sellers 
in the entire BMW range. 

So, what’s not to love about the BMW 330e?

Quick bit of simple education. This BMW 330e is 
a PHEV...Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle. You have 
a standard combustion engine mated to a battery 
powered electric motor. Both work in tandem, 
although for the ultimate in economy you can travel 
for about 35 miles on battery power alone. You can 
charge the battery at home, at work or at a public 
charging station. The battery will also recharge 
whenever you decelerate. 

Let’s start with the obvious stuff. Under the bonnet 

you’ll find the familiar tried and trusted 2 litre petrol 
181bhp engine which appears across the BMW range. 
However you then need to add into the equation 
111bhp which comes from an electric motor. You can 
boost this by 39bhp over a 10 second period for extra 
performance which means you can develop a total 
288bhp. 0-60mph takes around 6 seconds…it’s quick. 
Top speed is 143mph. Everything goes through an 
8-speed auto ‘box. You can choose from rear wheel 
drive or you can choose all-wheel xDrive. There’s also 
an estate Touring version. 

Two additional details are important. First, if you are 
a company car driver, there are massive savings in 
terms of BIK - benefit in kind. 

Second is the level of fuel economy. If you have a 
charger at home and a charger at your destination, 
and you’re regular trip is, say, 30 miles, then you can 
travel along without using any petrol. You’re weekly 
commute will cost peanuts in terms of electric 
charging. Of course, if you need to travel further, the 
petrol engine cuts in seamlessly. 

Make full use of the battery and the hybrid system 
and you can achieve a staggering 176mpg. Granted, 
you’re unlikely to get anywhere near that, but if you 
can make use of the battery power, you should be 

able to manage into the 70s mpg without too much 
trouble. Impressive huh?

Elsewhere, this is standard BMW 3 Series territory 
which is good news all round. Every BMW 3 Series is 
great to drive. The handling is wonderfully controlled. 
The suspension soaks up lumps and bumps and gives 
keen drivers the chance to enjoy themselves. 

In terms of interior kit, the 330e is impressive. You get 
auxiliary heating and air conditioning as standard. 
This allows you to have the car warm or cool before 
you get in. Everything is programmed via a smart 
phone. There’s also satellite navigation, Bluetooth, 
rear camera and parking sensors. The cracking audio 
system includes DAB radio. To be honest, there’s no 
real need to dip into the extra brochure. 

Overall the BMW 330e is a welcome addition to the 
BMW range. Actually, it’ll probably succeed at the 
expense of some other 3 Series models. However, it’ll 
certainly succeed at the expense of cars from other 
manufacturers. 

Great to drive, economical, quick and with a decent 
level of standard kit, this rates as one of the best 
hybrid cars available….anywhere. 

Prices for the BMW 330e start from £39,840

HYBRID BMW SHOWS THE WAY TO GO
Going electric is the latest buzz amongst the car manufacturers. They want to be seen to be having 

plenty of ‘green’ options within their range. Electric cars are actually good fun to drive. They’re quick, 
spookily quiet and, obviously, economical. 
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Gradually virus cases reduced and talks of air-bridges emerged, there was 
hope at last and cautious planning began for the green light to go...

True to myself on the first day permitted I was already at dawn on the road...
destination? Dover Ferry Port and my gateway to the biggest stockist of much 
needed bubbles...France, more specifically the Champagne-Ardennes region 
responsible for the most famous of all the fizz, Champagne. 

Legend has it in 1688 Monk and Cellar Master Dom Perignon discovered the 
presence of bubbles in wine by accident. Having experimented blending different 
grapes for improved flavour he noticed a continuing fermentation in the bottles 
causing bubbles. Perceived as a failure the Monks despaired, but Dom did not 
give up. On tasting this ‘bubbly’ creation he cried out “come quickly, brothers! 
I am tasting the stars!” A light effervescent wine was created but there was a 
problem...exploding bottles everywhere. 

Dom set about solving the problems, first a stronger heavier bottle and second 
cork stoppers to avoid blow outs. The changes worked and Champagne was 
born.

A century later, Veuve Nicole Clicquot (Veuve meaning widow) inherited her 
husband’s champagne business. An advanced woman for her years she began 
perfecting processes to improve the wine. She reduced bubble build up by 
‘riddling’ where semi inverted bottles are turned by hand over time. Nicole 
also perfected the ‘disgorgement’ process where sediment stored in the tip of 
the fermenting bottle is quickly released then instantly re-corked to retain the 
liquid. Still used today these processes are followed by the most prestigious 
champagne houses that still turn their bottles by hand.

A 2.5 hour journey from Dunkirk we arrived in Reims the unofficial city of 
Champagne and our first stop Taittinger. Owning 288 hectares of vineyards it’s 
one of the world’s most famous champagne brands. Our expert guide at was 
Annelise and our tour starts with a short film of Taittinger past and present. 
Next we descend gradually into the ancient chalk caves some 18 meters 
underground. Still perfectly intact we see here stocks of ageing bottles and learn 
about the process the ‘Taittinger way’, fascinating. 

Walking the caves we notice numerous etchings scratched into the cave walls, 
a stark and humbling reminder of the soldiers that hid, rested and recuperated 
here during both world wars.

Now for the much anticipated tasting, we headed to the elegantly furnished 
tasting room. Gracefully we savoured each divine taster noting the subtle 
differences guided by Annelise, just like wine champagne can be paired with 
culinary flavours or simply enjoyed on its own. 

Before leaving we visited the small gift shop where a selection of tasteful 
branded products and of course bottles can be purchased, a fantastic day. Group 
tours from €25 per person, for booking www.taittinger.com/en/visit.

That evening we ventured into the city for a bite to eat, our destination Place 
Drouet-d'Erlon was a street almost entirely filled with food offerings. Tired out 
we devoured Thai food at Pitaya Street Food www.pitayaresto.fr but given more 
time I’d visit the highly rated La Vigneraie www.vigneraie.com which offers 
gourmet cuisine of the region.

After dinner we wandered the short distance to the magnificent Cathédrale 
Notre-Dame de Reims, sitting in the warm air we watched the changing lights 
of the building as the sun set.

Most people will have heard of Moet, Taittinger, Dom Perignon etc but few 
know there are over 300 producers of Champagne in this region from large 
producers to independent and boutique. Driving through the gorgeous vineyard 
clad countryside my next stop would be medium size producer Maison Gardet 
in the tiny picture perfect village of Chigny-les-Roses. 

Maison Gardet combines 21st century technology with the tradition to produce 
champagne of the highest quality. Each bottle is aged a minimum of three years 
producing an elegant champagne with fine bubbles. The Gardet House features 
a beautiful ornate sun room, furnished patio and tasting lounge for visitors. 
Tours available in advance www.champagne-gardet.com 

Having now moved our base from Reims to rural Hermonville a small village 
in the heart of the Champagne region we spent the next few days touring the 
countryside, walking by the magnificent Champagne Houses of Epernay on 
the elite Avenue de Champagne and enjoying the parks and architecture of the 
small official capital city, Chalons en Champagne.   

Hermonville is on the ‘route touristique du champagne’ a driving route that 
will take you past many small producers of champagne with the opportunity 
at some to call in, taste and buy. Our accommodation in Hermonville was no 
basic affair, in this part of France it had to be a Chateau. Independently owned 
Chateau d’Hermonville was our choice an elegantly refurbished private B&B 
with superb hosts www.chambredhotesreims.com 

Walking distance from our B&B was Champagne Miniere run by two brothers, 
an emerging grower in the region. Passionate about quality and environmental 
sustainability we tasted their champagne ‘Influence’ creamy and round with 
hints of yellow fruits and citrus. That was another bottle crammed into our 
already full car...

As we rounded up our trip I reflected on how hospitable and friendly were the 
people and businesses we’d met, so ready to show their passion for the vines. 
Despite the face mask etiquette which was remarkably well organised we felt 
fully revitalised, perhaps something to do with those magical bubbles. Could 
this year be a vintage year? With so much yet to see surely this warrants a 
return visit...

FINDING MY FIZZ – A SPARKLING  
ADVENTURE THROUGH CHAMPAGNE

By Caroline Preston

I’m fortunate really, during the Coronavirus pandemic that’s been such a horror for many I’ve been able to work from 

home and have been keeping well. I’m thankful for that but as a travel obsessed adventurer it’s also been a nightmare. 

With cancelled trips and no possibility of 2020 travel in sight I felt as though my bubble had well and truly burst. 

www.thejarvisjotter.co.uk
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Since the UK went into lockdown, the world has 
become a vastly different, and often difficult 
place to inhabit. People were forced to spend 
more time indoors and work from home where 
possible. Many businesses had to adapt their 
trading methods or stop working altogether. These 
issues have weighed heavily upon the UK’s theatre 
industry and have now reached breaking point. By 
the end of 2020 it has been predicted that 70% of 
the UK’s theatres could be closed for good and this 
is a problem that needs to be addressed quickly.

On 29th May, the Society of London Theatre (SOLT) 
and UK Theatre submitted a paper to the Department 
for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport informing them 
of the current circumstances theatres across the UK 
are facing as a result of the coronavirus pandemic. 
The paper presents two main points. It acknowledges 
that social distancing in theatres cannot work. The 
Theatre Royal Newcastle can hold up to 1247 paying 
customers, but with social distancing measures it 
can only hold 350. As a result, theatres across the 
UK would make huge losses and would not generate 
enough income to cover the costs of the shows they 
are offering. SOLT and UK Theatre have requested 
financial support from the government to help 
“plug the gap” as Philip Bernays, Chief Executive at 
the Theatre Royal Newcastle points out. The aid, if 

offered by the government, will give theatres much 
needed support between furlough ending and 
theatres opening. 

Although theatres may not be at the top of the 
Government's concern list amid a global pandemic, 
they should be. Across the UK, theatres contribute 
substantially to the social, cultural and educational 
sectors of our society. Theatre is a massive part of 
our national identity and contributes heavily to the 
British economy. More people see a theatre show 
each year than attend all league football matches in 
the whole of the UK. At the Theatre Royal Newcastle, 
they have more ticket holders than St James’ Park, 
making theatre bigger than football. The theatre 
industry adds greatly to tourism and to the UK’s 
night-time economy; around 37,000 people see a 
show in the West End every night and a quarter of 
audience members are from overseas. Not only do 
these figures illustrate the importance of theatre in 
the UK culturally, but they also outline the economic 
impacts we could face if 70% of our theatres close.

I spoke with Philip Bernays from the Theatre Royal 
to discuss these issues and how they may impact 
the North East. Having held the position at the 
theatre since 2005 and being one of UK Theatres’ 
board members, Philip knows the industry well. He 
commented on how “blessed” we are in Newcastle 

to be surrounded by five incredibly different theatres; 
as well as admitting that “there would be a real hole 
without the Royal” and that “Newcastle would not 
be the same sort of city it once was and wants to 
be”. Philip acknowledged that he was fearful for the 
theatre when saying “we are not worried about the 
future, we are just worried about getting there”. 
Although theatre buildings can reopen from 4th July, 
live performances are not allowed. Ultimately the 
Theatre Royal requires the confidence of the public 
to get them through this difficult time; they need 
tickets to be sold. Performances have been cancelled 
until 24th November 2020, there are many shows 
available for 2021, when hopefully the worst of 
the coronavirus pandemic will have subsided. The 
Theatre Royal also takes donations via their ‘Acts of 
Kindness’ programmes, which offer more creative 
ways to give, such as seat naming and joining the 
Friends of the Theatre Royal community group. 

When the pandemic entered our daily lives in March 
it felt as though the world had stopped turning. 
As the restrictions are slowly lifting, we have the 
opportunity to decide how the future could look 
and we must take steps to ensure that theatres are 
part of that future. The Theatre Royal first opened its 
doors to the public of Newcastle in 1788, please do 
not let them close in 2020.
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www.theatreroyal.co.uk

“We are not worried about the future. We are just worried about getting there.” Philip Bernays, Chief 
Executive of the Theatre Royal, Newcastle talks to Sophie Swift on coping with the Coronavirus pandemic.

THE FUTURE OF THEATRE
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My heart goes out to people who have lost their 
loved ones before their time due to C-19, but 
personally, it has been the first time in my entire 
adult life when all the commitments, deadlines, 
events, anxiety about completing things in time 
etc have come to a halt, and the days stretched 
quietly and scarily ahead, as every important 
date on my diary was cancelled, and staff stayed 
home to home tutor and look after their young 
children.

My daily routine became quite structured- painting 
from 8am - 4pm, then I would go for a five mile 
circular walk with two of our sausage dogs, followed 
often by a swim in the river near home and playing 
with my waterproof camera, then supper, telly, bath 
and bed - SO simple!

This has been a remarkable period of time for 
me as an artist. For once, time has simply not 
been an issue, and I have completed more large 
paintings than ever. Watercolour paintings are not 
traditionally very big - size is dictated by practical 
considerations, which include maximum size of 
available paper, mountboard, glass etc. I have been 
making paintings a full metre wide, as I have been 
confident that I will have time to work steadily 
through to completion.

 After a few days of lockdown, I was cajoled into 

doing a ‘live’ facebook video, just painting and 
talking about my work. Lots of people were stuck 
at home, bored, and picking up pastimes and 
interests including painting. After the first live 
video, the next one seemed easier, and I received 
lots of enthusiastic messages. The videos ended up 
taking place every day at 12, with high numbers of 
viewers!!! As my days were empty of commitments, 
it became a natural ‘pre-lunch’ pause in the day, 
to prop up the ipad, get some clean water and 
do some fun, live ‘broad brush’ painting, with lots 
of tips and encouragement for beginners and 
experienced painters alike.

Like all self-employed people, I was terrified about 
how I would get through this pandemic financially, 
but very quickly the government support reassured 
me that my staff could stay home, but still get paid. 
I am accustomed to taking every hit on the nose 
- and believe me, there have been a few hits over 
the years- so this was just amazing. I realise that 
many people who work in the arts have not been so 
fortunate, and there are some who will ultimately 
lose their jobs, but I have managed to find a way 
through so far, and we are now almost back to 
normal, the next major step will be to announce 
that we are open to visitors, and simultaneously 
launch three new prints and four new cards! 
Exciting times ahead.

New paintings and limited edition prints can be viewed at: www.marogers.com
Check gallery opening times: 01434 270216

UNLOCKING OUR CREATIVITY
By Mary Ann Rogers, Artist/Gallery Owner
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Escape the lockdown blues and come and visit our wonderful venue with rooms 
available for Bed and Breakfast for as little as £99. (subject to availability)

Contact us also for details of our Bubble with Bubbles and Key to the Castle 
weddings packages,allowing your dream day with your favourite people whilst 

social distancing at the same time.



Metis are definitely going places as can be seen by 
BBC Tees making their original track ‘Turn It Down’ 
their record of the week and the band winning a 
prestigious Battle of the Bands competition at 
Newcastle University recently. 

Coming from the heartland of Durham, the band 
aged 19 to 25, all live locally in Darlington, Barnard 
Castle, Coxhoe and Newton Aycliffe and have built 
up a steadily increasing following since they formed 
in 2014.  

The unusually named Metis are Elliot Fenwick on 
vocals, Andrew Archer on rhythm guitar, Daniel 
Smith on lead guitar, Liam Samson on bass and Sam 
Graham on drums.

Their name has a number of meanings including a 
person of mixed indigenous and Euro-American 
ancestry, mixed blood, the Greek Goddess of Wise 
Counsel and the band’s favourite “a fusion of culture.” 

Their sound certainly contains a fusion of culture 
with influences spanning Oasis, Arctic Monkeys, 
Stereophonics through to Catfish and the Bottlemen 
and early punk and new wave. The bands songs are 
written primarily by Daniel.

Andrew said: “I joined the band after I watched 
college bands play at events in Darlington.

My early musical influences came from my parents 
as I was brought up on 70’s punk bands like the 

Ramones and The Clash and 90’s bands like Oasis. 
I think my personal musical taste resonates around 
the 90’s and early 2000’s and I still regularly listen 
to and play Oasis, Stereophonics, Nirvana tracks etc 
and I think this has influenced the style of music that 
we play in the band as it definitely comes through 
in our sound.”

Drummer Sam has been playing drums since he was 
just seven years old and is now studying chemistry 
at Newcastle University where he aIso represents 
the university at rugby and American football. When 
he’s not pounding the skins with Metis he does a lot 
of climbing and mountaineering and he’s climbed 
Mount Kilimanjaro making him the band’s ’action 
man’. 

The band’s debut EP, “Lost and Found” is due to be 
released soon and contains the tracks Turn it Down, 
Marilyn and Drive. 

Singer Elliot is looking forward to getting the EP out 
and getting back on the gig circuit when COVID-19 
restrictions are lifted. 

“The pandemic has been devastating for a lot of 
people and from our point of view it’s stopped us 
getting our music out there. There’s nothing like the 
feeling we get playing live and seeing people singing 
along to our songs. We feel that the time is right to 
release the EP and see where the next chapter in 
Metis’s history takes us,” said Elliot.

CULTURE FUSION FROM INDIE BAND METIS  
BRINGS HIGH MERITS 

If someone gives you the chance to listen to up and coming young indie band Metis from  
County Durham, you’d be mad to turn it down.
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www.metisband.com     metisband      @Metisofficial
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THE TWICE BREWED INN 
UNVEILS THE RESULTS 

OF HARD WORK DURING 
LOCKDOWN

Cherished Northumberland pub The Twice 
Brewed Inn has been welcoming customers back 
since the UK lockdown restrictions have been 
eased.

Regular customers at the popular Hadrian’s Wall 
haunt have been enjoying seeing the impressive 

results of an extension and refurbishment project.

A bar extension allows customers to spread out 
while enjoying a pint inside, whilst a significant 
increase in the number of benches outside means 
anyone looking to socially distance outdoors is 
more than well catered for.

The existing bar area has also been refurbished, 
including a new fireplace, lighting and colour 
scheme, as well as the addition of an outdoor pizza 
kitchen.

All visitors are asked to observe social distancing 
guidelines and a full table service is in operation. 

SEAHAM HALL WELCOMES DURHAM 
INTERNATIONAL CRICKETER AS AMBASSADOR

In support of his local roots in the North East community, international cricketer and England vice-
captain Ben Stokes has been announced as the official brand ambassador for Seaham Hall and its new 
Residences at Seaham Hall launch campaign.

Overlooking the rugged Durham Heritage Coast, 24 luxury lodge Residences will soon be unveiled at 
Seaham Hall. Available for purchase, owners will have the opportunity to use the Residences themselves 
and/or to rent them to visitors through Seaham Hall.

Each luxury Residence features its own spacious terrace, floor-to-ceiling windows, luxury interiors and 
private parking for two cars. Guests at the Residences will have full access to Seaham Hall’s facilities and 
concierge service during their stays, together with other local benefits, including reduced green fees at 
nearby Sharpley Golf Course. 

WORK RESTARTS ON 
SEABURN INN

Inn Collection Group’s Seaburn Inn is once again 

rising from the ground, after the company’s 

contractor, Metnor Construction, resumed work 

following the UK lockdown.

The 40-room inn had been progressing well before 

strict COVID-19 measures meant work was forced 

to come to a halt. However, relaxed guidelines and 

reduced social distancing requirements mean that 
it is now possible for the construction team to get 
back on site.

Construction of the three-storey venue, which will 
include a bar and dining area and children’s play 
park for customers, is now expected to conclude 
in spring 2021.

The news follows the announcement by STACK 
operator, Danieli Holdings, that construction of its 
venue is back underway and that plans are afoot to 
open in time for the August Bank Holiday weekend.

THE DINING SOCIETY 
PRESENTS WINE BY THE 

TYNE 
The Dining Society have unveiled a new venture 
which is set to delight wine lovers in the region. 
Billed as a “traditional wine tasting experience in 
an untraditional setting”, Wine by The Tyne will 
be landing on Tyneside in November this year. 

Set to take place on the same site as Christmas 
Tyne on Wesley Square, families and friends will be 
able to enjoy an array of world wines in their own 
personalised dining pods.

The custom-made transparent dining pods are 
complete with indoor heating, a personal speaker 
system and free Wi-Fi. Hosting up to ten people 
per pod, guests will have the chance to enjoy four 
expertly chosen wines, paired perfectly with a 
choice of sharing board including fish, meat, cheese 
and a vegan option. 

Something for Everyone!
Contact General Manager, Peter Smith 
For more information 0191 4132742
Email: peter.smith@tynesidegolfclub.co.uk



Help Stop the Spread of  
COVID-19 in your Workplace...

CONTACT US TODAY - TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS
0191 - 481 34 62 | 07734 155 928 | jacqui@jc-events.co.uk

Learn more vist our website: jc-events.co.uk

MOBILE VIRTUAL EVENTS STUDIO 
Host your event virtually from Hotels, Venues or even your Office, 

safely without losing that professional look

Your ONE STOP SHOP for everything you need to RETURN TO WORK
and HOST YOUR EVENT VIRTUALLY using our VIRTUAL EVENTS Studio!  

We have everything you need to help keep your workplace Safe & Stop the spread  
of COVID-19 and if we don’t... We’ll Build It Bespoke for you!

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

PROTECTIVE SCREENS & BOOTHS

MOBILE SANITISING SOLUTIONS

SIGNAGE POSTERS & TAPES

SHOPS VENUES & OFFICE SOLUTIONS

THERMOMETERS AND MUCH MORE Our Mobile Virtual Events Studio allows you to host your event virtually but without 
losing that professional look. Events can be live, pre-recorded, in person or fully 

online. Our Mobile Virtual Events Studio allows you to have your event, your way.  

We are her to help and support you from start to finish!

L E I S U R E  N E W S

A forward-thinking North East events company 
is warning businesses not to panic buy to make 
their premises safe without taking some expert 
advice.

JC Events, based in South Shields but which worked 
on events and exhibitions across the UK before 
COVID-19, believes many companies are panicking 
ahead of being able to re-open to install measures 
which are either unsuitable for their needs or that 
aren’t required.

And now the company is using its expertise – 
coupled with specific coronavirus  training – to 
offer packages tailored to individual needs.

It is sending out its own specifically trained 
COVID-19 officer to view everywhere from 
doctors’ surgeries to hairdressing salons, who is 
then devising the ideal package for their specific 
needs.

“With the imminent opening of retail and then 
beauty and hairdressing salons, everyone wants to 
ensure their premises is safe,” said Jacqui Chapman, 
owner of JC Events.

“But a lot of people aren’t actually sure of what 
they need and don’t need which is why we have 
done specific training and we can not only advise 
them on what is best for them, but we can also 
provide it all.”

JC Events can provide and install all the necessary 
equipment required, along with providing the 
business with a COVID-19 safety merit so their 
staff and customers can be reassured their 
employer/company is abiding by all the necessary 
legislation.

The company, which is known for its eye-catching 

exhibition stands and signage, has turned its skills 
into creating complete workplace safety packages 
– with the option of bespoke packages for anyone 
with more specific requirements.

JC Events is offering PPE, signage, purpose build 
protective screens and booths and mobile 
sanitisation solutions, with each offering tailored 
to a specific industry.

Solutions for hairdressers and beauty salons, retails 
and leisure outlets, doctors’ ‘surgeries and vets and 
factories, warehouses and offices have been put 
together, taking into account the challenges each 
outlet will face.

Jacqui believes the company’s years of experience 
installing and building for the conference and 
events industry put it in the perfect place to help.

“We are just using our existing skills to help 
companies and businesses get back on their feet 
again and to help them operate in a safe way,” she 
said.

“As well as the invaluable experience we can offer, 
it’s the fact that everything they need is in one 
place and if the package doesn’t quite meet their 
requirements, we can simply build whatever they 
want.”

JC Evens has also created a safe conference and 
events package which will allow up to 150 guests 
to gather safely, including tables with Perspex 
dividers which can be used as soon as larger groups 
of people are allowed to meet.

“We know this is a very worrying time for everyone 
so we are hoping to help businesses who are having 
to adapt and need some professional support,” said 
Jacqui.

Anyone wanting further information can email jacqui@jc-events.co.uk or call 0191 481 3462.

EVENTS COMPANY DIVERSIFIES TO 
KEEP WORKPLACES SAFE
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When the restaurant, located on Newcastle’s Forth 
Banks, had to close due to COVID-19 in March, 
Bob wasted no time in keeping his loyal customer’s 
entertained and well-fed, in a different, socially-
distant way. 

Sachins At Home was a weekly video series, which were 
held live on Facebook and Instagram, and showed Bob 
demonstrating how to make some of his customer’s 
favourite dishes and family recipes in his own kitchen. 
From his vegan Chana Daal to a Sachins’ favourite duo – 
Bob’s Mum and Dad’s curries. 

Shared across the globe, followers and viewers have 
raved about the recipes and shared hundreds of pictures 
of their recreations.

Don’t worry if you missed the live viewings, all of Bob’s 
lockdown recipes are still available on the Sachins 
Facebook and Instagram pages - bloopers and all! - @
SachinsNCL

After the success of his customers enjoying Sachins at 
Home, and some logistical planning, Bob also launched 

his new Heat and Eat takeaway service, cooked by himself 
in the Sachins kitchen. The Heat and Eat service consists 
of a weekly changing menu from which customers can 
enjoy a 3-course meal of Sachins favourites, for just £35 
for two. 

The meals are cooked and cooled, ready to be reheated 
or frozen at home, so you can enjoy at your pleasure, and 
are available for collection from Thursday – Saturday. 

Thanks to the support from Sachins customers and 
followers, Bob has now been able to reopen the 
restaurant, in accordance to Government guidelines, 
and will also continue with the successful Heat and Eat 
takeaway service. 

The restaurant has undergone some changes, to ensure 
the safety of customers and employees, including a 
reduction in capacity to just 30 diners at any one time, 
known as ‘Sachins Club of 30’.

To also ensure everybody’s safety, the restaurant now 
has reduced opening hours, fitted PVC safety screens and 
COVID-19 staff training. 

You can now book your table at Sachins or order your Heat and Eat takeaway by visiting the website www.sachins.co.uk or by  
calling 0191 261 9035/0191 232 4660. Don’t forget to check out Bob’s demos on Facebook and Instagram @SachinsNCL.  
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SACHINS UNDER LOCKDOWN
There was no stopping Bob Arora, owner of Sachins Indian Restaurant, this 

lockdown. Putting his spare time to good use, Bob has helped people all over the 
world get in to the kitchen with his restaurant recipes.
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It’s been a difficult few months for all of us and 
as the light of normality starts to glimmer, what 
does that mean for you and your wedding?

As of the 4th July those magical words ‘I Do’ will be 
heard around the country yet again.

This was simply the best news for those who 
just want to be married and I will be delighted to 
watch couples take their vows and begin their new 
chapter in life together.   

But for those that dreamt, planned and paid for 
a wedding with all the trimmings it’s a different 
story. The relaxation of the Government Guidelines 
is only in relation to ceremonies, limited to 30 
guests and a two metre social distancing rule (at 
the time of writing). You are still prevented from 
hosting a celebration, not even a wee Toast at 
the end of the ceremony, and the rules are quite 
strict. In line with social distancing, only groups 
of up to two households indoors, or up to six 
people from different households outdoors. There 
are also quite a few rules regarding the ceremony 
i.e. no singing and vows must be spoken softly; 
for up to date guidance please refer to www.gov.
uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-
for-small-marriages-and-civil-partnerships/
covid-19-guidance-for-small-marriages-and-civil-
partnerships.

The weddings of 2020 will certainly be unique!

If the thought of a ceremony without all your 
guests followed by no dancing and warm embraces 
is unbearable, your first point of communication 
needs to be with your venue. All venues are 
managing this situation completely differently, it is 

crucial you understand the position your venue is 
taking. As we progress through the year, hopefully, 
we’ll see further positive changes, with this in mind 
please do note, your venue is unlikely to discuss a 
wedding planned for the Autumn.

It is important communications are in writing/
email with your venue and you set out your wishes.

Some venues have contacted couple’s due to get 
married later in the year to advise they no  longer 
have space in 2021 or 2022, preventing couple’s 
from postponing. Please seek legal advice if this is 
the case especially if you do not have the support 
of an independent wedding planner.   

Some venues are also sending new T&C’s to clients, 
again, please seek legal advice before signing if 
you do not have the support of an independent 
wedding planner.

I wish you all much luck and fun on your new 
wedding experiences. To those couple’s who will 
walk up the aisle in the coming months, I wish you 
much love on the first day of your married life.

TO WED OR NOT 
TO WED

It’s felt a bit like love was 
cancelled for a few months. 

With weddings postponed and 
celebrations halted and even 

the planning journey dented, all 
the joy the industry celebrates 

disappeared.

www.michellejonesweddings.co.uk   michelle@michellejonesweddings.co.uk   +44(0)7751 564684   @mjonesweddings
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Socially Distanced Wedding

Michelle Jones



Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the cafes were 
forced to close their doors in March, but kept 
their kitchen open to feed those in need by 
providing free meals, with free delivery, to the 
local elderly who were isolating.

The husband and wife duo, Sean and Danielle 
McCann, took it upon themselves to cook and 
deliver around 40 meals per day across South 
Tyneside, including healthy, hearty dishes like 
soups, pies, curries and more.

Due to the closure of the cafes, the pair had to 
take over the roles from their employees, with 
Sean taking the role of Chef and Danielle taking 
on the deliveries. Together, they successfully fed 
hundreds of their local elderly, keeping them safe 
during the pandemic.

Danielle, who is a recently retired NHS nurse, 
volunteered to return to the NHS to help out 
on the frontline in her position as a paediatric 
nurse, however the need wasn’t there for children 
requiring treatment for Covid-19, so her services 
were not required. 

She added; “Although I volunteered to return 
to the frontline in nursing, my services weren’t 
required, but I wasn’t about to be deterred. 
We were in a fortunate place to be able to 
provide help to vulnerable people, and with the 
uncertainty and worry on everyone’s minds, we 

wanted to help out where we could. 

“Although we are back open, our help in the 
community won’t stop. We’ll do everything we 
possibly can to assist where can. Team spirit is 
what’s getting us through this.”

After delivering over 1000 free meals in East 
Boldon and Cleadon, the pair reopened their 
restaurant delivery service to public, whilst 
selflessly continuing to deliver free meals to those 
who needed it. 

Now, both La Vina and No.4 have reopened 
their restaurants for dine in service, (No.4 with 
a complete make-over) and with all precautions 
in place in accordance with the Government’s 
guidelines, Danielle and Sean hope to get 
both venues into some sort of resemblance of 
normality. 

To book a table or to find out more, give La Vina / No.4 a call on 0191 536 8624 / 0191 250 5523.

LOCAL CAFÉ 
OWNERS HELP 
FEED ELDERLY 
COMMUNITY 

FOR FREE 
DURING 

LOCKDOWN
Sister cafés, La Vina in Cleadon 
and No.4 in East Boldon, joined 

forces to feed the isolating 
elderly for free, throughout the 

coronavirus lockdown. 
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Danielle McCann delivering  
to the vulnerable.
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Claude Bristol once wrote “you have to think big to be big” and 
it’s a philosophy ingrained into the DNA of many a successful 
entrepreneur. However, no one has interpreted the mantra quite 
so literally as legendary artist, Paul Slattery. Paul spent the early 
part of his career in advertising, including stints with Newcastle 
Evening Chronicle, Newcastle College and spells working in 
London and the Netherlands. However, he found his 
niche in the mid-1990s, when he established 
himself as a live-caricaturist. Over the next 
few years he regularly performed at high-
profile events across the UK, but it was 
a casual suggestion over a convivial 
beverage with Northern Insight’s very 
own Michael Grahamslaw, which 
would really put him on the map. Paul 
recounts the tale: 

In 1998 Mike was doing my PR and we 
used to meet every week in Fitzgeralds on 
Grey Street. I was trying to think of ideas to 
really make a splash and raise my profile, and 
one day I said to him ‘why don’t I do a massive, 
world-record sized caricature of Ruud Gullit, with 60-
foot dreadlocks and hang it from the Tyne Bridge? No, in fact 
we’ll do Alan Shearer!’. Mike just looked at me like I’d had one too 
many, but the next morning he rang me to say he thought it was a 
great idea and it went from there!

Mike duly contacted Guinness, who confirmed that, providing 
certain conditions were met, it would indeed become a recognised 
world record, and the pair set to work making it happen, a feat 
which Paul soon realised may be harder to achieve than he’d first 
imagined:

The first challenge was to find somewhere that I could actually paint 
the thing! After trying a few venues, The Mayfair eventually allowed 
me to use their space. It turned out to be ideal, as I’d do some 
painting then jog up to the balcony every few minutes to check that 
the dimensions were right! 

Paul admits to some ‘what have I done?’ moments during the 
process, but eventually, and amidst much media fanfare, he became 
a world-record holder on May 5th, 1999, raising significant funds 
for the NSPCC in the process. The record has been broken since, but 
Paul remains proud of the achievement, and he’s taken pleasure 
from seeing other artists across the world embrace his idea. The 
subject of Paul’s epic work, Newcastle’s iconic number 9, took it 
all in good fun, but he admits to being star-struck upon meeting 
Mr Shearer:

Mike and I went to the training ground to meet him to discuss the 
idea and I remember being absolutely terrified. He came over to 
introduce himself and I went to pieces!

The exposure and opportunities which came in the wake of his world 
record, ensured that being star-struck became a rare occurrence, 
having gone on to work with luminaries across the globe. Indeed, 
his adventures have even inspired him to pen a book of memoirs, 
a tome which promises plenty of celebrity-infused entertainment! 

Paul explains his motivation:

A big part of my work is live events, so when the 
lockdown hit I thought ‘crikey, what am I going 

to do?’ but I’ve had a blast over my career and 
collected plenty of great stories along the 

way, so I’ve spent a lot of time over the past 
few months working on what will be my 
first book. 

Paul has also been hard at work on his 
online store, which boasts a fantastic 
range of merchandise, featuring some of 
his best caricatures over the years, as well 

as original artwork and sports memorabilia. 
Although chiefly known as a caricaturist, 

browsing through his website is a reminder of 
just how much of the North East is adorned with 

his artwork. He’s painted countless murals, with The 
Split Chimp and The Red House in Newcastle and Ramside 

Hall in Durham among the many venues to have featured his work. 
He also offers a range of graphic design services, including corporate 
imaging branding, digital mural design and even digital caricaturing.

He’s certainly kept himself busy since the world pressed the pause 
button, but like live acts everywhere, he can’t wait to get back to 
what he loves best. As lockdown continues to ease, he’s hoping 
to return to live work later in the year, and he’s currently taking 
bookings for the winter season. His “mix and mingle” entertainment 
certainly offers something a little different to any wedding, party 
or corporate event. Intriguingly, he’s also planning to resurrect his 
fabulous “Scribbling Connoisseurs” evenings, which combine art 
tuition with haute-cuisine. Paul explains:

I first launched Scribbling Connoisseurs ten years ago with the 
Fisherman’s Lodge in Jesmond Dene, which I thoroughly enjoyed. 
Basically, I would give people a snapshot of what I do and teach 
them some illustration techniques, whilst they enjoyed some 
fantastic food. My fiancé is a chef, and through her contacts, I’m 
working on reviving the idea. It’s one for the future, but if we can 
pull it off, the events will feature some amazing and well-known 
culinary talents. 

Twenty years after his most ambitious feat, it seems Paul is still 
thinking big, and more power to him. In person, he’s almost a 
living embodiment of one of his myriad caricatures. Fun, engaging 
and fizzing with mischievous energy. He left me with the distinct 
impression that it will take more than a global pandemic to halt this 
particular creative dynamo! 

www.paulslattery.co.uk

QUICK ON THE DRAW
Steve Russell talks to record-breaking caricaturist, graphic designer and digital artist,  

Paul Slattery, about his storied career and the power of grand ambitions.
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Working alongside local community food back 
and crisis response team, Hebburn Helps, the 
Indian restaurant helped to feed three families 
in need, who couldn’t reach their usual resources 
due to coronavirus.

Each family which was fed with Zeera’s healthy, 
wholesome dishes, were suffering in their own way 
due to the pandemic. One is the family of a young 
boy going through Chemotherapy, another a low 
income family with a disable child and lastly, an 
NHS worker. 

Shahanoor Choudhry, owner of Zeera restaurant, 
also set out to deliver meals to his local South 
Tyneside Hospital on a weekly basis, to give back 
to those who were giving their all for our safety. 

His kind gestures did not go unnoticed either, with 

South Tyneside Council granting the restaurant 
with a Love South Tyneside award. 

But, that’s not what it’s about, explained Shah, “We 
didn’t do this to receive accolades, we didn’t do this 
for attention, we did this because we care about 
our community and we were in a situation where 
we had the means to help, so that’s what we did. 

“Although the restaurant is now back open, and our 
takeaway service is still booming, we will not forget 
about those who needs us, and we’ll be doing 
everything in our power to continue to help out 
where we can.” 

Zeera, located on Ocean Road, is now open to the 
public, with social distancing and safety precautions 
in place, in accordance with Government guidelines. 
Their takeaway and ‘Indian Drive Thru’ services will 

also be continuing to offer an option to those who 

aren’t quite ready to venture out yet. 

Whilst locked down, Shah noticed the interest his 

customers had in his traditional recipes, and so he 

launched a brand new concept – The DIY Curry Kit 

– in which customers receive all the ingredients, 

plus a recipe card, to make a Zeera meal at home. 

“Lockdown has been hard on everyone, and I was 

receiving lots of interest from our customers who 

were trying to recreate an Indian restaurant meal 

from home. So we’ve made it easy, and fun, with 

our DIY Curry Kit. 

“It’s a great ‘Saturday night in’ and something 

different to do, whilst people are still not 

comfortable to dine out.”
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To book a table, order a meal or order your own DIY Curry Kit, simple give Zeera a call on 0191 456 1811 and keep an eye on their  
Facebook page for more updates @ZeeraSouthShields. 

THE SELFLESS RESTAURANT OWNER WHO’S BEEN 
FEEDING THE VULNERABLE THROUGHOUT LOCKDOWN

Known for its luxurious interiors and delicious Indian cuisine, Zeera restaurant in South Shields was 
forced to close its doors in March, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but continued to deliver hot  

meals to their local, vulnerable community throughout the pandemic.



I was walking the new three mile Tweed and 
Coast nature trail, supported by many local 
bodies and charitable foundations, and devised 
by the local U3A. There are fourteen information 
boards on the trail which runs through Berwick 
and Tweedmouth via the docks to Spittal beach 
so the path is part riverside, urban, industrial, 
dunes and seaside promenade. Spittal has a long 
and wide expanse of sandy beach, and is rather 
nicer than the name might imply. In the 1800s it 
was a popular spa. A similar trail about L.S. Lowry, 
the artist, is available.

There is plenty of wildlife to see and the 
information boards are attractive and, notably, 
are changed for each season four times a year 
to keep the content relevant. A simple idea, but I 
have not seen it done before in practice. The group 
organising the trail has just installed the summer 
versions of the boards. One told of the 2m long 
Pholiderpeton fossil – might have been useful for 
helping social distancing.

I passed through the ruins of Berwick Castle at low 
level and was impressed by the grandeur of the 
Royal Border Bridge, which was officially opened by 
Queen Victoria on 29th August 1850 on her way to 
Balmoral, a process which took only twelve minutes 
from her train arriving to continuing over the 
border, 2.5 miles further north. (It was a good day 
for rail openings: she had opened Newcastle Central 
station earlier the same day.) I continued into town 
under the 1928  Royal Tweed Bridge which relieved 
most of the traffic on the Berwick Old Bridge of 

1633, which I crossed to Tweedmouth. Road traffic 
had to trundle through the town until the opening 
of the A1 Berwick bypass in 1984.  

It’s much quieter now, and although the population 
is around 12,000 you would think it were bigger 
owing to the large number of villages in both 
England and Scotland which look to it as their local 
centre. I was originally intending to visit after the 
pubs and restaurants reopened on 4th July, but I 
reckoned that since Berwick pubs were the closest 
for locked down Scots up to 300 miles away it 
might be wiser to visit beforehand. I enjoyed fish 
and chips at the Cannon near the station and ate 
them in Castle Vale Park with its view of the rail 
bridge, but I could have sat out at the open air 
café in Spittal. On the nature trail you also pass 
the Berwick Shellfish which had a good range of 
seafood. They offer to put it in a polystyrene box 
with ice for just £1 extra to take home.

From Spittal there is a choice of walking back along 
Main Street and over the river to town, or use the 
Borders Buses route B1, which runs half-hourly 
(hourly on Sundays). If you don’t want to visit the 
town centre, the bus goes back close to the station.  
I spotted the Spittal War Memorial off Main Street 
and behind it a fountain which was an iron-
rich chalybeate spa, but there was no indication 
whether the water was safe to drink. So I didn’t.

Alex Nelson travelled to Berwick from Newcastle 
with CrossCountry for £9.90 and returned with 
LNER for £8.20.
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OUT & ABOUT - BERWICK-UPON-TWEED

Email: alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk   www.nationalrail.com   www.visitberwick.com

On the many occasions I have been to visit Berwick, I have always turned right out of the station to 
follow Castlegate into the town centre. This time, I turned left over the railway, looking out for the 1937 

Coronation Park on the left, through which runs a footpath downhill to the north bank of the River Tweed.



Husband-and-wife team; Bill and Carol Harkus, 
along with their children Rebecca (26), Rachel 
(28), Sarah (30) and Liam (22) currently 
run their own successful leaflet distribution 
company, Pace, which was established in 2015 
and works with local companies to get their 
marketing materials to homes and businesses 
within the region.  

Due to the success of this, they’ve decided to 
go one step further and have undertaken the 
premises in Ocean Road, formally known as 
Burger 31 to open their very own fish and chip 
take-away and 80-cover licensed restaurant 
August 2020 for fish and chips, pizzas, kebabs, 
burgers, salads, breakfasts and afternoon teas and 
will be the latest restaurant to open on the iconic 
South Tyneside street.

Although it is an uncertain time for any business 

to start to operate, especially in the hospitality 
industry, the family are optimistic that the locals 
will get behind them and support their latest 
venture.

Rachel, who is heading up the operation is 
delighted with their latest acquisition and is 
determined the licensed restaurant and take-
away will be a success. 

She told us: “Although the timing isn’t perfect, 
we were hoping to open at the beginning of April, 
we have ensured that this time has prepared us 
to plan our strategy and make the necessary 
arrangements to make it a great place to dine on 
Ocean Road.

“Competition is all around us, but we’re 
determined to ensure that we’re giving a great 
experience and serving first-class food and drinks, 
which will keep the loyal customers coming back 

for more. “We’re also offering a delivery service, 

so if you want to enjoy our great good, in the 

comfort of your own home, then we can supply 

that too!”

Although the outbreak of Covid-19, the family are 

determined not to let this stop their plans and are 

ploughing ahead with the new venue.

The venue is spread over two floors and the 

upstairs can be hired out for private functions, as 

well as a fully-functional two-storey restaurant at 

busy periods.

Rachel concluded: “As a family-orientated 

company owner, it’s a privilege to grow our little 

empire and open our second business together. 

We’re a close-knit family and this is just the icing 

on the cake for all of us. We’re all so very excited 

for the future.”

SOUTH SHIELDS’ FAMILY’S BEST CATCH OF THE DAY
Local entrepreneurs, based in South Shields, have cast their net a little wider and are opening  

a new restaurant and take-away venue in their hometown’s Ocean Road.
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0191 4558005

Tel: 0191 4558005

Carol Harkus and family.



The Centurion Golf Centre concept is designed 
to deliver golf to a younger and more diverse 
market by combining a full length golf range 
with a radical reconfiguration of the golf course 
which will enable 6, 12 and 18 hole games and a 
substantial investment in comprehensive drainage 
and other measures including two new ponds and 
new planting to enhance biodiversity. 

At the heart of the facility will be the £13m Centurion 
Golf Centre, combining the facilities of a traditional 
driving range with state-of-the-art virtual reality 
digital technology. The advanced digital technology 
tracking equipment, from market leader, Foresight 
UK,  transposes players’ shots onto digital screens 
which can show a number of virtual reality games or 
a selection of world-renowned golf courses.

The two storey building has been designed by 
Newcastle-based Nicholson Nairn Architects and, 
upon planning permission, is to be constructed by 
Robertson Construction, relying almost entirely upon 
a local supply chain of sub-contractors. It will have 
54 well-furbished golf bays complete with first class, 
brand golf clubs and an automated golf ball dispense 
system fronting the driving range at Ground Floor 
and First Floor levels. Additional facilities extending 

to the rear of the bays contain a sports bar and 
restaurant, golf pro-shop, changing facilities, golf 
academy, kitchen, function/meeting rooms and 
associated offices. The building will also provide the 
new Wallsend Golf Club locker rooms to provide 
natural linkage with the course whilst the application 
also includes off-street parking facilities, accessed 
from the adjacent West Street.

Phil Harrison, Director of HG&L Newcastle Ltd, 
commented, “We were extremely disappointed 
when our original application was refused at the 
start of the Coronavirus lockdown threat, but have 
taken all the objections on board and repositioned 
the range to face west along the Coast Road. We 
have also completely redesigned the golf course 
in line with the latest PGA thinking to reverse the 
decline of traditional golf clubs by attracting new 
members to new forms of the game.

“The Centre is a fantastic concept which is attractive 
not only to experienced golfers who can use it as a 
traditional driving range to practice, a coaching aid or 
just the fun of playing different courses in a virtual 
reality mode, but also to complete novices who can 
learn to play golf here whilst still having fun playing 
different games.

Chris Sanderson, Director of STR Enterprises Ltd, who 
will manage the facility added, “Centurion Park is the 
perfect site for us to launch the new concept and the 
end result will be an innovative and professionally 
designed course with a truly superb facility in the 
Golf Centre which will provide some 100 jobs and 
create a £4m per year local supply chain when fully 
operational  in additional to the 60 jobs created by 
the construction period. 

“The development not only secures the long term 
future of golf at Centurion Park, which is currently 
stagnating with falling membership, but will also 
become a visitor attraction in its own right, drawing 
both golfers wanting year round facilities and 
families and young people new to the game. Its use 
as a corporate hospitality and community venue 
adds further value. “

The Wallsend facility will the first in the UK with 
HG&L intending to launch further sites nationwide 
in the near future.

Upon a successful application, construction can 
begin later this Autumn allowing the Centurion Golf 
Centre facility to open in Autumn 2021.

centuriongolfcentre.co.uk
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PLANNING APPLICATION FOR £13m  
WALLSEND GOLF CENTRE 

Acting on behalf of their clients, Harrison Golf and Leisure (HG&L), Newcastle Ltd, WYG Planning have reapplied 
to North Tyneside Council for Planning Permission for the new £13 golf-based leisure facility at Centurion Park, 

Wallsend which will include the reconfiguration of the existing Golf Course and the development of an innovative 
new Golf Centre, the first of its kind in the UK.

The reconfigure course enables 6, 12 and 18 hole games.

The new Centurion park Golf Centre will include extensive hospitality facilities.

The proposed Centurion Golf Centre  
driving range at Centurion Park, Wallsend



As the scientists begin to get a better handle 
on the physical risks of the coronavirus and the 
country slowly reopens, the psychological impact 
of the pandemic remains to be seen. As with any 
traumatic experience, the emotional fallout only 
truly hits once the crisis itself has passed, and 
so, whether we’re conscious of it right now or 
not, it’s more than likely that we’ll all encounter 
some kind of emotional aftershock.

As employers it’s important that we be both 
conscious of and prepared for this. It is highly 
probable that our teams will require extra support 
over the coming months and so putting measures 
in place now could go a long way in promoting 
good mental health in the long term. 

Openly acknowledging the challenges that we’ve 
faced and the ways in which the pandemic could 
impact emotional wellbeing is a good starting 
point. This will go a long way in creating a culture 
of understanding and compassion, so anyone who 
is struggling feels able to reach out for support 
straight away.

The key emotional difficulties to be aware of 
post-lockdown are grief, low mood, anxiety and 
irritability. Alongside the strong possibility that at 
least some of your workforce will have lost loved 
ones in the pandemic, some may also be struggling 
with the loss of the way life was before. Whilst 
the country is slowly opening up again, life is by 

no means returning to normal and, right now, no 
one knows if it ever will. Social distancing and the 
omnipresence of PPE make being out in the world 
feel pretty strange. Much has changed and many 
imperceptible freedoms that we used to take for 
granted, like being able to walk down the street 
without having to be alert, have been lost. Some 
of your team may need help to process this more 
subtle, unspoken grief for the world before COVID. 
Grief can manifest in many ways. Sadness and low 

mood are the most obvious signs, but symptoms of 
anxiety are also common.

Similarly, many of your employees may be 
experiencing anxiety about the return to work and 
the busyness that went before. These anxieties may 
take many forms, from the fear of exposure to the 
coronavirus, to worries about their ability to cope 
with their workload, or the broader uncertainty 
that we’re now faced with as a country. For 
many, the pandemic has pulled the rug out from 
underneath their feet, throwing their plans up in 
the air and this uncertainty about the future can 
be a major stressor.   

Remember not all employees will feel able to let 
you know that they’re struggling so watch out 
for changes in behaviour such as withdrawal, 
compulsive tidying and irritability and check in 
with them to see how they’re doing. Whilst many 
will find their own way through these challenges, 
others may require professional support to get 
back on track.

Our team at The Clearing are here to help. Talking 
things through with a counsellor can make a huge 
difference. It allows us space to make sense of 
how we’re feeling so we can process and release 
the difficult emotions. In doing so we begin to feel 
lighter, then we develop greater self-awareness and 
then we become more resilient. 

If you’d like to arrange individual support for yourself or an employee, or to explore workplace counselling options for your organisation, visit 
theclearing.org.uk or contact our office on 0751 408 4909.
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SUPPORTING YOUR TEAM AFTER LOCKDOWN

The last few months have been stressful and challenging in many, many ways. Collectively we’ve 
experienced an existential trauma, having all been confronted with our mortality, the mortality of our 

loved ones and the fact that ultimately, we are not in control.
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Whether it’s general fitness, weight loss or you 
are training for a specific event you can’t expect 
to flog your body by training everyday and be at 
the peak of your fitness 365 days a year. 

You need to be smart, but unfortunately most 
people do not look at the bigger picture they want 
results there and then. For many it’s a mad rush to 
lose weight, post Xmas and pre summer, the rest 
of the year they don’t bother. Long term this will 
catch up with you physically because as you get 
older your body can’t realistically make those sorts 
of changes in such a short space of time, it also 
becomes dangerous for your health and you are 
more lightly to sustain an injury. Likewise mentally, 
the thought of another year having made no long 
term positive changes to your health and fitness 
could potentially have a negative effect.  

So how can you counteract this and train sensibly 
throughout the year and enjoy it:

  I call it ticking over, by this I mean, try to train 
2-3 times a week all year round at a level you 
enjoy, This alongside a healthier food regime will, 
over time, reap the benefits with the way you 
look and feel and is your key to longevity.

  Mix your training up, try different types of 
training eg at DF Fitness we have Private Personal 
training, Small group classes in one of our 3 
private gyms, we have a unique private Outdoor 
Gym, Strength sessions, Beach Bootcamps, 
Indoor Bootcamps and Versa Climber classes. 
This type of variation means you can chop and 
choose each week. The variation breaks the 

monotony and gives you an opportunity to work 
on all types of strength and fitness. Remember 
your body will get used to one way of training, 
therefore mixing things up is beneficial.

  With a broad base of training throughout 
the year you know at any point you want to 
specifically work on something eg weight loss, 
strength, speed or endurance you can do it 
quickly and safely.

  Working at the same pace is good for health and 
wellbeing plus gives you a good all year round 
fitness level. This base of fitness means you can 
up the intensity at any time making you fitter 

and stronger very quickly. This empowers you 
and gives you self confidence and belief, not just 
in the gym but also in your day to day life.

  Knowing your body means you should know 
when to rest, when to push if you are going for 
a specific target and how to adapt your training 
depending on how you feel during sessions. 

If you feel good, push on and realise what you 
are capable of, other days it can feel tougher 
than normal, therefore make a sensible decision 
depending how you feel. You may surprise yourself 
by the end of this session and find some boost of 
energy to finish strongly.

David Fairlamb

David Fairlamb Fitness     www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk     Mobile 0771 3640899     
Facebook: David Fairlamb Fitness & SugarCleanLean     Twitter @DF_Fitness & @SugarCleanLean
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MIX IT UP
For the first time in many 

months I am not specifically 
relating my article to 

coronavirus times.

I want to discuss how you are 
able to hold onto your fitness 

throughout the year. Of course 
this means consistency and 

having the ability to mix your 
training up knowing at any 

point, due to your base fitness, 
you could adapt and go for any 

specific target.

DAVID'S SUMMING UP
Regular exercise is not just something you need to do to 

improve your health, consistent exercise is absolutely essential 
because the length and quality of your life depends on it.





Location  -  

  Situated just off the A19 in the village of Backworth.

Setting  -  

  Heavily wooded area within the grounds of 
Backworth Hall. 

Length of course  -  

 5,939 yds.

Facilities  -  

  Buggy hire, bar, restaurant, function rooms.

Toughest Hole  -  

  Hole 9 (369 yds) 
A difficult par 4 closing hole.  

Longest Drive  -   

   Hole 7 
A par 5 hole which gives you the opportunity to 
open your shoulders and hit out towards a wide 
fairway.  

Signature Hole  -  

  Hole 3 
A short par 3 surrounded by mature trees and 
heavily protected by bunkers.  

Prices  -  

  April to October 
9 holes Midweek £12 
9 holes Weekend £15 
Visitors welcome

ON THE TEE BOX -  
BACKWORTH GOLF CLUB
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www.backworthgolf.co.uk     0191 268 4247 (option 1)
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You are always assured a warm welcome at Backworth Golf Club as we are known as one of the friendliest courses in 
the County. Although we only have 10 holes, most are extremely challenging with small greens and tight entrances 

protected by bunkers and water and some of the best County players have cut their teeth at Backworth over the years.

In an increasingly hectic life we are superbly suitable for those who do not have the time to play 18 holes. 

Although members have the tee booked on a Tuesday and Saturday for a few hours it is possible  
for visitors to play most days. 

When you have finished your round why not come into the Hall and enjoy some food or a drink? 
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www.miketulip.photography   |   hi@miketulip.photography   |   07876276314
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23-25 Clayton Road  Jesmond  Newcastle upon Tyne  0191 212 1123

“To eat well in England, 
you should have breakfast 

three times a day.” 
Somerset Maughan

Breakfast served all day,  
every day!

Ian Arkle - 0771 069 3861   Stuart Arkle - 0771 069 3860   
Home - 01665 574 604

Email - arkleandsons@gmail.com      
www.arkleandsons.co.uk



...he recreated 
classic album 

covers by stars 
such as...

Real evidence of ending the lockdown occurred 
when I was able to go to Salon 66 for the first 
time since March. I was getting accustomed to 
my re-enacted Bob Dylan 1960s wild look. Ian 
has restored the more acceptable coiffured look 
of the 21st century.

It is debatable whether these superficial vanities (I 
have not missed the nail bars) have any importance, 
when face to face meetings have been replaced by 
stay at home interactions on Zoom, Teams, Skype 
and Starleaf. I have not used cuff-links for over 
four months.

Although churches, mosques, synagogues and 
temples are gradually reopening, they will be far 
from the usual communal uplifting experiences. 
Fears about droplets and microdroplets from 
singing and chanting means no hymns or choirs. 
The 150 hymns from the Old Testament featured 
in Jewish and Christian services will be only read - 
humming may be permitted.

Choirs are all on hold. How will Gareth Malone 
cope?

Plans are proceeding for films about Covid in 
the style of Cantagion(2011). There is already 
a mini-series Love in the Time of Corona’ (not 
featuring the Government’s scientific adviser) and 
a Canadian thriller called Corona. Sex scenes were 
shot with masks, latex gloves and hand sanitiser. 
A new coronavirus film about the UK experience 
is awaited - Michael Sheen as Boris, Matt Lucas as 
Hancock and Rowan Atkinson as Dom C. Suitable 
title would be ‘With the Benefit of Hindsight’ or 
‘Don’t Look Back in Anger’.

The urgent plea to secure the survival of 
pubs, restaurants, coffee shops and all retail is 
encouraging us all to get out there and socialise, 
but suitably distanced! Table service at the pub. 
Get a cappuccino to save the economy! Fast food 
subsidised by Rishi but only if calorie controlled. 
Essential now to wear hot sticky masks in shops 
a full five months after it would have had any 
meaningful effect.

‘George Orwell famously wrote ‘If liberty means 
anything at all, it means the right to tell people 
what they do not want to hear’. What is seen as 
a sinister new cult of dogmatic intolerance has 
been a worrying sight in the UK as in the USA. It 
silences debate, seeks to impose conformity, whips 
up hysteria and violence and crushes dissenting 
views.

Self appointed cultural commissars are divorced 
from British mainstream and seek to bully on 
the internet and elsewhere, pressing for no-

platforming speakers holding different views 
and for dismissal from office because of views 
which conflict or are not sufficiently in line with 
the extremist group. An example is J K Rowling 
who faces boycott by her publishers and being 
subjected to horrendous misogynistic abuse - for 
having the temerity to challenge the fashionable 
transgender ideology.

A letter from 153 philosophers, writers and 
intellectuals has denounced the ‘intolerant 
climate’ of public discourse. They argue that the 
way to defeat ideas is by exposure, argument and 
persuasion, not by trying to silence them or wish 
them away.

It is hoped that when ‘normal’ life returns, our 
traditional fairness, balance and tolerance will be 
restored.

A particularly heartwarming story of the lockdown 
was the imaginative project by my son Robert 
which has gone viral on the internet. At Sydmar 
Lodge Care Home in London where he is Activities 
Coordinator, he recreated classic album covers by 
stars such as Adele, Madonna, Queen, Michael 
Jackson, Springsteen, Bowie, Rag n Bone Man 
and others. He took pictures of willing residents in 
their 80s and 90s with suitable makeup, costumes 
and settings to produce the stunning images.

Millions of views on Twitter and Instagram and 
the images have gone worldwide. Interviews on 
BBC, NBC, CNN, Canada, Australia, Japan, Israel, 
Turkey and all over Europe. The amazing reaction 
was to the positivity and the attention given to 
residents of care homes during a crisis particularly 
hard for these very elderly people and those caring 
for them. It gave the residents and their families 
(who were unable to visit) such enjoyment and 
comfort. I am very proud of what Robert does - and 
in the midst of this their third daughter arrived. 
Welcome Olivia!

Barry SpekerCOMMENT WITH...

barryspeker@hotmail.com

“
”
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£399 full 
membership 

available with 
full playiNg 

rights

Affordable Golf 
in the heart 
of Newcastle

It’s YOUR local club - beautifully situated only 5 minutes drive 
from the city centre on the Town Moor. Newcastle United Golf Club 
is regarded as one of the premier clubs in the area. 
 
A great course with a warm, friendly welcome and a superb clubhouse, club shop & lessons. 
The mature course measures just over 6,600 yards from the medal tees and with a par of 72, 
the course is a joy for beginners and pros alike on some of the longest par fives in the area. 
If you want to take up golf or get back into playing, we’re the club for you.

Please call 0191 286 9998  
or email no@ncndoc.co.k

N e w  a s t l e  u N i t e   g  l f   l u b



Tel: 0191 249 1736     Email: info@wacf.co.uk

Starting up or winding down

Looking to grow  or to exit

We re here for you.
WilliamsAli offers a focused, partner-led service to help businesses and their 
shareholders realise their ambitions. With many years of experience and success  
in business sales, MBOs, acquisitions, private equity and fund raising, we build  
deep, long term and rewarding relationships with our clients.

What’s your plan


